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This report is Volume 5 of six volumes of the final report on "Nuclear Rocket Shield­
ing Methods, Modification, Updating, and Input Data Preparation". This work was performed 
for-the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Huntsville, Alabama, under 
Contract No. NAS-8-24919, Control No. DCN 1-X-80-00056. The technical monitor of 
this contract was Mr. Henry E. Stern, Deputy Manager of the Nuclear and Plasma Physics 
Division of the Space Sciences Laboratory, MSFC. A description of bOT-llW, DOQ,4 
AD'OQ, and MAP codes is presented in this volume. 
In summary, the six volumes of the final report are as follows: 
Volume 1: 	 "Synopsis of Methods and Results of Analyses' -,A summary of the W6rk p6ifo'rmbd 
under this contract, 
Volume 2:,-	 "Compilation of Neutron and Photon Cross. Section Data'" A description of the' 
six Master Librarie4 of neutron and photon, cross section data, 
Volume 3: 	 "Cross Section Generation and Data Processing Techniques" - A-description of 
the GAMLEG-W, APPROPOS, NAGS, and SATURN codes, 
Volume 4: 	 "One-Dimensional, Discrete Ordinates Transport Technique" - A description of 
the ANISN-W code, 
Volume 5: 	 "Two-Dimensional, Discrete Ordinates Transport Techniques" - A description 
of DOT-IIW, DOQ, ADOQ, and MAP codes, and 






The WANL version of the DOT computer code for solving the two-dimensional, 
energy dependent, linear Boltzmann transport equation with general anisotropic scattering, 
and the MAP computer code for solving for the angular, spatial, and energy dependent flux 
external to a nuclear systerm are described. The major improvements of the DOT-IIW code 
ovgr the DOT code are the inclusion of acceleration techniques on the group flux solution, 
improved convergence logic, asymmetric quadrature capability, and improved tape opera­
tions. Detailed user information involving problem setup, running time, quadrature data, 
and mesh spacing requirements is described for both codes. Inaddition, requirements for 
eigenvalue, fixed volume distributed source, boundary source, and search calculations are 
given for the DOT-IIW code. Typical problem setup information is supplied for both codes 
as well as a description of the printed output. A sample problem card input and printout 
are included for each code. The Appendix describes the DOQ and ADOQ quadrature 
coefficient calculation codes. 
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This report is Volume 5 of six volumes of the final report on "Nuclear Rocket 
Shielding Methods, Modification, Updating, and Input Data Preparation." Presented in 
this volume is a description of the DOT-IIW, two-dimensional, discrete ordinates transport 
code and the MAP, radiation transport code. 
The DOT-IIW and MAP codes are an integral part of both the preliminary or 
parametric and the detailed design radiation analysis methods provided for the Marshall 
Space Flight Center (MSFC) under this contract and the previous contractual work (NAS-8­
20414). A simplified, schematic diagram of each method is shown in Figures 1-1 and 1-2. 
Both methods are fully described in Volume 1 of this report. 
In the preliminary or parametric design method (Figure 1-1), the APPROPOS 
code (Volume 3) is used to prepare neutron and photon cross sections and other basic data 
for use in the transport and data processing codes. These cross sections are input to the 
ANISN-W code (Volume 4). The ANISN-W code computes one-dimensional neutron and 
photon fluxes in the reactor geometry. From the netron and photon fluxes, neutron and 
photon energy sources and distributions or heat generation rates are obtained using the 
NAGS data processing code Volume 3). These sources and distributions are used as input 
to the KAP-VI point kernel code (Volume 6). The KAP-VI code provides gamma ray and 
fast neutron radiation levels at locations external to the reactor. Radiation sources, heat 
generation rates, and radiation environment, both internal and external- to the reactor 
as well as shield effectiveness can be computed using the preliminary or parametric design 
method. 
In the detailed design method (Figure 1-2), the neutron and photon cross sections 
prepared by the APPROPOS code (Volume 3) are used as input data to the DOT-IIW, two­
dimensional, discrete ordinates transport code. The DOT-IIW code (Volume 5) computes 
the two-dimensional neutron and photon fluxes throughout the reactor geometry. The NAGS 
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Figure 1-2. Flow Chart for Detailed Radiation Analysis 
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energy desposition and neutron and photon energy sources and distributions within the reactor 
system. These sources and distributions are used as input to the KAP-VI point kernel code 
(Volume 6). The KAP-VI code provides gamma ray and fast neutron radiation levels at 
locations external to the reactor. In addition, the surface leakage fluxes from the DOT-IlIW 
problem geometry are used as input to the MAP radiation transport code (Volume 5). The 
MAP code computes the radiation environment at selected surfaces or points external to the 
DOT-IIW geometry and includes provision for last-flight transport using optional point 
kernel techniques. The SCAP single- or albedo-scatter code (Volume 6) is used to compute 
external radiation environment using, as source input data, the output from either the KAP-VI 
or the MAP codes. Radiation sources, heat generation rates, and radiation environment, 
both internal and external to the reactor as well as shield effectiveness can be computed 
using the detailed design method. 
The SATURN (Volume 3), DOQ (Volume 5), and ADOQ (Volume 5) codes are 
additional data preparation and handling codes. These codes are provided as convenient 
tools for manipulating large quantities of data or providing selected input data. 
In the analysis of nuclear systems, a two-dimensional, transport theory technique 
serves as the basis for many different types of calculations such as criticality, radiation 
environment,shield effectiveness, and flux attenuation. The need for a flexible, yet 
efficient technique to facilitate these calculations is obvious. For this reason, the- DOT-IIW 
and MAP codes were developed. 
The DOT-IIW code is described in Section 2.0 of this report; the MAP code is 
described in Section 3.0. Both of these codes require discrete ordinates quadrature coeffi­
cients (direction cosines and weights) generated by the DOQ (symmetric) and the ADOQ 





2.0 DOT-IIW CODE 
A reliable technique for predicting the transport of neutrons or photons through 
matter is a basis for a wide variety of calculations in nuclear engineering. Reactor. design 
and analysis, shielding design and analysis, experiment analysis as well as other interests 
all share this common need. The method of discrete ordinates or Carlson's S method is one 
n
such technique for approxiriating the solution of the energy dependent, linear, Boltzmann 
transport equation with anisotropic scattering. In fact, as the approximation of the space, 
angle, and energy mesh approaches differential size, the solution of the Boltzmann equation 
approaches exactness. 
. The discrete ordinates technique has been implemented in the DOT-IIW code. 
Discrete Ordinates Transport DOT( soives the two dimensional, Boltzmann transport 
equation with general anisotropic scattering for x, y; r, z; and r, 0 geometries by using a 
diamond difference solution technique. (2, 3) DOT solves forward or adjoint, homogeneous 
or inhomogeneous problems. The inhomogeneous problems may have a fixed volume dis­
tributed source or a specified-angular dependent boundary source at the right or top 
boundaries; fissions may be included for a subcritical system. Vacuum, reflective, periodic, 
white, or albedo boundary conditions may be specified. Time absorption calculations, con­
centration searches, or zone thickness searches are also solved. Cross sections may be 
input from a library tape and/or from cards. Asymretric or symmetric quadrature calcula­
tions may be performed. The code includes a choice of Gaussian Iteration, Successive 
Overrelaxation, 5pace Point Scaling, or Chebyshev Acceleration to achieve a flux solution 
on inner iterations. 
The version of the program described in this report has been altered from the 
original version because of the following: (1) to be consistent with the nuclear and radiation 
anal$'sis methods used at MSFC, and (2) to incorporqte state-of-the-art features of the 
current DOT-Il code released by RSIC (with the exception of a polynomial source option). 
A number of improvements in the convergence logicandother techniques in the DOT-lI 
code have been included in this version of the code. 
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DOT-IIW is a complete code written instandard, USASI FORTRAN-IV. The 
code utilizes variable dimensioning toallow efficient core data storage allocation, 
consequently eliminating the necessity for recompilation for different size problems. This 
version of the code is operational on the UNIVAC-1108 computer using the EXEC-8 
Monitor System, seven tape or disk devices, and input and output disks. 
The program described is the latest WANL production version of the DOT code. 
This version is derived from the original IBM 7094 version of the DOT code as released by 
F. R. Mynatt, R. Rodgers, and W. W. Engle, Jr., of the Computer Technology Center of 
Union Carbide Corporation, Nuclear Division, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Subsequent coding 
to include additional capabilities (described later) to provide a code with similar capabili­





2.1 COMP'UTER CODE SYNOPSIS 
1. Name: , DOTllW(1). 
2. Compute::.- The code is designed for the UN!VAC-.1J08cbmputer. 
3. Natur DOT-II the two-dimensional,of:Physical Problem Solved! .q!ves' 
energy dependent, linear Boltzmann transport equation witb ,neral anisottopic scattering,-
for x, y; r,z; and r, 9 geometries. DOT solves forward or cd[oint," homogeneous or inhomo­
geneous problerm. The inhomogeneous problems mqy.h.ave a ftx.-dluie disftibuted source, 
or a specified andular dependent boundary source at the right or.top boundaries; fissions may 
be included for a subcritical system. Vacluum, reflective, perigdijc, white, or albedo 
boundary conditions*may be specified. 'Time absottion calculbtionstconcentration searclhes, 
or zone thickness;searches are also solved. Cross se6tions may be input frorm a Library tape 
and/or from cards; Asymmetric orsymmetric quadrature cal.clatbns'may" e performed, -The 
code includes a choice of Gaussian Iteration, Successive Overelaxqtion, Space Point -
Scaling; or Chebysh v Acceleration to achieve a ion .flux solution ner iteratJonsi 
4. Method of Solution: The discrete ordinates'or Cals sS method using a 
-n
- -(2)diamond difference olution technique is employed.;- The method isapplicoble to both. 
neutron and gammb-ray transport problems. The solution in the ttde will approach the­
exact solution of the Boltzmann equation with incre6sing orders, f-approximatiori as the" 
space, angle, and energy mesh approaches differential .ize. 
5. Restrictions on the Complexity of the Problem: - The DQOT-IIW compft&-.code 
utilizes variable dimensioning to facilitate efficiet.6eore data sforagecallocation, .Because 
of the variable dinensioning technique on any given data array,. no size restriction is 
imposed; only a size- restriction on the length of the sum of aof prrays-is imposed. The -
amount of core'data storage for a given problem may be exactty computed as indicaed in 
the documentation, 
6. Typical Running Time: The DOT-IIW code compu~tes approximately 4500 angular. 
fluxes per second.. 
81 
7. Unusual Features of the Program: The code employs a general anisotropic 
scattering capability, variable dimensioning, and the concentration of the bulk of the 
computations in one subroutine. 
Related and Auxiliary Programs: Cross sections may be supplied by the 
* (3) 	 W(3)APPROPOS or GAMLEG-W codes. Fixed distributed neutron or photon sources as well 
as energy deposition may be provided:using the MAP(1 ) code. 
9. Status: The code is in production use at MSFC. Users at MSFC load the code 
from a disk or tape with control cards followed by the userl s input data. 
10. References: 1. R. K. Disney, R. G. Soltesz, J. Jedruch, and S. L. Zeigler, 
WANL-PR(LL)-034,Volume 5, "Two-Dimensional, Discrete 
Ordinates Transport Techniques," August 1970. 
2; 	 F. R. Mynatt, F. J. Muckenthaler, and P. N. Stevens, 
CTC-INF-952, "Development of Two-Dimensional Discrete 
Ordinates Transport Theory for Radiation Shielding," August 
1970. 
3. 	R. K. Disney, R. G. Soltesz, and S. L. Zeigler, WANL-PR(LL)­
034, Volume 3, "Cross Section Generation and Data Processing
Techniques," August 1970. 
11. Machine Requirements: The DOT-IIW code is in production at MSFC on the 
UNIVAC-1108 with 65K core storage locations. The source program requires 14K decimal 
locations; the remaining locations are used for problem data storage. Up to eight tape or 
di~k devices are required in addition to input and output disks. 
12. Programming Language Used: The code is written in standard, USASI FORTRAN-
IV. 
13. Operating System or Monitor Under Which Program is Executed: The DOT-IIW 
code is operational under the EXEC-8 Monitor System. 
14. Other Programming or Operating Information or Restrictions: None. 
15. Name and Establishment of Authors: 
R. G. Soltesz andR. K. Disney 
Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory 
P. 0. Box 10864 





2.2 INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 
2.2.1 Input Format 
The input data for the DOT-IIW code are divided into the following nine data sets: 
1) Overall problem storage allocation, tape assignments, and boundary 
source input tape parameters 
2) 	Overall problem title and parameters 
3) 	 Cross section data 
4) 	 Flux guess data 
5) 	 Fixed distributed source data 
6) 	 Fixed boundary source data 
7) 	 Angular quadrature (direction cosines: p>7 ) data 
8) 	Angular quadrature (weights: w) data 
9) 	 Remainder of data 
The first data set isentered on a single formatted card which is the first physical 
card of each problem deck. The second data set consists of the title card and nine cards of 
integer and real (floating point) data intermixed on formatted cards in data fields of 12 
columns each. This set of data is always required as input to a DOT-IIW problem and all 
input data must be entered in the correct field of each card since a fixed, FORTRAN 
format is used to read all cards. 
All remaining data sets (3 through 9) of a DOT-IIW problem input are w;ritten in 
one of three FORTRAN type format capabilities. The integer data arrays (denoted by a 
dollar sign) must always be input in the standard DOT-IIW format capability which consists 
of 6 fields of 12 columns in each field. Each field in the standard format issubdivided into 
three subfields as shown in Figure 2-1. Integer data must be entered as right adjusted* in 
the third subfield of each data field. Real data (denoted by a *,U, or V) may be entered 
in 	the standard DOT-IIW or one of two non-standard, FORTRAN format capabilities. 
The non-standard WANL DOT input formats which are shown in Figure 2-1 are 
included for the user's convenience and can only be used for any real (floating point) data 
* 	"Right adjusted" means that the last significant digit of a number is at the extreme right of 
a field. 
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1. Standard: (6 (12, Al. F9.0))
 








'Data Array Identification No. or Number of Operations
 
2. Non-Standard: (6E12.5), U Data Type
 




3. 	Non-Standard: (4(IX, El6.9, IX)), V Data-type or ODDK (FLOCOW) 
Card Columns 12a3.45 67 8 91011Y"12 13 14 15 16 17 1819/ 	 "/1 
Data 	Field Exponent Field
 




array. These non-standard formats cannot include any operation type (fill, skip, interpolate, 
repeat, etc.), but can include blankifields on a card that cause the input routine to ignore 
the'rest of the card; e.g., if the punched cross section dQta for a material includes 117 entries 
(9 groups by 13 tables), the set would be 19 full cards and a final card of three entries using 
the U format. DOT-IIW, using this. non-standard capability, would skip the last three' 
fields and commence reading at the first data field of the next card. 
In the standard DOT-IIW format, the second subfield may include one of the data 
type or operation type code letters. The following characters may be~entered: 
$, *, U, V, R, I, T, S, Ft A, +, -, Z, *E,Q, N, M, W, or X. 
$ indicates the beginning of an integer (fixed point) array. The first 
subfield identifies the data array. 
* indicates the begihning of a real (floating point) array in standard 
format. The first sukfield identifies the array. 
U indicates the beginning of a reaQ (floating point) array in the non­
standard format 6E12.5 and the data array beginning on the next physical 
card. The first subfield identifies the array. 
V indicates the beginning of a real (floating point) array in.the non­
standard ODD-K format 4 (1X, E16.9, .IX). The-first subfield identifies 
the array-beginning on the next physical card. 
R indicates that the data contained in the third subfield are to be entered 
Rtimes in succession. The first subfield defines the number of total 
successive'entries or Repeats (e.g., a 16R 1.0 enters 161.0' s). 
I indicates linear Interpolation between the data in the associated third
 
subfield and the following third'subfield. The first subfield defines the
 
number of interpolations between the two data entries (e.g., 41 0.0,
 
10.0 enters 0.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0).
 
T indicates Termination of data reading for a particular subset of data.
 
,No further d'ta reading for-a subset of data isattempted and the program 
proceeds to the next subset and the next physical data card. 
S 'indicates Skip. The first subfield defines the number of entries- to be 
skipped. The third subfield may contain the first entry following the skips 
(e.g. 15 S 1 enters a 1 in the 16th word of an array). 
F indicates that the remainder of the present array is to be Filled with 
the data entry in the third subfield. Any entry in the first subfield is ig­
nored (e.g., F 1.0 wiJI enter a 1.0 for all entries in an array). 
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A indicates Address modification. The next non-blank data entry is 
entered in the Nth location of the present array where N is an integer 
entry in the thirdsubfield associated with the A. Any entry in the 
first subfield is ignored. 
+ or - indicates exponentiation. The data entry in the third subfield 
is multiplied by 10+ N where N is the entry in the First subfield. This 
option allows more significant digits if necessary. 
Z indicates the entry of Zeros. The integer entry in the first plus 
the third subfield indica fs the number of successive zeros to be 
entered. (e.g., IOZ enters 10 zeros, Z 20 enters 20 zerot, and 
1OZ 20 enters 30 Fergs). 
E indicates End array. This option skips to the end of an array without 
the need for specifying the number of skips. 
Q indicates sequence repeat. The integer entry in the first plus the 
third sibfield indicates the number of previous entries to be repeated. 
N indicates inverted sequence repeat. This option is similar to the Q 
option except that the previous entries are repeated in reverse order, 
(e.g., 0, 2, 4, 2N enters 0, 2, 4, 4, 2). 
M indicates inverted sequence repeat except that the signs of previous
entries are reversed when they are repeated. 
W indicates the array identified by the first subfield will be read accord­
ing to the format on the following card. 
X indicates the array identified by the first subfield will be read accord­
ing to the last variable format read in. For example, 
3W Card I (remainder of card must be blank) 
(7E 10.3) Card 2 (contains format only) 
3X Card 3 (remainder of card must be blank) 
Cards 4 through N (contain the data according 
to the specified format. No blank fields are allowed) 
Integer data in the third subfield must be right adjusted. Floating point data may 
be written with or without an exponent and with or without a decimal point. If the decimal 
point is not included, it is assumed to be immediately to the left of the exponent field 
within the nine-column subfield. If there is no exponent, the decimal point is assumed to 





The following restrictions must be observed when writing input data for the DOT-IIW 
code: 
1) Floating point zeros must be written as 0. or 0.0; A.0 or -0.0 in either the 
standard or non-standard format is not acceptable. 
2) Blanks are ignored and the reading of data commences on the next physical 
card for the non-standard formnat and on the next field after the blank field for the standard 
formats. 
3) If an I is specified in any data field, the third subfield of that field and the 
following third subfield of the next field cannot be blank. In addition, -the second sub­
field of the field following a field containing an I cannot contain an A. 
4) If the third subfield of a data field containing a $ or a * contains an integer, 
N, the next data entry is assumed to be the (N + 1) th member of the array. Normally this 
third subfield is blank and is interpreted as zero. 
2.2.2 Input Data Instructions 
This section describes the problem input data for the DOT-IIW code. Section 2.3 
presents a more detailed descr!ption of the data presented here. The quantity in slashes 
represents the array dimension, or the number of pieces of data required, and the expression 
in braces is the condition requiring that array or set of arrays. Arrays or sets of arrays 
with the corresponding terminate (T) card which are not required should not be entered. If 
no condition is specified, the array is required. Note that a T card must follow the data 
entered in data.sets 3 through 9; no T card is entered after data sets 1 and 2. 
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DATA SET I - OVERALL PROBLEM STORAGE ALLOCATION, TAPE ASSIGNMENTS, AND INPUT TAPE PARAMETERS
 
Card Format .Column Variable Description 
110 1-10 ISIZE* The maximum number of locations available for DOT-IIW 
data (e.g., ISIZE = 5100010 on the UNIVAC-1108, 
EXEC-8 computer with a 65K core memory storage 
available). 
14 11-14 NINP Input data tape drive. Always set NINP = 5 
14 15-18 NOUT Output data tape drive. Always set NOUT = 6 
14 19-22 NCR1 Scratch tape drive. Always set NCR1 =1 
14 23-26 NSCRAT Scratch tape drive. Always set NSCRAT = 2 
14 27-30 NBSO Distributed source tape. Always set NBSO = 8. If a non­
zero.normalization factor (S01) for a fixed distributed 
source problem is input, the code will normalize the input 
source data and place it an a scratch tape drive (1, 2, or 3). 
14 31-34 NFLUXI Scratch tape drive. Always set NFLUXI = 3 
14 35-38 NAFT Angular flux output tape drive. Always set NAFT = 4 
14 39-42 IBXS Boundary source input option. 0/1, no boundary source 
data or boundary source data from cards/ 6 oundary source 
entered from tape drive- 9 . If IBXS = 1. mount boundary 
source tape- (in format of DOT-IIW angular flux output 
tape) on tape drive 9. 
14 43-46 IMOLD Number of radial mesh intervals in the input'boundary 
source data tape on tape drive 9. 
IMOLD must be greater than or equal to the number of 
radial mesh intervals, IM, in the current DOT problem. 
rIBXS = 0/IMOLD =o7 
* The maximum value of ISIZE is determined by the maximum size of BLANK COMMON set at code compile time. 
Card Format Column Variable Description 
14 47-50 JMOLD Number of axial mesh intervcls in the input boundary 
source data tape on tape 9. 
JMOLD must be equal to the number of axial mesh 
intervals used to describe the boundary source. If a pre­
vious DOT-IIW problem was used to generate this data 
tape, two techniques in DOT-IIW exist to generate this 
tape. If the DOT-IIW input quantity, All = 0, then 
JMOLD must equal the number of axial mesh intervals, 
JM, in the previous DOT-IIW problem. If Al 1>0, then 
JMOLD must equal 3. 
14 51-54 JMLEV Specific axial interval number at which boundary source 
data will be obtained from boundary source data tape on 
tape 9. If a previous DOT-IIW problem was used to 
generate this data tape, the following options exist:If All = 0 inthe previous DOT-IIW problem, then JMLEV 
can be any axial interval in the previous DOT-IIW 
problem. 
If All / 0, then JMLEV can be axial intervals 1, 2, or 3 
which correspond to axial intervals All + 1, All, or 
All-1 from the previous DOT-IIW problem. 
If a MAP problem has been used to generate a boundary 
source tape, then JMLEV must be equal to 2 or 3 depend­
ing upon the DOT-IIW problem surface considered as a 
source and defined by.the input quantity, IDIR. 7IF IBXS 
= 0: then JMLEV =07 
14 55-58 IDIR Direction of boundary source data from previous DOT-IIW 
or source surface from previous MAP problem. 
If tope 9 is from a previous DOT-IIW problem, then the downward directed or upward directed angular flux at 
an axial mesh interval can be input as a top boundary 
source as follows: 
7'f IDIR = 0/1 - Upward/Downward7 
Card Format Column Variable 	 Description 
If tape 9 is obtained from a MAP problem, then the 
following options exist: 
/rf JMLEV = 3: IDIR = 0/1 - total visible surface/top or 
bottom visible surface7 
/If JMLEV = 2: IDIR = 0 - side visible surface7 
.14 59-62 NA 	 Starting radial mesh interval number in IMOLD at which 
the boundary source angular flux data from tape 9 is 
desired for DOT-IIW problem / IC = 0 if IBXS = (T/ 
14 63-66 NC 	 Final interval number in IMOLD at which the angular flux 
boundary source data from tape 9 is desired for DOT-IIW 
problem. 7NC = 0 if IBXS. 07 
If NA and NC are both zero, no selective boundary sourc, 
is used; i.e., the boundary source data is used for all 
VIMOLD intervals. If NA and NC are greater than zero, 
NM the code only uses data from NA to NC, inclusive. All 
other radial interval data are set to zero. 
DATA SET 2 - OVERALL PROBLEM TITLE AND INPUT PARAMETERS 
2 12A6 1-72 TITLE Problem descriptive title card 
3 112 1-12 A01 Problem identification number 
112 13-24 A02 0 - forward calculation 
1 - adjoint calculation 
112 25-36 A03 Maximum order of scattering found in any zone (0/1/2 
")

"; P Y' Pl1. P2 
112 37-48 A04 	 Number of space angles (discrete directions) in calcula­
tion S6/16/30/48 ... ; s is4/s6/s...ai
See Section 2.2.4 for additional information 
Card Format Column Variable Description 
112 49-60 IGE Geometry Parameter 
-_ 
0 - x, y geometry 








2- r, geome try 
Number of zones or regions in the problem~geometry (9$-) 
Number of x or'radial mesh intervals in the problem 
112 ]3-24 JM 
geometry (4*) 
Number of y, z, or 0 mesh- intervals in the problem 
11,2 25-36 104 
geometry (2*) 
Type of calculation to be performed 
0 - Q-fixed volume distributed source calculation(inhomogeneous calculatioh)
I - k-calculation (eigenvalue, (homogeneous) calculation) 
2 - a - time absorption calcualtion 
3 - C - concentration search calculation 
-4 ­ - zone thickness search calculation 
E12.5 37-481' EV 
5',- BQ - fixed boundary, source calculation (inhomogeneous 
calculation) 
Eigenvalue guess f6r search caidulations (104 = 2, 3, and 4) 
See detailed notes for explanation. Set EV 0.0 if 104 
E12.5 49-60 EVM 
0, .1, or. 5 
Eigenvalue guess modifier used in search calculations. If 
.104 = 2, 3, or 4, the iecond guess of th.e elgenvalue isset equal to EV+EVM where the sign of the quantity, EVM,is taken ds p6sitive, if the first eigepva'lue is greater than 
1.0.' Set EVM =-0.0, if 104"= 0, 1, or 5.: 
j> 
a-.' 
Card Format Column Variable Description 
E12.5 61-72 EPS Overall problem convergence criteria. This quantity is 
used to test: 1) the convergence in elgenvalue or search 
calculations, 2) the convergence of reflected or periodic 
boundary conditions and, if applicable, 3) the integral 
convergence of the flux solution in each group. The value 
of EPS is strongly dependent on the type of calculation 
being performed and the convergence criteria placed on 
flux and/or upscatter by the input quantities of pointwise 
flux convergence criteria G06, and upscatter convergence 
criteria, A14. Experience has shown that the value of EPS 
should be equal to or greater than G06 and equal to or less 
than A14. 
5 112 1-12 B01 Left boundary condition 
0 - vacuum (no reflection 
I - reflection (d$/dX = 0) 
2 ­periodic (angular flux leaving boundary re-enters at 
the opposite boundary -- left-right or top-bottom -- in 
the same angle 
112 13-24 B02 Right boundary condition 
0, 1, or 2 -- same as B01 conditions described above. 
3 - white (isotropic re-entrant angular flux)-- the 
integral of the angular flux leaving the boundary is return­
ed as an isotropic angular flux in all incoming discrete 
angles. 
4 ­ boundary source (input angular dependent data from 
cards or tape. If IBXS = 0, 104 = 5 and B02 = 4, then 
the boundary source data 18* or 18U is required input. 
The present DOT-IIW will not allow right boundary 
source input from tape. 
5 - albedo (same condition as the white boundary condi­
tion B02 = 3 except that the isotropic re-entrant angular 
Card Format Column Variable Description 
flux at the boundary is multiplied by the position and 
group dependent albedo input data as entered in the 25* 
or 25U array). 
112 25-36 B03 Top boundary condition 
0, 1, 2, 3 - Same as B02 condition except that if IBXS 
1, 104 = 5, and B03 = 4, then the boundary source data 
are entered on tape 9. If IBXS = 0, 104 = 5, and B02 = 
4, then the boundary source data 18* or 18U are required 
input. 
5 - Same as B02 condition except that the position and 
group dependent albedo input data are entered in the 26* 
or 26U array. 
112 37-48 B04 Bottom boundary condition 
0, 1, 2, 3 - Same as B02 conditions described above 
5 - Same cis B02 conditions except that the. position and 
group dependent albedo input data are entered in the 
27* or 27U array. 
112 49-60 M07 Flux input option trigger 
0 - Enter flux guess as a single set of values in a 3* or 3U 
array. A total of IGM group values is required input 
with a uniform distribution in space and the IGM values 
provide an input energy (group) dependence as follows: 
N.. =A 
I - Enter flux guess as IGM sets of values in successive 
sets of 3* or 3U arrays. A total of IGM sets of values are 
terminate (T) cards. Each set of data are IM*JM values 
describing the flux guess for each group of the IGM groups 





Card Format Column -Variable Description 
2 - Enter flux guess as two sets of values in successive 3* 
or 3U arrays with terminate (T) cards. The first 3* or 3U 
array is IGM values of group dependent data and the sec­
ond set of 3* or 3U arrays is IM*JM values of space 
-dependent data to provide the flux guess as follows: 
N.. = Ag B.. 
3 - Enter flux guess as three sets of values in successive 3* or 3U arrays with terminate (T) cards. The first 3* or 
No 
3U array is IGM values of group dependent data; the sec­
ond set ii IM values of space dependent (X, R, or R) 
data; and the third set is JM values of space dependent 
(Y, Z, or 9) data to provide the flux guess as follows: 
N.. =Ag B.C.
'Ig .' I 
4 - Enter flux guess as two sets of values for each group 
of the IGM groups in successive 3* or 3U arrays with 
a, terminate (T) cards. The first 3* or 3U array for each group is IM values of the space dependent (X, R, or R) 
data,. and the second 3* or 3U array for each group is JM 
values of the space dependent (Y, Z, or 9) data. The 
flux guess is constructed as follows: N.. = A. B.
'19g ig jg 
5 - Enter flux guess as group and space dependent data 
- from tape 12. No 3* or 3U arrays and corresponding 
terminate (T) cards are required. 
112 61-72 MODE Flux calculation option 
0 - Use linear flux calculation mode only and do not 
recompute angular flux if solution is negative (Operation­
al and recommended for specific problems) 
1 - Mixed mode--use linear flux calculation mode and 
recompute angular flux with step function model if 
solution is negative. (Recommended option for normal 
problems) 
Card Format Column Variable Description 
2 - Use step function model only 
(Operational but not recommended option.) 
3 - Use weighted difference flux calculation mode 
(Operational and recommended for specific problems.) 
6 112 1-12 MT Total number of materials (MCR + MTP + Mixtures 
formed in cross sectTon mixing table) 
112 13-24 M01 Cross section mixing table length (10$, 11$, 12*) 
112 25-36 MCR Number of cross section sets to be read from cards (data 
entered in 14* or 14U array.) 
112 37-48 MTP Number of cross section sets to be read from input tape-­
(identification numbers of each set are entered in the 
13$ array).' 
NOTE: 1. Cross section tape is mounted on tape unit 14 
2. Cross sections from cards are read in before 
those from tape. 
3. Each set of cross sections whether from cards, 
tape, or formed in the mixing table isassign­
ed a unique number less than or equal to the 
total number of sets, Mt. 
If MCR and MTP are both equal to zero, a 
specially prepared group independent tape (IGM 
records of MT*ITL data) is required input on 
unit NCR]. This special tape can be obtained 
from a previous DOT-IIW problem, or it can be. 
generated by the SATURN code. 
112 49-60 IZ Number of radial zones for a zone thickness search. Enter , : 
a zero for 104 ,/ 4. See detailed notes in Section 2. 3.4 
for explanation. 
, - C 
Card Format Column Variable Description 
112 61-72 JZ Numnber of axial zones for a zone thickness search. Enter 
a zero for 104 $4. See detailed notes in Section 2.3.4 for 
explanation. 
7 112 1-12 S02 Type of parametric eigenvalue search 
0 - not a parametric elgenvalue search (104 
1 ­ search on k in 104 = 3, 4 calculation 
= 0, 1, or 5) 
2 ­ search on a in 104 = 2 calculation 
E12.5 13-24 S03 Parametric eigenvalue for search. 2, 3, or 4 
Enter as 0.0 for 1041 
112 25-36 IGM Number of energy groups in the calculation 
112 37-48 IHT Position of -total or transport in cross section table. 
112 49-60 IHS Position of F--g (within-group scatter) in cross section 
table. 
112 61-72 ITL Length of cross section table. 
8 E12.5 1-12 S01 Normalization factor (If Sol = 0.0, no normalization of 
source data is performed) 
112 13-24 M05 Activity calculation option (19$, 20$) 
0 ­ no activities calculated 
N - compute N activities for each mesh cell 
112 25-36 M06 Fixed volume distributed source input option 
0 - Enter source guess as a single set of values in a 17* or 
17U array. A total of IGM group values is required input 
with a uniform distribution in space and the IGM values 
provide an input energy (group) dependence as follows: 
N.. =A 
ijg g 
1 - Enter sou'rce guess as IGM sets of values in 
successive sets of 17* or 17U arrays separated by 
terminate (T) cards. Each set of data is IM*JM values 
,o 
Card Format Column Variable 
112 37-48 504 
Description 
describing the source guess for each group of the IGM 
groups to be solved for as follows: N.. = A.. 
2 - Enter source guess as two sets of values in successive 
17* or 17U arrays with terminate (T) cards. The first 17* 
or 17U array is IGM values of group dependent data and 
the second set of 17* or 17U arrays is IM*JM values of 
space dependent data to provide the source guess as follows:N.. -- AgB..ig = iB 
3 - Enter source guess as three sets of values in successive 
17* or 17U arrays with terminate (T) cards. The first 17* 
or 17U array is IGM values of group dependent data; the 
the second set is IM values of space dependent (X, R, or 
R)data; and the third set if JM values of space dependent 
(Y, Z, or Q)data to provide the source guess as follows: 
N.. =Ag B. C.
'1g II 
4 - Enter source guess as two sets of values for each group 
of the IGM groups in successive 17* or 17U arrays with 
terminate (T) cards. The.first 17* or 17U array for each 
group is IM values of the space dependent (X, R, or R) ­
data, and the second 17* or 17U array for each group is 
JM values of the space dependent (Y, Z, or 0) data. 
The source guess is constructed as follows: N.. = A. B.
'wI ig 1g 
5 - Enter source guess as group and space dependent data 
from tape 8. No 17* or 17U arrays and corresponding, 
terminate (T) cards are required. This tape can be gener­
ated with the NAGS data processing code. 
Initial maximum number of inner iterations pef group. This ­
value limits the number of inner iterations for each group o 
on an outer iteration until eigenvalue convergence of a 
LAMBDA - 1.oI is less than 10.0 times.EPS. 
(Suggested value of S04 is equal to G07.) 
Card Format Column Variable Description 
112 49-60 D05 Outer iteration maximum 
The value for k and search calculations, 104 = 1, 2, 
3, 4, is dependent upon complexity of problem. Suggest­
ed value for source calculations, 104 = 0 or 5, is depend­
ent upon presence of upscatter or fissions in the problem, 
and angular flux output option. If no upscatter or fissions, 
the following input is required: If IAFT = 0 for no angular 
flux output, then D05 must equal 1. If IAFT $ 0 for 
angular flux output, then D05 must equal 0. If upscatter 
or fissionsare present, then D05 must be greater than 1 
to converge upscatter and/or fission distribution. 
See detailed notes in Sections 2;3.1 through 2.3.4 for 
explanation. 
112 61-72 G07 Maximum number of inner iterations per group 
9 E12.5 1-12 G05 Enter as 0.0 
E12.5 13-24 G06 Pointwise flux convergence criteria. Pointwise flux 
convergence test is not made if G06 = 0.0. If G06 is 
greater than 0.0, the pointwise flux convergence must 
be satisfied for the entire problem or for specified zones 
of convergence on the inner iteration calculations. 
(Suggested value of G06 is equal to or less than EPS 
for eigenvalue calculations, and equal to EPS for source 
calculations.) 
E12.5 25-36 LAL Search calculation convergence criteria. If ILAMBDA -1.01 <LAL, DOT-IIW uses a linear search calculation 
and if ILAMBDA - 1.01 >LAL, a quadratic calculation 
is performed. 
(Suggested value for search calculations, LAL = 0.01, 







Column Variable 	 Description 
37-48 LAH Upper limit on ILAMBDA - 1.0j used in linear search.
 
(Suggested value for search' calculations., LAH = 0.05,
 
for other calculations, LAH = 0.0)
 
49-60 POD Parameter oscillation'damper. (Suggested value for search
 
.,., ,calculati6ns,' POD 075; for .othercalculations/,*POD
 
61-72 EPSA. 	 Epsilon for new parameters. (Suggested value for search 
calculations, POD = 0.75; for othercalculations, 
POD = 0.0.) 
1-12 IAFT 	 Angulat flux output trigger
 
0 - n6 angular flux output desired
 
I.- write binary angular flux tape
 
2- print angular fluxes
 
3 -. both .and 2
 
NOTE: 1.. If IAF.T- 0, then D05 must be input equal to 
or greater than I for all calculations.., 
'2.'If JAFT X 0, then' D05 must be input'fo.0for-,
'source calculations if noupscatter ,orifissions 
,are-present in probftim (e.g:, 'phbton transport).. 
or greater than 0 if.upscatter6r fission.,are.
,..,,. ., , :,, 	 ,.-pv sent C - , ., : . .-: 
13 249 "" 	 "Number" of quadrature angles in the' upwaird (+ ') drection 
The upward' (+q) direction refers to the direction of'in­
creasing y, z, or @,with respect to (x, y), (r,- z)or (r,' 9) 
georrietry'. ' 
See details noted in Section 2.2.4 for"xplanation of A04,
'A05, A06 A07, and A08 ihput data. , 
25-36 - A06, 	 Number' of quadrature angles in the downward (-,). 
direction=, ' ... .' . 2 









































Inner iteration convergence acceleration option: 
=A09 0, Gaussian (or normal) acceleration
 
A09 = 1, Successive Overrelaxation
 
•A09 	= 2, Space Point Scaling 
A09 = 3, Chebyshev acceleration 
Zones of Convergence. Option: 
0/N where N is the number of zones to be used in conver­
gence tests and the zone numbers. are specified in the 
28$ array. . 
Axial Interval at which Angular Fluxes are desired. IfAlI = 0, all intervals are obtained. If All $ 0, then 




Number of Neutron Energy Groups. (Not used.
 
Set A12 = 0)
 
0/1 = Print/Don' t print cross sections. 
Upscatter Epsilon. If A14 is'entered as zero, A14 is 
internally set equal to EPS. If A14 is entered as non-zero, 
A14 is used as the upscatter epsilon. 
Enter as 0 
DATA SET 3: CROSS SECTION DATA 
Cross Section Data IMCR / 0 and/or MTP / o 
13$ Library tape ID Numbers / MTR/ IMTP> 01 Cross section set ID numbers are entered for sets to
 
be obtained from input data tape on-tape Unit 14. Data tape is in a format identical to the ANISN-

W tape-and can be generated by the SATURN, GAMLEG-W, and APPROPOS codes. ID numbers
 
must be ordered in the sequence of data sets on tape.
 
14* or U Cross section data on cards are entered. /ITLxIGMxMCR/ IMCR > 0
 
NOTE: 1) If MCR / 0 and MTP / 0, then the cross section data f'rom cards (MCR sets) are the 
first CR sets in a DOT problem and tape data are the MCR + I to MCR + MTP sets. 
2) 	 If MCR = 0and MTP = 0, then all cross section data are input on tape unit NCRI. This 
specially prepared, group independent tape can be obtained from a previous DOT-IIW 
problem or from the SATURN code; 
Terminate Card 
DATA SET 4: INPUT FLUX DATA 
Flux Data 1M07< 51 
3* or U Flux guess is entered on cards in the manner specified by the input parameter M07 on card 5 of 
data set 2. 
NOTE: - If more than one set of 3* or 3U data is required, each set is preceded by a 3* or 3U 
card and followed by a terminate card. 
Terminate Card 
DATA SET 5: INPUT FIXED DISTRIBUTED SOURCE DATA 
Fixed Distributed Source Data 1104 = 0 and M06 <5J.­
17* or U Fixed distributed source data are entered on cards in the manner specified by the input parameter ,-n 
M06 on card 8 of data set 2. 
-
NOTE:- If more than- one set of 17* ot-17U data is required, each set is preceded by a 17' or o 
17U card'and followed by'a terminate card. 
- • 
Terminate Card 
DATA SET 6: INPUT 	FIXED BOUNDARY SOURCE DATA 
=
Fixed Boundary Source -Data 1104 5 and IBXS = 01 
18* or U 	 Boundary source data for right and/or top boundaries of problem are entered oh cards in the manner 
specified in Section 2.3.3. 
Terminate Card 
DATA SET 7: ANGULAR QUADRATURE DIRECTION COSINE DATA 
Angular Quadrature Direction Cosine Data 
7*-or U 	 Angular quadrature direction cosines, p and vJ (A05+ A06) *2 values)/ 
Quadrature data are entered on cards w??h the '04 values of pm data preceding the A04 values of 
T t m data. See Section 2.2.4 for additional information. 
Terminate Card 
DATA SET 8: INPUT ANGULAR QUADRATURE WEIGHT DATA 
,,, AngulIr Quadrature Weight Data 
6* or U 	 Angular quadrature weights, Wn/A05 + A06 values/ 
Quadrature weight data are entered on cards. See Section 2.2.4 for additional information. 
Terminate Card 
DATA SET 9: REMAINDER OF DATA 
1* or U 	 Fission spectrum data /IGW 
The sum of the IGM values of the 1* or U array should equal 1.0 for keff or search calculations 
(104.= 1, 2, 3, 4). If 104 = 0 or 5 and fissionable materials are in regions, then the 1* or U values 
may be input as 0.0 to suppress calculation of new fission source distributions on outer iterations. 
4* or U 	 X or Radial mesh line coordinates /IM + 1/ 
Mesh line coordinates defining the IM mesh intervals in the X or Rdirecti6n. 
2* or U 	 Y, Z, orG mesh line coordinates /IM + 1/ 
Mesh line coordinates defining the JM mesh intervals in the Y, Z, or 0 direction. 
The dimension of the Gcoordinates are input in revolutions (e.g., Gi = 9; (radians)/ 6.28318 or 
=
gi 9, (degrees)/360.0) 
8$ 	 Zone number by mesh cell /M x JM/
Data are entered starting at the lower left mesh cell of the geometry and entered for all X or R 
mesh cells for the first Y, Z, or 0 mesh row; all mesh cells for the second Y, Z, or 0 mesh row, 
etc., until all mesh cells are defined. Entries in 8$ array must range from 1 to.IZM. 
9$ 	 Material Numbeiby zone /IZ/W.
A negative material number identifies the material as an anisotropic materibl and cross section ­
input or mixtures formed in DOT-IIW require that the Pe (2>o) cross section sets must.be the m+ 1, 
m + 2, etc., sets Following the negative material number n. For example, if A03 = 3 and zone 6 
contains the anisotropic scattering material 10, then a -. 10 entry is the sixth number in the 9$ 
' array and the material data 11, 12, 13, must cortain the P1V P2 ' and P3 scattering data for 
material 10. 
5* or U Representative velocities by group /IGM/ 
Velocities must be non-zero and are required input only for a time absorption (Rossi alpha) 
calculation (104 = 2). For all other calculations (104, 2) enter velocities at 1.0s. 
10$ Mixtute material numbers in mixing table /MOI/ fMO1>0 t 
ro 	 See Section 2.3.7 for details. 
11$ 	 Component material numbers of mixtures in mixing table /MO1/ 1M0 > 0
 
Seb Section 2.3.7 for details.
 
12* or U 	 Atom densities of component materials in mixing table /MOI/ IMOI > 01
 
See Section 2.3.7 for details.
 
19$ 	 Material numbers for activity calculation /M05/ {M05> 01 
A positive material number will cause the activity calculation for only those mesh cells in which 
the material appears 'in the 9$ array. If the material isnegative, then the activity calculation 
is performed for all mesh cells. See Section 2.3.7 for details. 
20$ 	 Cross section table position for activity calculation /M05/1'M05>OI 
A cross section table position is required for each iaterial number in the 19$ array. See Section 
2.3.7 for details.
 
21$ X or Radial search zone numbers I 104 = 41
 
22* or U 	 X or Rsearch zone modifiers /IZ/ 1104 = 4} 
23$ 	 Y, Z, orG search zone numbers /JNV 1104 = 4 
24* or U 
25* or U 
26* or U 





Y, Z, or 9 search zone modifiers /JZ/ 1104 = 41
 
Right boundary albedo data /JMxIGM/ JB02 = 51
 




Top boundary albedo data /IMxIGM/ 1B03 = 5t
 
Data are entered in order of increasing X, Rfor group 1. This sequence is repeated for IGM groups.
 
Bottom boundary albedo data /IMxIG,/t B04 = 51
 
Data are entered in same order as 26* or U array.
 
Zones of Convergence /A1O/ JA10>01
 
The zone numbers specified as -zones of convergence must appear in the 8$ array of data.
 




2.2.3 Problem Size Determination 
To determine the number of data locations required for a given problem (and there­
fore, the value required for the parameter, ISIZE on Card 1, of Data Set 1) each of the 
expressions below should be evaluated and summed. 
(1) = (A04) (8 + (2 JM) + (3. IM) ) 
(2) = {IM ( (8" JM) + 8) + (4 JM) + (16" IGM) + (2- M05)+ (2.IZM)+ (3"'MOI+ 18}. 
IF (IHS- IHT-I) > 0 
(3) = (ITL + 1) MT 
IF (IHS - IHT - 1) 0 
(3) = ITL. MT 
IF A03>0 
(4) = 1 ~4A03 I +((3- 1M)-JM)l + Ii 
IF A03 < 0 
(4): = 
IF IAFT >0 
(5) 'M)=(Ao4 
IF IAFT < 0 
(5)_ = 0 
IF 104= 4 
(6) = (IM+IZ 4-JM+JZ) 
IF 104/4 
(6) = 0 
IF B02 =-4 
(7) = JM*[(A04/2) +A07 + A08] -
IF B02 
(7) = 0 
IF B03 = 4 
2-27 
(8) = [IM - A06] 
IFB03 /4 
(8) 0 
IF B02 or B03 = 4 
(9) = [IGM + I] 
IFB02 or B03 4 
(9) = 
IF A09 = 2 and A03 $ 0 
(10) = [5*IM*JM] 
= 0
IF A09 = 2And A03 
(10) = [6*IM*JM] 
IF A09 = 1 or A09 = 3 
(10) [IM*JM] 
IF A09 = 0 
(10) = 0 
Next, the following equation should be evaluated: 
(1,1) JLAST = Eq (1) = Eq (2) = Eq (3) + Eq (4) = Eq (5) + Eq (6) + Eq (7) 
+ Eq (8) + Eq (9) + Eq (10) 
Then the user should evaluate the following equation, particularly if a large 
amount of cross sections are to be used: 
(12) (1) KLAST =[MT - ITLJ (*) (IGM + 1)] 
The amount of variable dimension data storage required by the DOT-IIW code 
is either JLAST or KLAST, whichever is greater. 





2.2.4 Description of Quadrature Data Sets 
- This section presents a description of the discrete ordinates quadrature input data 
required for-DOT-IIW calculations. Additional information describing the surface angular 
fluxes is included because these data interface with other-computer codes. 
Symmetric Quadrature Sets 
Angular fluxes are obtained by the DOT-IIW code at mesh points in each mesh 
cell in the calculdtion geometry. These fluxes are discrete direction fluxes with,directions 
representative of points on the unit sphere. In obtaining a numerical solution of the 
Boltzmann transport equation, integration of the continuouis varlablel"i, is performed by 
mechanical quadrature, where the continuous variable, g , is represented by a set of 
discrete directions (Ws) and a corresponding set of weights (ps). This mechanical quadrature 
representation is achieved by using a set of direction cosines ( )-for the discrete direct­m 
ions (Qs) and a set of level weights (w In)for the sum of the point'weights (ps )are the level m. 
In solving for angular fluxes in an r - z, two-dimensional mesh cell description, 
each mesh cell is as indicated in Figure 2-2. Due to symmetry in the angle, g, pdint 
solutions are required only at points A, B, C, D, and'P in the finite-volume, mesh cell 
shown. Points A, B, C, and D are midpoints of each surface of the mesh cell. The angular 
fluxes obtained at each of these points are then used to calculate the angular and scalar 
flux at the midpoint of mesh cell, P. 
At A, B, C, and D, the angular flux is calculated for a hemisphere of the unit 
sphere centered about each point. The hemisphere is divided into its four octants as shown 
in Figure 2-3. These octants represent an S6 order angular quadrature in r -'z geometry. 
The numbers in the circles in Figure 2-3 represent points at which the angular fluxes are 
obtained in the DOT-IIW S6 solution. As shown in the figure, the unit vectors (p, 7, ) are 
represented in an S6 angular quadrature as cosines, P11 ' 2 F ' 3 2' f72 %73' ' 2 3" 
With the same distribution of pi, 7i t i on each unit vector, the discrete directions on the 
surface of the hemisphere lie on latitudes which maintain rotational symmetry about all axes. 
in the hemisphere. No check on rotational symmetry is made by the DOT-IIW code; the user 
must verify independently the validity of other quadrature data than presented in this section 












Figure 2-2. R-Z Mesh Cell Description 
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Figure 2-3. DOT-]IIW Discrete Directions for R-Z and.X-Y Geometries 
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The requirements for rotation-reflection invariance with respect to 900 axis 
rotations and with respect to reflections about an axis, and the origin are important concepts 
in the selection of a generalized quadrature data set. It is convenient and desirable to use 
a standard set of mechanical quadrature data that in no way biases the results with respect 
to geometrical axis. For this reason, a set of completely symmetric quadrature data sets 
satisfying certain even moment conditions as well as rotational invariance were devel­
oped (5 ) and calculated in the form necessary for use in the DOT-IIW code. These sets are 
present in Table 2-1 for r, z, and x, y two-dimensional geometries and in Table 2-2 for r, 
o geometries. 




(2) t 'MJIM WM= 0.0 
m=1 
and that: 
(3) Pm /0.0 and 1 m 0 for alI m 
In addition to satisfying the above three equations, the quadrature data sets pre­
sented in Tables 2-1 and 2-2 satisfy the requirement of rotation-reflection invariance as 
well as satisfying the "diffusion theory" condition: 







COMPLETELY SYMMETRIC QUADRATURE SETS SATISFYING CERTAIN EVEN 
MOMENT CONDITIONS FOR XY AND R,Z GEOMETRIES 
(Sheet 1,of 5) 














S4 ANGULAR QUADRATURE 
7U
 
-.495004728 -. 350021200 .350021200 -.936741778 -.868890280 -.350021200
 
.350021200 .868890280 -.4S5004728 -.350021200 .350021200 -.936741778
 
-,86890280-. 350021200 .350C21200 .868E90280
 
-.868890280 -.968890280 -. 8688qC280 -.350021200 -.35002120,0 -.35002120
 
-.350021200 -.350021200 .868890280 -.868890280 .868890280 .350021200
 




.0OOCOOOOOO .083333333 .083333333 0.000C00000 .053333333 .083333333
 
.083333333 .083333333 0.0C0000003 .083333,333- .083333333 0.000000000
 









(Sheet 2 of 5) 
S6 ANGULAR CUADRATURE
 
-.377079540 -.266635500 .266635500 -.731810935 -.681507707 -.266635500
 
.266635500 .681507707 -.963797442 -.926180879 -.681507707 -.266635500
 
.Zo6635500 .681507707 .926180879 -. 377079540 -.266635500 .266635500
 
-.73181C935 -.681507707 -.2 6635500 .266635500 .661507707 -.963797142
 
-.926130879 -.681507707 -.266635500 .266635500 .681507707 .926189879
 
-.926180879 -.926180679 -.92618C879 -.681507707 -.681507707 -.681507Y07
 
-.631507707 -.681537707 -. 266635500 -. 266635500 -.266635500 -.266635500 
-.266635500 -.266635520 -.266!3550C .926180879 .926180879 .gZ6180979

.681507707 .681507707 .6E1507707 .681507707 .681507707 .266635500
 






0.0o0000000 044031561 044031561 0.000000000 .039301772 .03930177Z
 
.0393017-72 .039301772 0.CCOCOOOOO .044011561 .039301772 .044031561
 
.044031561 .039301772 .044031561 0.00CO0000 .044031561 .044031561
 
0.0003COOO .039301772 .03q301772 .C39301772 .039301772 0.000000000
 








-.3r8606714 -.218217900 .218217900 -.617213403 -.577350269 -. 216217900
 
.218217930 .577350269 -. 81649659i -.726795790 -.577350269 -. 218217900
 
.216217900 .577350269 .786795790 -.975900071 -.951169727 -.786795790
 
-.577350269 -. 218217900 .21821790C .577350269 .764795790 .951L89727
 
-.308b606714 -. 218217900 .2182179C0 -&617213403 -.577350269 -.218217900
 
.216217930 .5773502C9 -.816496581 -.7E6795790 -.577350269 -.218217900
 
.218Z17q30 .577350269 .76795790 -.975900071 -.951189727 -.780795790
 
-.5773S026q -. 218217900 .216217900 .577350269 .7B6795790 .951189727
 
-.931119727 -.9511a9727 -.951189727 -.786795790 -.78b795790 -. 7867q57,0
 
-.786795790 -.786795790 -.577350269 -.577350269 -.577350269 -.577350269
 
-.577350269 -.577350269 -.51735C269 -.21821790Q -.218217900 -.218211900
 
-.21217900 -. 218217900 -.218217900 -.218217900 -.Z18217900 -.218217900
 
.951189727 .951189727 .951189727 .786795790 .TS6795790 .786795790
 
.7867q5790 .786795790 .517350269 .571350269 .577350269 .577350269
 
.571350269 .577B50269 .57735C2o9 .218217900 .218217900 .2L8217900
 






C.OOCCO0000 .030246915. .030246915 0.COCOOOOO .022685185 .022685185
 
.022635185 .022685185 C.OCOCOOOOO .022685185 .023148144 .022665185
 
.022685185 .023148144 .022685165 0.000COOOO0 .030246915 .022695185
 
.022685185 .030246915 .C30246915 .022685185 .022685185 .030246915
 
O.ODGOCCOOO .033246S15 .C3C246915 C.000000000 .022685165 .022685185
 
.022685185 .022685185 0.CCOCCOOOO .022685185 .023148144 .02685185
 
.0225685185 .02314P144 .022685185 0.000CO0000 .0302z6915 .C2685135
 











-.236474327 -. 167212600 .167212600 -. 489C235,94 -.459547627 -. 167212600.
 
.1672126C0 .459547627 -. 649898487 -. 628019099 -.459547627 -.,167212600
 
.167212600 .459547627 .628C19099 -. 778197925 -. 760021024 -. 628019099
 
-.459547627 -. 167212600 167212600 .459547627 .62801Qc9S .760021024 
-.888153128 -. 87-2270557 -. 76CC21024 -. 628019099 -.459547627 -. 167212b00 
,167212600 .459547627 .628019099 .760021024 .87227C557 -.98592'862 
-.971637737 -. 87227C557 -.76CG21024 -. 628Gi9095 -.459547627 -. 167212600 
.167212600 .459547627 .628G19099 .760G21024 .872270557 .971637737 
-.236474327 -. 167212600 .167212600 -.489023594 -.459547627 -. 167212,00 
.167212600 .459547627 -. 6498S8487 -. 628019099 -. 459547627 -. 167212600 
.1672r2600 .459547627 .628619C99 -.778197925 -.760021024 -. 628C19099 
-.459547627 -. 167212600 .167212600 .459547627 .628019099 .Z60021024 
-.888I53128 -.872270557 -.760021024 -. 6i8C19099 -.459547627 -. 16T212600 
.167212600 .459547627 .628019099 .760021024 .872270557 -.985920862 
-,971637737 -. 872270557 -.760G21C24 -. 628019099 -.459547627 -. 167212,03 
.167212600 .459547627 .628C19099 .760021024 .872270557 .971637737 
-.971637737 -.971637737 -.911637737 -. 872270557 -.872270557 -.87227U557 
-.87227C557--.872270557 -.76021C24 -..760621024 -.760021024 -. 760021024 
-. 76021024 -.760021024 -. 760021024 -. 628C19099 -.628019099 -. 628019099 
-.628019099 -.6280190g -. 628019099 -. 628019099 -.628019099 -. 628019399 
-.459547021 -.459547627 -.459547o27 -.459547627 -.459547627 -.459547627 
-.45q547627 -.459547627 -. 459547627 -. 459547627 -.459547627 -. 1672k2600 
-:167212600 -. 1672L2600 -. 167212600 -. 167212600 -. 167212600 -. 167212600 
-. 167212600 -.167212600 -. 167212600 -. 167212600 -. 167212660 -. 167212600 
.971637737 .9716-37737 .971L37737 .872270557 .872270557 .87227C557
 
.872270557 .872270557 .760021024 .760021024 .760021024 .760021024
 
.76C021024 .76C021024 .760021024 .628019099 .628019099 .628019099
 
.628019099 .62801909S .628CI9099 .628019099 .623019099 .628019099
 
.459547627 .459547627 .459547627 .459547627 .4595476Z7 .459547627
 
;4159547627 .459547627 .459547627 .459547627 .459547627 .167212600
 
V167212600 .167212600 .167212600 .167212600 .167212600 .167212600
 






0.00C010000 .017690641 .0176qG641 0.00000000 .0f3970277 .013970277
 
.013970277 .013970277 0.000C000G .009334415 .012570495 .009334415
 
.o009334415 .012570495 .0C9334415 O.00CO0000 .009334415 .0064628[4
 
.036462814 .009334415 .009334415 .006462814 .006462814 .009334415
 
0.000000000 .013970277 .012570495 .006462814 .012570495 .013970277
 
.013970277 .012570495 .006462814 .012570495 .013970277 O.OOC00000
 
.017690641 .013970277 .009334415 .009334415 .013970277 .01769C641
 
.01769C641 .013970277 .009334415 .009334415 .013970277 .017690641
 
0.00GO30000 .017690641 .017690641 0.000CO0000 .013970217 .013970277
 
.013970277 .013970277 G.OCOCCOOOO .009334415 .01257.0495 .009334415
 
.009334415 .0125704G5 .CC9334415 0.000000000 .009334415 .006462814
 
.006462814 .009334415 .0C9334415 .006462814 .006462814 .009334415
 
0.030000000 .013970277 .012570495 .006462814 .012570495 .013970277
 
.013970277 .012570495 .G06462814 .01257C495 -. 013970277 0.000C00000
 
.017690641 .013970277 .009334415 .009334415 .013970277 .017619641
 








(Sheet 4 of 5)NOT RE PRODUCIBLE 
516 ANGULAR CUADRAIURI 
7U 
-.196514591 -.13895680C .138956800 -.416172855 -.392289246 -. 138956800
 
.138956800 .392289246 -. 55478C772 -. 537096559 -.392289246 -. 138956800
 
.13PQ56800 .312289246 .537C96559 -. 665104177 -.650426455 -. 537096559
 
-.3922" 246 -. 13855680C .128956800 .3S2289246. .537096559 .650426455
 
-.75c5b9237 -. 746750584 -.650426455 -. 537096559 -. 392289246 -. 138956800
 
.13e956880 *39228246 ,.53796559 .650426455 .746750584 -. 843520768
 
-.831996571 -. 746750584 -.650426455 -. 537096559 -. 392289246 -. 138956800
 
.1389563CC .392289246 .537096559 .6504Z6455 .746750584 .f31996571
 
-.911841914 -.905285519 -. 831996571 -. 746750584 -.650426455 -. 537096559
 
-.392299246 -. 138956800 .1e556800 .392289246 .537096559 .6504?6455
 
.746790584 .831996571 .909235519 -. 990298444 -.980500900 -. 909285519
 
-. R31996571 -. 746750584 -. 650426455 -. 537C96559 -.392289246 -. 138956800
 
.|38956800 .392289246 .537896559 .650426455 .746750584 .831996571
 
.S09265519 .98050CgC0 -. 196514591 -. 138956800 .138956800 -.416172855
 




-.39228 24c -. 138956880 .138956800 .392289246 .537096559 -.665104177
 
-.65C426455 -.537096559 -. 352280246 -. 138;56800 .138956800 .3922d9246
 
.531096559 .650426455 -. 759569237 -. 716750584 -.650426455 -. 537096559
 
-. 392289246 -. 13895t800 .138956800 .392289246 .537096559 .650426455
 
.746750584 -.843520768 -.83596571 -.746750584 -.650426455 -.537096559
 
-.3922Q9246 -. 138956800 .138S56800 .392289246 .537096559 .650426455
 
.7467505E4 .831996511 -. 915841914 -. 909285519 -. 831996571 -.746750584
 
-.650426455 -. 537096559 -. 352285246 -. 138556800 .138956800 .39228M246
 
.53109655q .650426455 .746750584 .831996571 .909285519 -. 990298444
 
-.9805)8900 -. 909285519 -. 831g96571 -. 746750584 -. 650426455 -. 537096559
 
-.392299246 -. r38956800 .138556800 .392289246 .537096559 .650426455
 
.746750584 .831996571 .9C9285519 .980500900
 
-. 98C500Qcg -.980500900 -. 9805C0909 -. 909285519 -.909285519 -.909285519
 
-.909285519 -. 909285519 -. 831996571 -. 831996571 -.831556571 -. 831996571
 
-. 831996571 -. 831996571 -. 831996571 -. 746750584 -. 746750584 -. 746750584
 
-. 746750584 -. 746750584 -. 74675C584 -. 746750584 -.746750584 -. 746750584
 
-.650426455 -. 650426455 -. 650426455 -.650426455 -.650426455 -.b50426455
 
-.65C42C455 -. 650426455 -. 650426455 -.650426455 -.650426455 -. 537096559
 
-.53709t559 -. 537096559V-.537C96559 -. 537G56559 -.537096559 -. 537096559
 
-.537096559 -. 537096559 -. 537896559 -.53706559 -.537096559 -. 537016559
 
-. 342299246 -. 3S2289246 -. 352289246 -.392289246 -.3q2289246 -. 392269246
 
-. 392239246 -. 392281246 -.3S2289246 -. 392289246 -.392289246 -. 392289246
 
-.3922924t -. 392289246 -. 3S289246 -. 138956800 -.1349 5 6800 -. 138956800
 
-. ].1956800 -.138956800 -. 38856800 -.
-.1 S 800 -.138956800 128556800 
-.13895680C -.1389568CC -. 138954800 -.138S56800 -.138956800 -.128956800 
-.13E956800 -. 138q568C0 .qeC5c0900 .980500900 .q8050000 .909285519 
.909235519 .909285519 .909285519 .909285519 .831q96571 .b3l996571 
.83199o571 .831996571 .831996571 .831996571 .831996571 .746750584 
.74675C584 .74675n584 .14675C584 .746750584 .746750584 .746750584 
.746750584 .7467505E4 .650426455 .650426455 .653426455 .650426455 
.65'2426455 .65C426455 .t50426455 .650426455 .650426455 .650426455 
.650426455 .537096559 .537096559 .537096559 .537056559 .537056559 
.53709655S .537C96555 .53709t55l .537896559 .537096559 .537096559 
.537096559 .537096559 .352289246 .392289246 .392289246 .352289246
 
.352299246 .39228q246 .2'22P9246 .392289246 .392289246 .j92289246
 
.3q2289246 .3q2289246 .39228S246 .392289246 .39228924% .138956800
 
.1389568C0 .138956800 .138956800 .138956800 .138956800 .138956800
 
.13R956800 .138556800 .138956800 .138956800 .138956800 .138956800
 







(Sheet 5'of 5) 
b*9U 
O.OOn0COCO .012246801 .012246801 C.OOOCCO0000 .010332403 .010332403
 
.01032403 '.0103324C3 O.O00OO0000 .005075791 .009476891 .0050157'1
 
.005075791 .009476891 .0C5075791 0.0O00000 .006637520 .003382350
 
.0033R2350 .006637520 .006637520 .003382350 .003382350 .006637520
 
0.0000-)0000 .006637520 .0C8159281 .0C2594232 .008159251 .006637520
 
.006637520 .008159261 .002594232 .008159261 .006637520 0.00000000
 
.005075791 .003382350 .002594232 .002594232 .003382350 .005075791
 
.005075791 .003382350 .002594232 .002594232 .003382350 .005075791 
O.OOC030000 .01C332403 .C0O476891 *.003382350 .009159281 .003382350 
.009476891 .01C332403 .010332403 .009476891 .003382350 .008159281 
.003382350 .0094768SI .010332403 O.OCOCO0000 .01226EOI .010332403 
.005075791 .006637520 .006637520 .005075791 .010332403 .012246801 
.012246801 .010332403 .005075791 .006637520 .006637520 .005075791
 
.310332403 .012246801 G.O00CC0000 .012246801 .012246501 0.000000000
 
.010332403 .010332403 .010332403 .010332403 0.000000300 .005075791
 
.009476891 .005075791 .005075791 .009476891 .005075791 0.000000000
 
.006637520 .003382350 .003382350 .006637520 .006637520 .C03382350.
 
.003382350 .006637520 C.OCOCCOO .006637520 .008159281 .002594232
 
.008159281 .006637520 .006637520 .0081592al .002594232 .008159281
 
.006637520 0.00003000 .0C5C757ql .003382350 .002594232 .002594232
 
.003382350 .005075791 .005075791 .003382350 .0025q4232 .002594232
 
.003332350 .005075791 0.00GC00000 .010332403 .009476891 .003382350
 
.008159281 .00338235C 0 094768ql .010332403 .010332403 .009476B91
 
.303382350 .008159221 .003382350 .009476691 .010332403 0.0C0000000
 
.012246801 
 .010432403 .005075791 .006637520 .006637520 .005075791
 
.010332403 .012246801 .012246801 .010332403 .005075791 .006637520
 






COMPLETELY SYMMETRIC QUADRATURE SETS SATISFYING CERTAIN 
EVEN MOMENT CONDITIONS FOR R, THETA GEOMETRY 
(Sheet 1 of 2) 





































0.0OCOOCOGO 0.083333333 c.0a333333 C.083333333 0.083333333 0.000000000
 
0.083313333 0.0833B3333 0.OCOCO000O 0.083333333 0.083333333 0.083333333
 








































O.OOC0000 0.044031561 0.039301772 0.044C31561 0.044031561 0.039301772
 
0.044031561 0.000CC000 0.039301772 0.039301772 0.039301772 0.039301772
 
0.OOCOJOOO 0.044031561 0.044031561 0.000000000 0.044031561 0.039301772
 
0.344031561- 0.044031561 0.039301772 0.044031561 0.00000COOO 0.039301772
 












































0.03COO000 0.030246915 C.022685185 0.022685185 0.030246915 0.030246915 
0.02,2685185 0.022685185 0.030246q15 0.000000000 0.022685185 0.023148144 
0.022685185 0.022685185 0.023148144 0.022685185 0.000000000 0.022685185 
0.0226951R5 0.022685185 0.022685185 0.000C00000 0.030246915 0.030246915
 
0.0000000CO 0.030246915 G.022685185 0.022685185 C.030246915 0.030246915
 
0.022685185 0.0226851E5 0.030246515 0.000000000 0.022685185 0.023148144
 
0.022685185 0.022685185 C.023148144 0.022685185 0.000000000 0.022685185
 






Because the differential scatter cross sections are expanded by Legendre polynomials, 
quadrature sets that correctly integrate Legendre polynomials are required, if anisotropic 
scattering calculations are performed in DOT-IIW. Otherwise, for example, if the flux 
was constant in angle, the evaluation of the P2 moment might give a non-zero result, and 
neutron balance would be affected. In addition, the isotropic component of the flux could 
include other contributions from higher moments. In general, for anisotropic scattering, the 
order of quadrature (n) should be twice as large as the order of scattering (2) and at least 
$4. (2) It is recommended that f6r typical design and analysis calculations, where external 
nuclear system radiation is a secondary importance, the symmetric quadrature data sets 
presented in this report be used. 
As shown in Figure 2-3 and presented in Table 2-1, an S6 DOT-IIW solution 
contains 30 discrete directions. The numerical solution requires an initialization direction 
which must be solved in each 9, level in the hemisphere. Each of these initialization 
directions, indicatedas 1, 4, 9, 16, 19 and 24 in Figure 2-3, are assigned a quadrature 
weight of zero and do not enter into the scalar flux solution. Therefore, only 24 angular 
fluxes with non-zero veights are obtained in the S6 hemisphere. The integration of the 
angular flux in DOT-IIW to obtain the scalar flux is simply the summation of the-products 
of angular flux times the appropriate quadrature weight. By comparison, an S6 order 
angular quadrature representation in r, 9 geometry is shown in Figure 2-4. The reorientation 
of the quadrature data allows the code to follow the logical flow of particles in the solution 
plane. 
The angular flux data obtained from the DOT-IIW code, for use in the MAP code, 
are the mesh cell surface data at the outer radius, top surface, inner radius, and bottom 
surface of the calculation geometry. These data are the angular flux data point A for all 
the outer radius mesh cells, point C, for all the top,surface mesh cells, point B, for all the 
inner radius mesh cells, and point D, for all the bottom surface mesh cells. 
Asymmetric Quadrature Sets 
It is sometimes desirable to achieve a high degree of angular flux resolution along 
















DOT-IIW Discrete Directions for R-Q Geometry•Figure 2-4. 
2-41 
or uniform high angular flux resolution with the resulting high expense of computational 
time. To obtain this angular resolution, certain asymmetric quadrature sets have been devel­
oped using the DOQ and ADOQ computer codes described in the Appendixes. These sets 
are specifically tailored to achieve high angular resolution in the direction of the z axis 
and contain varying degrees of level resolution. These sets are presented in Table 2-3 for 
two-dimensional geometries and satisfy equations (1) through (4) inclusive, defined in the 
previous section on symmetric quadrature sets. Note, however, that a reflective or periodic 
top or bottom boundary condition cannot be used if the quadrature data are asymmetric about 
r/= 0.0. If a reflective or periodic boundary condition is specified, the asymmetric quad­
rature data must have matching angles (ETA mates) in each hemisphere. 
Quadrature Data Parameters 
Table 2-4 presents the parameters A04, A05, A06, A07, and A08 as required by 
the DOT-IIW code for all the quadrature sets presented in this report. 
2.2.5 Mesh Spacing Requirements(6) 
The use of an adequate mesh spacing in a DOT-IIW calculation is mandatory to 
obtain an accurate solution of the flux and resultant fission distribution while conserving 
available core data storage. To eliminate (or reduce) negative angular and/or scalar fluxes 
that result from an inadequate mesh spacing, a few simple rules to define the proper mesh 
line spacing are presented here. Where core memory storage limitations prevent the 
implementation of these guidelines, the techniques to define the minimum necessary mesh 
spacing for the DOT-IIW are illustrated. Negative angular and/or scalar flux solutions may 
still occur even though these guidelines are followed, but the occurrence of the negative 
fluxes and their resultant effect on the true solution will be minimized. The empirical 
relationships (Criteria 1 and 2) are stringent, requiring a considerable amount of intuitive 






ASYMMETRIC QUADRATURE SETS SATISFYING CERTAIN EVEN MOMENT 
COMDITIONS WHICH ACHIEVE HIGH ANGULAR RESOLUTION IN THE 
DIRECTION OF THE ZAXIS (IN THE OPPOSITE HEMISPHERE, 
A COMPLETELY SYMMETRIC S6 QUADRATURE SET IS'USED.) 
(Sheet 1 of 22) 
80 ANGLES 49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.024917777 -.016347532 .016347532 -.057171433 -.037507835 .0375C7835
 
-.08S555393 -.058753624 .058753624 -. 121E87680 -.079965513 .079965513
 
-.154137249 -.101103452' .101103452 -. 186171501 -.122139494 .122139494
 
-.218042951 -. 143049047 .143049047 -. 249686111 -.163808828 .163809828
 
-.281366512 -. 184396223' .124396223 -. 312150340 -. 2 04 78q04 .204789049
 




.148874000 .433395000 L.733159000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -. 146874000
 
.142874000 .433395000 1.67ql10000 -.901204000 -.865063000 -.679410000,
 
-.433395000 -. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865063000,
 
-.988856000 -.973907000 '.865063000 -..679410000 -. 433395000 -. 148874000
 
.148874000 .433395000 .67941CC0 .865063000 .973907000 -.3L1249000
 
5 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 

-.238619000 .238619000 r.7 -.661209000 -. 238619000 .238619000
 




-o99968950 4 -.99968q504 -.999689504 -.998364376 -.998364376 -. 99d364376
 
-.995981843 -.995981843 -.995381843 -.99Z543900 -.992543900 
-.992543900
 
-.9S8054126 -.988054126 -.gE8C54126 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.S82517263
 
-.975939174 -. 975939174 -. 975939174 -.968326828 -.968326828 -. 968326828
 
-.959688291 -. 959688291 -. 959688291 -. 950032718 -.95C03271'8 -. 95U01327i8
 
-.939370340 -.q39370340'-.939370340 -. 865063000 -. 865063000 -. 865063000
 
-.865063000 -.865063C00 -.619410000 -.679410000 -. 679410000 -. 679410000
 
-.679410100 -. 679410000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.433395000 
-.433395000
 
-.433395000 -. 433395C00 -.433395000 -. 433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000
 
-. 148874000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000 -.148874000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000
 
-. 14e874000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000 -. 146674000 -. 148874000 -.932470000
 
.932470000 
.932470000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000
 








0.00COOCO00 .000199198 .000199198 O.COOCCOOOO .000463490 
 .000463490
 
0.00C0030000 .000727683 .000727683 0o000C00000 .000991138 .000991138
 
0.000000000 .001253551 001253551 0.00000000 .001514636 .001514636
 
O.OIOCOOO .001774118 .001774118 0.000C00000 002031719 .002031719
 
0.00C000000 .002287168 .002287168 C.O000C0000 .002540192 .002540192
 
O.OOCO0000 .002884906 002884906 C.000C00000 .024441900 .012920900
 
.012920900 .024441900 C.OCOCC00 .027CI1100 .008549830 .01921060,
 
.01;210600 .008549230 C27CII100 OO0C000000 .024441900 .0C8549830
 
.021466300 .006856610 .006856610 .027468300 .008549830 .024441900
 
0000O00000 .016667800 .012920900 .019210600 .006856610 .C18225100
 
.018225100 .006856610 .019210600 .012920900 .0166,7800 0.000000000
 
.042831100 .042831100 C.CCOCO0000 .055238700 .034951700 .034951700
 










(Sheet 2 of 22) 
80 ANGLES 49 CEGREES ON A LbVEL
 




-.361249000 -.2386lqCCC .23e61C000 -. 750201000 -.661209000 -.23861900
 
.238619000 .661?090C0 -.971113000 -.932470000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.21S61SO00 .66120000 .93241000 -.024917777 -.016347532 .016347532
 
-.057171433 -.037507835 .037507835 -.089555393 -.058753624 .058753624 
-.121617580 -.07g65513 .079965513 -.1541C7249 -.101103452 .1011J34t2 
-.186171501 -.12213q4S4 .122139494 -.218642951 -.143049047 .143049047 
-.24S' Vt111 -. 163808828 .153808826 -. 281C66512 -. 184396223 .18439b223 
-.31215C340 -.204799C49 .2C47eq049 -.342904308 -.224965467 .2249654o7 
-.531663000 -. 433395000 -. 148VA4C00 .148874000 .433395000 -.733759000 
-. 67410300 -.433395000 -. 14P874000 .148674000 .433395000 .679410000 
-. Q012040C0 -.865C630C0 -.671410C0 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 
.433395300 .67941fC00 .865C63000 -.q88856000 -.973907000 -.865063000
 




-.9324700C0 -.g324710C0 -.932410000 -.661209000 -.661209000 -.661209000
 
-.661239000 -.661209000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000
 
-.2386193C0 -.238619000 -.238619000 .999689504 .999689504 .9S9659504 
.98364376 .998364376 .998364376 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 
.992543900 .9925439C0 .9925439C0 .988C51126 .988054126 .99805126 
.Q3251723
.966S26828 .982517263.96a326828 .982517263.963326828 .575939174.95968829L .975939174.959688291 .975939174.9596,8291 
.q5'032718 .950032718 .950032718 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 
.O60b 30C0 .865063C00 .665C63C00 .865063000 .865063000 .67941'000 
.67c41C000 .67941C000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410300 
.433395000 .4333950CC .43339500C .433395000 .433315000 .433335000 
.433395300 .433395000 .433395000 .148874000 .148874000 .14887400 




0.OZCO30000 .042E311CC .042831100 CoO00CO0000 .055238700 .0349517CO
 
.034951700 .055238100C.OCOCO0000 .042831100 .034951700 .039195600
 
.03q195500 .03495170C .042231100 C.COOCC3030 .000199198 .000199198
 
0.33tC0)C30 .000463490 .O00463490 O.9OOOO000 .000727d3 .0727683
 
C.0OC0-GOC .00Q991138 .000991138 0.0000OOOO .001253551 .001253551
 
0.0lC02)0.0 .001514636 O0C1514636 0.000O00330 .001774118 .0C1774118
 
O.COCOOCOOO .002C31719 .0C2C3171q C.00C00000 .002237168 .0022871t8
 
C.C.00O00C .00540192 0C2540192 0.00OC0000 .00284906 .0028b4906
 
C.OCCODCOOC .02444190C .01292090C .C12920900 .024441900 0.00CO0C300
 
.027011100 .00e54983C .01210600 .01921060C .00549830 .027011100
 
0.00CO30000 .0244419CO .008549B30 .027468300 .006856610 .006856010 
.027468300 .00E549a?C .024441900 O.00C000000 .016667800 .012923900 
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102 ANGLES 1,4S DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.024917777 -.024913982 -.016341532 .016347532 .024913982 -.057171433
 
-.051162725 -.037507835 .037507835 .057162725 -.089555393 -.089541753
 
-.058753624 .058753624 .089541753 -.121887680 -.121869116 -. 079965513
 
.079965513 .121869116 -.154107249 -.154C83777 -.101103452 .101103452
 
.154083777 -.186171501 -.126143147 -.122139494 .122139494 .186I143147
 
-.218042q51 -.218009742 -.143049047 .143049047 .218009742 -.249686111
 
-.249648083 -.163808828 .r63808828 .249648083 -.281066512 -.281023704
 
-.1843q6223 .184396223 .281C23704 -.312150340 -.312102798 -.204789049
 
.204789049 .312102798 -.342904308 -.342E52082 -.224965467 .22j965467

.342852082 -.501663000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
-.733759000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
.679410000 -.901204000 -.,865C63000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000
 
.148674000 .433395000 .679410000 .865C63000 -.988856000 -.973907000
 
-.865063000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
.679410000 .865C63C00 .973907000 -.361249000 -.238619000 .238619000
 
-.750201000 -.661209000 -.238619000 .238619000 .661209000 -.971113000
 
-.932470000 -.661209000 -.238619000 .238619000 .661209000 .932470000
 
-.999689504 -.999689504 -.9SG689504 -.999689504 -.999689504 -.998364376
 
-.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -. 998364376 -.995981843 -.995981843
 
-.995981843 -.995981843 -.995q81843 -.992543900 -.gq2543OO -.992543900
 
-.992543900 -.992543900 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126
 
-.988054126 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263
 
-.975939174 -.975939114 -. 975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.S6e326828
 
-.969326828 -.968326828 -.962326828 -.968326828 -.959688291 -.959688291
 
-.959688291 -.959688291 -.95S688291 -.950032718 -.950032718 .950032718
 
-.950332718 -.950032718 -.q39370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340
 
-.939370340 -.865063000 -.865C63000 -.865063000 -.865063000 -.865063000
 
-.6794100C0 -.679410000 -.67941C000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000
 
-.679410000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395030 -.433395000 -.433395000
 
-.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.148874000 -.148874000
 
-.148874000 -.148874000 -.148674000 -.148874000 -. 148874000 -.148874000
 
-.14e874000 -.148874000 -.148274000 .932470000 .932470000 .q32470000 
.661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .Z38619000 





O.OCC00OOO .000004427 .0C0194771 .C00194771 .003004427 0.000000000
 
.000010300 .00C453190 .000453190 .000010300 0.00000O00 .000016171
 
.000711512 .000711512 .000016171 0.OOOCOOOOO .000022025 .000969113
 
.000969113 .000022025 G.GCOCOCCOO .000027857 .001225694 .001225694
 
.000027857 O.COOOOOOC .0C00C33659 .001480978 .001480978 .000033659
 
0.00C0OC000 .000039425 .CGI34693 .001734693 .000039425 0.0000000
 
.000045149 .001986570 .001986570 .000045149 0.003000000 .0000b08Z6
 
.302236342 .C02236342 C000050826 O.OOOCO00OO .000056449 .002483744
 
.002493744 .000056449 0.0COC000OO .00OC64109 .002820797 .002820797
 
.00C064109 0.00000CO00 .024441900 .012920900 .012926900 .024441900
 
0.00CO30000 .027011100 .008549830 .019210600 .019210600 .008549830
 
.027011103 0.030000000 .024441930 .008549830 .027468300 .006856610
 
.006856610 .02746830 008549830 .0 24 44 1q00 0.300000000 .016667800
 
.012920900 .C19210600 .006856610 .018225100 .018225100 .006856610
 
.019210600 .012920900 .C16667800 O.000C0000 .042831100 .042831100
 
0.300000000" .055238700 .034S51700 .034951700 .055238700 0.000OOCO0
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102 ANGLES 1,49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.3612493C0 -.238619000 .238619000 -.750201000 -.661209060 -.23861q000
 
.23861Q0C .661209000 -.971113000 -.932470000 -.661209000 -.23861900
 
.236619030 .661209000 .S32470000 -.024917777 -.024913982 -.C1634753
 
.016347532 .024913S82 -.C57171433 -.057162725 -..037507835 .037507835
 
.051162725 -. 089555393 -.CE541753 -.058753624 .05a753624 .0 95411b3
 
-.121897680 -. 121869116 -.019S65513 .079S65513 .121869116 -.154107249
 
-.154083777 -.101103452 .101103452 .154C83777 -.186171501 -.186143147
 
-.122134Q4 .12213q494 .186143147 -.218042951 -.218009742 -.143049047
 
.141349047 .218009742 -.249686111 -.249648083 -.163808828 .163808828
 
.249646083 -.281066512 -.2E1623704 -.184396223 .1843596223 .28LG23704
 
-.312150340 -.3121327r9 -.2C47R9049 .204789049 .312102798 -.342904308
 
-.342852082 -.224965467 .224965467 .342852082 -.501663000 -.433395000
 
-.148874000 .14887400 .433395000 -.733759000 -.679410000 -.433395C00
 
-.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 -.901204000 -.865063000
 
-.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874030 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000
 
.8650630C0 -.9688560CC -.913907000 -.865C63000 -.679410000 -.433395000
 
-.146874000 .1488740CC .433395000 .679410000 .865063C00 .973907000
 
-.932470000 -.9324700CC -.93247000C -.661209000 -.661209000 -.661209000
 
-.661299000 -.661209000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000
 
-.2316190C0 -.23861900C -.238619000 .999t89504 .999689504 .959689504
 
.99';68c504 .99S89504 .98364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 
-. )8364376 .959S81843 .9c5981843 .995q81843 .99SQ81843 .g9581843 
.992543900 .992543900 .gS2543900 .992!43900 .992543900 .S8054126 
.986054126 .95k054126 .988c5412b .i8BC54126 .9q85172b3 .982517263 
.9d2517263 .982517263 .982517263 .915939174 .975939174 *gq5939174 
.975939174 .97593gl74 .568326828 .568326828 .968326828 .968326S28 
.96632b828 .959688291 .59t88291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 
.950332718 .95003211B .950032718 .q50C32718 .950032718 .S39370340 
939370340 -939370340 .;39370340 .939370340 .865063000 .865063000
 
.86506300C .865063000 .865C6O000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000
 
.67S41CCCO .674100GO .679410000 .679410000 .4 3395000 .433395000
 
.43339500 .433395000 .433395000 .4-33395000 .433395000 .433395000
 
°43'395000 .148874C00 .146874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000
 




O.OOC00OO00 .0428311C0 .042831100 0.00000000 .055238700 .034951700 
.034951700 .055238700 0.000C00000 .0A2831100 .034951700 .039195600 
.039195600 .0349517CG .C42831100 C.0oocooo .000004427 .000194771 
.000194771 .000004427 C.CCCCOOCO 000CI0300 .000453190 .00453190 
.00GO103O 0.0000000CO .OCC16171 .00711512 .000711512 .00001bl17 
o.ooc O(oo .000022325 .0OO6;113 .000969113 .000022025 0.co0OOO000 
.000027E57 .0012256;4 .0C1225694 .000C27857 0.C00000000 .000033659 
.001480978 .0014e098 .00C33659 0.OO0COOOOO .000039425 .001734693
 
.001734693 .000039425 C.CCOCOOOOO .000C45149 .001986570 .001986!70
 
.000045149 O.O0000000 .CCCC50826 .00223b342 .002236342 .CP0050826
 
0.000100000 .00C050449 .C02i83744 .002483744 .000056449 .OOOOOOOO 
.00C064109 .0028207'7 .GC28207q7 .000064109 0.000000000 .024441900 
.012920900 .012;2090C .C2444100 O.00O0000 .027011100 .008549830
 
.010210600 O.019216CC 0C8549830 .027CI1100 C.0000COOOO .024441900
 
.008549830 .0274693"0 .006856610 .006856610 .027468300 .008549830
 
.024441900 C.OOOCO0000 .014667800 .012S20900 .019210600 0b0856610
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102 ANGLES 2.5,49 OEGREES ON:A LEVEL
 




-.024917777 -.024894060 -.016347532 .016347532 .024894060 -.057171433
 
-.057117018 -.037507835 .037507835 .057117018 -.08q555393 -.089470156
 
-.058753624 .058753624 .089470156 -.121E87680 -.12177167C--.079965513"
 
.0799o5513 .121771670 -.154107249 -.153960573 -.101103452 .1bi103452
 
.15396C573 -.186171501 -.185994307 -.122139494 .122139494 .185994307
 
-.218042951 -.217835423 -.143C49047 .143049041 .217835423 -.249686111
 
.249448465 -.163808P28 .163808829 .249448465 -.281066512 -.2E798999
 
-.184396223 .184396223 .2E0798999 -.312150340-.311853242 -.204789049
 
.204789049 .311853242 -.342904308 -.342577939 -.224965467 .224965467
 
.342577P39 -.501663000 -.4333S5000 7.148874000 .148874000 .433395000:
 
-.733759000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -i148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
.679410000 -. 901204000.-.865063000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000
 
.148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865C63000 -.988856000 -.973907000
 
-.865063000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
.679410060 .865063000 .973907000 -.361249000 -.238619000 .238619000
 
-.150201000 -.661209CO0 -.23F619000 .238619000 .661209000 -.g71113000
 
.932470000 -.661209000 -.238619000 .238619000 .661209000 .932470000
 
-.99689504 -. 999089504 -.999689504 -.9S9689504 -.999689504 -.998-364376
 
-.99E364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.995981843 -.995981843
 
-.995981843 -.995981843 -.995981843 -. 952543900 -.992543900 -.992543900
 
-.992543903 -.992543900 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126
 
-.988054126 -.982517263 -.9e2517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 '.982517263­
-.97593S174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.968326828
 
-.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.959688291 -.959688291
 
-.q5 6R8291 -.959688291 -.959688291 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718 
-.950032718 -.95C032718 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.93937G340 -.939370340 
-.939370340 -.865063G00 -.865C63000 -.865063000 -.865063000 -:865063000 
-.679410G0 -.679410000 -.619410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.67941000 
-'.675410000 -. 433395030 -.433395000'-.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000
 
-.433395000 -.433395C30 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.148874000 -.148874000
 
-.148874000 -. 148874000 -.148,874000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -. 148874000
 
-.148374000 n.148874000 -.148874000 .932470000 .93247000 .932410000 
.6612q0000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .238619000 
.238619000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000 
T 
6U 
0.00C000000 .000011067 .00188131 .000188131 .000011067 0.000000000 
.Q)0025749 .000437141 .0C0437741 .000025749 O.O00GO000 .000040427 
.030697256 .000687256 .0C0040427 O.OOOCOOO30 .000055063 ,000936075 
.030936075 .000055063 O.OCCCOOGOO .000069642 .001183909 .001183909 
.00C069642 O.O0000000 .000084146 .001430490 .001430490 .U00084146 
0.000000OO .000099562 .001675556 .00175556 .000098562 0.000000000
 
'.000112873 .00l91P844 .0C1918846 .000112873 0.000000000 .000127065
 
.602160103 .0021601G0 .0CC127C65 0.000C00000 .000141122 .002399071
 
.002399071 .000141122 O.OCOCCCOOO .000160273 .002724633 .002724633
 
.03C160273 0.000000O0C .024441900 .012920900 .012920900 .02444190
 
6.00C00000 .027C11100 .0C8549830 .019210600 .019210600 .008549630
 
.027011100 0.00000000 .024441900 .0C8549830 .027468300 .006856610
 
.006856610 .027468300 .CC8549830 .024441900 0.000000000 .016667800
 
.012920900 .019210600 .0C6856610 .018225100 .018225100 .006856610
 
.019210600 .012Q20900 .016667800 0.OOOCOCO00 .042831100 .042831100
 
0.00C90000 .055238103 .034951700 .034951700 .055238700 C.GOOOOOOO
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102 ANGLtS 2.5,49 DEGREES ON A LEYhL
 




-.361249380 -.238619000 .2386190CC -.750201000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.2386190C0 .661209CO -.S71113000 -.932470000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.23861o0CO .66123q000 .S3247000 -.C24917777 -.024894060 -.0163A7532
 
.016347532 .02489406: -.C57111433 -.057117018 -.037507835 .037507835
 
.057117018 -.08955533 -.'CE970156-.05e753624 .058753624 .0894.70156
 
-.121P47680 -.121771670-. C79c65513 .079(65513 .IZL177670 -.154101249 
-.15396C573 -.1011014!2 .I1103452 .153q60573 -.186171501 -. 185994307 
-.122139494 .1221394q4 .F5S5943G7 -.218G42951 -.217835423 -. 143049047 
.143049047 .217835423 -.245686111 -.24944R465 -.163808828 .163BGV828 
.249448465 -.281066512 -.26C7939§9 -.184396223 .184396223 .2E07U?999 
-.3121503 0 -. 311853242 -.2C4789049 .204789049 .311653242 -.342904308 
-.342577939 -.224O65467 .224q65467 .34257793q -.501663000 -.433395000 
-.148874300 .148874C00 .433395350 -.733759000 -.67941C000 -.433395000 
-.148874000 .148874C0G .433395000 .679410000 -.901204000 -.865063000 
-.579410000 -. 4333 5CG -.148874000 .148874000 .43339500 .679410000 
.865C63000 -.988856000 -.973S07000 -.865C63000 -.679410000 -.433395000 
-.14e8743G0 .14887400Z .433395000 .679410000 .855063000 .973907000 
-.0324700C0 -.932470 CC -. ;32470000 -.661209000 -.661209000 -.bbl 09000 
-.661?OQOCO -.6612rq0 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 
-.238619030 -.2386193CC -.2!8619000 .99689504 .99968q504 .9;q689504 
. 9SA3 504 .999689504 .S'8-3C4376 .9983643?6 .998364376 .9Sb3o4376
 
.998364376 .995081824 .9q9591643 .995981843 .995981843 .g95981843
 
.99254590 .9925439C0 .952543900 .992543900 .992543900 .488054126
 
.956054126 .98P054l26 .S6054126 .986054126 .q82517263 .982517263
 
.982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .975939174 .97593SI74 .975939174
 
.975939174 .975939174 .S68326828 .966326828 .968326848 .168326828
 
.96e326828 .q596882qI .S5S688291 .959688291 .959688291 .95968BZ91
 
.q50032718 .95005Z718 .95CC3211E .950032q18 .95003Z718 .939310340
 
.93q375340 .93937034C .939370340 .939370340 .865063000 .865063000
 
.865063000 .865G63CO .865C63000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000
 
.6794 1000 .67941000C .6794100 .679410000 .433395000 .q33395000
 
.43339510C .433395000 .433395Q0O .433395000 .433395000 .433395000
 
.433395000 .148874000 .148874008 .148874000 .148874000 .4i8874000
 






0.O0OCOOOO .042631188 .042831100 0.000CO000 .055238700 .034951700 
.034951700 .0552381C0 C.0C0C00000 .042831100 .034951700 .039195600 
.039195600 .034951700 .028310G .00C0000 .000011067 .000183131 
.OOCSF431 .DOC1llol 0.OCOCOCOOO .000C25749 .000437741 .000437741 
.0000Z5749 O.000C00OC .0C040427 .000687256 .000687256 .00004042T 
0.00010C000 .000055063 .0CC936075 .00936015 .000055063 0.000000000 
.00036964" .0011839r9 .CC1183909 .000069642 0.OOOOCCO00 .0'0084146 
.001430490 .00143049Z .CC0O84146 O.OOOCOCO90 .000098562 .0C1675556 
.001675556 .000^19562 C.OCCCCCOO .000112873 .001918846 OG1918d46 
.000112873 0.000GCC .0C127065 .002160103 .002160103 .000127065 
O.OOC300CO .000141122 .002399071 .002399071 .000141122 C.0000000O 
.00C16C273 .002124c33 .002724633 .000160273 0.000000000 .024441900 
.012920900 .Gl2q2Cq'C .C24441900 O.OGOC00000 .027011100 CC8549330 
.01921C603 .G2Il106c .CC854930 .027C11100 0.000000000 .024441900 
.00e549830 .0274683CC .00685661C .006856610 .027468300 .008549830 
.0244419CO O.O00O00rOC .016E67800 .012920900 .019210600 .G06856610 
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124 ANGLES 1,11.5,49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.024917777 -. 024913982 -.023764506 -.012458388 .012458888 .023764506
 
.024913982 -. 057111433 -. C57162725 -. 054525365 -.028585716 '.028585716
 
.05452536S .057162725 -. CE9555393 -.C89541753 -.085410496 -. C44777696
 
.044777696 .085410436 .08954,1753 -. 121,887680 -.121869116 -. 11624634T
 
-.060043840 .060943840 .116246347 .121869116 -.154107249 -. 154083777
 
-. 146974695 -. 077053624 .077C53624 .146S74695 .154083777 -. 186171501
 
-.186143147 -. 177554917 -. C93C85751 .093085751 .177554917 .186143147
 
-.218042951 -. 218009742 -.20G751259 -. 109021476 .109021476 .2C7951259
 
.2180iS742 -. 249686111 -.249648083 -.238129877 -.124843056 .124843056 
.238129877, .249641083 -. 281C66512 -.281C23704 -.268057897 -. 140533256 
.140533256 .2680578S7 .281'23704 -.312150340 -.312102798 -. 297703070 
-. 156075170 .156C75170 .2c7703070 .312102798 -.342904308 -. 342852082 
-.327033651 -. 171452154 .171452154 .327033651 .342852C82 -.5016630G0 
-.433395000 -. l148874000 .148874000 .433395000 -.733759000 -.679410000 
-.433395000 -. 148874000 .14887-40C0 .433395000 .679410000 -.901204000 
-. 865063000 -.679410000 -. 433395000 -. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000 
.675410000 .865063000 -. 988856000 -.973S07000 -.865063000 -.679410000 
-.433395000 -. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865063000 
.973907100 -. 3t124900C -.238619000 .238619000 -.750201000 -.661209000 
-.23861O000 .2386190C0 .661209000 -. 971113000 -.932470000 -.661209000 
--. 238619000 .238619000 .661209000 .932470000
 
-.999h89504 -. 999689504 -. 9S9689504 -. 955689504 -.999689504 -.9S9689504
 
-.91968504 -. 998364376 -.598364376 -. 998364376 -.998364376 -. 998364376
 
-.998364376 -.998364376 -.995981843 -.995981843 -.995981843 -.,95981843'
 
-.995981843 -. 995981843 -.9S5981843 -.992543900 -.992543900 -.992543900
 
-.q9254'900 -. 992543900 -. 9S25439C0 -.992543900 -.98S054126 -. 988C54126
 
-.988054126 -. 988054126 -.588C54126 -.588G54126 -.988054126 -. 982517263
 
-.98251-7213 -. 982517263 -. 982517263 -4982517263 -.982517263 -. 982517263
 
-.97"5g3Q174 -.975939174 -. 975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -. 975939174
 
-.975439174 -. 96E326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828
 
-.968326828 -. 968326828 -.959688291 -.959688291 -.959688291 -. 959688291
 
-.95963E291 -. 959688291 -. 9ES6E8291 -.950032718 -.950032718 -. 950032718
 
-.950032716 -. 950032718 -. 950032718 -.950032718 -.939370340 -. 93S370340
 
-.939370340 -. 939370340 -. 939370340 -. 939370340 -.939370340 -. 865063000
 
-.86:5063000 -. 86506300 -. 865C63000 -. 865C63000 -.679410000 -.679410000
 
-.67410000 -. 679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.433395000
 
-.433395000 -:433395000 -. 433395000 -.433395000 -.4333950C0 -.433395000
 
-.433395000 -. 43339500C -. 148874G00 -. 148874000 -. L48874000 -. 148874000
 
-.148874000 -. 148874099 -. 148874000 -. 148874000 -.148874000 -. 148874000
 
-. 14887400C .932470000 .932470000 .932470000 .661209000 .661209000
 
.661219000 .661209000 .661209000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000
 





(Sheet 8 of 22) 
bU 
O.CoO00000 .000094427 .CC006173 .000132799 .000132799 .000061973
 
.000034427 0.0000OO OCOC10300 .000144197 .000308994 .000308994
 
.00C144197 .CC010CO C.COCOOOO .000016171 .00026390 .000485122
 
.030485122 .000226390 .00016171 0.Oc000C000 .000022025 .000308354
 
.03066c759 .000660759 .CCC308354 .000022025 0.000000000 .000027857
 
.000389994 .000835700 00035700 .000389994 .000027857 0.000000000
 
.000033659 .000471220 .OCICCS758 .C1009758 .003471220 .000033659
 
O.OcCO00000 .000039425 .000551548 .031182745 .001182745 '.000551948
 
.000034425 O.COOCOOC C00045149 .000432090 .001354479 .001354479
 
.000632090 .000045149 G.GCCCCOOGO .000050826 .000711563 .001524778
 
.00152-778 .C00711563 .000050826 0.000C00000 .000056449 O000790282
 
.0016q3462 .001693462 .0C79C2a2 .000056449 0.003000000 .000064109
 
.00C897526 .001923271 .0C1923271 .000897526 .000064109 0.00000000
 
.024441900 .012920900 .C12920900 .024A41900 0.000000000 .027011100
 
-. 002544830 .019210600 .019210630 .008549830 .027011100 0.000000000
 
.024441900 .00854983C .027468300 .006856610 .006856610 .027468300
 
.00654q$30 .024441900 C.CCCCOOOO .016667800 .012920900 .C19210600
 
.00685&610 .018225100 .018225100 .006856610 .019210600 .Cl2920900
 
.01666780C 0.00000000 .042831100 .042831100 C0.00000000 .055238700
 
.034951700 .0349517C0 .055238700 0.0000000 .042831100 .034951700
 










(Sheet 9 of 22) 
124 ANGLES 1,17.5,49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.361249000 -.238619000 .238619000 -.750201000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.238619000 .661209000 -.971113000 -. 932470000 
-.661209000 -. 238619000
 
.23e619000 .661209000 .932470000 -. 024517777 -.024913982 -.02 3 76450
6
 
-.012458888 .C12458888 .023164506' .024913982 -.057171433 -. 057-62725
 
-.054525365 -.C28585716 .028585716 .054525365 .057162725 -. 0 8 955"393,
 
-.089541753 -. 085410496 -.044777696 .0441-77696' .085410496 .089541753
 
-. 121887680 -. 121869116 -.116246347 -. 060'943840 .060943840- .116246347
 
.121869116 -. 154107249 -.154C83777 
-.146174695 -.077053624 .077053624
 
.146974695 .154083717 -.186171501 -. 186143147 -.177554917 -. 093085751
 
.0930857.51 .177554917 .186143147 -. 218042951 -.218009742 -. 2C1951259
 
-;109021476 .109021476 .207951259 .218C09742 -.249686111 -. 24C648083
 
-.238129877 -. 124843056 .124843056 .238129877 .249648083 -. 281066512
 
-.281023704 -.2680578.7 -.140533256 .140533256 .268057897 .281023704
 
-.312150340 -. 3121027q8 -.27703070 -. 156075170 .156075170 .2ZS7G3070
 
.312102798 -. 342904308 -.342R52082 -. 327C33651 -. 171452154 .171452154
 
.327033651 .342852082 -.501663000 -.433395000 -. 148874000 .143874:000'
 
.433395000 -. 73375O000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000
 
.433395000 .67941OO -.901204000 -. 865063000 -.679410000 -. 433395000
 
-. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865063GO0 -. 988856000
 
-.973907000 -. 865063C00 -.679410000 -.4333q5000 -.148874030 .148874000
 
.433395000 .679410000 .865C6300 .i73'C700O
 
-.9324700C0 -.932470000 -.93247000C -.661209000 -.661209000 -. 661209000
 
-.661209000 -.661209000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -. 238619000
 
-.238619000 -.2-3861900C -.238619000 .999689504 .999689504 .999689504 
.999689504 .999689504 .9S9689504 .g99689504 .998364376 .998364376 
.998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .995981843 
.995981843 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 
.992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .99Z543900 .992543900 
*9q'543900 .g88054126 o988054126 .968054126 .9880541Z6 .988054126 
.988054126 o988054126 .982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .982517263 
.982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .975939174 .975939174 .S75939174 
.975939L74 .975939174 .75939174 .975939174 .968326828 .968326828 
.968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .959688291 
.959688291 .55688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 
.950032718 .950032118 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718 
.95003271,8 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .93937C340 .939370340 
.939370340 .939370340 .865C63000 .865063000 .865063C00 .865063000 
.865063000 .67q4l0OOO .6294100O0 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000 
.679410000 .679410000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 
.433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .148874000 
.14E874000 .148674000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 






(Sheet 10 of 22) 
bU 
0.OOCOOCOCO .0428311CC .C42831100 C.OOCC0000 .055238700 .G24951700 
.0319517CC .0552387C0 C.OCOCOOOO .042631100 .034951700 .039195600 ­
.03SI195600 .03495170C .042831100 .OCOC00000 .000004427 .000061973 
.0001327SQ .00013?79 .CC00C61973 .000004427 0.000000000 .000010300 
.000144197 .000309q 4 .CC030E994 .000144197 .000010300 O.0CGO0000 
.'ca16171 .000226390 .C0C4P5122 .000485122 .000226390 .000016171 
0.03C000000 .030022025 .CC03C.354 .OC0660759 .000660759 .000308354 
. 000322625 0.P-C COOC .0C0027857 .000389gq4 .000835700 .000035700 
.006389944 .000027857 O.CCCCO00O .000033659 .000471220 .001009758 
.•00133978 .000471220 .000033659 0.OOC00000 .000039425 .000551948 
.001132745 .0:1182745 .OC55194S 000039425 C.000000000 .000045149 
.000632090 .001354479 .001354479 .000632090 .000045149 0.000000000 
.0000iC 2e .000711563 .0C1524778 .001524778 .000711563 .000050826 
0.0CCOOCO00 .0:0056449 .0007Q02A2 .001693462 .001693462 .0C07q0282 
.0^0056449 C.000COOG .CCC64109 .000897526 .001923271 .001923271 
.030S9752o . 00C64109 O..COC000GC .024441900 .012920900 .012920900 
.0244410QO 0.010C0000 .02711100 .008549930 .019210600 .019210600 
.00854G3C .027011100 Q.OCGCO0000 .024441900 .008549830 .027468300 
.00685661 .00685661C .02746E300 .008549830 .024441900 0.000000000 
.016667800 .012920900 .C019210600 .006856610 .018225100 .018225100 







(Sheet ] ] of 22). 
124 ANGLES 2.5,17.5,49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.024917777 -. 02489406C -.023764506 -.012458888 .012458888 .023764506
 
.024894060 -. 057171433 -. C57117018 -.054525365 -. 028585716 .028585716
 
.054525365 .057117018 -.089555393 -.089470156 -.085410496 -. 044777696
 
.044777q6 .085410496 .089470156 -. 121EB7680 -. 121771670 -. 11'6246347
 
-.060943840 .060943840 .116246347 .121171670 -.154107249 -. 153960573
 
-. 146974695 -.077053624 .077053624 .146974695 .153960573 -.186171501
 
-.185994307 -. 177554917' -.0C3085751 .093085751 .177554917 .185994307
 
-.218042951 -. 217835423 -.2C7S51259 -. 109021476 .109021476 .201951259
 
.217835423 -.249686111 -.243448465 -.238129877 -. 124843056 -.124843056
 
.238129877 .249449465 -.281C66512. -.2EO798999 -. 263057897 -. 140533256
 
.140533256 .268057897 .2EO798999 -.312150340 -.311853242 -.2977C307O
 
-. 156375170- .156075170 .297703070 .311853242 -.342904308 -.342577939
 
-.327033651 -. 171452154 .171452154 .327033651 .342577939 -.501663000
 
-.433395000 -. 148874000 .14e874000 .433395000 -.733759000 -.679410000
 
-.433395000 -. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 -.901204000
 
-. 865063000 -.6794100C0 -.433395000 -. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
.679410000 .865063000 -.q88856000 -.'73907000 -.865063000 -.679410000
 
-. 433395000 -. 148874C00 .14E874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865063000
 
.973907000 -. 361249000 -.238619000 .238619000 -. 750'201000 -.6612090o0
 
-.238619000 .238619000 .661209000 -.971113000 -.932470000 -.661209000
 
-.238619000 .238619000 .661209000 .932410000
 
-.999689504 -. 999689504 -.9S9689504 -.9968 504 -*999689504 -.959689504 
-. 99 68q504 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 
-.98364376 -.998364376 -.995981843 -. 995981843 -.995981943 -.995981643 
-.995981843 -.995981843 -.995581843 -.952543900 -. 992543900 -.992543900 
-.Q925439GO -. 992543900 -. g2543900 -.992513900 -.988054126 -.988054126 
-.988054126 -.988C54126 -.q88054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.982517263 
-.982517263 -. 982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -. 982517263 -.982517263
 
-.975939174 -. 975939174 -.975939174 -.975q39174 -.975939174 -. S75939174
 
-.975939174 -.968326628 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.-968326828
 
-.96E326828 -.968326826 -.95S688291 -. 959688291 -. 959688291 -.959688291
 
-.959688291 -.951688291 -. 95S688291 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.95G03e118
 
-.950032718 -. 950032718 -.950C32118 -.950032718 -.939370340 -.939370340
 
-.939370340 -.939370340 -. 9?9370340 -.939370340 -. 939370340 -.865063000
 
-.865063000 -. 865063C00 -.865C63000 -.865C63000 -.67941C000 -.679410000
 
-.67941COC0 -. 679410000 -.679410000 -.679A10000 -.679410000 -.433395000
 
-.433395000 -. 433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000
 
-.433395000 -.433395000 -. 14887400C -. 148874000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000
 
-.14a874000 -. 148874000 -. 14E874000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000 
-. 14EB74000 .932470000 .932470000 .932470000 .661209000 .661209000 
.66120q0C0 .661209030 .6617209000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000 





*-" R(Sheet 12 of,22) 
SU 
C.OCCOCoOOO .000011067 .C0055333 .C00132799 .000132799 .0C0055333
 
.030011061 0.00000000 .000025749 .000128747 .OC0308994 .00030Bq94
 
.000126747 .000025149 C.OCOCOOOO .000040427 .000202134 .000485122
 
.000485122 .000202134 .DCOC40427 0.000(00000 .000055063 .000275316
 
.00C660759 .00C66075S .0GC275316 .000055063 0.000000000 .000069642
 
.000348209 .000835100 ,0CC835700 .0C0348209 .000069642 0.0CO00000
 
.00C084146 .000420732 .OCICC0758 .C01009758 .000420732 .000084146
 
C.OOC00000 .G000098562 .000Q4281 .001182745 .001182745 .000492810
 
.00C098562 O.COOCO00 .000112873 .0C0564366 .001354479 001354479
 
.000564366 .000112873 C.OCCCOCOC0 .00C127065 .003635324 .001524778
 
.001524778 .000635324 .0CC127065 0.CO0O0000 .0C0141122 .0CC7C5609
 
.001693462 .001693462 .0C0105605 .00141122 0.00DOCO00 .00016OZ3
 
.00C831363 .001923271 .CC1923271 .000801363 .000160273 O.OCCO00000
 
.024441900 .012920000 .C12920900 .024441900 3.OO000000 .027G11100
 
.00E549830 .01921060C .019210600 .008549830 .027C11100 C.0000O000
 
.024441900 .008549830 .027466300 .006856610 .006856t10 .027468300
 
.038549830 .024441900 C.OCCCCO00 .016667800 .012920900 .015210600
 
.00856610 .018225100 .018225100 .C06656610 .-Oi921O .012920900
 
.016667800 0.oCoco0000 .042831100 .042831100 0.009000000 .055238700
 
.034951700 .034951700 .055238700 0.000CO0000 .042831100 .034951700
 







TABLE 2-3 (Sheet 13 of 22) 
-124 ANGLES 2.5.17.5,49 DEGREES ON A LEV L
 
109 ANGLES IN THF +ETA DIRECTION, 15 AhGLES IN THE -ETA DIRECTION­
7U
 
-. 361249000 -. 238619000 .238619000 -. 750201000 -. 661209000 -.238619000
 
.238619000 .66120qO00 -. 971113000 '.932470000 -. 661209000 -.238619000
 
.238619000 .661209000 .93247C000 -.024917777 -. 024894060 -.023764506
 
-.012458888 .01245888E .023764506 .024894060 -. 057171433 -.057117118
 
-.054525365 -.C28585716 .02F585716 .054525365 .057117018 -.089555393
 
-.089470156 -. 085410496 -.044777696 .044777696 .085410496 .08q470156 
-.121887680 -. 121771670 -.116246347 -.060943840 .060943840 .116246347 
.121771670 -. 154107249 -. 153960573 -. 146974695 -.077053624 077053624 
.•146974695 .153960573 -.186171501 -. 185994307 -. 177554917 -.093065751 
.093085751 .177554917 .185S94307 -.218C42951 -. 217835423 -. 207951259
 
-.r09021476 .109021476 .207C51259 .217835423 -.249686111 -. 249448465
 
-.23F129877 -. 124843056 .124843056 .238129877 .249448465 -.281066512
 
-.280798999 -. 2680578S7 -.14C533256 .140533256 .268057897 .280796999
 
-.312150340 -. 311853242 -.2977C3070 -. 156075170 .156075170 .2977C3070
 
.311853242 -. 3429043C8 -.342573939 -. 327C33651 -. 171452154 .171452154
 
.327033651 .342577939 -.501663000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000
 
.433395000 -. 733759000 -.679A10000 -.433395000 -.143874000 ,143874000
 
.433395000 .679410000 -. 901204000 -. 865063000 -.679410000 -. 433395000
 
-. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865063C00 -.988856000
 
-.97307000 -. 865C63000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -. 148874CO .148874000
 
.433395000- .679413000 .865C630C0 .973907000
 
-.932470000 -.932470000 -. 9327C000 -.661209000 -.661209000 -. 661209000
 
-.661209000 -. 661209000 -.238619000 -. 238619000 -. 238619000 -. 238619000
 
-.238619000 -.238619G00 -.238619000 .999689504 .999689504 .9S9689504
 
.999o99504 .999689504 .99689504 .999689504 .998364376 .998364376
 
.998364376 .998364376 .98364376 .998364376 .99q364376 .995981843
 
.9p581843 .995961843 .9S5981843 .995981843 -.995981043 .99598i43
 
.992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900
 
.992543900 .988054126 .988G54126 .988C54126 .988054126 .988054126
 
.988054126 .988C54126 .982517263' .982517263 .982517263 .982517263
 
.982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .975939174 .975939174 .S75939174
 
.975939174 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 .968326828 .968326828
 
.968326828 ..968326828. .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .959688291
 
.959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291" .95968d291
 
.950032718 .950032718 o950C32718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718
 
.950032718 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340
 
.939370340 .939370340 .865063000 .865063000 .865063000 .865063000
 
.865063000 .679410000 .619410000 .679410000 .679410000 ;679410000
 
.679410000 .679410000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000
 
.433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433355000 .433395000 .148874000
 










(Sheet 14 of 22) 
6U
 
O.00C00C 000 .042831100 .042e311CC .CCOCOOOOO .055238700 .034951700
 
.0349517C0 .055233700 C.OCOCOOOO .042831100 .034951700 03195600
 
.034195600 .034951700 .042831100 C.OCOC0OOOO .000011067 .000055333
 
.000132799 .00013719 .000055333 000011067 0.003000000 .000025749
 
.O0C12b747 .000308994 .01008994 .000128747 .009025749 O.C00000000
 
.000040427 .000202134 .00C485122 .00048512? .000202134 0C0040427
 
0.300000000 .000055063 .00027531o 000660759 .000660759 .000275316 
.00C'55Ot. 0.000030000 00006q642 .000348209 .000835700 .000835700 
.0)0346209 .000G69642 O.OCO00000 .000084146 .000420732 .001009158 
.001009758 .000423732 .0C0084146 0.000CO0000 .000098562 .OOC492610 
.001132745 .0011827A5 .000492810. .000098562 0.000000000 .000112873 
.fl00564366 .001354479 .001354479 .000564366 .000112873 C.000000000 
.CaC12T065 .000635324 .001524779 .001524778 .000635324 .00127UC5
 
0.20CO00000 .000141122 .00005609 .001693462 .00169346Z .000705609
 
.090141122 0.O00CCOOGO .00C160273 .000801363 .001923271 .00C1923271 
.000)1363 .000160273 0.OCOCOOOOO 

















.016667800 .012923qO0 .019210600 .00685661C .018225100 .018225100 







(Sheet 15 of 22) 
138 ANGLqS 1,1.5,49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL 
15 ANGLES IN THE +ETA DIRECTION, 123 ANGLES IN THE -ETA DIRECTION 
7U 
-.002399998 -.002399633 -.002288919 -.001199999 .001199999 C.02288919
 
.00239Q633 -.00959q889 -.0C598427 -.009155577 -.004799945 .004799945
 
.009155577 .009598427 -.021196749 -.027192607 -.025938001 -.013598375
 
..013598375 .025938001 .027192607 -.057171433 -.057162725 -.G54525365
 
-.028565716 .028585716 .054525365 .057162725 -.089555393 -.089541753
 
-.085410496 -.044777696 .044777696 .085AI0496 .089541753 -.121887680
 
-.121869116 -.116246347 -.060943840 .060943840 .116246347 .121869116
 
-. 154107249 -.154083777 -.146I74695 -.077053624 .077053624 .146974695
 
.154083777 -. 186171501 -. 1E6143147 -.177554917 -.093085751 .093085751
 
.177554917 .186143147 -.218C42951 -.218009742 -.207951259 -.109021476
 
.139021476 .207951259 .218009742 -.249686111 -.249648083 -.238129877
 
-. 124843056 .124843056 .23E129877 .249643083 -.281066512 -. 281023704
 
-.268057897 -.140533256 .14C533256 .268057897 .281023704 -.312150340
 
-.3121027q8 -.297703070 -.156075170 .156C75170 .297703070 .312102798
 
-.342904308 -.342852082 -.327C33651 -.171452154 .171452154 .327033651
 
.342852082 -.501663000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
-.733759000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
.675410000 -.901204000 -.865C63000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000
 
.14e874000 .433395000 .67941000 .865063000 -.988856000 -.973907000
 
-. 865063000 -. 679410000 -.433395000 -. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
.679410000 .865063000 .973q07000 -.361249000 -.238619000 .238619000
 
-.75C201000 -.661209000 -.238619000 .238619000 .661209000 -.971113000
 
-.932470000 -.661209000 -.238619000 .238619000 .661209000 .932470000
 
-.999997120 -.999997120 -.959997120 -.999S97120 -.999997120 -.999997120
 
-.999997120 -.999953920 -.999953920 -.999953920 -.999953920 -.999953920
 
-.999953920 -.999953920 -.9S5630100 -.999630100 -.999630100 -.999630160
 
-.999630100 -.999630100 -. 959630100 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376
 
-.998364376 -. 998364376 -. 998364376 -. 998364376 -.995981843 -.995981043
 
-.995981843 -.995981843 -.9q5981843 -.995981843 -.995981843 -.992543900
 
-.992543900 -.99254390 -92543900 -.992543900 -.992543900 -.992543900
 
-.988054126 -.988054126 -.988C54126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126
 
-.988054126 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.9825172o3 -.982517263 -.S82517263
 
-.982517263 -.982517263 -.975539174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174
 
-.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326826
 
-.96E326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.959688291 -.959688291
 
-.959688291 -.959688291 -.959688291 -.959688291 -.959688291 -.950032718
 
-.950032718 -.950032718 -.950C32718 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718
 
-.939370340 -.939370340 -.93937C340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340
 
-.939370340 -.865C63C00 -.865063000 -.865C63000 -.865063000 -.865063000
 
-.675410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000
 
-.679410000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000
 
-.431395300 -.433395C00 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.148874000 -.148874000
 
-.14e874000 -.1488740C0 -. 148674000 -. 148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000
 
-.148874000 -.148874000'-.148874000 .932470000 .932470000 .932470000
 
.661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000. .238619000
 






(Sheet 16 of 22) 
6u 
o.03031C0 O .00'00Cc64 oCCCOC8q6 .000001920 .000601920 .CO0000Oqb 
.02CO30364 0.000000CC .OCOCOC512 .C00007168 .0000153cO .000015360 
.,C,307168 .000000512 O.OCCCCOOC .00000851 - .000053909 .000115519 
.0)G115519 O000C53c9q .GGCC3851 O.O00COO00 .00001G300 .00014419q 
.0 0306994 .C00108994 0CCC144197 .000C10300 0.000000000 .000016171 
.0,002231O .00C485122 .CCC485122 .000226390 .00OC16171 O.C0000000 
.050:22325 .000308354 0CC66C759 .000660759 .000308354 00002Z025 
C.CICO)COCO .000027851 0CCC389994 .00Cb35700 .000835700 .OOG389994 
,0130'7357 O.COOiOCCO0 .000C33659'- .000471220 .001009758 .031009758 
.000471220 .30CC33b5I 0.OCOCCOOOO .000C39425 .000551948 .001182745 
.001132745 .OC0551;4e ;0CCC39425 0.000CO0000 .000045149 .00C632090
 
.031354479 .001354479 .OCG632090 .000045149 O.OCOOGO000 .C0059826
 
.030711563 .001524778 .CC1524778 .000711563 .000050826 C.COOCOOOCO
 
.3000%t449 .OOC79C22 .0C1693462 .001693462 .000790282 .000056449
 
0.03C30000 .0006C4109 .000897526 .00152327L .001923271 .00G897526
 
.0')044109 C.O00CC3000 .024441C00 .012920900 .012920900 .024441900
 
.O0C03COCC .027CI11C0 .0(8549830 .019210600 .01921060C .008549830
 
.027011100 O.OCCO000O .0244419C0 0C8549830 .Z7468300 .006856610
 
.006856610 .02746R3C0 .0C854q83C .024441900 0.000000000 .016667800
 
.312920900 .^19210600 .0C6856610 .018225100 .018225100 .006856610
 
.OIS2iCbCO .01292CC0 .016667800 0.000CO0000 .042831100 .042831100
 
3.0 	CO03OO0 .055238700 .034q51700 .034951700 .055238700 C.000000000 






(Sheet 17 of 22) 
138 ANGLES' 1,17.5,49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.361249000 -.238619000 .238619000 -.750201000 -.661209000 -. 238619000
 
.238619000 .661209000 -.<71113000 -.932470000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.23861900C .661209000 .93247C00C -.002399998 -.002399633 -.002288919
 
-.001199999 .001199999 .C02288919 .002399633 -.009599889 -.009598427
 
-.009155577 -.004799945 .0C479q945 .009155577 .009598427 -.027196749
 
-.C27192607 -. 0259380C1 -. 013598375 .013598375 .025938001 .027192607
 
-.057171433 -. 057162725 -. 054525365 -.028585716 .028585716 .054525365
 
.057162725 -. 089555393 -. GE9541753 -.085410496 -.044777696 .044777696
 
.0R5410496 .089541753 -. 121E87680 -. 121869116 -. 116246347 -.060943840
 
.060943840 .116246347 .121869116 -. 1541C7249 -. 154083777 -. 146974695
 
-.071053624 .077C53624 .146S74695 .154083777 -.186171501 -. 186143147
 
-.171554917 -.093085751 0q3C85751 .177554917 .186143147 -.218042951
 
-.216009742 -.207951259 -.l09C21476 .109021476 .207951259 .218009742
 
-.249686111 -.249648083 -.238129877 -.124843056 .124843056 .236129877
 
.24S648083 -.281066512 -.281C23704 -.268C57897 -.140533256 .140533256
 
.26057897 .281023704 -.312150340 -.312102798 -.297703070 -. 156075170
 
.156075170 .297703070 .312102798 -.342904308 -.342852082 -.327033651
 
-.171452154 .171452154 .327C33651 .342852082 -.501663000 -.433395000
 
-.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 -.733759000 -.679410000 -.433395000
 
-.14e874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 -.901204000 -.865065000
 
-.679410000 -. 433395000 -. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000
 
.85063000 -. 988856000 -. 973907000 -. 865063000 -.679410000 -. 433395000
 
-. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865063000 .973907000'
 
-.o32470000 -. 932470000 -. 932470000 -.66120900Q -.661209000 -.661209000
 
-.661209000 -. 66120900C -. 238619000 -. 238619000 -. 238619000 -. 238619000
 
-. 238619000 -. 238619000 -. 238619000 .999997120 .999997120 .9S 997120 
.99S997120 .999997120 .999997120 .999997120 .999953920 .999953920 
.995953920 .999953920 .9S9953920 .999553920 .999953920 .99'630100 
.995630100 .999630100 .999630100 .999630100 .999630100 .999630100 
.998364376 .998364376 .99836.376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 
.998364376 .995981843 .9S5981843 .995981843 .995981843 .9S5981843 
.995981843 .995981843 .9S2543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 
.992543900 .9925439C0 .992!43900 .988054126 .988054126 .988054126 
.988054126 .988054126 .988C54126 .988054126 .982517263 .982517263 ­
.982517263 .982517263 .982517263" .982517263 .982517263 .975939174 
.975939174 .975939l74 .975939174 .'975939174 .975939174 .975939174 
.968326828 .968326828 .S68326828 .968326828 .968326828 .368326828 
.968326828 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 
.959688291 .959688291 .950C32718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718 
..950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 
.935370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .865063000 .865063000 
.865063000 .865C63C00 .865C63000 .679410000 .679410C00 .679410000 
.679410000 .6794L0000 .679410000 .679410000 .433395000 .433395000 
.433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 
.433395000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .149874000 148874000 





(Sheet 18 of 22) 
0.'OO3030C .042831100 .042e31100 C.OOOCCOOOO .055238700 .034951700 
.334q51700 .055238700 O.OCOCCCO00 .042831100 .034q51700 .03q195600 
.03515oC0 .034951700 .042831100 .O00CO0000 .000000064 .000000896 
.030001920 .003ICZO920 OCCCOOsq6 .000000064 0.000000000 .00000512 
.000037168 .00001536C .00GC15360 .000007168 .000000512 0.000000000 
.0)003851 .000053909 C0C115519 .000115519 .000053909 0C0003851 
C.OCCO00000 .000010300 0CC1441q7 .000308994 .000308994 .000144197 
.000010300 0.000000000 0C0016171 .000226390 .000485122 .000485122 
*00C226390 .000016171 0.OfiCO0000 .000022025 .000308354 .000660759 
.000660759 .000308354 .000022025 O.CGOCOOOO .000027857 .C00389994 
.03C835700 .000e35700 .000389994 .000027857 0.000000000 .000033659 
.030471220 .001009758 .C01009758 .000471220 .000033659 C.C00000000 
.300039425 .00155IS48 ,CC1182745 .001182745 .000b51948 .000039425 
O.00COOCO0 .000045149 .000632090 .001354479 .001354479 .000632090 
.00045149 0.00000300 0C005026 000711563 .001524778 .001524778 
.0600711563 .000050926 C.OCCCO0000 .000056449 .000790282 .001693462 
.001693462 .G007902e2 .000056449 O.00C00000 .000064109 .0G0897526 
.001923271 .001923271 00CE97526 .000064109 0.000000000 .024441900 
.012920900 .01292C9CC .024441900 0.000C00000 .027011100 .OG8549830 
.019210600 .019210600 .008549830 .027011100 0.000000000 .024441900 
.00 549830 .027468300 .006856610 .006856610 .027468300 .008549850 
.024441900 O.OOC00000 .016667800 .012520900 .019210600 .006856610 








(Sheet 19 of 22) 
146 ANGLES 1,6,30,70 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.024917777 -.024913S82 -.024181274 -. 021579428 -.008522382 .008522382
 
.021579428 .024781274 .024913982 -. 057171433 -.057162725 -.C56858242
 
-.04'511913 -.019553782 .019553782 .049511913 .056858242 .057162725
 
-.085555393 -.08S541753 -. 069064799 -.017557245 -.030629748 .030629748
 
.077557245 .08S064799 .089541753 -. 121887680 -.121869116 -. 121219967
 
-. 101557827 -.041688042 .041688042 .105557827 .121219967 .121869116
 
-.154137249 -. 154083777 -. 153263033 -. 133460792 -.052707783 .052707783
 
.133460792 .153263033 .154C83777 -. iB6171501 -. 186143147 -. 185151634
 
-.161229250 -.063674404 .063674404 .161229250 .185151634 .166143147
 
-.218042951 -.218009742 -.216848489 -.188830735 -.074575081 .074575081
 
.188830735 .216848489 .218C09742 -.249686111 -.249648083 -. 248318305
 
-.216234515 -.085397680 .085397680 .216234515 .248318305 .249648083
 
-.281066512 -. 281023704 -.279526800 -.243410739 -.096130409 .096130409
 
.243410739 .2795268CC .291C23704 -.312150340 -. 312102798 -.310440348
 
-.27C330124 -.106761784 .IC67E1104 .270330124 .310440348 .312102798
 
-.342904308 -. 342852082 -.341025842 -.296963842 -. 117280181 .117260181
 
.296963842 .341025842 .342852082 -. 501663000 -.43.395000 -. 148674D00
 
.146874000 .433395080 -. 733759000 -. 679410000 -. 433395000 -. 148874000
 
.148874000 .4333S5000 .619410000 -. 901204000 -.865063C00 -.679410000
 
-.433395300 -. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865063000
 
-.988856300 -.973907000 -. 865C63000 -.679410000 .433395000 -. 148874000
 
.148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865t63000 .973907000 -. 361249000
 
-.2386190C0 .238619000 -. 750201000 -.661209000.-.238619000 .238619000
 




-.99ib89504 -. 999689504 -. 95S689504 -. 999689504 -.999689504 -.959689504
 
-.995b89504 -. 999689504 -. 959689504 -.998364376 -.998364376 -. 998364376
 
-.998364376 -. 998364376 -. S98364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376
 
-.995981843 -. 995981843 --. 95981843 -.995981843 -.995981843 -.995981843
 
-.99C931843 -. 995981843 -. 995981843 -.992543900 -.992543900 -.992543900
 
-.99254390C -. 9925439C0 -. 992543900 -.992543900 -.992543900 -.992543900
 
-.988054126 -.988054126 -. 188054126 -.988C54126 -.986054126 -. 988054126
 
-.98e054126 -. 988054126 -. 988C54126 -.982517263 -.982517263 -. 982517263
 
-.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -. 982517263
 
-.975939174 -. 975939174 -. 975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -. 97593q174
 
-.975939174 -. 975939174 -. q75939174 -.968326828 -.968326828 -. 968326828
 
-.9b8326828 -.968326828 -.5(8326828 -.968326828 -. 968326828 -.968326828
 
-.95;688291 -. 959688291 -. C55688291 -.959688291 -.959688291 -.959688291
 
-.95go88291 -. 959688291 -. 959688291 -.950032718 -.950032718 -. 950032718
 
-.950032718 -. 950032718 -. 950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718 -. 950032718
 
-.939370340 -. 939370340 -. 939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340
 
-.939370340 -.93937334C -.939370340 -.865C63000 -.865063000 -.865063000
 
-.865063000 -.865C63000 -.67941000 -.6791i0000 -.679A10000 -.67S410000
 
-.67G410000 -. 679410000 -. 679410000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000
 
-.43339500 -.433395C00 -. 433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000
 
-. 148714000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -. 148874000
 
-. 14687400 -. 1488740CC -. 148874000 -. 148874000 -.148874000 .932470000
 
.932470000 .93247000G .661209000 .661201000 .661209000 .661209000
 






TABLE 2-3 T(Sheet 20 of 22) 
l 
O.ooCOO00CO .000004427 .CO01706 .000C88532 .000088532 .000086532 
.000098532 .000017706 GC004427 O.OOOCOOOOO .000010300 .000041199 
.000215996 .000205q96 .CC020596 .000205996 .000041199 .000C10300 
0.0000C000 .000016171 .000C64683 .000323415 .000323415 .000323415 
.000323415 .000064683 .000061710.OCOCO000 .000022025 .000C688101 
.000440506 .000440506 .000440506 .00G440506 .000088101 .000022025 
O.OOCO')COOO .000027857 .000111427 .000557134 .000557134 .000557134
 
.000557134 .000111427 .000027157 O.O00C0000 .00003365' .000134634
 
.000673172 .000673172 .000673172 .000673172 .000134634 .000033659
 
0.OOCOOOOOO .000039425 .000157699 .000788497 00786497 .00078d497
 
.0007S9497 .000157600 .C00039425 0.000O00000 .000045140 .000181597
 
.0000^29R6 .000502986 .000S02986 .000902986 .00018U597 .000045149
 
0.000C000 .000050626 .000203304 .001016519 .001016519 .001016519 
.001016519 .000203304 .CCC050826 0.000o00000 .000056449 .000Z25195 
.001128974 .001128974 .0C1128174 .001128974 .000225795 .C00056449 
O.GOCOOCO00 .000064109 CGG0256436 .001282180 .001282180 .001282180 
.001282180 .000256436 .000C64109 U.OOOCCCOOO .0244410C0 .012920900 
.012920900 .024441900 0.000000000 .027CIi00 .003549830 .019210600 
.•01210600 .00854983C .027C11100 o.ooOCOoo0 .024441900 .008549850 
. 027468300 .006e5661C .006856610 .027468300 .008549?30 .024441900 
OOOCO.00000 - .016667800 .012920900 .019210600 .006856610 .C18225100
 
.016225100 .006856610 .01921060 .012920900 .016667800 0.000000000
 
.042831100 .0428311C0 0.000000000 .055238700 .034951700 .034951700
 










(Sheet 21 of 22) 
146 ANGLES 1,6,30,70. OEGRtES CN A LEVEL
 




-. 3o1249000 -.238619000 .238619000 -.750201000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.23861900. .661209030 -. 9711130Cc -.932470000 -.661209000 -.23'8619000
 
.238619000 .661209000 .932470000 -.024917777 -.024913982 -.024781274
 
-.021579428 -.008522382 .0C8522382 .021579428 .024781274 .02-913982
 
-i057171433 -. C57162725 -. 056858242 -.049511913 -.019553782 .01,9553782
 
.049511913 .056858242 .057162725 -.089555393 -. 089541753 -.039064799
 
-. 077557245 -.03062,748 .C30629748 .077557245 .089064799 .089541753
 
-.121847680 -. 121869116 -. 12121q967 -. 105557827 -.041688042 .041688042
 
.105557827 .121219S67 .121869116 -. 1541C7249 -. 15408'3777 -. 153263033
 
-. 133460792 -.C52707783 .G52707783 .133460792 .153263033 .154083777
 
-. 186171501 -. 186143147 -.185151634 -. 161229250 -.063674404 .063674404
 
.161229250 .185151634 .186143147 -. 218G42951 -.218009742 -.216848489
 
-. 188830735 -.074575081 .074575081 .188830735 .21684848S' .218009742
 
-. 245696111 -.249648083 -.24e318305 -. 216234515 -.085397680 .085397680
 
.216234515 .248318305 .2491648083 -. 281066512 -.281023704 -.279526800
 
-.243410739 -.096130469 .0961304G9 .243410739 .279526800 .281023704
 
-.312150340 -. 3121027C8 -.310440348 -.270330124 -.106761704 .1067617b4
 
.270330124 .31C44034E .312102798 -.342S04308 -.342852C82 -.341025842
 
-.296963842 -.1172801 1 .117280181 .296S63842 .341025842 .342852082
 
-.5316630C0 -. 4333950C0 -.1-48E74000 .148874000 .433395000 -. 733759000
 
-.679410000 -.433395000 -.14e874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000
 
-.901204000 -. 865063C0 -.67941000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000
 
.433395000 .67941.0000 .865C63000 -.988856000 -.973907000 -.86506'3300­




-.932470000 -. 9324700Cc -.932470000 -.661209000 -.661209000 -.661209000
 
-.661209000 -.661209000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000
 
-.238619000 -.238619000 -.2!8619000 .999(8q504 .99-689504 .999689504 
.995689504 .999689504 .9'9689504 .999689504 .999689504 .999689504 
.998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 
.998364376 .998364376 .98364376 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 
.995981843 .995981843 ..9S5981843 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 
.9025439C0 .9925439CC .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 
.992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .988054126 .988054126 .988054126 
.988054126 .988C54126 .988C54126 .988C54126 .988054126 .988054126 
.982517263 .9825172b3 .982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .982517263 
.982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 
.975939174 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 
.96e326828 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 
.96E326828 .968326828 .968326828 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 
.959t88291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .95S688291 
.950032118 .950032718 .950C32718 .950C32718 .950032718 .950032718 
.950032718 .950032718 .950C32718 .93q370340 .939370340 .939370340 
.939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 
.865063000 .865063000 .86SC63000 .865C63000 .8650t3000 .679410000 
.675410000 .6794100C0 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000 .67941OOOO 
.433395000 .4333950CC .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .43,395000 
.433395000 .43335C00 .433395000 .148874000 .148874000 .148674000 





(Sheet 22 of 22) 
6i 
0o9000000 .042831100 .042831100 O.OCOCOOOOO .055238700 .C34951700 
.034951700 .055238700 C.OCCCOOOCO .04i231100 .034951700 .039195600 
.03slq56C0 .0349517CC .04283110. C.OCC00000 .003004427 .OCU01106 
,OrCCq532 .000088532 .00088532 .00O088532 .000017706 .000004427 
0.0000$0000 .000010300 .000041199 .0002C5996 .000205996 00020199b 
.000205qq6 .000041199 OCOCIC300 OO00C00000 .000016171 .000064683 
000%23415 .C00323415 .CC0323415 .000323415 .000064683 .000016171 
O.IC030000 .000022025 C0C88101 .030140506 .000440506 .000440506 
.004405C6 .000088101 .000C22025 O.COCCO000 .000027857 .000111427 
.300557134 .000557134 .00557134 .000557134 .000111427 .000027857 
O.OCC3OOC 000033659 .0C0134634 .000673172 .000673172 .0C067172 
.300673172 .000134634 .000033659 O.OOOCOCOOO .000039425 .000"157699 
.0007-18497 .0007884S7 .00088497 .000188497 .000157699 .000039425 
0.000310000 .003045149 ,OC.16C597 0G0S2986 .000902986 .OO9OZq86 
.000932986 .0C01B35S .000045149 0.000000000 .000050826 .000203304 . 
.001016519 .00101651S .0CIC16519 .001016519 .000203304 .000050826 
3.00CO0000 .00005h449 000225795 .001128974 .00112*q74 .001128974 
.001128974 .000225795 .0C0056449 0.000000000 .000064109 .000256436 
.I01292180 .001282180 001282180 .001282180 .000256436 .000064109 
0.030010300 .0244410qC .012920900 .012S20900 .024441900 0.000000000 
.027011100 .008549830 .019210600 .01q210600 .008549830 .027011100 
0.030030000 .024441900C - 008549830 .027468300 .006856610 OC685ol0 
.327468300 .00E549830 .024441S00 0.000000000 .016667800 .012920900 








QUADRATURE DATA SET PARAMETERS 
Symmetric Quadrature Sets 
Number of Number of 
Number of N'umber of Quadrature Angles Number of Quadrature Angles Initialization Initializationdirections in directions inSpace Angles in the upward (4-v) drection in thedownward (2) direction the upward (+,) the downward (-n(A04) (A05) (AO6) direction (A07) direction (A08) 
6 (S2) 3 3 1 116 (S4) 8 8 2 2
 
30 (S6 ) 15 
 15 3 3 
48 (S8) 24 24 4 4
 
96 (S1 2 ) 48 
 48 6 6
 
160 (S1 6) 80 
 80 8 8 
Asymmetric Quadrature Sets 
80 (- n asymmetry) 15 65 3 15
 
80 (+7 asymmetry) 65 
 15 15




102 (+ ,asymmetry) 87 15 15 3 
124 (-n asymmetry) 15 109 3 15 
124 (+n asymmetry) 109 15 15 3 
138 (-7 asymmetry) 15 123 3 17 
138 (+nasymmetry) 123 15 17 3 
146 (-v/asymmetry) 15 131 3 15 
146 (+r)asymmetry) 131 15 15 3 
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The radial mesh interval spacing isapproximated by the following relationship: 
1. 0 +t.Sg~g , g 




where: 	 t is the largest total or transport corrected group cross section in a-region 
g for any group 
so is the corresponding within group scattering cross section for the above 
gg selected group. 
This criteron has been relaxed somewhat from the original equation(7 ) because 
of the negative flux fixup routine normally used in DOT-IIW calculations (MODE = 1). 
The axial mesh interval size is approximated by the following relationship: 
t 
Criterion 2: AZ 2.0/ g 
where: is the largest total or transport corrected group cross section in the region for 
any group. 
In problems where core data storage limitations prevent adherence to the above 
two guidelines, an intuitive choice of mesh must be made to avoid questionable answers 
resulting from negative flux solutions. The following procedure should be followed: 
Criterion 3: 	 Criteria 1 and 2 should be applied near region boundaries or where
 
large flux gradients occur.
 
Criterion 4: 	 Mesh size should not vary more than a factor of two between adjacent
 




Criterion 5: 	 The intervals near the periphery of a reflected core in r, z and r, 9
 




© Astronuclear 9 .Laboralory 
The remainder of the radial mesh in the core, reflector, etc., can be determined by 
Criterion 4. -
'Justification for usage of Criteria 3, 4, and 5 can be based on a prior knowledge 
that most of the particles at any point'in a region are produced by sources or scattering down 
from higher groups rather than direct transport from neighboring points. At the periphery of a 
reflected reactor, this condition does not exist because of the returning thermal neutrons from. 
the reflector; hence, Criterion 1should be applied. at the periphery of the core if negative 
fluxes are to be avoided; 
Although negative fluxes may occur using Criteria 3, 4, and, 5, the location of 
these negative fluxes and the relative flux level surrounding the negative flux should now 
have a negligible effect on the overall problem solution. 
An approximation of mesh interval size in large non-centrol void regions (such as 
the void between a reactor and an external shield) may be represented by a method suggested 
by Putnam(8 ) ' . . .non-central voids should be handled by choosing, mesh intervals in the void 
region as if a total cross section of Et = 1/ existed in the region (whereT is a mean radius). 
Where a large expanse, of non-central void-exists, it saves on mesh points to define several 
contiguous void regions with different r mesh interval sizes to permit fewer mesh intervals 
in the outer regions wherer is larger." 
Many DOT-IIW calculations have been performed using the recommendations out­
lined in this-section, and the creditability of these criteria in determining mesh interval 
spacing has ,been shown in practice. 
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2.3 DETAILED INPUT DATA INFORMATION 
This section presents a more detailed definition of selected parameters and arrays 
defined in Section 2.2.2. Examplesare provided to illustrate the various ways of entering the 
data, or the specific manner in which the data must be input. 
2.3.1 Eigenvalue Calculations 
In a homogeneous (eigenvalue or ) calculation, the eigenvalue is the effective 
static multiplication factor, or the ratio of sources to losses in the time independent Boltzmann 
transport equation. In an eigenvalue calculation, the following conditions are required: 
1) The sum of the fractional fission spectrum (1* array) must be non-zero and 
should sum to 1.0, 
2) Neutron production cross sections must be included for the fissile materials, and 
3) The flux guess for the mesh intervals spanning the fissile materials must be 
non-zero,
 
Because the fission source is determined by the flux computed in the previous outer 
iteration, more than one outer iteration must be performed to converge the fission source. 
In practice, approximately 5 to 10 iteration may be required to achieve outer iteration 
convergence (for EPS = 10- 3 ) for problems whose cross section matrix do not contain upscatter 
cross sections. Approximately 2 to 4 more outer iterations are normally required to converge 
the same problem if the cross section matrix contains upscatter cross sections. The maximum 
number of inner iterations per group required to achieve pointwise flux convergence can vary 
from 10 to 100 depending on the system under analysis. It is important to achieve flux con­
vergence on inner iterations by using a pointwise flux convergence criteria so that, after 
scaling has been done on outer iterations, the number of outer iterations required for 
convergence will be at a minimum. In problems with upscatter, because the upscatter process 
assumes that the inner iteration flux calculation has converged, and because the DOT-IIW 
code has features that restrict the number of inner iterations, it is essential that pointwise 
flux convergence be achieved and that the restrictions on the number of inner iterations be 
used with caution. 
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A good flux guess is an essential requirement for an eigenvalue solution in a 
minimum of computer time. The best flux guess is from a similar DOT-IIW calculation where 
the number of mesh and energy groups are the same. Even if minor perturbations in material 
composition-or mesh spacing occur, these data constitute a very good flux guess. If a 
previous DOT-IIW calculation converged flux tape is not available, the user should consider 
running two ANISN-W one-dimensional calculations to obtain a suitable flux guess. As an 
example, if an r-z DOT-IIW calculation is to be performed, the user would run a cylindrical 
(or radial) geometry ANISN-W calculation and a slab (or axial) geometry ANISN-W calcula­
tion. From these two ANISN-W calculations, the user can construct a suitable flux guess for 
DOT-IIW using the flux input parameter option, M07 = 4. This technique cansave 2 to 6 
outer iterations over a uniform flux guess. If no conceivable or practical way exists for 
obtaining a flux guess for a given DOT-IIW calculation, the user must input a uniformflux 
guess of 1.0 in the mesh intervals spanning the fissile materials and a 0.0 flux guess elsewhere. 
In k-calculations, the DOT-IIW code normalizes any flux guessthat is input, so that only the 
flux shape or gradient is important. Additional information on convergence and normalization 
are given in Section 2.3.8 on "Other Useful Information". 
2.3.2 Fixed Distributed Source Calculations 
The DOT-IIW code can solve the time independent Boltzmann transport equation for 
inhomogeneous problems with volume distributed sources; fissions may be included for a 
subcritical system calculation. The two frequent types of calculations are either fixed neutron 
distributed source calculations with no fissions, or fixed photon distributed source calculations. 
For these two calculations, the following conditions apply: 
1) The fractional fission spectrum (1* array) ban be filled with 0.0 if no 
fissile materials are included, 
2) If the fission spectrum (1* array) contain all 0.0s, neutron production cross 
sections, if present, -are ignored, and 
3) If no up scatter cross sections appear in the cross section matrix, only one outer 
iteration is required. This is accomplished by (a) making D05=0 when IAFT=I, 2, 
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or 3, or (b) making D05=1 when IAFT=0. If upscatter crass sections appear in 
the cross section matrix, then outer iteration is required to converge the up­
scatter source and from 3 to 10 outer iterations may be required. 
If fissions are included in the volume distributed source calculation, k for the system 
must be less than unity for convergence (a source problem is meaningless if k>1.0). Also, 
convergence becomes increasingly difficult as k approaches 1.0. 
It is important to achieve flux convergence on inner iterations by using a pointwise 
flux convergence criterion because the scattering sources for lower energy groups depend on 
flux solutions in the higher energy groups. The DOT-IIW code solves for the energy-dependent 
flux from high energy group to low energy group, and any error in the flux solution in a 
higher energy group tends to propagate errors in the soltuion in lower energy groups. For 
this reason, the maximum number of inner iterations per group required to achieve pointwise 
flux convergence can vary from 10 to 100 depending on the system underanalysis. 
A flux guess of all 0.Os is sufficient for source calculations with no fissile material. 
Additional information on convergence and normalization are given in Section 2.3.8 on 
"Other Useful Information". 
2.3.3 Fixed Boundary Source Calculations 
The DOT-IIW code can solve the time independent Boltzmann transport equation for 
inhomogeneos problems with a boundary source at the top and/or the right boundary; 
fissions may be included for a subcritical system calculation. The following conditions apply: 
1) The fractional' fission spectrum (1* array) can be filled with 0.0 if no fissile 
materials are included, 
2) If the fission spectrum (1* array) contains all 0.0sneutron production cross 
sections, if present, are ignored, and 
3) 	If no upscatter cross sections appear in the cross section matrix, then only one 
outer iteration is required. This is accomplished by a) making D05=0 when IAFT= 
1, 2, or 3, or b) making D05-1 when IAFT=0. If upscatter cross sections appear 
in the cross section matrix, then outer iteration is required to converge the 






A boundary source on the right and/or top boundary is input from cards to DOT-IIW 
by specifying the angle, space, and group dependent boundary condition flux which results 
from the desired source. The card input (IBXS=O) is specified in the 18* array as follows: 
1) 	If both B024 and B03=4, the complete input for the right boundary is entered 
first, followed by the complete input for the top boundary, 
2) The angular fluxes are entered in order by angle, interval, and group, 
3): For the top boundary the interval sweep is from left to right, 
4) For the right boundary the interval sweep is from bottom to top; 
5) For the top boundary a total of A06*IM*IGM entries are required. For each 
interval and group the A06 angular entries are ordbred.as they are specified by 
the quadrature directions set (7*); however, data are entered only for those 
angles for which,,7<0. Initial directions (weight=0.0) are included, 
6) 	 For the right boundary a total of [(A04-A07-A8)/2+A07+AO] *JM*IGM. 
entries are required. For each interval and group, the angular-entries are 
ordered as they are specified by the quadrature set; however, data are entered 
only for those angles for'which p.<O; Initial directions are included, and 
7) 	 If 1he total number of source entries exceeds the number specified by ISIZE 
on Card I of Data Set. 1 DOT-IIW will be unable to write the boundary source­
tape and execution will be terminated. 
A boundary source from tape (IBXS=I) is obtained at present from either a previous 
DOT-IIW calculation or a MAP calculation. At present, only a top boundary source maybe 
input from tape., 
The top bbundary source, whether from cards or tape, must always be contained-in the 
first A06 angles. The first A06 entries in the 6* and 7* (quadtature data)arrays for that 
boundary source problem must represent the quadrature data in the (-q) direction followed by 
the quadrature data in the (+ir) direction; Often, this means that the geometry for the second 
DOT-IIW calculation in a coupled geometry calculation must be inverted in the z direction 
with respect to the first DOT-IIW calculation so that the upward-directed (+7?) angular fluxes 
from the first DOT-IIW dalcblation can be input as-a-downward directed (-1n) fixed boundary 
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source for the second DOT-IIW calculation. However, if the user had inverted the geometry 
in the first DOT-IIW calculation in this example, then the downward directed (- 7) angular 
fluxes from the first DOT-IIW calculation would be input as a downward directed (- 71)angular 
fixed boundary source for the second DOT-IIW calculation. Thus the geometry for the second 
DOT-IIW calculation would not have to be inverted. 
It is important to achieve a flux convergence on inner iterations by using a point­
wise flux convergence criteria because the scattering sources for lower energy groups depend 
on flux solutions in the higher energy groups. The DOT-IIW code solves for the energy 
dependent flux from high energy group to low energy group, and any error in the flux 
solution in a higher energy group tends to propagate errors in the solution in lower energy 
groups. For this reason, the maximum number of inner iterations per group required to achieve 
pointwise flux convergence can vary from 10 to 100 depending on the system under analysis. 
If no fissions are included, a flux guess of all 0.Os is sufficient. Additional ­
information on convergence and normalization are given in Section 2.3.8 on "Other Useful 
Information". 
2.3.4 Search Calculations 
The DOT-IIW code will perform searches for the following quantities:
 
1) Time absorption (Rossi a),
 




In each-case the-searches proceed in the following manner:
 
1) Using EV, the initial elgenvalue, outer iterations are performed until the absolute
 
difference between two successive LAMBDAs is less than 3.0* EPSA. When this 
test is satisfied, a new eigenvalue is determined by EV + EVM, where the plus is 
taken if the system is supercritical. 
2) 	 Using EV + EVM, iterations are performed until successive LAMBDAs differ by 
less than EPSA. When this is met, a linear extrapolation is performed to deter­
mine an EV such that LAMBDA = 1.0. 
3) 	 Using the new EV, iterations are performed until successive LAMBDAs differ by 




performed to determine an EV for LAMBDA = 1.0. This step is repeated until 
1 1.0 - LAMBDAI <LAL. When this requirement is met, a linear extrapolation 
is performed in each iteration until two'successive LAMB DAs are within EPS of 1.0. 
In a Rossi a search, the eigenvalue determined isa in the quantity a/v, the amount 
of 1/v absorption needed to satisfy LAMBDA = 1.0. In a concentration search, the eigenvalue 
is determined by its.use in the mixing table. This application is very general. 
Clever use of the mixing table will allow searches on several elements while 
maintaining volume fractions, isotope ratios, etc. The final concentration from the search 
may be determined by inserting the eigenvalue into the specified mixing table positions and 
computing the new cross sections, and hence, the new concentration. 
In a zone thickness search, the input radial and axial interval sizes are multiplied 
by the corresponding radial and aial modifiers times the eigenvalue. The correspondence 
isgiven by the radial and axial search zone numbers which are specified by interval. For 
example, in a problem with i0 radial intervals and 10 axial intervals, the-search specifications, 
21$ 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 
22* 0.0 1.0 
23$ 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 
24* 0.0 0.5 
will cause the first five radial and axial intervals to remain fixed, while the last five radial 
intervals are varied twice as fast as the last five axial intervals. The final values of the 
radial and axial intervals are printed out. 
If S02=-0, all the above searches will search for a system having a k of unity. If 
a parametric search is specified, one may determine an a, concentration, or zone thickness 
for a specified k, or the concentration or zone thickness for a specified a. If S02=0, 
the LAMBDA printed in the monitor line is equivalent to an unconverged k. If a parametric 
search is specified, k is equal to LAMBDA times the parametric k or LAMBDA times the k 
corresponding to the parametric a. 
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2.3.5 Limitations 
In the application of discrete ordinate transport techniques, in nuclear or radiation 
shield design problems, two types of limitations can be encountered: the first limitation 
occurs when the application of the two-dimensional discrete ordinate transport method to a 
calculation is inadequate or inapplicable, and the second limitation occurs due-to insufficient 
core data storage space. 
The first, limitation must be realized by the user. F. R. Mynatt, in a paper entitled, 
"The Discrete Ordinates Method Problems Involving Deep Penetrations", (9)outlines some 
of the basic assumptions and approximdtions involved in the method and portions are 
abstracted here: 
... .The linear Boltzmann equation for transport theory is not derived from 
first principles of physics. On the contrary, it is stated as a flow balance 
for a differential phase space cell, treating in a phenomenological manner the 
events causing an increase or decrease in the number of particles contained 
in the cell. The discrete ordinates difference equation may be stated in an 
equivalent manner for a finite or differential phase space cell, and this is 
the manner in which the equation is presented in most references. In fact, 
for some time it was questioned as to whether the discrete ordinates equa-: 
tiont would in general approach the analytic form of the Boltzmann.equation 
as the finite difference phase space cell approached differential size... 
S... .ln order to discuss the application of the discrete ordinates method 
to deep penetration problems, the basic approximations will be 
reviewed. The definition of a finite phase space mesh and the subsequent 
approximations involved in integrating the differential equation over a mesh 
cell constitute the major approximation. The space, angle, and energy mesh 
should be sufficiently fine to give the desired resolution in the angular 
dependent spectra, and to provide sufficient accuracy for the mean value 
approximation as used in the convection terms of the transport equation. 
Although it is relatively easy to choose a mesh for a desired resolution it 
is not currently possible to determine the accuracy of the difference equations 
for a specific mesh for nonanalytic problems. Since the mesh is adjustable, 
current practice is to first select a reasonable mesh based on experience 
and then niake a few adjustments to determine the effect of a finer mesh on 
the desired answer. For deep penetration problems, it is particularly true 
that one cannot use a crude mesh in energy, space, or angle. For example, 
extreme penetration in one-dimensional geometry have occasionally 






The typical one-dimensional shielding problem uses 100 - 200 space points,. 
30 to 100 energy groups, and 16 to 64 angles. 
.... The accuracy of the multigroup constants is, of course, closely 
related to the energy mesh. In the derivation presented, the multigroup 
procedure is exact and would, in fact, be so if the weighting functions 
were exactly known. In practice, the best that is done is to assume 
weighting functions to get fine group cross sections-and then perform a 
transport calculation with fine groups to compute the weighting functions
 
to reduce to perhaps 20 or 30 broader groups.
 
I....The remaining major approximation in the method is the truncated 
*polynomial expansion of the differential scattering cross sections. There 
are really two types of anisotropic scattering: first, the heavy nuclide elastic 
scattering of neutrons which at high energies is extremely anisotropic, but 
-the 	angle energy correlation is unimportant; second is the elastic scattering 
of neutrons by hydrogen or the Compton scattering of gammas which has an 
important angle energy correlation which becomes an angle group correlation. 
- The method used for anisotropic scattering in the discrete ordinates equations 
appears to work very well for both types of scattering. Experience to date 
has shown that low order approximations such as P2 and P3 are adequate for 
most practical problems, and rather severe problems have been -adequately 
resolvedwith P5 or P6. 
l....There is an important difference between the anisotropic scattering

technique used in the discrete ordinates method and the techniques based
 
on Legendre polynomials which are frequently used with Monte Carlo or 
moments methods. In the discrete ordinates method the energy and angle 
effects of scattering are described independently. That is to say that the 
scattering law is not included in the diicrete ordinates method but is 
implied in thecross section matrices. As a result of this, the energy 
transfer cross sections may be conveniently based on much more accurate 
information than the angular information. For example, the multigroup 
transfer coefficients may be derived from data including a P15 
expansion of the differential scattering cross section in the center of mass 
system, while the final results will be used for a P3 expansion in the 
laboratory system. Thus, a P3 ANISN calculation may be superior to a 
Monte Carlo calculation, using aP 3 representation of the same basic 
data. The evidence to date indicates that a good description of the 
energy transfer effect requires a higher order approximation than is 
necessary to adequately describe the angle effect .... 
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... .. In summary, the discrete ordinates method appears very attractive for 
use in shielding problems. The development of a general technique for 
anisotropic scattering, the use of step function differencing as an alterna­
tive to diamond differencing in the event of a negative flux, and new con­
vergence criteria have, when applied in codes developed for the large new 
computers, given good solutions to difficult problems. Current work in 
convergence acceleration and other techniques such as analytic first 
collision sources in two-dimensional geometry has shown promise of 
further improving the technique." 
The second limitation of insufficient core data storage space results from attempting
 
to run too large a problem for the amount of data storage specified in the input data. At
 
MSFC, 65K of core storage is available on the UNIVAC 1108 for use with DOT-IIW.
 
Because the DOT program is written in variable dimension, on any given data array no size
 
restriction is imposed; a size restriction is only imposed on the length of the sum of all data
 
arrays. For this reason, changing the code to use more core storage for data, should it
 
become available at MSFC, can be easily accomplished by changing only one FORTRAN
 
card in the main program of the DOT-IIW code. At present, approximately 51, 00010
 
locations (ISIZE) are available for data storage.
 
2.3.6 Boundary Conditions 
The DOT-IIW code has provisiohs for specifying the boundary conditions at each of 
the four external surfaces of a problem. These four boundaries are labeled "left",. "right", 
"top", and "bottom" as indicated below for the various geometries. 
-I-, t- +9 
T T T 
L R L R L R 
B +X +R 
+RR
 





the user has a choice of the following six boundary conditions: 
1) 	 Vacuum - the angular flux, 0 (r, z, E, ), leaving the specified boundary is 
not returned. The code allows the particles to escape from the system. 
2) 	 Reflective - the angular flux, ,0, (r, z, E, "2), leaving the specified boundary
is returned at the same boundary with perfect, mirror reflection as a function 
of spatial position, energy, and angle; i.e., the exiting flux is returned in 
the exact opposite direction in which it left the system. 
3) 	 Periodic - the angular flux, , (r, z, E,tQ), leaving the specified boundary 
is returned at the opposite boundary as a function of spatial position; energy, 
and angle, i.e., the exiting flux at the right boundary (or top boundary) is 
returned in the exact direction in which it left the system at the left boundary 
(or bottom boundary). 
4) 	 White ­the angular flux, ,0 (rz, E,t'), leaving the specified boundary 
is integrated over the angular variable, ­ . This flux is then returned isotropical­
ly at the same boundary as a function of spatial position, energy, and angle. 
5) 	 Albedo ­the angular flux, ,6 (r, z, E,-2), leaving the specified boundary is 
integrated over the angular variableQ . The 	flux is then returned isotropically 
at the same boundary as a function of spatial position, energy, and angle, 
proportioned by the space-and energy-dependent input albedo (or fraction 
of returning particles). 
6) 	 Source - the angular flux, (r, z, E,o ), leaving the specified boundary is 
not returned. The angular flux that is returned at the same boundary is the input 




The code allows the following choices bf boundary conditions: 
Left Right TOP Bottom 
Vacuum Vacuum Vacuum Vacuum 
Reflective Reflective Reflective Reflective 
Periodic. Periodic Periodic Periodic 
White White White 
Albedo Albedo -Albedo 
Source Source 
4y careful forethought, the use of symmetry conditions in setting up the problem 
geometry, may reduce problem complexity by a factor of two or more. It is also evidenf that: 
1) -A vacuum-boundary condition at the left boundary is impossible for r, z and 
-r, 0 geometries. 
2) A periodic boundary ,condition for one boundary is an impossible specification. 
Opposite boundaries or all four boundaries must be specified as.periodic. 
3) A periodic boundary condition at the left and right boundary is impossible 
for r, z and r, 0 geometries. 
4) A reflective right-boundary condition is impossible for r, z and r, 0 geometries. 
5), An input albedo boundary specification greater than 1.0 generates particles. 
2.3.7 Other Useful 	 Information 
'Balance Table Description 
The 'DOT-IIW program reads as input data, or calculates the following quantities: 
Name 	
-Description 
(1) 	FXS , the fixed distributed, or fixed boundary, source as a function of mesh 
.. interval i, j and group, g -
(2) 	 K7g ,. the fractional fission spectrum as a function of energy group, g 
(3) 	VO ' , the volume element at2.each 2radial and axial- mesh2 interval, i,l 
(xi+i-x) (yi+ 1-yi), 7r (r i+l-r .) (zi+l-zi), (ri+1 - r i 




(4) N2. , scalar flux as a function of mesh interval i, j and ,energy group, g. 
(5) w angular quadrature weights as a function of space angle, m. 








angular quadrature direction cosines as a function of space angle, m. 
the fission density as a function of mesh interval i, j. 
(9) fZ 
-
-'Nu times fission (the neutron production) cross section as a 




, 1.0, 2irr 1 21rr 1' for (x,y), (rz), or (r,G) geometries, respectively. 
, 1.0, 21 rIM+, 21r IM+I' for (x,y), (r,z), or (r,G) geometries; 
(12) Z5 i 
respectively. 









, (x. i), (r i+-ri2 ), or (r.l-r.) for (x,y), (r,z), or (rO) 
geometries, respectively. 
, are surface angular fluxes as a function of space point, angle, and 
energy group. 
radial mesh interval 
, axial mesh interval 
energy group. 
, material 
(,19) m , space angle 
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Each column printed in the balance tables can now be defined. 
Fixed Source 
EOg9FXSi,i, x VO.. 
Fission Source 
E1 = x V O.. x vf x K7 x N2 
" eff kI gk 9 1,1,9 
In Scatter 1 
E2g .ZZ2,k N2 ,x VO forg' / g 
Self Scatter 
E3 =gk x N2. . / x. VO for g'= g 9 k 9 .- 9 119 
Horizontal Leakage 
We define: 
VRLgR= \ 'Z.- m x P x (BO.g+B2 ))for> 0(AO(IP)xZ5. x WO m l/m/9g  Irmig).op>0 
jm 











Absorptions g k 
E5 = x N2 x VOi j 
k ifNL 
Out Scatter 
=E6g .Z x N2. x VO, - E3 
99 k 
Right Leakage 




VTL =VN AxWO x (B4, + B6. ))for '7 >0 
9 L.1^9i * ~~g ,~ 
i m 





F5 = VTL -VBL








F7 = (VRL -VLL)+(VTL -VBL)





EQ +El - E2 -F7 -E5 -E6
 
A7 - -g 9 g g
 g EQ + El + E2
 g g g 
NOTE: 1) If EO + El + E2 = 0, then the denominator above is 
replaced by 1.0. 
2) If 104 = 5, EO is not included in the above equation. 
9 
The DOT-IIW code prints the above 12 quantities by group as well as the sum over 
all groups summed over the whole geometry. 
Certain relationships and conditions that should exist among the various entries in the 
balance tables are: 
1) The sum of the net leakage plus the absorption should equal the fixed source 
plus the fission source (except for boundary source calculations). 
2) The in-scatter into group 1 should be zero (humerically, it will be six decades 
or more below the other entries in the in-scatter column). 
3) 	 The out-scatter from group iGM should be zero in problems without upscatter 
(numerically, it will be six decades or more below the other entries in the out­
scatter column 
4) 	 In k-calculations, if the entries in the fission source column do not equal the 
1* array times S01, then the entries in the 1* array do not add up to 1.0. 
5) The total in-scatter should equal the total out-scatter. 
For k-calculations (104 1, 2, 3, or 4): 
For the system, 
F6 EO + El + E2 
TOP 












For di tributed source calculations (104 = 0): 
F6 
TOP 








For boundary source calculations (104=5): 










Description of Cross-Section Input 
The cross sections from cards are entered by table position, group, and material. 
The cross section table for group g of material M is arranged as follows; 
Table Position 
Number Type of Cross Section 
1 I ag 
2 E ' g 
f 
3 (IHT) FIT 
4 F, g+MI.-g 
5 g+M-1 g Upscatter Cfoss Sections 
,(IHS) 9 -s­
g-1->- g 
Downscatter Cross Sections 
(ITL) g-N. g 
where: 
cross section for group 
g 
Mag = absorption 
-g = neutron production (Nux fission) cross section for group g 
-Tg = total collision cross section for group g 
g+M--b-g = upscatter cross section from group g + M to g 
Z g..*.g = within group scattering cross section for group g 
g-N-- g = downscatter cross section from group g-N to g 
IHT = position of -Tg 
IHS = position of gg 
ITL = length of table 
M = maximum number of groups for upscatter 





The cross section data are entered for each of the above ITL table positions for group 1 
followed by the cross section data by table position for group 2, and for each group to
 
group IGM for material 1. This format is then repeated for all materials. A complete cross
 
section table must be entered for each group, table position, and material; e.g., zeros
 
must be entered for impossible transfers such as downscatter positions in group 1. The cross
 
section tables for the P1V P2, etc., scattering are ordered in the same form as the P0 trans­
fer matrix. For these tablesa = 0.0, YEf = 0.0, and ETg = 0.0.
 
Thus, the parameters IHT, IHS, and ITL completely describe the format of the cross sections.
 
If there are no activity cross sections, IHT = 3. If there isno upscatter, IHS = IHT + 1.
 
If there is no downscatter ITL = IHS (i.e., a one-group problem). If there is upscatter,
 
DOT-IIW will compute a total upscatter cross section for each group of each material and place
 
that cross section in position IHT + 1. This total upscatter cross section is printed output.
 
The activity cross sections are used only for activities (19$, 20$) and need not appear in
 
the calculation. The P2 cross sections must contain a (22 + 1) term. -Previous Sn codes
 
supplied this term internally. This factor may be included externally via the mixing table.
 
APPROPOS and GAMLEG-W supply the (22+1) term required by DOT-IIW.
 
Description of Mixing Table 
The DOT-IIW mixing table has the following form: 
Mixture Sum Component Denity 
(10$) (11$) (12*) 
6 0 0.0 
6 1 0.4 
6 3 0.5 
7 0 0.0 
7 2 0.4 
7 4 0.5 
7 0 3.0 
5 5 0.0 
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The input rules are as follows:
 
1) If the mixture number is some number, N, and the .component number is 0,
 




'('MIXTURE N (NEW),= MIXTURE N (OLD) * DENSITY) 
2) If the mixture number is N and the component number isM, then the 
cross sections in component M will be multiplied,by the density and added to the 
cross sections in mixture N. 
(FMIXTURE N (NEW)= £-MIXTURE N (OLD) +ECOMP- M * DENSITY) 
3) If the mixture number is N, the component number isalso N, and the 
density is zero, the cross sections in mixture N will be multiplied by the eigenvolue, 
EV. This should be used only in concentration searches. 
4) Note that either a mixture or.a component may be made up of microscopic' 
or macroscopic cross sections for a single isotope or mixture of isotopes. For 
example, the mixture table given above would do the.following: 
(1) 	 Clear the space for mixture 6. -6 = E6 x 0.0 
(2) 	 Add components 1 and 3 with densities 0.4 and 0. 5, respectively 
to form mixture 6. 
=6 x 0.4 + 3 x 0.5 (3) 	 Clear mixture 7. E7-=E x
~T 7 x0.0 
(4) 	 Add components 2 and 4 to form 7. 
7 = )-2x0 4 x 0.5

-F E 2 x 0.4 + E.5
 
(5) 	 Multiply mixture 7 by 3.0. 
"7 =E7 x 3.0 
(6) 	 Multiply mixture 5 by the eigenvalue. 







All cross section sets, whether elements or mixtures, are referred to by a continuous 
set of material numbers. In particular, the materials suppfied in card form (14*,. 14U, or 
14V) become materials I through MCR, the materials read from the library tape become.-
MCR + 1 through MCR + MTP, and any number greater than MCR + MTP, but less than br 
equal to MT refers to a mixture. A mode error will result if a material is referred to that 
is greater than MT. 
When the order of scatter for any zone (a negative entry in the 9$ array) is greater 
than zero, DOT-IIW expects the P1 cross sections to be material M + 1, the P2 cross sections 
to be M + 2, etc., where M is the P0 material number specified in the 9$ array. 
If that material is anisotropic, it must have the Order of Pe scattering specified by 
A03. In other words, P0 and P1 or PO and P3, respectively; but P0 and P1 or P0, P1, and 
P3 materials may notf be entered for problems declared P3. 
Activities 
Activities may be computed by interval as specified by M05 on card 8. This 
option provides a rapid and economical way to obtain data such as reaction rates, dose 
rates, capture or other desired response rates. The interval activity isper unit volume. 
The following table illustrates the use of activity specifications. 
19$ 20$ 
1. 1 3 
2. 5 1 
1. Compute activity for material 1, cross section position 3 in the intervals in 
which material 1 appears. 
2. Compute activity for material 5, cross section position 1 in all intervals. 
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Albedo and Reflective Boundary Conditions 
The albedo option allows the user tb specify a space- and energy-dependent aibedo 
at the top, right, and bottom boundaries of t problem. Inwardly directed (with respect to 
the problem) angular fluxes are returned isotropically, proportioned by the particular 
boundary interval albedo for that energy group. The user should check that the albedo and 
reflective boundary condition has been sufficiently satisfied as-the problem convergence 
proceeds. This check is necessary because the returning angular fluxes at the top and right 
boundaries are computed from the previous inner iteration angular-fluxes for that group. 
Inner Iteration Convergence Options 
The DOT-IIW code described in this report incorporates a choice of four techniques 
by which the scalar flux solution may be converged on inner iterations.- The choices are: 
1) A09 = 0, Gaussian Iteration (or Normal Iteration), 
2) A09 = 1, Successive Overrelaxation, 
3) A09 = 2, Space Point Scaling, and 
4) A09 = 3, Chebyshev Acceleration. 
Gaussian Iteration - Gaussian Iteration is the simplest method for solving 
iterative problems. This technique also requires the greatest number of iterations to meet 
a given convergence criteria. The amount of core data storage required for this technique 
is less than that required by any of the other techniques. 
Successive Overrelaxation -Successive overrelaxation is an accelerating 
technique which is applied after every fourth Gaussian Iteration. Acceleration factors by 
mesh cell are applied to the scalar flux, angular flux, surface angular flux, and higher 
moments. These acceleration factors are dynamically computed from the N-lst, N-2nd, and 
N-3rd scalar fluxes. The technique requires IM*JM additional data locations. For a wide 
6lass of problems, this technique almost always converges in less inner iterations than the 
Gaussian Iteration technique. One exception is in deep penetration problems where the flux 





Space Point Scaling - Space Point Scaling is an acceleration technique
( TU 
which is applied after a predetermined number of Gaussian Iterations have been ' 
completed. The technique by which the scale cycle is determined is based on the 
maximum dominance ratio for that energy group. The dominance ratio is approximated 
by: 
and is always. less than 1.0. 
The following histogram isused by the DOT-IIW code to determine when to apply 
Space Point Scaling: 














The code computes a space dependent acceleration factor by mesh interval 
after the appropriate number of Gaussian Iterations have been performed, and applies 
these acceleration factors to the scalar flux, angular flux, surface flux, and higher 
moments. The technique requires the greatest additional data locations of all the 
acceleration techniques (5*IM*JM). 
The technique almost always converges in less inner iterations than the 
Gaussian Iteration Technique and is much faster for low dominance ratio problems 




The user is cautioned that an undesirable interaction between negative flux fix-up 
(i.e., diamond difference breakdown) and Space Point Scaling exists. This effect can cause 
oscillatory results in the computed maximum flux deviation resulting in no convergence for the 
group in question. This interaction may be alleviated by setting MODE-3 and using the weighted 
difference equation solution. 
Chebyshev Acceleration - Chebyshev Acceleration is an acceleration technique 
which is applied every iteration after the third Gaussian Iteration. A single acceleration 
factor is applied to the scalar flux, angular flux, surface flux, and higher moments based on 
the Chebyshey polynomial method of iteration. The technique requires IM*JM additional 
data locations. The technique should only be used in problems containing low dominance 
ratios and vacuum boundaries only; the technique fails for high dominance ratios. 
Summarz - The user must choose the acceleration technique to fit his problem. 
In general, the Chebyshev Acceleration Technique should not be used. In problems where 
data storage is not a limiting factor, Space Point Scaling should be used. For deep penetra­
tion problems or fixed distributed source problems, Space Point Scaling should be used. Where 
data storage is limited, Successive Overrelaxation should be used. Gaussian Iteration can be 
used in extreme data storage limited problems. Finally, the zones of convergence options can 
be used quite effectively to assist the problem in converging only in the zones of importance. 
Convergence 
The numerical solution of the multigroup discrete ordinate difference equations is 
carried as a two-level iterative scheme. The two types of iterations performed are the inner 
and the outer iteration. The inner iterations are the group iteratiohs used to solve for the 
angular flux in all mesh cells for a particular group. An outer iteration is the iteration used 
to solve the complete set of group equations. From the comparison of sets of successive outer 







The actual calculation in the DOT-IIW code proceeds from an input guess of group 
fluxes. The fissionsource, fixed source, and the in-scattering into the group (both isotropic 
and anisotropic) are assumed fixed within a group solution. The procedure used in DOT-IIW 
to solve the group fluxes is based on a set pattern in the solution of angular and scalar flux. 
The group calculation (an inner iteration) begins at the top-outermost boundary mesh cell 
(IM, JM). The top row (j = JM) angular fluxes are obtained by applying the top and right 
boundary conditions and solving the inward and downward discrete directions (p o < 0.0 and 
7n <0.0) in an inward pass through the ith row mesh cell. The left boundary condition is n. 
applied-using the inward angular flux data for the innermost mesh tell (i = 1). Then all 
outward and downward discrete directions are calculated in an outward pass through the 
jth mesh cell. The calculation then proceeds to the next row (Q- JM -1), and angular 
fluxes are calculated in a similar manner using the angular flux data for the. row abov' 
('j = JM). This procedure is followed to the j = I row at which time the- bottom boundary 
condition is applied to calculate the upward angular flux at i = 1. The upward angular 
flux at row r= I is then used to calculate the upward discrete direction fluxes in a manner 
similar to the downward angular flux solution. The calculation proceeds from row i = 1 to 
row j = JM always using the flux data from the - row. The latest angulbr flux data at the 
left, right, top, and bottom boundaries are always used in the application of boundary 
conditions. This procedure completes an ihner iteration. 
The group inner iteration convergence is tested by coimparing the error in one or 
more of the f6llowing quantities on successive inner iterations, 1). volume averaged fluxes, 
2) pointwise, 'mesh cell fluxes,' and/or 3) boundary fluxes in a group. Inner iterations are 
necessary to solve for within group scattering because neutrons may scatter from any angle to 
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any other angle within the group, and the flux in all angles for all mesh cells is unknown 
at the beginning of the inner iteration loop. The inner iterations are continued until the 
scalar flux converges according to one of two criteria: 
1'. If pointwise scalar flux convergence is not desired, then an integral 
iteration 'test is used with EPS as the criteria. Convergence for group, g, 




vi,1,9 x VO ,ii, 
'P g 
LI2~ V01 1  'EP S 
Where VO is the volume element by mesh cell and is summed over the entire system 
volume or the volume of the zones of convergence specified by A10 and the 28$ array. 
2. If ppintwise scalar flux convergence is desired (G06/O), then a pointwise scalar 
flux criterion is used over the entire system, or over the zones of convergence 
-specified by A10 and the 28$ array with G06 as the criteria. 
Convergence is achieved if: 
n n-1 
MAX g -Pi,ig G06MAX for each i, i mesh cell of interest. 
i, 69 
Where the maximum flux deviation is sought over every mesh cell, i,j, in the system, 
or in the mesh cells of the zones of convergence specified by A10 and the 28$ array. Inner 






When carrying an out outer iteration, the calculation proceeds downward in energy; 
i.e., convergence is attained by inner iteration in the highest energy group before starting 
on the next lower energy group. When calculating the"downscattering" portion of the source 
into any group, the new fluxes which have been calculated for th; higher energy groups are 
used; however, the old fluxes must be used for the "upscatter" portion of the source. Hence, 
the fission source and the upscatter source are computed after all groups are solved. The 
iterations which are carried out to give upscatter and fission source convergence are called 
outer iterations. The calculation over all groups of the flux solution, therefore, comprises 
one outer iteration. 
The fission neutron production rate by mesh cell is computed after a complete outer 
iteration as: 






V f is the neutron production-cross section,
 
'P is the scalar flux, and
 
VO is the mesh cell volume
 
At the same time, the upscatter source is computed as: 




where: Y' m is the total upscatter cross section 
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The fission source rate is then computed as: 




where: K7 is the fission spectrum.. 
Next, X, or the multiplication ratio is obtained by taking the ratio of the new 
fission source rate to the old (previous iteration) fission source rate. 
For fixed distributed or boundary source calculation with fissions, the fixed source 
is added to the fission source rate in the computation of X. 
Outer iteration is continued until: 
:n < EPS 
and 





If convergence is not achieved, the fission spectrum and fission neutron production 
rate are scaled by i/X so that Xapproaches unity as the iteration proceeds. The input values 
of the fission spectrum (1*)are saved by the DOT-IIW code, and the fission spectrum that is 
scaled is a temporary quantity. To compute the eigenvalue, the code solves the following 
equation 
kfe f = K7g*/ K7g 
g 
where K7g* are the input values of the fission spectrum. The eigenvalue is also the product 
of successive Xs. 
The next calculation is dependent on the type of problem being solved. If the 





next outer iteration using a calculated (scaled) estimate of power (or eigenvalue) as the fission 
density and scalar flux guess. This procedure is followed for both eigenvalue or parametric 
elgenvalue calculations, but in parametric elgenvalue calculations the concentrations, dimen­
sions, or fluxes are modified after program-selected outef iterations. 
In fixed distributed source calculations without fissions (e.g. , photon transport) the 
angular and scalar fluxes are obtained with a single outer iteration since particles are not 
transported from a lower group to a higher group by fission or upscatter. Hence, a single outer 
iteration yields a solution of the photon energy angular and scalar fluxes. 
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2.4 PROBLEM SETUP INFORMATION 
This section describes the data deck setup for the DOT-IIW code. Information on" 
tape assignments, running time, recommended debug procedure, and errormessages is, provided. 
2.4.1 Tape Assignments 
The DOT-IIW code has. been placed on the MSFC,:.UNIVAC-1 108 computer under 
'the EXEC8 Monitor System. Under this System, the DOT-IIW code may require a maximum 
of eight tapes or disks. In some instances disk devices (FASTRAND) can be substituted -for 




Tape 2 - Scratch'Tapes or Disks, always required. 
Tape3 
Tape 4 Tape or Disk, required ifIAFT > 0 
Tape 5 Input Disk 
Tape 6 Output Disk 
Tape 8 Fixed Distributed Source Input Tape, M06 = 5 
Tape 9 Fixed Boundary Sourcerlnput Tape, IBXS = I 
Tape 11- Scalar and Surface Angular Flux Output Tape 
Tape 12 Flux Guess Input Tape, M07 = 5 
Tape 14 Cross Section Library Tape, MTP > 0 
Tape 8 and 9 can never be requested simultaneously. 
To reduce Peripheral Processor Unit (PPU) time and elapsed time, the following 
-quantity should be evaluated 
NWORDS =)1M*iM) + (A04*JM) + IA04*M), + ([(A03* (A03 + 3))/2] *IM*JM) 
If NWORDS is less than 4000, tape devices should be specified for tapes 1,2, qnd 3. 





stated, tapes are much faster han disks for short records. If scratch tapes are not specihlcally 
requested, disk devices (FASTRAND) are automatically assigned. 
2.4.2 ' Running Time 
The required running time for a given DOT-IIW calculation on the'UNIVAC-1 108 
computer is fairly easy to calculate if the ttal number of-inner iterations required for the 
calculation can be determined. The following equation is evaluated: 
CP time (seconds) = IM*JM*A04*Tl 
S 
where: 
IM is 	the number of radial mesh intervals in the calculation 
JM is 	the number of axial mesh intervals in the calculation 
A04 is the number of space angles, in the calculation 
TI is 	the total number of inner iterations required for the entire calculation 
S is the number of angular flux calculations per second as a function of P. scattering 
as follows: 
S 	 = 5430 calculations/iecondP0 
S = 3940 calculations/second 
Sp3='3220 calculations/second 
Although a finite setup time is required, (approximately 20 to 70 CPU seconds) and 
is not included in the above equatlon, the use of the above equation yields reasonably 
accurate time estimates. 
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2.4.3 Recommended 	 Problem Debug Procedure 
By temporarily setting D05 and IAFT = 0, a complete input printout can be obtained 
in less than 60 CPU seconds in all but the largest calculations, where perhaps 90 CPU seconds 
may be required. This procedure is highly recommended where a complete set of input data 
has been assembled from scratch. If only minor changes are made to an existing working 
DOT-IIW data deck, then the above procedure is optional. All input data will be printed 
out and the code will perform the standard input data error checks. 
2.4. 4 Error Messages 
The following DOT-IIW 	code generated error message may be encountered:
 
Message Code Description or Explanation
 
SN 64 A0S + A06 / A04; Quadrature parameters incorrect.
 
10466 	 No IZ or JZ arrays were input for a zone thickness search 
calculation. 
S03 69 	 No parametric eigenvalue was input for parametric eigen­
value search calculation. 
IBSS 00 	 Insufficient core storage to read in the fixed boundary source. 
"Program capacity exceeded". Problem is too large to 
fit on the computer or else the value of ISIZE was input­
incorrectly. 
"There is an error in the input data or the logical tape 
number assigned to NAFT exceeds 15. " There is an input 





"Error, N entries required in (3*, for example) array, 
data edit continues. " The improper number of entries 
were input or else a T card is missing. 
"Warning, Interpolation used in (9$, for example) integer 
array, data edit continues. 
"Fill option ignored in (9$, for example) array. " An 
array does not require any storage or else on input data 
section is missing. 
"Warning, Address is beyond limits of (9$, for 
example) array." 
5804 404 M7 (I) = 0. 0. One of the qvalues in the 6* array is zero. 
S804 604 M5 (I) = 0. 0. One of the p values in the 6* array is zero. 
S804 1404 Error in direction cosines. Asymmetry in the +p and -p 
direction. 
S8072004 [ wo1, '1+fzwo1 -1.o0 w 1 1!j1.ox1o 
S807 7807 Error in Mixture Vector. The entry in the 10$ array is 
greater than the value specified for MT. 
S807 1010 Error in 0 coordinates in r, 0 geometry 
R5 1911 Error in, radial dimensions, non-increasing values. 
Z5 2111 Error in axial dimensions, non-increasing values. 
NB 347 Error in neutron balance table. 
S851 1068 Total fission in problem equal zero and 104= 1,2,3, or 4 





Type = 01, Code = 02, 
= 
This error usually occurs when too large an angular 
flux tape is being generated. The solution to the 
problem is to reserve the angular fluxes on a disc 
and immediately process the disk for further calcula­
tions or set All to the desired mesh interval if all 
flux intervals are not needed. 
The Interpolation of Meaningless Floating point-data where fixed point d6ta belongs
 






Error Mode: Type = 01, Code = 04, Flux guess tape may have insufficient number of
 
ERR, Address =. mesh or groups.
 
MAX TIME 	 Insufficient CP time specified. If more than one 
outer iteration was performed, a flux guess may be 
salvaged. 
Other system generated error messages may be encountered, and the user should 
consult a UNIVAC- 1108 Fortran Reference Manual for an explanation. 
2.4.5 	 Sample Problem Input 
Two DOT-IIW sample problems have been included in Table 2-5 to illustrate the following: 
1) The flexibility of the input data formats, and 
2) The structure of a complete problem. 
The first sample problem is an S41 P31 3 energy group, eigenvalue calculation 
in r, z geometry. A flux guess has been supplied from cards. The second sample problem is 
a fixed volume distributed source calculation utilizing identical cross sections as were used 






SAMPLE PROBLEM CARD INPUT 	 (Sheet I of 5) 
30,'C0 5 6 -1 2 8 3 4 O a 0 O 0 0 0 CALA 1 0
 
DDT SA4PLE PROBLEM NUMBER 1, 3 GROUP.,S4,P3,R-ZK -CALCULATION DATA Z­
13 0 3 16 1 3DATA .3L
 
35 3 1 0.0 0.0 0.OOO1DATA 4
 
1 01 3 3 1 10ATA 50
 
12 12 12 0 0 ODAT A 60
 
0 0.0 8 3 4 6DAT A t 0 
1.0 6 0 30 20 30DATA R0
 
0.0 	 0.0002 0.O 0.0 0.0 O.OVATA 90 
0 8 a 2 2 0OATA 100 
0 0 3 0 O.0 0OATA 110 
14* %00 13792 .CC24645 .49223 .44107 28 0.0 DATA 11 C 
.01753 026816 1.248 .146 .049779 .0 ATA 13G 
.17713 .80205 1.686 1.5C89 .050405 1.3637 -6DATA 143 
k 3.0 .65001 5k C.C 1.8407 .034195 5R 0.0 DATA 150 
.050124 4.9522 -9 3R C.C .53S76 5R 0.0 1.2118 DATA 16C 
-.015334 5R 0.0 ' -.C47187 -7.782 -7 3R 0.0 .17240 DATA 1:70 
5R 0.0 .0988R33 -.CE28;68 SR 0.0 -.082467 -2.105g-ODATA 180 
4.5227 -4 0.O 3.2C87 -1 3.2015E-I 2R0.0 6.6839 -30ATA 190 
O.C .78553 .77793 2.679 -4 0.0 .077160 DAT A 20L 
O.c .98114 S0397 .OCgoC98 0.0 380.0 DATA 210 
.18971 5RO.0 .C89185 -1.073 -4 5RO.0 -4.8303-4UArA 226 
0.0 3R 0.0 .3179 5R 0.0 .048595 -1.33d -6CATA 2,10 
5P, 0.0, -1.4316-5 0.C 3R O.G .1362 5R C.0 DAT A 240G 
.027748 1.7342 -6 5R C.C 3.9839 -6 0.0 1.8271, -4UA/A 2P0 
0.'i .6C95 .52306 2R0.0 7.6982 -4 0.0 DATA 2,,0 
1.4654 1.3709 .C86Z51 0.0 8.6944 -3 0.0 DATA 270 
1.7917 1.7B5 C j3634 2.3L64 -6 3R 0.0 .895 DATA 200 
5R 0.0 2 5966 - C55036 5R O.C .095594 7.9635 -90ATA 290 
3k O.13 ,;7262 V c.c 1.7211, -. 02761 5R 0.0 DATA 30C 
-. C4&302 -101,77-6 38 C.C .3191 5R 0.0 .158 DATA 310
 




2.73 2.71 2.69 2.66 2.61 2.55 CATA 340
 
2.49 2.41 2.32 2.23 2.12 2.00 DATA 350
 
1.98 1.75 1.61 1.47 1.32 1.16 DATA 360
 
1.0c. .822 .671 .568 .468 .32 CATA 370
 
•165 .108 .0623 .0361 .0211 .0121 CATA 38G
 
.00O706 .00405 CO230 .00122 .000548 . LATA 390
 
2.73 2.72 2.69 2.66 2.61 2.56 DATA 400
 
2.49 2.41 2.33 2.23 2.12 2.01 UATA 410
 
1.88 1.75 1.61 1.47 1.32 1.16 CATA 42C
 
140OC .825 .673 .568 .464 .319 UATA 4JO
 
.182 4106 .0612 4C356 .0206 .0120 DATA 44:)
 
.0-1689 .00401 .00224 .CO122 .000512 DATA 450
 
2.73 2.71 2.69 2.66 2.61 2.55 EATA 1,60
 
2.4') 2.41 2.32 2.13 2.12 2.00 CAIA 470
 
1.86 1.75 1.61 1.47 1.32 1.16 DATA 483)
 
1.00 .822 .671 .568 .468 , .324 DATA 490
 
.185 .f0R C0623 : C361 .0211 .0121 bATA '00
 






1.84 1.84. 1.82 1.79 1.77 1.73 DAT A 54C 
1.68 1.63 1.57 1.51 1.44 1.36 DATA 55U 
1.2e 1.19 1.09 . 119 .892 .786 DATA 560 
.1178 .567 .482 .A25 .373 .302 DATA 510 
.216 .147 C0969 .G123 ;0396 .08 !1 UATA 58( 
.0152 .00Q27 C05A6 .C0307 .00136 DATA 590 
1.84 1.83 1.62 1. e0 1.77 1.73 DATA 60(, 
1.69 1.63 1.58 1.51 1.44 1.36 DATA 61V 











.0393 .0245 DAA 1i6 .C965 .0621
.216 	 DATA 650









1.57 	 1.44 1.36 
DATA 670
 




1.28 1.19q 1.O .994 	 .302 DATA 6904?5 .373 








.216 .141 	 .G0307 .00136 DATA 710
.0152 .00927 ,00546 
05 2DATA 720 
DATA 730 
3 	 .520 .517 .513 .507 .498 .488 DAI A 740 
.5060 444 .405 DATA 75025 .383 
.359 .334 .308 .281 .254 .230 DATA 70 
.216 .230 .268 .30a .368 .520 DATA 770 







.261 .197 	 DATA 800
.507 .498 .488.513 	








.360 ,334 .308 .281 
.300 .369 .521 DATA 830 
.475 	
-.254 .230 UAIA ZO 
.216 .228 .260 	 DATA 840






.520 517 .1350 .498 .488 DATA 860 













.347 DATA 9000 
.653 .661 .6g9 .526 35 DMA 9100836 .0349
















.350021200 .868899280 -D45C0472 

-.8oE8q0280 -.350021200 .350t2I 00 . °866g902O DATA 
960
 






















































0.0 0.33 0.61 	 DO 



















128 C12"1211S CArAIIG 
19$ 1 5 5 -9A1200 
-DATA121O I 2
1 	 . /20± 70 1 











TABLE 2-5 	 (Sheet 3 of 5) 
jogco 5 6 1 2 e 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 DATAIc,L
 
IOT SAMPLE PROBLEM NUMBER 2, 3 GROUPS4,P3,R-Z,FIXED SOURCE CALCULAIIUNDAMA125C
 
13 ' 3 16 1 30AtA26O
 
35 3 '0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0OICATAL27C
 
1 0 3 3 1 ICATAL280 
12 12 12 0 a. ODATAI,290 
o 0.0 3 3 4 60ATA1300
 
1.0 - 6 3 100 1 IOOATA1310 
0.0 0.0002 .0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0OArA1320 
o 8 8 2 2 ODATA1330
 
O0 0 3 0 0.0 OUATAL34O
 
14* .0013792 .C024645 .49223 44107 ZR 0.0' UATA135J
 
.019753 .026816 1.264 1.19,46 .049779. 0.0 DATAL3cC
 
.17713 .30205 1.666 1.5c89 .050405 1.3637 -6DATA37'.,
 
3R 0.0 .65001 5R C.0 1.8407 .034195 5R 0.0- OATA13e0
 
.050124 4.9522 -9 3R C.C .53976 5R 0.0 1.2118 " CATA139O
 
-. 015334 5R 0.0 -.0A7187 -7.782 -7 3R 0.0 .1724t OAT'AIOC0
 
5R 	0.0 .098833 -.082968 5R 0.0 -.082467 -2.1059-8CATAI410
 
4.5227 -4 0.0 3.2087 -1 3.2C15E-1 2RO.O 6.6839 -30ATA1420
 
0.0 .78553 .77793 2.679 -4 0.0 .077168 CATA14A0
 
0.0 .98114 .90397 .0009081 0.0 3ROO. OATAI44O
 
.8IE971 5RO.0 .C8q185- -1.C73 -4 5RO.O -4.8303-4CATAI45
 
0.0 3R 0.0 .3179 5R 0.0 .0485Q5 -1.338 -6ATAI460 
5R 	0.0 -1.4316-5 0.0 3R 0.0 .1362 5R 0.0 -JATA147G
 
.027748 1.7342--6 5R C.C 3.9839 -6 0.0 1.827A -4CM AlAdO
 
0.0 .6095 .52306 2RO.O 7.6982 -4 0.0 CA1A1496 
I..4654 1.3709 .C86251 0.0 8.6944 -3 0.0 DATA1500 
1.7937 1.785 . .093634 2.3664 -6 3R 0.0 .89153 CATAl510
 
5R 0.0 2.5966 .C55036 5R 0.0 ' .095594 7.5635 -9OATA15ZC
 
3k 0.0 .67262 58R C.C 1.7216 -.02761 5R 0.0 GATA1530
 
-. C46302 -1.3477-6 3R 0.0 .3191 5R 0.0 .158 CATA1540 
-4.3936-2 5R 0.0 -. 148q2 -I.0918-8 7 [ATAI550 
3# " 	 OATA1560 
2.73 2.71 2.69 2.66 2.61 2.55 DA1A1570 
2.49 2.41 2.32 2.23 2..12 2.00 OATAI580
 
1.88 1.75 1.61 1.47 1.32 1.16 CATAI590
 
1.00 .822 .C71- .568 .468 .324 OATAI60Q 
.185 - .108 .0623 .0361 .0211 .0121 DATA1610 
.00706 .00405 .C0230 .00122 .000548 CATA1620 
2.13 2.72 2.69 2.66 2.61 2.56 0ATA1633 
2.49 2.41 2.33 2.23 2.12 2.01 CATA1640 
1.98 1.75 1.61 1.47 1.32 1.16 OAIB50 
1.30 .825 .673 .568 .464 .319 UATA1660 
.182 .106 .06i2 .0356 .0206 .0120 0A1A1670 
.03689 .00401 .00224 .00122 .000512 OATAL6dO 
2.73 2.71 2.69 2.66 2.61 2.55 DATAI690 
2.49 2.4'1 2.32 2.23 2.12 2.G0 DATAI700 
1.68 1.75 1.61 1.47 1.32 1.16 DATAI7IC­
1.00 .822 .671 .568 .468- .324 DATA1I720 
.1135 .108 .C623 .0361 .0211 .0121 OAlAI730 
.03706 .00405 .00230 .O01ZZ .000548- OATAI740 
T DAI'AITSO
 
3* DT Al 766
 
1.84 1.84 1.82 1.79 1.77 1.73 UATA1770
 
1.68 r.63 1.57 1.51 1.44 1.36 LATIIbb­
1.28 1.19 1.09 .094 .892 .786 DATAZI90 
.678 .567 .482 .425 - .37-3 .302 DATAIE8. 
.216 .147 .C969 .n623 .0396 .0247 UA[A1lls 
.0152 .00927 -.C0546 .00307 .00136 OAIAIb2C 
1.94 1.83 1.82 1.80 1.77 1.73 DAIAIe,3C
 
. 1.63 1.58 1.51 1.44 1.36 OAl'Al F4(,
 
1. 2 1.1 1.09 .194 .892 .786 tLATAIE50.
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TABLE 2-5 	 (Sheet 4 of 5) 
.677 .568 .482 .425 .372 .301 CATAIcdoC 
.216 .146 ,cg65 ,C621 .0393 .0245 DATAiSIO 
.0152 .00921 .00544 .00304 .00133 DAIA188C 
1.84 1.84 1.82 1.79 1.77 1.73 OATAI9O
 
1.68 1.63 1.57 1.51 1.44 1.36 DATAI900
 
1.26 1.19 1.09 .S94 .892 .7H6 OATAI15I
 
.678 .567 .4a2 .4Z5 .373 ..302 DATAIZ
 
.216 .147 .0969 .0623 .0396 .0247 bAIAI93­







.520 .517 .513 .507 .498 .488 DATA1910
 
.475 .460 .444 .425 .405. .383 DATA1g8
 
.359' .334 .308 .281 .254 .230 LATA1990
 
.216 .230 .262 .302 .36B .520 DATA2000
 
.653 .661 .609 .526 .435 .347 LATAZOIC,
 
.267 .197 .136 .C836 .0349 DA1A202(
 
.520 .518 .513 .507 .498 .488 DATAZO0
 
.475 .461 .444 .426 .405 .383 DATA204U
 
.360 .334 .308 .281 .254 .230 CATA2O5
 
.216 .228 .260 .300 .369 .521 DAIA20b
 
.653 .b62 .609 .526 .435 .347 FATA2OC
 
.267 .197 .136 .0834 .034 DAIAZOSO
 
.520 .517 .513 .507 -.498 .488 0A1AZO90 
.475 .460 - .444 .425 .405 .383 DATAZLO0 
.359 .334 .308 .281 .254 .230 CATAZIIO 
.216 .230 .262 .302 .368 .520 DATA2120 
.653 .661 .609 .526 .435 .317 OATAZL3O 





1.0 0.0 0.0 OATAZllO 
T DATA2180 
17* 	 DA1A2190 
.21312 .21224 .21047 .20786 .20437 .20005 DATA2200 
.19487 .18889 .18207 .17451 .16617 .15716 OATAZZIO 
.14745 .13718 .12636 .11521 .10400 .0934830A1AZ220 
.085866 .086223 C. 0. 0. 0. DATA2230 
C. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0ATA2240 
C. 0. 0. 0. 0. 	 'DATAZ250 
I 	 DAT A2260 
17 	 DATA2270
 
1.0 1.0 1.0 	 0AIA2280 
I 	 DATA2290 
70 DATA2300 
-. 4950 4728 -. 35OC21200 .35OC21200 -.936741778 -.868890280 -. 350021200DArA2310 
.350021203 .868890 80 -.4950C4728 -. 350C21200 .350021200 -.93674177UATAZ320 
-. q669C2A0 -.3500212CC .350C21200 .868E90280 CATA2330 
-.86889(28O -.8688SC280 -.R6RSqC2SO -.350021200 -.350021,200 -. 3500212000AT2340 
-.a50021200 -. 350021200 .868Eq0280 .868E90280 .868890280 .350021200A4A2350 
.35C021200 .35002120C .350C21200 .350C21200 	 DATA2360 
T VATA7ZTO 
6U DATA2380 
0.030000000 .08333V333 .C83333333 0.OGOC000 .083333333 .C833333330ATA2390 
.0A3333333 .083333313 C.CCCCCCOCC .083333333 .083333333 0.OGO000000DAIA2400 
.08333333 .083333333 '063333333 .083333333 DA1A2410 
1 DAT A2420 
1* 0.0 2R C.C 4* 191 0.0 2118.273 LATA2430 
11119.633 32.143 5* 3H 1.0 DAIA2440 
Z* DAT AZ1450 
C.,0 0.33 C.67 1.0 .A A124t0 
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2OR 
 I 3R 212R 320R I:3R 212R 3 	 VAT A2%o
VATA2480
 





-I los -5 -q ATA25ZO
tATA2S20"





 12R 012* 12R hO

.19$. 	 DATA255 
DATA?560201 












2.5 DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT 
Computer output from a DOT-IIW code calculation consists of printed output and 
two binary tapes. The following sections describe in detail each form of output. 
2.5.1 	 • Printout 
Input Data Edit 
The printed output from the sample problem input-data presented in Section 2.4.5 
is shown in Table 2-6. 
The first part of the printed output is an edit of the in
quantities are printed out. 
put data. The Following 
ISIZE, 
(1) The title card at the top of the page. 
(2) The parameters A01 through A15, IXBS, 
NA, and NB. 
IMOLD, JMOLD, JMLEV, IDIR, 
(3) The value of LAST, the amount of variable dimension data storage locations used 
in the problem. 
(4) As the data are read, the arrby name and the number of entries are printed. 
Beginning with Data Set 3, a T is printed at the end of each section of data. 
(5) Zone numbers by interval, a two-dimensional map, with the minimum radius and 
height interval at the bottom left corner (8$). 
(6) Material numbers by interval, a two-dimensional map, with the minimum radius 
and height interval at the bottom left corner. 
(7) The Sn or angular quadrature constants. These are printed in nine columns 
across the page and contain the following information:. 
(a) The 	angle number. 
(b) The angle weight (7*array) 
WEIGHT 	 (M)= + f df, 
where the integration is over the solid angle represented by angle M. 
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TABLE 2-6 
DOT SAMPLE PROBLEM NUMBER 1, 3 GROUP, 54, P3, R-Z, K-CALCULATION 
DOT SAMPLE PROBLEM NUMBER 1 3 GROUPSAP3,R-Z,K-CALCULATION 
Aof' PROBLEM ID NO. 13 AOZ 0/I = REG./ADJ. 0 
A03 ORDER OF SCATTERING 3 A04 NUMBER OF ANGLES 16 
IGE 0/1/2 m X-Y/R-Z/R-T 1 IZM NO. OF MATERIAL ZONES 3 
IM NO. OF RADIAL INT. 35 JM NO. OF AXIAL INV. 3 
104 O/I/2/3/495=Q/K/ALPHA/C/Z/BQ I EV EIGENVALUE GUESS 0. 
EVM EIGENVALUE MODIFIER 0. EPS PRECISION DESIRED I.OOOOOE-04 
601 LFFT BOUNDARY COhO[TIC. I B02 RIGHT BOUNDARY CONDITION 0 
b03 TOP BOUNDARY CONDITION 3 B04 BOTTOM BOUNDARY CONDITION 3 
MQ7 FLUX INPUT TRIGGER I MODE FLUX CALCULATION MODE I 
MT NO. OF HATEPIALS 12 MOT MIXING TABLE LENGTH 12 
MCR NO. MATLS. FROM CARDS 12 MTP NO. MAILS. FkOM LIS TAPE 0 












POSITION OF SIGMA 1 
0. 
A 
IHS POSITION OF SIGPA GG 4 ITL TABLE LENGTH 6 
Sol NORMALIZATION FACTOR 1.0000E40D M05 G/N=NO/N ACT. BY ZONE 6 
MOb DISTR. SOURCE INPUT TRIG'GER 0 S04 INITIAL INNER ITER. MAX. 30 
C:5 OUTER ITER. MAX. 20 GO7 INNER [TER. MAX. 30 
G05 NEUTRON BALANCE EPS. 0. G06 POINTWISE FLUX EPS. Z.OOOOE-04 
LAL SEARCH EPSILON 0. LAH I-LAMBDA MAX.-SEARCH 0. 
POD PAR-. OSC. CAMP-SEARCH 0. EPSA NEW PAR. EPS.-SEARCN 0. 
IAFT ANG. FLUX OUTPUT TRIGGER 0 A05 NO. OF +ETA ANGLES 8 
A00 NO. OF -ETA ANGLES B A07 NO. OF +ETA INIT. DIRECTIONS 2 
A0S NO. OF -ETA INIT. CIRECTIONS 21 A09 O/1/2/3=NDRIAL/SUR/SPS/CA 0 
AIO O/N=ALL/N ZONES CF CENVERGENCE c All O/N=ALL/NTH INTtRVAL ANG FLUXES 0 
A12 NO. OF NEUIRON GROUPS 3 A13 O/1-1RINT X-SEC/DO NOT 0 
A14 UPSCATTER EPSILON 1.OO00E-04 A15 ENTER ZERO 0 
IXBS O/I/2/3=NC/TOP/RIGHT/GTH-TAPE 0 IMOLD NO. CLD RADIAL INT. 0 
JMOLO 
IOIR 












NC FINAL INTVL,BNDRY SCRCE O ISIZE AVAILABLE LURE UATA SYURAGE .30000 
62C8 LOCATIONS WILL BE USED FOR THIS PROBLEM 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 




3* ARRAY 105 ENTRIES REAC
 
T 
.3* ARRAY 105 ENTRiES READ 
3* ARRAY- 105 ENTRIES REAC
 
T 
NON-STANDARD INPUT FORMAT LSED 
7U ARRAY 32 ENTRIES READ 
I, T 
O NON-STANDARD INPUT FORMAT USED 
6U ARRAY 16 ENTRIES REAC 
T
 
1*IARRAY 3 ENTRIES REAC
 
4* ARRAY 36 ENTRIES READ
 
5* ARRAY 3 ENTRIES READ
 
2* ARRAY 4 ENTRIES READ 
8S ARRAY 105 ENTRIES REAC 
S$ ARRAY 3 ENTRIES READ 
ICS ARRAY 12 ENTRIES REAC 








12 ENTRIES REAC 
6 ENTRIES REAC 
6 ENTRIES REAC 






TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
REGICN DESCRIPTICN BY INTERVAL 
Y 
z 














I 1 I 1" 1 II1 1 
1 1II 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION BY INTERVAL 
II I I I I I1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 























































IwU * WT 
0. 
-0.29168433E-01 




































































,) 0.83333333E-01 C.350021205E00 0.35002120E+00 0.29168433E-01 0.29168433E-01 0.208160184t01 
0.83333333E-01 0.350C2120E*00 0.86889028E+00 0.72407523E-01 0.29168433E-01 0.86889028e*0 
h.) 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
DISCRETE VALUES OF PLP(IHETA)*COS(M*PSII 
ANGL PLC 1 PLMC 2 PLC 3, PLC 4 P1MG 5 PLMC .6 PING 7 PING 8 
1 -4.95005E-01 -8.68890E-01 -1.32455E-01 7.44963E-01 6.53823E-01 4.39280E-01 -1.19798E-01 -7.23694E-01 
2 -3.50021E-01 -8.68890E-01.-3.16228E-01 5.26769E-01 5.47723E-01 4.17825E-01 2.06143E-01 -4.28687L-01 
3 3.5O021E-01 -8.68850E-01 -3.16228E-01 -5e26769E-01 5.47723E-01 -4.178Zbb-01 2.C6143E-01 4.28687E-01 
4 -9.36742E-01 -3.5C021E-01 8.16228E01 5.67904E-01 1.061015-01 -6.498302-01 -7.26072E-01 -2.22241E-01 
5 r8.68S90E-01 -3.50021E-C 6.32455E-01 5.26769E-Ol 0. -3.36631E-01 -!.4771E-01 C. 
6 -3.50021E-01 -3.50021E-01 -3.16228E-01 2.12202E-Ol -5.47722E-01 4.17825E-01 8.30421E-02-..4.28681E-01 
7 3.50021E-01 -3.50021E-01 -3.16228E-01 -2.12202E-01 -5.47722E-01 -4.178Z5E-01 8.30421E-02 -4.286812-01 
8 6.68690E-01 -3.5CO21E-01 6.32455E-01 -5.26769E-01 0. 3.36631E-01 -5.5411?E-01 C. 
9 -4.95005E-01 8.688SOE-01 -1.32455E-01 -7.-44963E-01 6.53823E-01 4.39280E-01 I.157981:0i -7:23694L-01 
10 -3.50021E-01 8.6BSGOE-01 -3.16228E-01 -5.26769E-01 5.47723E-01 -4.17825E-01 -2.06143E-01 -4.28687h-I 
11 3.50021E-01' 8.68850E-CI -3.16228E-01 5.26769E-01 5.47723E-01 -4.178Z5E-01 -2.061435-01 4.2b68E1-01 
12 -9.36742F-01 3.50021E-01 8.16228E-OL -5.67904E-01 1.,061C1E20l -6.49830E-01 7.26072E-01 -2.2241h-01 
13 -8.68890E-01 3.50021E-01 6.32455E-01 -5.26769E-01 0. -3.36631E-01 5.S47715-01 0. 
/ 14 -3.50C,21-01 3.50021E-01 -3.1622BE-01 -2. 1220ZE-01 -5.47723E-01 4.17825E-01 -8.30421E-O2 4.Z687E-Oi 
15 3.50021E-01 3.50021E-01 -3.16228E-01 2.12202E-01 -5.47723E-01 -4.17825E-01 -8.30421E-02 -4.286875-01 


































TABLE '2-6 (Continued) 
CROSS-SECTION EDIT 
GROUP I CROSS-SECTIONS 
PO. MAT. 1 MAT. 2 MAI. 3 MAT. 4 MAT. 5 MAT. 6' MAT. 7 MAT. -8 
1 1.37920E-03 0. 0. 0. 4.52270E-04 0. 0. a. 
2 2.46450E-03 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
3 4.92230E-01 0. 0. 0. 3.20870E-01 0. 0. C. 
4 4.41C70E-01 6.50010E-01 5.39760E-01 1.72460E-O 3.ZUO50E-01 L.89TIOE-01 3.1790Ot-Ol 1.36ZOOE-O 
5 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
6 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 
POS. MAT. 9 MAT. 10 MAT. 11 MAT. 12 
I 1.82740E-04 0. 0. 0. 
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 
3 6.09500E-01 0. 0. 0. 
4 5.23C60E-01 8.97530E-01 6.72620E-01 3.191OOE-O1 
5 0. 0. 0. 0. 
6 0. 0. 0. 0. 




















2 2.68160E-02 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 
3 1.26480E+OC 0. 0. 0. 7.85530E-01 0. 0. 0. 
'4 1.19460E+00 1.8407CE+CO 1.2118OE400 9.88330E-OZ 7.77305E,01 B.IBSOE-02 4.85950E-02 2.77480E-O 
5 4.97790E-02 3.41950E-C2 -1.5334CE-02 -8.29680E-02 2.67SOOE-04 -1. O7300E-04 -1.33800E-06 1.73420E-06 
6 .0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
POS. MAT. 9 MAT. 10 MAT. 11- MAT. 12 
1 7.69820E-04 0. 0. 0. 
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 
3 1.46540E2O0 0. 0. 0. 
4 1.37090E+00 2.5966CE+00 1.1216CEO0 1.58000E-01 
5 8.62510E-02 5.50360E-02 -2.76100E-02 -4.39360E-02 
6 0. 0. 0. 0. 
GROUP 3 CROSS-SECTIONS 
POS. MAT. I MAT. 2 MAT. 3 MAT. 4 MAT. 5 MAT. 6 MAT. 7 MAT. 8 
1 1.77130E-01 0. 0. 0. 7.71680E-02 0. 0. 0. 
2 3.02050E-01 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
3 1.68600E.00 0. 0. 0. 9.81140E-01 0. 0. 0. 
4 
I, 
1.50890E+00 0. 0. 0. 9.03970E-01 0. 0. 0. 





6 1.36370E-06 9.08100E-04 -4.8303OE-04 -1.43160E-05 -3.98390E-06
4.95220E-09 
-7.78200E-07 
-2.10590E-08 0. 0. 0. 
 0.
 
POS. MAT. 9 MAT. 10 
 1 MAI. 11 MAT. 12
 
1 8.69440E-03 0. 0. 
 0.






4 1.78500E+C0 0. 
































MAT, BY ZUNE 
-I 
-5 
3 3 C 1.COCOOE+00 1.ZTOE+O0 2.2841ZE+00 6.OOOOE-0I 8.3500E-01 -9 
4 4 0 1.COO00E+0 Z.74095E+00 3.19777E+00 1.OOOOOE+OO 
5 0 1.COOOOE+00 3.65460E+00 4.11142E+00 













9 9 0 I.COoCoCE4o 7.30920E+00 7.76b02E+00 











13 1.09638E+01 1.14ZC6E+01 
14 1.18774E+01 1.23343E+01 
15 1.27911E+01 1.32479E+01 
16 l.37047E+oL 1.41616E+01 
1 1.46184EO1 1.50752E+01 
18 1.55320E+01 1.59889E+01 
19 1.64457E+01 1.69025E+01 
2C 1.73593E+01 1.78L62E+01 
21 1.82730E+01 1.84997E+01 
22 1.87263E+01 1.89530EO01 
23 1.91797E+01 1.94063E+01 
24 1;96330E+01 2.01542E+01 
25 2.06755E+01 2.11967E+01 
26 2.17180E+01 2.22392E+O1 
21 Z..27605E+01 Z.32817E+01 
28 2.3803E401 2.43243E+01 
















35 3.11005E+01 3.16217E+Ol 
36 3.21430E+01 
FIS. SPECTRUM VELGCITY 
I 1.00000E+00 I.OCOCCE+CO 




0. USF 0. E 0. EV
FLUX I LC 0 I C NB 
GROUP I INNER ITERATIONS 30 FLUX ERROR MAX - j.87E-oz AT C 35, 2) 
GROUP 2 INNER ITERATIONS - 30 FLUX ERROR MAX = .'26652E-03 AT C 35t 2) 
GRCUP 3 INNER ITERATIONS = 30 FLUX ERROR MAX - 2.35581E-03 AT 15, 3) 
0. EV 1.446767E+00 LA 1.44676720E40C
 FLUX 2 LC 1 II' 90 NB 9.999999E-01 USF O. EQ 
GROUP I INNER ITERATIONS = 30 FLUX ERROR MAX - 6.00869E-04 AT 35, 2) 
GROUP 2 INNER ITERATIONS - 30 FLUX ERROR MA.X - 1.04075E-03 AT 35t 3) 
GROUP 3 INNER ITERATIONS = 30 FLUX ERROR MAX'- 1.24620E-03 AT 1 15, 3) 
EQ 0. EV 1.437010E+00 LA 9.93255725E-01
FLUX I LC 2 II 90 NB 9.999999E-01 USF 0. 
'GROUP I INNER ITERATIONS w 9 FLUX ERROR MAX - 1.93229E-04 AT I* .. 
GROUP 2 INNER ITERATIONS = 25 FLUX ERROR MAX = 1.85842E-04 AT C35, 3 
GROUP 3 INNER ITERATIONS = 3b FLUX ERROR MAX - '7o.qAbTE-04 AT 34. 3) 
EQ 0. EV 1.431926E+00 LA 9.9e61z134h-Ol
FLUX' 2 LC 3 IT 64 NB 9.999999E-O1 USF 0. 
GROUP I INNER ITERATIONS'= 6 FLUX ERROR MAX = 1.97567E-04 AT 1, 31 
GROUP 2 INNER ITERATIONS = I FLUX ERROR MAX = 1.53615E-04 AT I 35t 3) 
GROUP 3 INNER ITERATIONS = 30 FLUX ERROR MAX = 7.00033E-04 AT C 35, 3) 
I.429053E+0o LA 9.97993515E-01FLUX I LC 4 I 37 NB 9.999999E-01 USF 0. -" EQ 0. EV 
GROUP 1 INNER ITERATIONS = 3 FLUX ERROR MAX = 1.73557E-04 AT t 35, 2)
 
GROUP 2 INNER ITERATIONS = I FLUX ERROR MAX - 1.44115E-04 AT ( I, 1)
 
3 !NNER ITERATIONS * 30 FLUX ERROR MAX - 5.57708E-04 AT ( 35. 31
GROUP 

EQ 0. EV 1.427375E+oV LA 9.98826IElE-O1
FLUX" 2 LC 5 11 34,NB 9.9q999E-ol USF 0. 

GROUP. 1 INNER 
ITERATIONS = 1 FLUX ERROR MAX = 1.87281E-04 AT 1 35, 2)
 
GRCUP 2 INNER ITERATIONS = 'I FLUX ERROR MAX - 1.42554E-04 AT 1, 3)
 
GROUP 3 INNER ITERATIONS = 30 FLUX ERROR MAX - 4.13151E-04 AT 35. 3)
 
1.426387E400 LA 9.993C7624E-OI
FLUX I LC 6 II 32 NB 9.199999E-01 USF 0. EQ 0. EV 

GROUP 
 .J INNER ITERATIONS = I FLUX ERROR.MAX = 1.56657E-04 AT Z5, 2)
 
0 31
2 INNER ITERATIONS = ' I FLUX ERROR MAX = 1.39575E-04 AT It 







EQ 0. EV 1.425801E400 LA 9.9958930IE-O1
FLUX 2 LC .7 II 32 NB 9.999999E-01 USF 0. 
GROUP I INNER ITERATIONS = I FLUX ERROR MAX - 1.550OE-04 AT C 26. 2)
 
GROUP 2 INNER ITERATIONS ­ 1 FLUX ERROR MAX - 1.36559E-04 AT'( 1. 31 
ITERATIONS = 29 FLUX ERROR MAX = 1.99669E-04 AT C 35, 31GROUP 3 INNER 

0:. EQ 0. EV I.425463E+00 LA 9.SST623S5E-O1
FLUX I LC 8 II 31 NB 9.gq9999E-o1 LSF 
1 INNER ITERATIONS = I FLUX ERROR MAX = I.53131E'-04 AT C 26, 2)GROUP 

GRCUP. 2 INNER ITERATIONS = 1 FLUX ERROR MAX - 1.33793E-04 AT C 1, 3)
 
GROUP 3 INNER ITERATIONS = 1 FLUX ERROR MAX = 1.97117E-04 AT C 35, 31
 
-C 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
BALANCE TABLE SUMMARY
 
GROUP FIXED so 
 FISSICN-5O IN-SCATTER SELF-SCATTER HZ-LEAKAGE ABSORPTIONS OLT-SCATTER 
 RTLEAKAU
1 0. 1.O000CE+0O. -355271E-15 8.66825E+00 3.27ITTE-04 
Z.50895E-02 9.74583E-01 3.27177E-0
2 0. 0.. 9.74545E-O1 L.67028E+01 6.73453E-04 2.43696E-01 
 7.30177E-O1 6.73453k-C
3 0. 
 0. 7.29567E-01 1.78543E401 1.21070E-O2 
 7.1Th3LE-01 -6.60570E-05 1.217lE-O
4 0. I..OOCOCE+OO 1.70411E+00 
4.32254E+O1 1.31077E-0Z 9.86316E-01 
 1.70469E+00 1.31077E-o
 
GROLP VT-LEAKAGE TOP-LEANAGE NET-LEAKAGE BALANCE
 
I -2.0672E-07 -2.09672E-07 3.26967E-04 I.OOOOOE+O0
 





4 -5.30913E-06 -5.30912E-06 1.31024E-O2 1.O0000E+00
FLUX 2 LC 9 II 3 NB 9. 999E-Cl USF 0. EQ 0. EV 1.425455E+00 LA 9.99994215E-01
 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
















4 2.74095OOE400 1.0000000E+00 
3.1977750E+00 
5 3.654600OE+00 4.1114250E+00 
6 4.5682500E+00 5.0250750e+00 
7 5.4AB1000E+00 5.9387250E00 
8 6.3555500E+00 6.8523750E00 
9 7.3C92000E00 7.7660250E+00 
10 8.2228500E+00 8.6796750E+00 
11 9.1365000E+00 9.5933250E+00 
12 1.CC5cI50E+01 1.0506975E+o1 
13 1.C9;6300E401 1.1420625E+01 
14 1.1E77450E+Cl 1.2334275E*01 
15 1.2791100E+01 1.3247925E+01 
16 1.3704750E+01 1.4161575E+01 
17 1.4618400E+01 1.5075225E+01 
18 1.5532C50E+01 1.5988875E+01 
19 1.6445700E+01 1.6902525E+01 
20 1.7359350E+CI 1.7816175E+01 
21 1.8273000E+01 h.8499667E+01 
22v' 1.8726333E+01 1.8953000E+01 
23 1.9179667EO1 1.9406333E+O1 
24 1.9633000E+OL 2.0154250E+01 
25 2.061550CE+01 2.1196750E+01 
26 2.1718000E+01 2.2239250E+01 
27 2.2760500E+01 2.3281750E GL 
28 .2.380300CE+01 Z.4324250F.+01 
29 2.4845500E+01 2.5366750E+01 
30 2.5888C00E C1 2.6409250E+01 
31 2.k53050CE+C1 2.7451750E+01 
32 2.7973000E+01 2.8494250 +01 
33 2.9C15500E401 2.9536750E+OL 
34 3.0c58000E+01 3.0579250E+01 
35 3.1100500E+01 3.1621750E+01 
36 3.214300CE+01 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 

























K3 	 16 
17 














































































































































































































































































































FLUX FOR GROUP 2
 























































TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
FLUX FOP GROUP 3
 











































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
ACTIVITY MATERIAL POSITION 
I 1 1 
2 1 3 
3 5 1 
4 5 3 
5 -9 1 
6 9 3 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 










2 1.35263E-03 1.35291E-03 1.35263E-03 
3 1.34049E-03 1.34071E-C3 1.34049E-03 
4 1.32235E-03 1.32264F-C3 1.32236E-03 
5 1.298416-03 1.29861E-C3 1.29842E-03 
6 1.26867E-03 1.26817E-C3 1.26868E-03 
I 1.23342E-03 123359E-03 1.23343E-03 
6 1.19270E-03 1.19300E-03 1.19271E-03 
q 1.14689E-03 1.147C4E-C3 1.14691E-03 
10 1.09612E-03 1.09640E-03 1.09613E-03 
11 1.04079E-03 1.04093E-03 I.C4081E-03 
12 9.81174E-04 9.81426E-04 9.81189E-04 
13 9.17694E-04 9.17834E-04 9.17710E-04 
14 8.50820E-04 8.51025E-04 8.50835E-04 
N) 1516 7.81136E-047.09596E-04 7.812!5E-047.CS748r-04 7.81151E-047.t96DOE-04 
") 17 6.38253E-04 6.33Q4E-C4 6.38264E-04 
(.i 18 5.7159E-G4 5.71145E-04 5.71367E-D4 
11 5.20 73E-04 5.2C938E-04 5.20880E-04 
20 5.19577E-04 5.16587E-04 5.19583E-04 
21 0. 0. 0. 
XRR 22 THRU XRR 35 SAME AS ABOVE 
N 2 
XRR YZT 1 YZT 2 YZT 3 
I 4.67034E-02 4.67222E-02 4.67026E-02 
2 4.64884E-02 4.65085E C2 4.64876E-02 
3 4.60698E-02 4.60892E-02 4.60691E-02 
4 4.54467E-02 4.54664E-C2. 4.54460E-02 
5 4.46226E-02 4.46414F-C2 4.46220E-02 
6 4.36007E-02 4.362CIE-02 4.36003E-02 
I 4.23876E-02 4.24055E-C2 .4.23873E-02 
6 4.09886E-C2 4.10C72E-C2 4.C9885E-02 
9 3.<4128E-02 3 ,9 42c6EC 2 3.94128E-02 
I 3.76682E-02 3.76856E-C2 3.76683E-02 
11 3.57660E-02 3.57816E-02 3.57663E-02 
12 3.37174E-02 3.37332E-02 3.37178E-02 
13 3.15358E-02 3.154S9E-02 3.15363E-02 
14 2.92359E-C2 2.92453E-C2 2.92363E-02 
15 2.65334L-02 2.6F46CE-C2 2.6E338E-02 
7) 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
16 	 2.43505E-02 2.43611E-02 2.4350SE-02
 
1? 2.18137E-02 2.18240E-02 2.18140E-02 
18' 1.92720E-02 1.92816E-C2 1.92721E-02 
19 1.68522E-02 1.68615E-02 1.68523E-02 
23 1.47998E-G2 1.47924E-02 1.47998E-02 
21 	 0. 0. 0.
 




XRR YZT 1 YZT 2 YZT' 3
 
1 	0. 0. 0.
 
"XRR 2 THRU XRR 20 SAME AS ABOVE
 
21 2.31682E-04 2.29923E-04 2.31684E-04
 
22 2.56965E-04 2.55851E-C4 2.56567E-04 
K) 23 3.02378E-04 3.03170E-04 3.02383E-04­
0.24 0. 0.
 




XRR YZT 1 YZT 2 YZT 3
 
1 	0. 0. 0.
 
XRR 2 THRU XRR 20 SAME AS ABOVE
 




23 7.83834E-03 7.827!6E-C3 7.83836E-03
 
24 	0. 0. 0.
 
XRR 25 THRU XRR 35 SAME AS ABOVE
 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
ACTIVITY 4 PLUS N 
N I 
XRR YZT 1 YZT 2 YZT 3
 
1 6.61261E-05 6.61385E-05 6.6126ZE-05
 
2 6.58235E-05 6.58383E-05 6.58235E05
 
3 6.52322E-05 6.52443E-05 6.52324E-05
 
4 6.43495E-05 6.4365CE-05 6.43497E-05
 
5 6.31842E-05 4.31550E-C5 6.31841,E-05
 
6 6.17366E-05 6.17526E-C5 6.17369E-05
 
I 6.00207E-05 6.003C3E-05 6.00211E-05
 
8 5.80389E-05 5.80549E-05 5.8039AE-05
 
9 5.58094E-05 5.58179E-05 5.5E1OE-05
 
10 5.33381E-05 5.33533E-O5 5.33388E-05
 
11 5.06457E-05 5.06537E-05 5.06464E-05
 
12 4.77445E-05 4.77578E-C5 4.77452E-05
 
13 4.46556E-05 4.46634E-05 4.46563E-05
 
14 4.14019E-05 4.14128E-05 4.14026E-05
 
15 3.80120E-05 3.80187E-05 3.80127E-05
 
16 3.45327E-05 3.454C8E-05 3.45333E-05
 
17 3.10644E-05 3.10677E-C5 3.1065CE-05
 
18 2.78145E-05 2.78051E-C5 2.78149E-05
 
19 2.53685E-05 2.53738E-05 2.53689E-05
 
20 2.53194E-05 2.51755E-G5 2.53197E-05
 
21 2.70488E-05 2.68539E-C5 2.70490E-05
 
22 2.97549E-05 2.96288E-05 2.97552E-05
 
23 3.47328E-05 3.48165E-05 3.47332E-05
 
24 4.67577E-05 4.68257E-05 4.67586E-05
 
25 5.70475E-05 5.707942-05 5.70486E-05
 
26 5.70256E-C5 5.70857E-C5 5.70264E-05
 
27 5.21341E-05 5.21361E-05 5.21345E-05
 
28 4.48C61E-05 4.48C28E-C5 4.4806CE-05
 
29 3.69794E-05 3.69845E-05 3.69788E-05
 
30 2.94749E-05 2.946C9E-C5 2.54740E-05
 
31 2.26978E-05 2.27C25E-05 2.26967E-05
 
32 1.67825E-05 1.67661E-05 1.6781E-05
 
33 1.15974E-Q5 1.16068E-05 1.15964E-05
 
34 7.12626E-06 7.115C9E-06' 7.12557E-06
 










XRR 2 THRU XRR 23 SAME AS ABOVE
 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued' 
24 1.53C83E-02 1.52831E-02 1.53084E-02 
25 1.55446E-02 1 55347E-02 1.55448E-02 
26 1.42324E-02 1.42259E-02 1.I2325E-02 
27 1.23316E-02 1.232C9E-G2 1.23317E-02 
28 1.02337E-02 1.02283E-02 1.02337E-02 
29 8.24628E-03 8.24183E-C3 8.24615E-03 
30 6.4601BE-03 6.45417E-03 6.45998E-03 
31 4.91414E-03 4.9131E-03 4.91391E-03 
32 3.60176E-03 3.59730E-03 3.60152E-03 
33 2.47420E-03 2.47553E-03 2.47400E-03 
34 1.51556E-C3 1.51296E-03 1.51542t-03 
35 6.36403E-0-4 6.31896E-04 6.36341E-04 
00 
10 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
END OF PROBLEM - TAPE DESIGNATICN
 











TABLE 2-6 (Continued: 
DOT SAMPLE PROBLEM NUMBER 2, 3 GROUPS4,P3,R-2,FIXED SOURCE CALCULATION
 
Aol PROBLEM IC NO. 13 ADZ 0/1 REG./ADJ. 0
 
A03 ORDER OF SCATTERING 3 AD4 NUMBER OF ANGLES L6 
[GE 0/1/2 = X-Y/R-Z/R-T I IZM NO. OF MATERIAL ZONES 3 
IN NO. OF RADIAL INT. 35 JM NO. CF AXIAL INT. 3 
104 OI/213/4/5sQ/K/ALPHA/C/ZfBQ 0 EV EIGENVALUE GUESS 0. 
EVM EIGENVALUE MODIFIER 0. EPS PRECISION ObSIRED 1.OOO00E-04 
801 LEFT BOUNDARY CONOITION I BOZ RIGHT BOUNUARY CONDITION 0 
B03 TOP BOUNDARY CONDITION 3 804 BOTTOM BOUNDARY CONDITION 3 
MOT FLUX INPUT TRIGGER I MODE FLUX CALLULATION MODE 1 
MT NO. OF MATERIALS 12 MOL MIXING TABLE LENGTH 12
 
MCR NO. MATLS. FROM CARDS 12 MTP NO. MATLS. f-RGM LIB TAPE 0
 
IZ NO. RADIAL SEARC ZONES 0 jz NO. AXIAL SEARCH ZONES 0-"
 
SO O/LI/ZNONE/K/ALPHA 0 S03 PARAM. EIGtN.-SEARCH 0.
 
ISM NO. OF ENERGY GROUPS 3 IHT POSITION OF SIGMA T 3
 
IHS POSITION OF SIGMA GG 4 ITL TABLE LENGTH 6
SOL NORMALIZATION FACTOR I.OOOOOE+O0 M05 O/N=NO/N ACT. BY ZONE 6
 
M06 DISTR. SOURCE INPUT'TRIGGER 3 S04 INITIAL INNER ITER. MAX. 100
 
o D05 OUTER ITER. MAX. I GO7 INNER ITER. MAX. L0
 
GO5 NEUTRON BALANCE EPS. 0. G06 POINTWISE FLUX EPS. 2.OOOOOE-04
 
LAL SEARCH EPSILON 0. LAH I-LAMBOA MAX.-SEARCH 0.
 
POD PAR. OSC. DAMP-SEARCH 0. EPSA NEW PAR. EPS.-SEARCH 0.
 
IAFT ANG. FLUX OUTPUT TRIGGER 0 A05 NO. OF +ETA ANGLES a
 
AQ(6 NO. OF -ETA ANGLES B AD7 NO. OF +ETA INIT. DIRECTIONS 2
 
A08 NO. OF -ETA INIT. DIRECTIONS 2 AD 0/l/2/3=NORMAL/SCR/SPS/CA 0
 
AID O/N=ALL/N ZONES CF CONVERGENCE 0 All O/N=ALL/NTH INTERVAL ANG FLUXES 0
 
A12 NO. Of NEUTRON GROUPS 3 A13 O/L=PRINT X-SEC/DO NOT 0
 
A14 UPSCATTER EPSILON I.OOOOOE-04 A15 ENTER ZERO 0
 
IXBS O/I/2/3=NC/TOP/RIGHT/BOTH-TAPE 0 IMOLD NO. OLD RADIAL INT. 0
 
JMOLO NO. OLD AXIAL INT. 0 JMLEV AXIAL ROW FOR BNDRY SOURCE 0
 
IDIR O/l=UP/DOWN DIRECTION 0 NA STARTING INTVLBNDRY SOURCE 0
 
NC FINAL INTVL,BNDRY SOURCE 0 ISIZE AVAILABLE CORE DATA STORAGE 30000
 
62C8 LOCATIONS WILL BE USED FOR THIS PROBLEM
 




























NON-STANDARD INPUT FORNAT USED
 




NON-STANOARD INPUT FORMAT USED
 




I* ARRAY 3 ENTRIES READ
 
4* ARRAY 36 ENTRIES READ
 
5* ARRAY 3 ENTRIES READ
 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
2* ARRAY 4 ENTRIES READ 
'8S ARRAY 105 ENTRIES READ 
9$ ARRAY 3 ENTRIES REAC
 
LOS ARRAY 12 ENTRIES HEAt
 
11$ ARRAY 12 ENTRIES READ
 
12* ARRAY 12 ENTRIES READ
 
19$ ARRAY 6 ENTRIES READ
 












1 1 1 
l 
1 
REGICN DESCRIPTION BY INTERVAL 
1 111 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 
1111 11 1111 






















:3 3 3 
















TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
XRRY 
T 
1 1 1 1 1 
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION BY INTERVAL 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1I '1II I1 II l I II II II 
l l I I1 l I II II II II 











































































































































TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
DISCRETE VALUES OF PLMi(THETA)*COS(M*PS[I
 
ANG PLMC 1 PLMC 2 PLMC 3 PLMC 4 
 PLMC 5' PLMC 6 PLMC 7 PLMC 

I -4.95005E-01 -8.68850E-0 -1.32455E-01 7.44963E-01 6.53823E-01 
4.39280E-01 -1.19798E-01 -7.23694E-01
 
2 -3.50021E-01 -8.68890E-01 -3.16228E-01 5.26T69E-01 5.4?723E01 4.17825E-01 2.06143E-OL -4.28687E-01
3 3.50021E-01 -8.6885OE-01 -3.16228E-01 -5.26769E-O1 5.47723E-O -4.17825E-01 Z.06143E-OL 4.2687E-01 
4 -9.36742E-01 -3.50021E-01 8.16228E-01 5.67904E-01 1.06101E-01 -6.49830E-01 -7.26072EOL -2.22241E-01 
5 -8.68890E-01 -3.SOCZVE-C1 6.32455E-01 5.26769E-01 0. -3.36631E-01 -5.94771E-01 C. 6 -3.50021E-01 -3.,50021E-Cl -3.16228E-01 2.1220ZE-01 -5.47722E01 4.178ZSE-01 8.30421E-OZ 4.28687E-01

7 3.500215-01 -3.SC021E-OL -3.16228E-01 -2-12ZO2E-01 -5.47722E-01 -4.17825E-01 8.30421E-02 -4.28687E-01 
8 8.68890E-01 -3.50O21E-Cl 6.32455E-01 -5.26769E-01 0. 3.36631E-01 -5.34771E-01 G.
9 -4.q5OO5E-O1 8.68850E-01 -1.32455E-01 -7.44963E-01 6.53823E-01 4.39280E-OL 1.19798L-01 -7.ZJ6SAE-OL10 -3.50021E-01 8.6B88SCE-01 -3.16228E-01 -5.26769E-01 5.47723t-01 4.17825E-01 -2.06145E-L -4.28687E-01 
11 3.50021E-01 8.688OE-01 -3.16228E-01 5.26769E01 5.47723E-01 -4.17825E-01 -2.06143E-01 4.28667E-01
 
12 -9.36742E-01 3.50021E-01 8.16228E-01 -5.67904E-01 1.061015-Ol -6.49830E-Ol 7.26072E-01 -2.22241E-01 
13 -8.68890E-01 3.50021E-OL 6.32455E-01 -5.26769E-01 0. -3.36631E-OL 5aS4771E-OL C. 
14 -3.50C21E-01 3.5O2[E-OL -3.16228E-01 -2.12202E-01 -5.477235-O 4.1782E-01 -8.30421E-OZ 4.28667E-01 
15 3.50021E-01 3.50021E-01 -3.16228E-01 2.122OZE-01 -5.47723E-01 -4.17825E-01 -8.3DAZtEOZ -4.Zab87E-01 
16 8.68890E-01 3.50O2IE-01 6.32455E-01 5.26769E-01 0. 3.3663LE-01 5.9477LE-01 0.
 



































GROUP I CROSS-SECTIONS 
































































































MAT. I MAT. '2 MAI. 3 
1.97530E-02 0. 0. 
2.68160E-02 0. 0. 
1.264e0E+0c 0. 0. 
1.19460E+00 1.84070E40O 1.21180E*00 
4.97790E-02 3.41950E-C2 -1.53340E-OZ 








MAT. 5 MAT. 6 MAT. 7 
6.68390E-03 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 
7.85530E-01 0. 0. 
7.77930E-01 8.91850E-02 4.05950E-02 
2.679COE-04 -1.07300E-04 -1.33800E-06 






























































MAT. 5 MAT. 6 MAT. 7 
7.76OE-02 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 
9.8114OE-01 0. 0. 
9.03970E-01 0. 0. 







TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
6 
1.36370E-06 4.95220E-09 -7.7820CE-07 -2.10590E-08 0. 0. 0. a. 
POS. MAT. 9 MAT. 10 MAT. 11 MAT. IZ
 
I 8.69440E-03 0. 0. 0.
 
2 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
3 1.79370E+0c 0. 0. 0.
 
A 1.78500E+00 0. 0. 0.
 
5 9.36340E-02 .5 94CE-02 -4.63020E-02 -1.48920E-01
 
6 2.36640E-06 7.96350E-C9 -1.34770E-06 -1.09180E-08
 
COa 































































































































XRR 22 THRU XRR 

DISTRIBUTED SOURCE FCR GROUP 

XRR YLT I YlT 2 

1 0. 0. 

XRR 2 THRU XRR 

DISTRIBUTED SOURCE FOR GROUP 

XRR YZT 1 YZT 2 

1 	0. 0. 
XRR 2 THRU XRR 




























































35 SAME AS ABOVE
 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
MIXTURE SUM CCMPONENT DENSITY RADIUS R MIDPOINT HEIGHT H MIDPOINT MAI. BY ZONE 

















4 4 0 .CO0000EOO 2.74095E+00 3.,19777E+00 l.00000E+o0 
5 5 0 I.000CE+00 3.65460E+00 4.111'2E+00 













9 9 0 1.0000OE400 7.30920E+00 7.76602E+00 
Ic 10 0 1.CO00OE+0O 8.22285E+00 8.67967E+00 
II 11 0 I.C30s+00O0 9.13650E+00 9.59332E+00 
12 12 0 I.COo0CE+OO 1.00501E+O1 1.05070E+01 
13 1.09638E+01 1.14206E+01 
14 1.18774E+01 1.23343E401 
is 1.27911E+01 1.32479E+01 
16 1.37047E+01 1.416165+O1 
17 1.46184E+01 1.50752E+01 
18 1.55320E+01 1.59889E+01 
-- 1.64457E+01 1.69025E+01 
20 1.73593F+01 1.78162E+01 
o 21 1.82730E+01 1.84997E+01 
22 1.87263E401 1.89530E+01 
23 1.91797F+01 1.94063E+01 
24 1.96330E+0l 2.01542E+01 
25 2.06755E+01 2.11967E+01 
26 2.17180E+01 2.22392E+O 
27 2.27605F+01 2.32817E+01 
28 2.38030E+01 2.43243E+01 
29 2.48455E+01 2.53667E+01 
30 2.58880E+01 2.64092E+Ol 
31 2.69305E+01 2.74517E+01 
32 2.79730.+01 2.84942E+01 
33 2.90155E+01 2.95367E+01 
34 3.00580E+01 3.057S2E+01 
35 3.11005E+01 3.16217E+01 
36 3.21430E+01 
FIS. SPECTRUM VELOCITY 
I 0 I.COCOE+OO 
2 0 1.CCCCCE+CO 
3 0 I.OOOCCE+CO 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
FLUX 2 LC 0 It 0 N8 0. USF 0. EQ 0. EV, 0. LAO. 
GROUP I INNER ITERATIONS - 76 FLUX ERROR MAX - 1.87277E-04 AT ( 35, 23 
GROUP 2 INNER ITERATIONS - 64 FLUX ERROR MAX - 1.94146E-04 AT I 35v 39 
GROUP 3 INNER ITERATIONS - 100 FLUX ERROR MAX * 5.04288E-04 AT I 35, 33 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
BALANCE TABLE SUMMARY
 
GROUP FIXED SO FISSION SO IN-SCATTER SELF-SCATTER HZ-LEAKAGE ABSORPTIONS OUT-SCATTER RT-LEAKAG
 
1 ..0000E+00 0. 0., 8.668TE+00 3.32122E-04 Z.50593E-OZ 9.74609E-01 3.32122t-C
 
2 0. 0. 9.74571E-01 1.6TO39E+01 6.82742E-04 2.43Z69E-01 7.30620E-O1 6.BZ742E-0
 
3 0. 0. 
 7.30010E-01 1.77797E+01 1.16637E-02 7.18442E-01 -6.65197E-05 1.16631k-O
 
4 .OOOOOE+00 0. 1.70458E+O0 4.31524E+01 1.26786E-02 9.86770E-01 1.705160EO0 1.26786t-O
 
GROUP VT-LEAKAGE TOP-LEAKAGE NET-LEAKAGE BALANCE
 
1 -5.79142E-07 -5.79142E-07 3.31543E-04 o.0000+00
 
2 -1.36107E-06 -1.36107E-06 6.81381E-04 1.OOOOOE+O0
 
3 -2.92872E-05 -2.92872E-05 1.16345E-O2 1.OOOOOE+0O
 
4 -3.2274E-05 -3.12214E-05 1.26474E-02 1.COOOE+O0
 
FLUX 1 LC 1 11 240 NB 9.9S9999E-01 
LSF 0. EQ 0. EV 0. LA 1.OOO00OE+00!
 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
I RAOIUS R MIDPOINT HEIGHT H MIDPOINT 
I 0. 4.56825COE-O1 0. t.65O0000-01 
2 9.1365000E-C1 1.3704750E+00 3.3000000E-01 5.0000000E-01 
3 I.8273O00EC0 2.2841250E+00 6.7000000E-01 8.3500000E-01 
4 2.7409500E+00 1.0000000E+00 
3.1977T50E+00 
5 3.6546000E+00 4.1114250400 
6 4.5682500E+00 .5.0250750E+GO 
7 5.4819000E+00 5.9387250E+00 
8 6.3S55500E+00 6.8523750E+00 
9 7.3C92000E+00 7.7660Z5OE+00 
to' 8.2228500E+00 8.679b750E+00 
11 9.1365000E+00 9.5933250E+00 
12 1.0050150E401 1.0506975E01 
13 1.C963800E+01 1.1420625E+01 
14 1.1877450E+01 1.2334275E+01 
15 1.2791100E+01 1.3247925E+01 
16 1.3704750t+C1 1.4161575E+01 
17 1.4618400E+01 1.5075225E+01 
18 1.5532050E+01 1.5988875E+01 
19 1.64457002E01 1.69025Z5E+01 
20 1.7359350E+01 1.7816175E+01 
2l 1.8273000E+01 .1.8499667E+01 
22 1.8726333E+01 1.8953000E+01 







26 2.1718000E+01 Z.2239250E+0 
27 2.2760500E+01 Z.3281T50E+01 
28 2.3803000E+01 2.4324250E+01 
29 2.4845500E+01 2.5366750E OL 
30 2.5888000E+01 2.6409250E+01 
31 2.6930500E+01 2.14517502+01 







35 3.1100500E+01 3.1621750E+01 
36 3.2143000E+01 











































































































































































TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
FLUX-FCR GROUP 2 























































































































































































































TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
FLUX FOR GROUP 3 
XRR YZT- 1 YZT- 2 YZT- 3 
1 5.2885E-03 5.2892E-03 5.2894E-03 
2 5.2652E-03 5.2661E-C3 5.2661E-03 
3 5.2197E-03 5.2202E-03 5.22C6E-03 
4 5.1515E-03 5.1524E-03 5.1523E-03 
5 5.0614E-03 5.0619E-03 5.0623E-03 
6 4.9493E-03 4.S5C4E-C3 4.9501E-03 
7 4.8163E-03 4.8166E-01 4.8171e-03 
8 4.6622E-03 4.6633E-C3 4.6630E-03 
9 4.4886E-03 4.4886E-G3 4.46q3E-03 
10 4.2955E-03 4.2965E-03 4.2962E-03 
11 4.0847E-03 4.C849E-03 4.0854E-03 
12 3.856eE-03 3.8577E-C3 3.8574E-03 
13 3.6134E-03 3.6137E-C3 3.6140E-03 
14 3.3563E-03 3.357CE-C3 3.3569E-03 
15 3.0879E-03 3.0881E-C3 3.0884E-03 










19 2.1454E-03 2.14,57E-C3 2.1457E-03 
20 2.276GE-03 2.2582E-C3 2.2762E-03 
21 2.5833E-03 2.5596E-C3 2.5E35E-03 
22 2.9682E-03 2.9540E-C3 2.9683E-03 
23 3.6122E-03 3.6238E-C3 3.6123E-03 
24 5.095CE-03 5.1048E-C3 5.0553E-03 
25 6.3790E-03 6.3834E203 6.3792E-03 
26 6.4302E-03 6.4380E-C3 6,43IE-03 
27 5.8922E-03 5.8928E-03 5.8918E-03 
28 5.0587E-03 5.0591E-C3 5.05EIE-03 
29 4;163CE-03 4.1636E-03 4.1623E-03 
30 3.3056E-03 3.303SE-C3 3.3C50E-03 
31 2.5353E-03 2.535EE-03 2.53;7E-03 
32 1.8675E-03 1.6656E-C3 1.8671E-03 
33 1.2865E-03 1.2875E-03 L.2 62E-03 
34 7.8866E-04 7.87386-04 7.8846E-04 
35 - 3.300CE-04 3.2792E-C4 3.2992E-04 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
FISSION EDIT 
XRR YZT- 1 YZT- 2 YZT- 3 
1 2.1659E-03 2.1663E-C3 2.1661E-03­
z Z.1563E-03 Z.1566E-C3 2.1566E-03 
3 2.1377E-03 2.1381E-C3 2.1379E-03 
4 2.1098E-03 2.1103E-C3 2.LIOOE-03 
5 2.0729E-03 2.0733E-C3 2.0732E-03 
6 2.0271E-03 2.027EE-C3 2.0273E-03 
7 1.9726E-03 1.972E-C3 1.9729E-03 
8 1.9096E-03 1.9101E-03 1.9C99E-03 
9 1.8386E-03 1.8388E-C3 1.8388E-03 
la 1.7596E-03 1.7601E-03 1.7598E-03­
11 1.6733E-03 1.6735E-03 1.6735E-03 
12 1.580CE-03 1.58C4E-C3 1.5802E-03 
13 1.4803E-03 1.4806E-C3 1.4805E-03 
14 1.3750E-03 1.3754E-03 1.3752E-03 
15 1.2648E-03 1.2650E-C3 1.2650E-03 
16 1.1513E-03 1.1516E-03 1.1515E-03 
IT 1.0379E-03 1.0380E-03 1.0380E-03 
IS 9.3162E-04 9.3127E-0, 9.3173E-04 
19 8.5305E-04 8.5319E-C4 8.5314E-04 
20 8.5644E-04 8.5330E-04 8.585LE-04 
21 0. 0. 0. 
22 0. 0. 0. 
23 0. 0. 0. 
24 0. 0. 0. 
25 0. 0. 0. 
26 .0. 0. 0. 
27 0. 0. 0. 
28 0. 0. 0. 
29 0. 0. 0. 
30 0. 0. 0. 
31 0. 0. 0. 
32 0. 0. .0. 
33 0. 0. 0. 
34 0. 0. 0. 3: 
35 0. 0. 0. 
et = 
41 





3 5 1 
4 5 3 
5 9 1 
6 9 3 
O 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
ACTIVITY 0 PLUS N 
N I 
XRR YZT I YZT 2 YZT 3 
1 1.34354E-03 1.34379E-03 1.34370E-03 
2 1.33762E-03 1.33792E-03 1.33777E-03 
3 1.32605E-03 1.32630E-03 1.32620E-03 
4 1.30875E-03 1.309C7E-03 1.30891E-03 
5 1.28590E-03 1.28612E-03 1.28605E-03* 
6 1.25746E-03 1.25779E-C3 1.25761E-03 
I 1.22369E-03 1.22388E-03 1.22383E-03 
8 1.18459E-03 1.18492E-C3 1.18473E-03 
9 1.14051E-C3 1.14C69E-c3 1.14065E-03 
10 1.09152E-C3 1.09163E-C3 1.09165E-03 
I1 1.03799E-03 1.03816E-C3 1.C3811E-03 
12 9.80128E-04 9.80407E-04 9.80244E-04 
13 9.18315E-04 9.18418E-C4 9.18423E-04 
1415 8.52958E-047.84590E-C4 8.53190E-047.84732E-C4 
8.53058E-047.84682E-04 









19 5.26688E-04 5.26772E-04 5.26744E-04 
20 5.25523E-04 5.22525E-04 5.25565E-04 
21 0., 0. 0. 
XRR 22 THRU XRR 35 SAME AS ABOVE 
N z 
XRR YZT 1 YZT 2 YZT 3 









4 4.48475E-02 4.4E667E-02 4.48490E-02 
5 4.40675E-02 4.4C857E-02 4.40689E-02 
6 4.30S84E-02 4.31173E-02 4.3C998E-02 
7 4.19453E-02 4.1(629E-02 4.19467E-02 
8 4.06121E-02 4.Ce3C4E-C2 4.C6135E-02 
9 3.51061E-02 3.S1227E-02 3.91074E-02 
10 3.74335E-02 3.745CYE-02 3.74347E-OZ 
11 3.56037E-02 3.56153E-02 3.56e49E-02 
12 3.36259E-02 3.36417E-02 3.36270E-02 
L3 3.15114E-02 3.15257E-02 3.15124E-02 
14 2.92728E-02 2.92866E-02 2.52738E-02 
15 2.bq239E-02 2.69370E-C2 2.69248E-02 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
16 2.44847E-02 2.44959E-02 2.44855e-O2 
17 2.19795E-02 2.199C5E-02 2.19 02E-0z
 
ie 1.94557E-C2 1.94664E-02 1.94563E-02
 
19 1.70401E-C2 1.7C5C3E-02 1.70406E-02
 
20 1.49778E-02 1.41712E-02 1.49781E-02
 
21 	 0. 0. 0.
 
XRR 22 THRU XRR 35 SAME AS ABOVE
 
N 3 
XRR YZT I YZT 2 YZT 3
 
1 0. 0. 0. 
. XRR 2 THRU XRR 20 SAME AS ABOVE 
21 2.34245E-04 2.32474E-C4 2.34257E-04 
22 2.597C1E-04 2.5858E-04 2.59711E-04 
(31 23 3.05484E-04 3.06284E-04 3.05498E-04 
0 24 0. 0. 0. 
XRR 25 THRU XRR 35 SAME AS ABOVE
 
N 4 
XRR YZT I YZT 2 YZT 3
 
1 0. O 0. 
XRR 2 THRU XRR 20 SAME AS ABOVE
 
21 8.42262E-03 8.41272E-03 8.42276E-03
 
22 8.02717E-03 8.01OC5E-C3 8.C2729E-03
 
23 7.93101E-03 7.92017E-03 7.93117E-03
 
24 	 0. 0. 0.
 
XRR 25 THRU XRR 35 SAME AS ABOVE
 
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
ACTIVITY 4 PLUS N 
N I 
XRR YZT 1 YzT 2 YZT 3 
1 0. 0.: 0. 
XRR 2 THRU XRR 23 SAME AS ABOVE 
24 4.71832E-05 4.72527E-05 4.71054E-05 
25 5.74359E-C5 5.?4695&-C5 5.74372E-05 
26 5.72167E-05 5.72770E-C5 5.72155E-05 
27 5.20766E-05 5.20770E-05 5.20732E-05 
28 4.45198E-05 4.45207E-05 4.45148E-05 
29 3.65320E-05 3.65350E-C5 3.65263E-05 
30 2.89489E-05 2.89331E-05 2.E9434E-05 









34 6.88223E-06 6.87C89E-06 6.88044E-06 
35 2.80038E-06 2.86198E-06 2.07966E-06 
N 2 
XRR YZT 1 &ET 2 YZT 3 
1 0. " 0.! 0. 
XRR 2 THRU XRR 23 SAME AS ABOVE 
24 1.54742E-02 1.5488E-C2 1.54746E-02 
25 1.56792E-02 1.56692E-02 1.56794E-02 
26 1.43C84E-02 1.43017E-02 1.43081E-02 
27 1.23437E-02 1.Z3324E-02 1.23429E-02 
28 1.01898E-02 1.01840E-C2 1.01887E-02 
29 8.16346E-03 8.15852E-C3 8.16228E-03 
30 6.35746E-03 6.35183E-03 6.35632E-03 
31 4.80887E-03 4.80756E-C3 4.e0785E-03 
32 3.50724E-03 3.5C257E-C3 3.50643E-03 
33 2.39q75E-C3 2.40386E-03 2.3ql16E-03 
34 1.4658BE-03 1.46323E-03 1.46551E-03 
35 6.14700E-04 6.IC290E-C4 6.14551E-04 a -
TABLE 2-6 (Continued) 
ENC OF PROBLEM - TAPE ZESIGNATION 










(c) 	 ETA (6*), the direction cosine of angle M with respect to the Y, Z, or 
THETA axis. 
(d) MU(6*)," the direction cosine of angle M with respect to the X or Raxis.: 
(e)- MU*WT, the product of d and b. 
(f) 	 ETA*WT, the product of c and b. 
(g) 	 M3, a term used in the geometric angular redistribution. 
(h) 	 M4, the ETA mates for top and bottom boundary reflection. 
* (i) 	 M6, the MU mates for left and right boundary 'reflection. 
(8) 	If A03 > 0, the constants used by the moment operators in the anisotropic
 
inscatter integral are printed.
 
(9) 	 The cross sections are printed by group, material, and position (14*). A two-.
 
dimensional table of naterial and position is printed by group. The material
 
numbers correspond to those used in the mixing table, materials by zone,
 
-material picture plot, and activity calculations. 
(10) 	 IF 104 = 0, the fixed distributed source is printed as a two-dimensional array of 
radial intervals by number of axial intervals for each group (17*). The source 
values printed out have been normalized such that the total integrated Fixed 
source equals the normalization factor.. If no normalization is desired (S01T= 
0. 0) then the fixed distributed source is not printed out.
 
=
(11) 	 If 104 ' 5, the boundary source is printed (18*). If a source is present at 
both the right and top boundaries, the right boundary source and then the 
top boundary source is printed for each group. The correspondence between 
the angle numbers and the S constants isgiven in the Section 2. 3.3 on boundary
n 
source input. 
(12) 	 The important one-dimensional arrays are printed. These include the following: 
(a) 	 The mixing table mixture numbers. (10$) 
(b) 	 The mixing table component numbers. (11$) 
(c) 	 The mixing table densities. (12k) 
(d) 	The radii of.the radial interval boundaries., (4*). 
(e) 	 The radii of the interval midpoints. 
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(f) 	 The height of the axial interval boundaries. (2*) 
(g) 	 The height of the interval midpoints. 
(h) 	 The materials by zone. (9$) 
(i) 	 The fission spectrum. (1*) 
(j) 	 The velocities. (5*) 
(k) 	 If 104 = 4, the radial search zone numbers. (21$) 
(I) 	 If 104 = 4, the radial zone modifiers. (22*) 
(m) If 104 = 4, 	 the axial search zone numbers. (23$) 
(n) If 104 = 4, 	 the axial zone modifiers. (24*) 
(o) If B02 = 5, 	 the right boundary albedos. (25*) 
(p) If B03 = 5, 	 the top boundary albedos. (26*) 
(q) If B04 = 5, 	 the bottom boundary albedos. (27*) 
(r) 	 If A09 = 2, the dominance ratio dependent scale cycle by 
energy group. 
(s) If A1O/ , 	the zones of convergence. (28$) 
Output from Calculations 
The remainder of the printed output contains quantities calculated by DOT-IIW. The 
printout is arranged in the following order: 
(1) 	 The monitor and group line prints. The monitor line is printed
 




(a) The logical 	number of thelicalar flux tape, NFLUXI. 
(b) 	 The outer iteration number, LC. 
(c) 	 The number of inner iterations in the last outer iteration, II. 
(d) 	 The neutron balance, NB, or the ratio of source rate to the 
loss rate. 
(e) 	 The ratio of upscatter source between two successive.outer 
iterations. 
(f) If a search, 	 the slope, dEV/dLA. 
(g) 	 The eigenvalue, EV. 
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(h) 	 The ratio of sources, LAMBDA. 
The group line contains the group number, number of inner iterations for that group 
in the indicated outer iteration, and the maximum pointwise.flux error and the location where 
the maximum pointwise flux error occurred in the material map. The group line is printed for 
each group and each outer iteration if G06 X 0. 
(2) 	 The angular fluxes. If IAFT =2 or 3, the angular fluxes are 
printed by group, space point, and angle. The angular flux has 
units of average neutron (orphoton) speed per unit volume per unit 
angular weight, or 4 rtimes the average neutron (or photon) speed 
per unit volume per unit solid angle (steradian). The fluxes are 
printed in two-dimensional arrays of radial interval by angle. 
Each 	array is preceded by a title giving the group and axial 
interval. A FLAG = -1.0 in the title means that the angle 
numbers 	correspond to the same angle numbers in the S 
n 
constants. A FLAG = +1.0 in the title means that the angle­
number, N, corresponds to angle N+MM/2 in the S constantsn 
where 	MM is the total number of angles. When the angular 
fluxes 	are printed, the group line for each group appears at the 
end of each set of angular fluxes for that group. 
(3) 	 Balance table; DOT-IIW prints a systemr balance table for all problems. 
The following items are printed as seperate columns: 
(a) 	 FIXED SO, the distributed or boundary source. 
(b) 	 FISSION SO, the fission source. 
(c) 	 IN-SCATTER, the rate of scattering into the group. 
(d) 	SELF-SCATTER, the within group scattering. 
(e) 	 HZ-LEAKAGE, the right boundary leakage minus the left 
boundary leakage. 
(f) 	 ABSORPTIONS, the absorption rate. 
(g) 	 OUT-SCATTER, the rate of scattering from the group. 
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(h) 	 RT-LEAKAGE, the right boundary leakage. 
(i) 	 VT-LEAKAGE, the top boundary leakage minus the 
bottom boundary leakage.
 
() TOP-LEAKAGE, the top boundary leakage.
 
(k) 	 NET-LEAKAGE, the horizontal plus vertical leakage. 
(I) 	 BALANCE, source rate divided by loss rate. 
(4) 	 The final monitor line. 
(5) 	 The final values (in the case of search calculations for the radial 
and axial interval boundaries and interval midpoints). 
(6) 	 The scalar fluxes are printed by space point and by energy group. 
(7) 	 Fission edit. The fission neutron source rate per unit volume 
is printed by space point. 
(8) 	 Flux moments. If A03/0 and IAFT = 1, 2, or 3, the moments of 
the flux are printed by group, moment number, and space point. 
A flux moment is the product of angular flux, moment operator, 
and angle weight summed over angle. Usually the first moment 
is the radial current and the second is the axial current. 
(9) 	 Activities. The specified activities are printed next in the 
output. An activity is a sum over groups of the product of the 
scalar flux and the cross section in the material and position 
indicated in the 19$ and 20$ arrays. The activities are printedI. 
by activity number and space point and are preceded by a 
table giving the correspondence between activity number and 
the specified material number and cross section table position. 
(10) 	 Tape designation. Because tapes are manipulated in the DOT-IIW 
code to minimize computer time, a convenient list of final 
tape assignments is printed as follows: 
(a) 	 NCR I contains the processed cross sections and may be 





no cross sections from cards or tape; and (2) by mounting 
this tape on the appropriate drive. 
(b) 	 NSCRAT is a scratch tape used for intermediate calculations. 
(c) 	 NBSO is a tape containing the normalized boundary source, 
if specified. 
(d) 	 NFLUXI is a tape which contains the converged scalar fluxes 
and surface angular fluxes as well as the higher flux moments. 
(e) 	 NAFT contains the angular fluxes and other.selected parameters. 
NOTE: The scalar flux is always written on Tape 1 lat the end of 
a calculation. 
2.5.2 Output Flux Tape 
Almost all of the usual information desired from a calculation is contained in the 
printed output; however, some problems may require -additional computer code analysis with 
the NAGS and MAP codes. These codes use the outpdt flux tape as input data; this flux 
tape is written in the binary mode and contains one logidal record for each group. To 
facilitate use of the scalar flux tape, the format is described in the following list: 
(1). The first IM*JM words in the record contain the scalar flux in the order 
(1, 1), 	 (2, 1),-.. ..., (IM, 1); (1, 2), (212), ...., (IM, 2); ...I(IM, jM). 
(2) 	 The next IM*JM* (A03+A03+3))/2 words contain the flux moments. The terms 
are arranged by interval in the same order as the scalar fluxes for each 
moment operator. If A03 = 0, then a single woH contairning al! zero bits 
is written. 
(3) 	 The next MM*JM words contain the outgoing angular fluxes at the left and 
right boundaries. The angular fluxes are arranged by angle and axial interval 
in the order (1, 1), .... , (MM, 1); (1, 2)! ... ., (MM, 2); .. . .(MM, JM). 
The correspondence between angle number and direction is given by the S" 
n 
constants table in the output. Those fluxes, for an axial interval J and an 
angle M, for which MU(M) is negative, are for the left boundary, and 
those for which MU(M) is positive are for the right boundary. 
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(4) 	 The next MM* IM words contain the outgoing angular fluxes at the top 
and bottom boundaries.. The order of the fluxes is similar to that in the 
preceding item (3). In a similar manner the fluxes, for a radial interval 
I and an angle M, for which ETA(M) is positive are for the top boundary. 
2.5.3 Angular Flux Tape 
The angular flux tape contains the information required for two-dimensional 
perturbation codes, for input as a boundary source to subsequent DOT-IIW calculations, 
and for special analysis problems involving the angular flux. The sequence of information 
on the binary angular flux tape is as follows: 
(1) 	 The first record which is 72 words long contains a major portion of the 
DOT-IIW parameter block. The first 18 words are the title from the 
DOT-IIW case which may be ptinted under an 18A4 format. The remaining 
54 Words contain the parameters A01 through A15 in the order as arranged 
in COMMON. 
(2) 	 The next record contains the materials by zone, M2, an integer array, 
which is total number of zones (IZM) words in length. 
(3) 	 The third record contains the zone numbers by interval, MO (K, J), an 
integer array which is number of intervals (IM*JM) words in length. 
(4) 	 The fourth record contains the fission spectrum, K7, which is number of 
'groups (GM) words in length. 
(5) 	 The fifth recrod contains the discrete ordinate quadrature weights, WO(M), 
which is number of angles (MM) words in length. 
(6) 	 The sixth record contains the Mu mates, M6(M), an integer array which 
is number of angles (MM) words in length. 
(i) 	 The next IGM (number of groups) records contain the V-Ef neutron 
production and Et cross sections by material. Each record is number 
of materials (MT*2) words in length. 
(8) 	 The next IGM*JM*2 records contain the angular fluxes. Each record 





fluxes by radial interval and angle for either the upward direcfed angles 
or downward diredted angles. Each record is IM*T15 words where T15 is 
the number of angles in the upward or downward direction. The angles 
are arranged in the same order as the quadrature constants. The First angle 
for a downward directed set corresponds to the first angle in the quadrature; 
the first angle in an upward directed set corresponds to angle A05+1 in the 
quadrature. The records are arranged in the following order: 
(a). Angular flux for J=JM, downward angles, group 1. 
(b) Angular flux for J=JM-1, downward angles, group 1., 
(c) Angular flux for J=, downward angles, group 1. 
(d) Angular flux for Jn, upward angles, group 1. 
(e) Angular flux for J=W,upward angles, group 1. 
(f) Angular flux for J=JM, downward angles, group 2. 
(g) Angular flux -far J=JM, upward angles, group IGM 
(9) 	 The next record contains the volume elements, VO (I, J) which is the 
number of intervals (IM*JM) words in length. 
(10)t 	 The next record contains the radial coordinates, RI (I), which are the 
number of radial mesh lines (I1I)words in length. 
(11) 	 The last record contains the'axial coordinates, ZI (J), which are the number 
of axial mesh-lines (jMiI) words in length. 
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2.6 PROGRAM LOGIC 
The program logic for the DOT-IIW code is presented in this section. The presenta­
tion of the calculational procedure is given in a simplified form to show the user when a 
certain operation or calculation is performed. 
2.6.1 Subroutine Description 
The simplified flow chart of the major calculations perfornied by the DOT-IIW code 
is shown in Figure 2-5. For clarity, only the principal calculational routines are shown; the 
other routines are straightforward calculations or operations. Table 2-7 lists the subroutines 
in the DOT-IIW code and their functions. 
To obtain more problem data space .in core storage, the OVERLAY feature of the MSFC 
UNIVAC-1108 computer system is used. OVERLAY is a programming technique that minimizes 
the core storage requirements of the FORTRAN program. By minimizing the core storage required 
for the source program, more problem data space becomes available in core storage. 
The level structure used in the overlay of the DOT-IIW code isshown in Figure 2-& 
Levels are used to describe the sequence of loading overlays and to specify which sections 
of the source program overlay others. The main, level of the overlay structure always resides 
in core storage. Only one primary level and its respective secondary levels can reside in 
core storage at one time. 
An increase of approximately. 16, 00010 core storage locations for DOT-IIW problem 
data resulting in a total problem data storage of 51, 00010 is achieved using the OVERLAY 
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Figure 2-5, Flow Chart for the Two-DimensionalI "W 
Discrete Ordinate Transport Program, DOT-IIW 
TABLE 2-7 
LIST OF DOT-IIW CODE SUBROUTINES AND THEIR FUNCTION 
Subroutine Name Function 
DOT Overall Control of Program Information Flow 
INP Variable Dimension and Input Data Read Control 
INIT Initial Calculations and Setup 
FISCAL Fission Sum Calculation and Normalization 
S8830 Monitor Line Printout 
CNNP Convergence Tests and Upscatter Scaling 
S8847 Group Totals Calculation 
OUTER Outer Iteration Control. 
S8850 Final Print 
ACTVTY Activity Calculation 
INNER Inner Iteration Control 
GRIND Inner Iteration Calculation 
S860 Reads Cross Sections 
S862 Reads Fluxes and/or Distributed Source, 
S863 Reads Top or Right Boundary Source 
FIDO Generalized Input Data Read Routine 
PCON Calculates P Coefficients 
MAPR Prints Picture Plot 
ERRC2 Writes Error Messages 
CLEAR Clears Discrete Areas of Core Storage 
WOT General Print Routine 
WOT8 General Print Routine 
SLIBE Tape Cross Section- Read Routine 
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Figure 2-6. Overlay Structure for the DOT-IIW Code 
2.7 'METHOD OF SOLUTION 
The user is referred to Reference I in which detailed equations are given describing 
the discrete ordinates transport solution of the Boltzmann transport equation used by the 
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3.0 MAP CODE 
The MAP Code, as documented in WANL-TME-2706, August 1970, and 
entitled "Code Description and User's Manual for the MAP Radiation Transport Computer 






THE DOQ CODE 
The discrete 6rdinates transport technique allows the user to compute many useful 
quantities. The transport of neutrons or photons through matter as a function of angle is one 
of these quantities. In the DOT-IIW transport code, the user specifies as'inpuf data, the 
discrete directions for which a solution is desired. As indicated in Section 2.2.4, these discrete 
directions cannot be chosen arbitrarily. Because the energy-angle relationship of the scatter 
cross sections used by the DOT-IIW code are represented by Legendre polynomials, quadrature 
sets that correctly integrate Legendre polynomials are required for particl6 Conservation. In 
addition, symmetry conditions on discrete 'directions are important. The DOT-IIW code 
performs specific checks on these quadrature data to insure consistency. At least seven 
significant-digits of precision for the input quadrature coefficients are required. *Foran $12' 
calculation, 288 coefficients'and weights are required, for example. 
To assist the DOT-IIW code user, the DOQ code was developed. The D00 code 
computes the discrete ordinates quadrature coefficients (direction cosines and weights) given 
the point coordinates land symmetry conditions. A generalized technique using the method 
of' moients is used. The code conveniently prints out and punches on cards the necessary 
quadrature coefficients for'use in the one-dimensional, ANISN-W and two-dimensional, 
DOT-IIW codes. 
The DOO code was orginally developed as the SNAFU code by R. G. Rodgers, 
F. R. Mynatt, and W. W. Engle, Jr,* and'subsequently modified by the authos. These 
modifications consist of 1) including variable dimensioning, 2) punched outfutf compatible 
with the DOT-IW, and ANISN-W codes, and 3) a different matrix solution algorithm. 
*Personnel of the Computer Technology Center, Union Cdrbide Nuclear Corporation, 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
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A. I COMPUTER CODE SYNOPSIS
 
1. 	Name: DOG (1 ) (Discrete Ordinates Quadratures) 
2. 	 Computer: The codes is designed for the UNIVAC-1 108 computer. 
3. 	 Nature of Physical Problem Solved: The DOQ code calculates discrete ordinates 






4. 	 Method of Solution: A generalized technique using the method of moments 
is used.(2'
5. Restrictions on the Complexity of the Problem: For almost all classes of calculations, no 
complexity restrictions are encountered. The only difficulty is in the choice of acceptable 
input point coordinates that yield non-negative quadrature weights. 
6. Typical Running Time: Approximately ten quadrature set calculations ranging from S4
 
to S20 were obtained in less than 60 CPU seconds.
 
7. Unusual Features of the Program:' The code employs flexible'dimensioning of data to
 
allow high orders of quadrature to be calculated by efficient use of core memory storage.
 
8. Related or Auxiliary Programs: Data generated by the DOQ code may be used in the 
one-dimensional, ANISN-W (4 ) and the two-dimensional, DOT-IIW (1) discrete ordinates 
transport codes. Output from the DOQ code may also be used as input data to the ADOO (1 ) 
asymmetric quadrature code. 
9. Status: The code is in production use at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). Users 
at MSFC load the code from a disk or tape with control cards followed by the user's input 
data. 
* 10. References: 
1. 	R. G. Soltesz, R. K.Disney,J. Jedruch, and S. L. Zeigler,
 
WANL-PR(LL)-034, Volume 5, "Two-Dimensional, Discrete
 
Ordinates Transport Techniques," August 1970.
 
2. 	 BengtLG. Carlson, LA-3060, "A Method of Moments for
 
Solving the Neutron Transport Equation," Febtuary 1965.
 
3. 	K. D. Lathrop and B. G. Carlson, " LA-3186, "Discrete 
Ordinates Angular Quadrature of the Neutron Transport
 




4. 	 R. G. Soltesz and R. K. Disney; WANL-PR(LL)-034,
 
Volume 4, "One-Dimensional, Discrete Ordinates
 
Transport Technique," August 1970.
 
.11. Machine Requirements: The DOC code is in production at MSFC on-the UNIVAC-1108 
with 65 K core storage locations. The source program requires less than 10 K decimal locations; 
the remaining locations are used for problem data storage. One-scratch tape or disk is re­
quired in addition to the input, output, and punch disk files. 
12. Programming Language Used: The code is written standard, USASI FORTRAN-IV. 
13. Operating System or Monitor Under Which Program is Executed: The DOQ code is
 
operational under the EXEC8 Monitor System.
 
14. Other Programming or Operating Information or Restrictions: None 
15. Name and Establishment of Authors: 










A.2 INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 
All numerical data for the DOQ computer code are input in two standard, 
FORTRAN-IV formats in either a "right adjusted"* (112) integer, format, or an (E'12.7) real 
(floating point) format. The user is referred to SectionA. 6 for an additional explanation of 
the terminology used in the description of the input data instructions given in Table A-1. 
* "Right adjusted" means that the last significant digit of a number isat the extreme 




INPUT DATA INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE DOQ COMPUTER CODE 
Card Format Column 	 Variab le Description 
I (6X, 16) 7 - 12 LIM I 	 The number of locations available for-core
 
data storaageo LIM1 =30000.*
 




13 -24 ISYM 	 Symmetry Condition, see Section A-6. 
ISYM = I Nc symmetry
ISYM = 2 Half symmetry 
ISYM =3 Complete symmetry 
25 -36 LMRD Moment Equation Option, see Section A-6 
LMRD =0 Calculate moment equations to 
be used (Suggested Option) 
LMRD = 1 Read in moment equations to 
be used 
3 - 48 lET ETA Option, see Section A-6 
JET =0 Calculate 7,.'sbased on input 
p' s'(Suggestdd Option)IET = I Read in values of rn.'s to be used. 
49 - 60 NMU 	 Complete Symmetry Option, see Section A-6 
NMU =0 Redd in allIp s to be used.-
NML- 1 Read'in only 1 Iand use equations (6) and (7) in Section A-6 to calculate the other 
values of i. 
61 .-72 IDEM 	 Punch Option and Geometry Option 
IDEM = 1 One-Dimensional Calculation 
* The maximum value of LIM] is determined by'the maximrum size of blank common set at code compile time. 
TABLE A-I (CONTINUED)
 
Card Format Column Variable Description 
IDEM = 2 Two-Dimensional Calculation 
if IDEM is positive, cards are punched 
if IDEM is negative, no cards are punched 
3 (6E 12.7) 1 - 12, 13, 
etc. 
-24 MU) Enter the values of V.o 
If NMU = 0, enter i4QD/2 values 
If NMU = 1, enter Ij only . 
4 (6E 12.7) 1 - 12, 
etc. 
13, - 24 ETA(J) Enter NQD/2 values of . if lET 
If lET = 0, omit this card,' 
= I 
5 (2112) 1 - 12, 13, - 24 Lit(l), MR (I) Power of piand Qr, respectively, to be used 
in the ith moment equation. See Section A-& 
Omit this card if LMRD = 0. 
If entered, one value of LR and one value of 
tMK ate entered per card. Based on the number 
of equations to be solved (see Table A-3) a card 
is needed for each equation to be solved. 
Note: Stacked cases ore permitted starting with Card 2. Core data storage is set to zero for every calculation so 




A. 3 PROBLEM SETUP INFORMATION 
This section describes the data deck setup for the DOQt6ode. Information on tape 
assigiments, running time, and error messages 	 is provided. 
A. 3. 1 Tape Assignments 
The DOQ code has been placed on the MSFC UNIVAC-t108 computer under the 
EXEC8 Monitor System. Under this System, only one scratch tape or disk is required. The 
tape assignments are as follows. 
Tape 5 Input Disk 
Tape 6 Output Disk 
Tape 7 Punch Disk
 
Tape 12 Scratch Diskfor Matrix. Sol ution
 
A. 3.2 	 Running Time 
The required running time for a given DOQ calcul:tion on the UNIVAC -1108 is a 
function of the number of space angles in the solution. For e given Sn quadrature calcuatibn 
of order n, the number of space angles is 
SA=n(n 	+ 4 ) 
2 
The Central Processor Unit (CPU) time in almost all calculations is less than 20 seconds. The 
approximate CPU time required is 
CPU time (seconds) = 0. 2 x SA 
A. 3. 3 Error Messages 
The following error messages may be encounterd: 
Message. Explanation 
1. 	 "Illegal Guard Mode" The value of LIMI is too large for the specified 
field length 
2. 	 "Data, storage requirements exceed Integer data on Card 2 are probably in the 
LIMI, 	check input" wrong column, or the value of LIM] is probably 
in the wrong.column. 
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Message 	 Explanation 
3. 	 "Insufficient number of available No solution is possible with the input set of 
equations" data supplied. 
4. 	 "ISUDS did 101 improvement No solution is possible with the input set of 
iterations and did not meet the data supplied; negative point weights will 
error criterion 1.0 x 10 -9 probably result. 
5. 	 "Coefficient matrix is singular" No solution possible with the input set of data 
supplied. 
Error Messages 1 and 2 terminate the entire calculation on the UNIVAC-1108 computer, 
while Error Messages 3, 4, and 5 only terminate the particular calculation and any stacked 
case calculation is immediately begun. 
A. 3.4 	 Sample Problem Input 
A listing of the input data for two sample problems for the DOQ code is shown 
in Table A-2. One quadrature calculction can require as few as three physical cards of 
input data, using the appropriate input data options. 
A. 3.5 	 Limitations-
In performing DOQ computer code calculations, two types of limitations can be 
encountered; the first limitation occurs when the input set of pis and corresponding symmetry 
conditions yield simultaneous equations which 	are not all independent, or yield negatiye 
point weights, and the second limitation occurs due to insufficient core data storage space. 
The first limitation is most often indicated by negative point weights, which are 
useless for DOT-IIW and ANISN-W calculations. Because of the generality of the method 
of solution, extreme care must be exercised in the selection of the is and symmetry condi­
tions; a set of quadrature cosines and positive weights could be generated having little 
technical justification. A careful review of the referenced reports will assist the user 1) in 
the proper selection of input parameters, 2) the geometrical conditions under which the 
quadrature data are best suited, and 3) specific, integral tests which the quadrature data must 





SAMPLE PROBLEM CARD INPUT LISTING 
30000 
2 0 '210 2 0 
.97390652852.86506336669.67940956830.43339539413.14887433898
0 2





The second limitation of insufficient core data storage space results from attempting 
With a too large a problem for the amount of data storage specified by the LIMI card.to run 
65K core available on the UNIVAC-,108, no difficulty is anticipated in this area. An S2 0 
calculation, for example, required only 258910 locations of the available 35,00010 core 
data storage locations. This efficient storage of data results from the use of flexible dimen­
sions in the DOQ code. 
In summary, a thorough beforehand knowledge of the equations solved by the DOQ 






A. 4 DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT 
The printout from the sample problem input data presented in Section A. 3.4 is shown 
in Table A-3. Printed output from the DOQ computer code consists of the following quantities:] 
1. 	 The amount of variable dimension core storage required for this calculation, 
2. 	 A list of the input direction cosines (pti), 
3. 	 A tabulation of the equations used in the calculation, 
4. 	 The point diagram used in the calculation, 
5. 	 The maximum elementwise error by iteration in the solution of equation (15) 
in Section A. 6, 
6. 	 The order of quadrature selected, 
7. 	 A tabulation of the initial direction cosines which are obtained from. 
equation (18) in Section A. 6, 
8. 	 A tabulation of the solution of equation (15) in Section A. 6 and labeled 
"POINT WEIGHT, POINT WEIGHT/2, POINT WEIGHT/4. ," 
9. 	 A tabulation of the right-hand side of equation (9) in Section A. 6 
labeled "GAMMA EXPRESSION.," 
10. 	 And, a tabulation of the ps, 71s, and ws in the appropriate sequence 
for transport codes. 
A. 4.2 	 Punched Output 
Punched card output from the DOQ computer code consists of the appropriate 
direction cosines and weights for either a one- or two-dimensional geometry transport calcula­
tion. If punched output is desired, IDEM is.set equal to a +1 or a +2 for-one- and two­
dimensional geometries, respectively. If punched output is not desired, IDEM is set equal to 
a -1 or a -2 for the respective geometries. 
For one-dimensional geometry calculations (IDEM = +1), the following data are 
punched on cards: 
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1. 	 A 6U card containing a 6 punched in Column 2 and a U punched in 
Column 3, 
2. 	 Angular quadrature weights for cylindrical geometry in a FORTRAN 
(6F12. 9) format, 
3. 	 A 7U card, 
4. 	 And angular quadrature direction cosines for cylindrical geometry in a 
FORTRAN (6F12. 9),format. 
'For two-dimensional geometry calculations (IDEM +2), the following data are 
punched on cards: 
1. 	 A 7U card, 
Angular quadrature dir.ection cosines, (pis), in a FORTRAN (6F12.9) 
format, 
3. 	 Angular quadrature direction cosines, (niis), in a FORTRAN (6F12. 9) 
format, 
4. A T card,
 
5W A 6U card,
 
6. 	 Arigular quadrature weights in a FORTRAN (6F12..9) format, and 
7. 	 A T card. 
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TABLE A-3 (Page Iof 6) 
SAMPLE PROBLEM COMPUTER PRINTOUT 
OATA STORAGE REQIJIREMF4T v 589 
MU(1) q79 "5EO 
MUi 2')= 8.b50b33-6bE-01 
MU4 3) x 6.794lQ;630E-l1 
MU( 4) = 4.3339539413E-01 

























3 7 9 
4 8 7 6 
5 4 3 2 1 
EqROR = 9.89146E-01 
EWROR - 2..8R537E-14 
EkROR a 5.37373E-2? 
5 10 CONSTANTS 







POINT POINT WtIUH1 POINT ErfHT/P POINT WFINT/4 
-o 
w 















(Sheet 2 of 6) 
6 9.7767T4bE-02 ',.H8s37?2E-O 2.44419371-n? 
7 3.41993192E-02 ,719t-9hbl6 -3,

.81.O9873217E-oi 
 5.493661'3F..oe t.4rv2. 
9 1.0U044496E-01 5.O2'7t-~2.741113E-', 
2.3(,-1 3 E-i 
TABLE A-3 (CONTINUED) 
L M SUM- GAMMA E PR 
0 0 1.00000000&400' 1.O000,0OE00
 
2 0 3.33333333L-01 3.33333333E-1
 
4 0 2.00000000E-o1 2.0000000DE-Ul
 
6 0 1.42857143E-01 1.42847143E-fl
 
8 0 1.1111L1IIE-01 1.1IIl1IIE-oi
 
2 2 6.66b6b667L-02 b.666ho67E-0?
 
2 2.S571 6L-O2 2.8571426AE-O
 
6 2 1,58730lb9E-02 1.58730159E-(2
 
4 4 9.52380952E-03 9.52310952E-01
 
MU . ETA WEIGHT 
1 -2.26949496E-01 -9.739nb529E-Ol 0. 
2 -l.4bA4339E-vl -9.7396529E-ol I.A667"36102 
3 1.463874339-'1 -9.739a6529E-01 ].6667n36]-02
4 -5.016627E-01 -8.6503367E-01 A.
 
5 -4.33395394E-01 -8.65ub33b7E-o 7.:4413?i-U2
 
6 -1. 4 8874339E-01 -8.65063367E-l 1.?92p 4 001 u-2 
7 1.48[474339F-01 -8.6'063367E-01 I.P92194QOr-02 
8 4.33395394E-01 I-8.65063367E-01 4 441437 1 r-0 2 
9 -7.33759251F-01 -6.74n9568E-01 A. 
10 -6.79409568E-ol -6.7940"bdE-01 .70j1I23qru2
*I1 -4.33395394-oj -6.79409569E-01 .'49q9?'9nF-3 
12 -1.48874339E-41' -6.794f-956E-01 loqI2!f? 3 -VR 
13 I.48R743396-uI -6.794o)9bE-ru 1.Q2]3v fvhw-F2. 
14 4.33395394E-0 1 -6.794,i956tE-oI .4 Q4a929H-t3 
15 .6.794095b81-O1 
-6.79409S6AE-oI 2.tO11230F'Q2 
16 -9.0103879F-01 -4.333Qb394E-o1 0. 
17 -A.65p633b7k-01 -4.33395A94E-01 P.4131W0 
18 -6.794095f'ME-01 -4.3-3345494E-01 9.b4QM?9ArrFu3
19 -4.33395394E-U1 -4.33345394E-01 ?.746A3I14F-02 
20 -l.48874339L-o1 -4.3131bA9 4E-i, 4.'s687L-Lu3 
21 1.48874339E-01 -43339539- .56 74-b3 
22 4.33395394E-01 -4.3339b394E-,± 2.74bm3O04P- U2 
23 6.79409568F-61 -4.333Q539S4-oI R.S4QM298Q1-v3 
24 R.650633n7E-o1 -4.33395394E-01 ?.4441931IF,0? 
25 -q. fK5bl23F-01 -1.46b7b43E-0F1 O 
26 -Q.739-tb2vE-Ul -1.48b7339E-II 1,6673M-v2 
27 -R.6b0633b7E-u1 -1.48n1'.33-4E-oI I.2?2O0J?7 u2 
28 -A.794095%68-U1 
-1.4887Q339L-oi29 -4.3 339 l39 4F.-,II -1.48874339Lt--0 . Sb6 'd74P-03 
30* -1.tK7'339E-I)t -I1.48 6 14 334LE- j io12?-4lqE'j2. 
31 1.48$7433F- 01 -1.48H74 43-t- 1 .I2?'741 ;-?32 4.3339 344F-U -1 .4b74)j9L-,) 6."5oa (&F -1 3 
33 6.79409S68F-111 -I.4$b74J39E-j I.u21'A,3,QF-?34 A.65Ab33IF.-Ol -1.Abb14139E-Oi l,;?~40?lI2 
35 .9.7390ob?9Fj-jI "1.4t74339E-01 I.Akb667-r i-L ? 











39 -5. oIA6PTU H.bSOtf33thE-OI (. 
40 -4,33395 394E-o1 8.650336 fE-ul .441i& 3 fIF-02 









44 -7.33159l'5E-o1 6.794n9bolE-Oi ,). 











1.)2) 0 3%QF' 
1.Q2)3n,'WQ02 































































4.33391394L-01 1.48874339E-OI 1.46b74339E-01 I.PS?573E'v02 6.MS6',?4,E-13 
68 6.79409568E-01 1.48874339E-o 1.9 |03,Qr-u2 
69 R.65063367E-01 1.48874339E-01 1,2920O0OF-02 
70 9.73901)529L-01 1.488?4339E-0 1.66678361E02 
TABLE A-3 (CONTINUED) 
AIA STORAUE REQUI4EME',T m 239i
 
MU( 1) = 9.3241q5142oE-o1
 
MUi( 2) = 6.'b1't93b84bE-O 
r'1( 3) a 2.3861918608E-01 











3 2 1 
'ERROR = 9.77905E-01 
ERROR = 1.25185E-16 










POINT POINT WEIGHT POINT AEIGHT/? POINT WEIGHT/4
 
I 1.71324492E-01 8.566224'i2E-ne 4.28311231E-n.
 





4 2.20954679Et01 1*10477339E-0 5.523M6697E-np 
TABLE A-3 (CONTINUED) 
L N4 su'. UAMIMA EAPN 
0 0 1.OOOQOOE400 1.OOOlOOOE,o 























10 -9.3246'9P,14-0 I 
11 -6.6120938bF-0I 
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A.5 PROGRAM LOGIC 
The program logic for the DOQ code is presented in this section. The presentation 
of the calculational procedure is given in a simplified form to show ihe user when a certain 
operation or calculation is performed. 
A.5. 1 Subroutine Description 
The simplified, flow chart of the major calculations performed by the DOQ code is 
shown in Figure A-1. Table A-4 lists the subroutines in the DOQ code and their function. 
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LIST OF DOQ CODE SUBROUTINES AND THEIR FUNCTION
 
Subroutine Name 	 Function 
DOQ 	 Compute variable dimension storage allozation 
and initialize core storage 
MAIN 	 Reads input data, controls the selection of the 
required equations, computes the point moments, 
prints the point diagram, sets up the matrix 
equation, prints out final direction cosines and 
weights 
EQNS 	 Calculates the number of unknowns and the 
number of required equations for the variable 
dimension storage allocation 
LAM 	 Selects the individual moment equations 
NOSYM 	 Converts point moments to equation constants 
for calculations with no symmetry 
SEMSYM 	 Converts point moments to equation constants 
for calculations with half symmetry 
COMSYM 	 Converts point moments to equation constants 
for calculations with complete symmetry 
POUT 	 Arranges cosines and constants in correct order 
for punching on cards 
WTCHK 	 Prints out the left- and right-hand side of 
Equation (9) by term, punches out the results 
GAMMX 	 Computes the gamma function 
DIMM 	 Performs a preliminary variable dimension 
calculation 
ISUDS Iterative matrix solution using a direction 
solution 




A. 6 METHOD OF SOLUTION 
The DOQ computer code calculates direction cosines and weights using a 
1) generalized method of moments. In this method, direction cosine sets can be chosen 
arbitrarily. Once the direction cosine sets are chosen, the quadrature weights are found 
by satisfying a general set of moments.2) 
The coordinate system and unit sphere in cylindrical geometry(3)for the DOQ 
code is shown in Figure A-2. "In this geometry, the coordinates, (r,z,9) define the point in 
space; z, r, and S are the coordinate axes 6f the unit sphere; and 7 , P, and t are the 
direction cosines defining 6 point on the unit sphere and the direction, a . Figure A-3 
shows an Sn arrangement (for n = 6) for a completely symmetric quadrature set. Because 
of symmetry, a description of one octant suffices to describe the arrangement of points on 
the unit-sphere. Because these points lie on the unit sphere: 
2 2 2 
P3 +q11 + =12s + 772 +(2) 
(2) Is2 +1/ 12 + 2= 
or, since the coordinates are from the same set, (i. e., 77 fi)): 
(3) 2+ 2=1 
'3 ~1 
2112 + -1(4) 
Because of the complete symmetry, the indices, i, j, k, of the coordinates of a 
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"2) P2 2 
(5) 	 P "r + P n/2 + 2 - i- 1.0 
where i 1, 2,'.., n/2; i 1, 2, ... ,n/2-i +1
 
Equation (5) is solved by:
 
-(6) 	 Pi - 2i+ ( 1),Afor =1,2,..., n/2 
where: 
(7) 	 A= 2(1 -3p 12)/(n -2) 
Hence, the requirement of complete symmetry fixes all p, except Ph' and the 
freedom of Gaussian quiadraturels not present in thiscase. The DOQ computer code allows 
the user to specify pl, if desired, and uses eq. (6) to determine the needed direction cosine set 
In cylindrical geometry, the requirement that the quadrature coefficients and 
weightsintegrate certain orddrs of polynomials of the direction cosines is desirable. 
FrF.this requirement, the following moment equation can be expressed: 





where K is the Sn quadrature order, n. The quantities, Pk and 1k are the. c directidn cosines 
on the unit sphere,,raised to the l haid ?tnh power, respectively. The evaluation of eq. (8) 
-yields: 	 K " 1/2 f (-; ) f(.rfi)_
.(9) Pk 	 (1/2 ).i~m " 	 in 
X-1 -t 

where ['0-is the gamma functibn t e dt 
for whichf(l/2) = and F (X + 1)=[" X. e 
and Pk = k-t point weight 
Pi'rI? direction cosines determining the kth  point' 
I, m = 0, 2,4. 
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Equation (9) isevaluated in the DOQ computer code. A short table of* *1,m 
is shown below including entries for odd values of m (Odd values of I and mare disallowed 
in this formalism, but are shown below for completeness). 
1 m=0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 1 1/2 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/6 1/7 1/8
 
(10) 	2 1/3 1/8 1/i5 1/24 1/35 1/48 1/63 1/80 
4 1/5 1/16 1/35 1/64 1/105 1/160 1/231 
6 1/7 5/128 1/63 1/128 1/231 1/384 
8 1/9 7/256 1/99 7/768 . 
In the 	DOQ computer code, I and mmust be even and are restricted by the condition: 
(11) l+m < n for n=2,4,6 .... (e.g., Ss, n=8) 
By restricting I and m to even integers, the quadrature data obtained by the
 
solution of Equation (9) satisfy even moment conditions. In addition, the restriction in
 
Equation (11) insures that independent equations will be selectad for the solution of
 
Equation (9). Given a set of direction cosines (with p2 + 172 + E2 = 1), the system of
I 	 k
j 
equations may be placed in the following triangular array applicable to a quadrature scheme 
of order "n." m-­
0,0 "0,2 %,4 '0,6 	 '0,n-2 












The diagonal line drawn in eq. (12) above for S6 (or n = 6) separates the pairs for 
independent moments (above the line) from the pairs for dependent moments. To find the 
point we ights for a given quadrature order, equations are selected from this array. The 
programmed order of selection in the DOQ computer code is to hold m constant and take 
equations of increasing I.stating with I = m. The code then increments mby two and the 
process is repeated with I T m. After the upper left portion of the array is exhausted in.this 
procedure, I is then held constant, and equations with increasing m are selected. 
The code ircrements I until, if necessary; the entire array is utilized. For 
example, for an S8 quadrature with no symmetry, the order of equations selected would be; 
(13) Y'o, 9W20, '40, '6d, V22, ' 4 2, V02, 04, Y'06, W24 . 
With complete symmetry, WI20 degenerates to 90 , hence in subroutine
 
COMSYM V 20 is bypassed for fully symmetric calculations.
 
The user may input the 	order of selection of the equations used in equation (9) 
if desired. 
In the DOQ computer code, the values of pi and symmetry conditions are read 
in. The values of 7. may be read in if desired, but, in general, they should not be input. 
The code will set v equal to for all i.
 
It is now desirable to define how many equations are required by the DOC
 
computer code for a given order of angular quadrature with a given symmetry condition. 
Table A-5 shows, for a given qudrture order and given summetry condition, how many 
simultaneous equations are required for equation (9). The maximum index that appears in 
a given point diagram indic4tes the number of equations that are required. To illustrate, 
=consider n= 2. Then P is the single equation to be solved. When n = 4, there are1 
three weights and three equations with no symmetry: 
* 0,0" PI'+ P2 p P12 = 22 
+(13) 	 * 2,0: P P22 +P 3p 1 2 1/3
 





POINT DIAGRAM FOR VARIOUS QUADRATURE 
































































































Given the direction pi and 71., the above set of simultaneous, independent
 
equations can be solved for three point weights. The above development also includes
 
the half-symmetric and the completely symmetric case as well. Equation (13) can be
 
rewritten in matrix notation(5)as follows:
 
(14) 	 1 1 1: PI" 
22 k
1 X 	 P2 1/3P12I 
77 2 71 2 P3 1/3 
1 1 1 
or simply 
(15) 	 AX=B 
There are many ways to solve equation (15). The method used in the DOD 
computer code is an iterative scheme using a direct Gaussian elimination solution and is 
contained in the subroutines ISUDS ( 6) and ISIMEQ. 
The solution algorithm requires that: 
(16) 
"m m 
Xi+l x where i+I is the present iteration and x is 
m? 
 < ESP the mth element in X 
X.
 
Inthe DOQ computer code, ESP has been set at 1.0'x 1'09 which is believed 
sufficiently precise for application to quadrature weight calculations. 
Finally, the gamma function, ['( a), defined by: 




and used in equation(9 ) had to be evaluated. In the original version of the code, the gamma 
function subroutine was obtained from the system tape; however, this subroutine does not 
exist on all computer system tapes. It was decided to use the IBM Scientific Subroutine 
Package report to solve equation (17). The recursion relation and polynomial approximation 
method was chosen and a maximurm relative error of 1.0 x 10- 9 was selected for the con­
vergence criteria. Because the evaluation of equation (9) yields the fractions given in 
equation (10), checkout of the accuracy of the gamma function calculation was stroight­
forward. 
The jth initial direction cosines are calculated from the input set of P. values 
using the relation: 22 




i =n-l, j=2 
i=n, j=1 
After the point weights are calculated, the distribution and tabulation of 
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THE ADOQ CODE 
The importance of accurately predicting the nuclear radiation environment and 
radiation transport external to a nuclear reactor system has necessitated the development of 
asymmetric quadrature techniques for use in"discrete ordinate transport analyses. These 
two-dimensional, transport theory techniques have significantly reduced "ray effects" ( 1) 
and -have provided increased angular resolution of the spatially attenuated nuclear subsystem 
leakage spectrum. When conventional symmetric quadrature transport techniques are used 
to calculate the radiation transport through low-scattering mediaL or voids, "ray effects" 
are observed with low order quadratures. These "my effects," or anomalous computational 
result , are due to the discrete representation of the angular variable in discrete ordinate 
transport theory approximations and predict preferential radiation streaming along the 
discrete directions of angulal quadrature chosen. 
Accurate angular resolution of the spatially attenuated leakage spectrum at loca­
tions far removed from the nuclear system is also important in the prediction of neutron ther­
malization in local media for the calculation of secondary'gamma ray sources. 
Analytical radiation transport techniques have been developed to satisfy both of 
these requirements. The method consists of 1) the development(2 ) of asymmetric quadrature 
data using the DOQ and ADOQ computer codes to achieve a high degree of angular reso­
lution along the axis and in the solution plane of interest; 2) the modification of the DOT 
two-dimensional, discrete ordinate transport code to use these data; and 3) the develobment 
and coding of the MAP code to reconstruct the angular and energy dependence of the 
neutron or photon flux as a function of position external to the nuclear system using the 
reactor surface angular fluxes from the DOT code as input data. 
In addition, techniques in the MAP code for processing asymmetric quadrature data 
at the reactor surface and pro'viding asymmetric quadrature angular flux at the surface of a 
succeeding DOT problem of-a medium separated from the reactor have been developed. 
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A particular set of asymmetric quadrature data generated by the ADOQ code has 
been successfully used which provides a polar angular resolution on the order of one degree 
between 0 and 17. 5 degrees, contains an S10 Gaussian quadrature from 17.5 to 90 degrees, 
and contains a completely symmetric S6 quadrature from 90 to 180 degrees. In addition, 
azimuthal angle resolution is asymmetric in the polar angle from 0 to 17. 5 degrees. The 
MAP code, using the asymmetric quadrature surface angular flux tape from the DOT-IIW 
code, performs a rapid numerical integration over the visible surface of the reactor system 
and provides inverse square attenuation to obtain the angle-energy relationship of the flux 
at locations external to the nuclear system. 
The ADOQ code is a technique for 1) combining asymmetric quadrature data with 
symmetric quadrature data in one hemisphere of the unit Sn sphere, 2) adjusting the level 
weights of the last asymmetric level to match the symmetric level, and 3) verifying the 
various relationships these data must satisfy. 
B.I COMPUTER CODE SYNOPSIS 
1. 	 Name: ADOQ (1) (Asymmetric Discrete Ordinate Quadrature) 
2. 	 Computer: The code is designed for the UNIVAC-1108 
3. 	 Nature of Physical Problem Solved: The ADOQ code prepares asymmetric 
quadrature sets with a high density of.direction cosines along the Z-axis for use in 
R-Z DOT-OIW calculations. 
4. 	 Method of Solution: The ADOQ code 1) combines asymmetric quadrature data 
with symmetric quadrature data in one hemisphere of the unit Sn sphere 2) adjusts 
the level weights of the last asymmetric level to match the symmetric leve!, and 
3) verifies the various relationships these data must satisfy. 
5. 	 Restrictions on the Complexity of the Problem: Up to 200 discrete directions may 
be input in the symmetric hemisphere data; up to 100 discrete directions may be 
input in the asymmetric portion of the asymmetric hemisphere; and up to 500 total, 
discrete directions may be computed. If these maximum values become limiting, 






6. 	 Typical Running Time: Seven, stacked cases required approximately 20 CPU 
seconds 	on the UNIVAC-1108 computer. 
7. 	 Unusual Features of the Program: The code performs quadrature data checks 
usually encountered in discrete ordinates transport codes. Running time is 
minimal. 
8. 	 Related and Auxiliary Programs: The DOQ 0 ) code may be used to generate the 
symmetric quadrature data. Output from the ADOQ code may be used in the 
DOT-IIW, two-dimensional, discrete ordinates transport code.. 
9. 	 Status: The code is inproduction use at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). 
-	 Users at MSFC load the code from a disk or tape with control cards followed by 
the user's input data. 
10. 	 References: 1. R. G. Soltesz, R. K. Disney, J.Jedruch, and S., L. Zeigler, 
WANL-PR(LL)-034, Volume 5, "Two-Dimensional, Discrete 
OrdinatesTransport Techniques, August 1970. 
11. 	 Machine Requirements: The ADOQ code is in production at MSFC on the 
UNIVAC-1108 with 65 K core storage locations. The program requires only 15 K 
decimal locations. Only the standard, input, output, and punch, disks are required. 
12. 	 Programming Language Used: The code is written in standard, USASI FORTRAN-IV. 
13. 	 Operating System or Monitor Under Which Program is Executed: The ADOQ code 
is operational- 6nder the EXEC8 Monitor System. 
14. 	 Othe" Programming or Operatin'g Information or Resttictions: None 
15. 	 Name and Establishment of Authors: 
R. K. Disney and R. G. Soltesz 
Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory 
P. 0. Box 10864 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15236 
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B.2 INPUT DATA DESCRIITION 
Input data for the ADOQ code are prepared in either of two standard, FORTRAN 
formats. Integer data are input in a "right adjusted"* (112) FORTRAN format; floating, 
point (or real) data are input ina (6D12.5) FORTRAN format.. The input instructions are 
described in 'Table B-1. 






ADOQ COMPUTER CODE INPUT INSTRUCTIONS 
Card Variable Format Description 
1" NAZ 3112 Number of p angles per Ilevel in the asymmetric portion 
of the asymmfietric hemisphere (Enter an even integer) 
NPL. Number of 17levels in the asymmetric portion of the asym­
metric hemisphere 
NDR Enter a zero 
2 NQI 112 Quadrature order in the asymmetric hemisphere (6, 8710, 
12,... S6, 58, 210, S1 , etc.) 
3 AM 6D12.5* Symmetric Discrete Ordinate Quadrature Direction 
Cosines, 4m, NQI*(NQ1 + 4)/2 values 
4 AE 6D12.5 Symmetric Discrete Ordinate Quadrature Direction 
Cosines, rm, NQI*(NQ1 + 4)/2 values 
5 AW 6D12.5 Symmetric Discrete Ordinate Quadrature Weights, Win, 
NQI*(NQ1 + 4)/2 values. 
.6 NQ2 112 Quadrature order in*the symmetric hemisphere (6, 8, 10, 
12, .... S6, S8, S10, S12, etc.) 
7 BM 6D12.5 Symmetric Discrete Ordinate Quadrature Direction 
Cosines, pm NQ2*(NQ2 + 4)/2 valued 
8 BE 6D12.5 Symmetric Discrete Ordinate Quadrature Direction 
Cosines.nm, NQ2*(NQ2 + 4)/2 values 
9 BW 6D12.5 Symmetric Discrete Ordinate Quadrature Weights, Win, 
NQ2*(N.Q2 + 4)/2 values 
10 XE 6D'12.5 Asymmetric Quadrature Direction Cosines, rim,.witkin, 
the first symmetric quadrature direction cosine level (NPL 
values) in the asymmetric hemisphere 
11 XW 6D12.5 Asymmetric Quadrature Weights, Win, within the firit 
symmetric quadrature direction cosing level (NPL values) 
in the asymmetric hemisphere 
* If quadrature data are punched in a FORTRAN (6F12. 9) format, as provided by the 





ADOQ COMPUTER CODE INPUT INSTRUCTIONS 
Card. Variable Format Description 
12 XA 6D12.5 Location, in degrees, of the angles within the q level. 
XA entries must be between 180. 0 and 0. 0 degrees 
(NAZ values) 
13 DXA 6D12.5 Angular width, in degrees, of the angles within the 
level. The DXA entries must sum to 180. 0 (NAZ values) 
This concludes the required input data forone calculation; stacked cases may be input 





B.3 PROBLEM SETUPINFORMATION 
B.3. 1 Tape Assignments 
The ADOQ code uses only three tapes (or disks). These are: 
Tape 5 -Input Data 
Tape 6 - Printed Output 
Tape 7 - Punched Output 
No scratch tapes or data tapes are required. 
B.3.2 Running Time 
The ADOQ code requires very little computer time. As an example, seven stacked 
cases of input data were input to the ADOQ code. The total number of space angles per 
set ranged from 80 to 146 angles. The resulting 14 sets of quadrature data were obtained in 
21.0 Central Processor Unit (CPU) seconds on the MSFC UNIVAC-1108 computer. Compile 
time was also included -in the 21 seconds. Approximately 900 punched cards of quadrature. 
data were obtained from this calculation. 
B.3. 3 Error Messiges 
Because of the simplicity of the code and the input data requirements, no pro­
grammed error messages were included. The user may encounter UNIVAC-1108 System error 
messages, however. One of the more frequent messages is "The Interpretation of Meaning­
less Input Was Attempted." 
This message,usually implies the input data are out of order, or of the improper 
number required. 
B.3. 4 Limitations 
Fixed dimensiong have been assigned to the dimensional variables in the ADOQ 
code. The limitations are as follows: 
Maximum Number 
of Va Iues Variable 
200 AM, AE,AW, BM, BE, BW 
100 XE, XW, XA, DXA 
500 DM, DE, DW (These variables are output data 
arid include both hemispheres) 
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. If these maximum values become limiting, only one DIMENSION statement in 
the FORTRAN program has to be consistently changed to alleviate the limitation. 
The routine checks printed with each quadrature data calculation provide some 
indication of the accuracy or precision of the ADOQ code calculation. 
B. 3.5 Sample Problem Input 
A typical sample problem input listing is given in Table B-2 to assist 
the user in preparing the input data. The actual computer printout from this. calculation is 
included in Section B. 4. 1. 
B. 4 DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT 
B.4. 1 Printed Output 
Printed output from the sanple problem given in Section B. 3.5 is given in Table B-3. 
The first set of quantitites printed out are the N PL input values of XE and XW, and 
the respective polar-angle limits in degrees and radians. The second set of quantities 
printed out are the quadrature checks described in Section B. 6 for each hemisphere. The 
final values of pj, ) , and W are listed next. The values are listed in column form in the 
order that they are punched on cards. The code then reverses the geometry 180 degrees 
and repeats the calculation. The quadrature checks and the quadrature data in the inverted 
geometry are then printed out. If only one case of input data was provided, the calcula­
tion would then terminate at this point. 
B.4.2 Punched Output 
Punched output from the ADOQ code consists of the following: 
1. 	 A 7U card with a 7 punched in Column 2 and a U punched in 
Column 3, 
2. 	 The direction cosines, pm , in an (6F12. 9) -FORTRAN format, 
3. 	 The direction cosines, 7m, in an (6F12. 9) FORTRAN format, 





SAMPLE PROBLEM CARD INPUT 





















-1.48874E-01 1.48874E-01 4.33395E-01 6.79410E-01 8.65063E-01-9.88856E-01
 
-9.739072-OL-B.65C63E-O1-6.79410E-01-4.33395E-O1-1.48874E-O1 1.48874E-01 












9.73907E-01 9.73907E-01 8.65063E-01 8.65063E-01 8.65063E-01 8.65063E-01 
8.65063E-01 6.79410E-01 6.79'10E-01 6.79410E-01 6.794LOE-01 6.794102-01 
6.79410E-01 6.79410E-01 4.33395E-01 4.33395E-01 4.33395E-01 4.33395E-01 
4.33395E-01 4.33395E-01 4.33395E-01 4.33395E-01 4.33395E-01 1.48874E-01 
1.48874E-01 1.48874E-01 1.48874E-01 1.488.74E-01 1.48874E-01 1.48874E-01 
1.48874E-01 1.48874E-01 1.48874E-0L 1.48874E-01 
0. 1.66678E-02 1.66678E-02 0. 2.44419E-02 1.29209E-02 
'l.29209E-02 2.44419E-02 0. 2.70111E-02 8.54983E-03 1.92106E-02 
1.92106E-02 8.54983E-03 2.70111E-02 0. 2.44419E-02 8.54983E-03
 
2.74683E-02 6.85661E-03 6.85661E-03 2.74683E-02 8.54983E-03 2.44419E-02
 
0. 1.66676E-02 1.29209E-02 1.92106E-02 6.856612-03 1.82251E-02 
1.82251E-02 6.8566LE-03 1.92106E-02 1.29209E-02 1.66678F-02 0. 
1.66678E-02 1.66678E-02 0. 2.44419E-02 1.29209L-02 1.29209L-02 
2.44419E-02 0. 2.7011IE-02 8.54983E-03 1.q2106E-02 1.92106E-02 
8.54983E-03 2.70111E-02 0. 2.44419E-02 8.54983E-03 2.74683E-02
 
6.85661E-03 6.85661E-03 2.74683E-02 8.54983E-03 2.44419E-OZ 0.
 
1.66678E-02 1.29209E-02 1.92106E-02 6.85661E-03 1.82251E-02 1'.82251E-02
 






2.38619E-01 6.61209E-uk 9.32470E-O1-3.61249E-01-2.38619E-01 2.38619E-01 
-7.50201E-01-6.61209E-0I-2.386196-0 2.38619E-01 6.61209E-0I-9.71113E-01 




-Z.38619E-01-2.38619E-O1-2.38619-01 9.32470E-01 9.32470E-01 9.32470E-01
 
6.61209F-01 6.61209E-01 6.61209E-01 6.61209&-01 6.61209E-01 2.38619E-01
 
TABLE B-2 (Continued) 
2.38619E-01 2.38619E-01 2.38619E-01 2.38619E-01 2.36b19E-01 2.38619E-CI
 
0. 4.28311E-02 4.2831L2-02 0. 5.52387E-02 3.49517E-02 
3.49517E-02 5.52387E-02 0. 4.283112-02 3.49517E;02 3.91956E-02 
3.91956E-02 3.49517E-02 4.283t1E-02 0. 4.28311E-02 4.28311E-02 
0. 5.52387E-0Z 3.49517E-02 3.49517E-02 5.52387E-02 0.
 
4.2831!E-02 3.49517E-02 3.91956E-02 3.9195oE-02 3.49517E-02 4.2831IE-02
 
0.999689504 0.998364376 0.995981843 0.992543900 0.988054126 0,982517263S96-ETA
 
0.975939174 0.968326826 0.959688291 0.950032718 0.939370340 0.927712457S96-ETA
 
0.000796792 0.001853961 0.002910732 0.003964554 0.005014203 O.006058546S96-WTS
 
0.00709647 0.008126877 0.004148671 0.010160770 0.011162102 0.01215L605S96-WTS
 
179.0 L62.5 120.0 60.0 17.5 1.0 S-124
 






































































































TABLE B-3 (Continued) 
QUADRATURE CHECKS FOR ASYMMETRIC SET
 
SUM OF WO*S...9e.. 4,999995600000D-01
 
SUM OF WOOS*MUOS. 2.610548440765D-15
 
SUM OF WOOS*ETA*S. -2o5164258863560D01
 
1,66 9 49 5693 624D-01
SUM OF WO*HU*O2ooo 

QUADRATURE CHECKS FOR SYMMETRIC SET
 
SUM OF WOOS*.2 o 4.9999980000000D01 
SUM OF WOS;mU;4S. 6:3108872417680-30 
SUM OF WOOS*ETAiS, 2o544733776804D-01 
SUM OF WO*MU*02.. 1,666665875157o.01 
MODIFIED QUADRATURE DATA
 
NO. MU ETA 

I .-. 0249177?? -,999689504 

2 .024913982 -;999689504 





S .012458888 -.999689504 
6 .023764506 -.999689504 
.024913982 -.999689504 
-.057111433 -!99B3b4376 
9. -.057162725 -.998364376 

14 -.054525365 -.998364376 

11 -.028585716 -.998364376 

12 .028585716 -,998364376 

13 *054525365 -.9983643?6 

14' .057162725 -.998364376 

15 -,089555393 -,995981843 

16 -.089541753 -.995981843 

11 -.085410496 -.995981843 

la -.044777696 -.995981843 

19 .044777696 -,995981843 

20 *085410496 -995981843 
2L .089541753 -(995981843 
22 -.121887680 -.992543900 
23 -.121869116 -,992543900 
24 ".116246347 -.?92543900 
25 -.060943840 -.992543900 
26 .060943840 -.992543900 
27 .116246347 -.992543900 
28 *121869116 -;992543900 
29 -.154107249 -.988054126 
30 -.154083777 -.988054126 
31 -.1469r469% -;988054126 

32 -.077053624 -.988054126 

.33 .077053624 -.988054126 

34 .146974695 -.988054126 

35 .154083777 -.988054126 

36 -.186171501 -.982517263 

3? -.186143147 -.982517263 

38 -.17755491T -.982517263 

39 -.093085751 -.982517263 

40 .093085751 -.982517263 

41 .177554917 -.982517263 

42 .1R6243147 -.982517263 

43 ,.21804e951 -.975939174 















































































































































































































































































































































































93 .*433395000 -.433395000 
 o027468300
 




















































111 -.238619000 .932470000 .042831100
 






114 -.661209000 .661209000 .055238700
 
115 -.238619000 *661209000 .034951700
 












120 -.661209000 .238619000 .034951700
 
121 -.23R619000 .238619000 .039195600
 









TABLE B-3 (Continued) 
QUADRATURE CHECKS FOR ASYMMETRIC SET
 
SUM OF WOOSo.... 4 9 999
. 95600000-D01
SUM OF WOASOMUS4; 2,61U54844 0765D-15
SUM OF WO#S*ETA*S, 2.51642SB86356D0o1
 
SUM OP WOQMU**2..0 
 1.669495693624O01
 
QUADRATURE CHECKS FOR SYMMETRIC SET
 
SUM OF WOOS~*eo-0 
 , 4,99999800000OD-01
 
SUM OF Wo#S*MUS;; 603108872417680-30
 
SUM OF WOOS0ETAOS. 
-2.549733776804D-01
 




TABLE B-3 (Continued) 
MODIFIED GUADRATURE DATA 
NO, MU ETA WEIGHT 
1 -361249000 -.9324?0000 0.000000000 
2 -.230619000 -.9324Tooo .042831100 
3 .238619000 e.9324?0000 .042831100 
4 -,50201000 -e661209000 0.000000000 













9 -.971113000 -,238619000 0.000000000 









13, 238619000 .+238619000 *039195600 
1 :661209000 -.238619000 :034951700 
15 932470000 ..23A619000 . .042831100 
161_ -.024917777 -.024913992 .999609504.999689504 0.000000000.000004427 





















24 -.057162725 :998364376 *000010300 
25 .,05'4525365 .998364376 *000144197 
26 -,o28716 !998364376 .000308993 
2T .028585716 .998364376 .00030A993 




-.0b9555393 *998364376 .995981843 *000010300 0.000000000 
31 -.089541753 .,9959818643 .000016171 
32 -.085410496 .995981843 .000226390 
33 -.044777696 .995981843 .Ooo4As2 

































43 .1218b9116 .992543900 .000022025 













47 -.077053624 .988054126 .000835700 
48 .077053624 0988054126 *000835700 


















































63 .207951259" i75939174 .000551948 
64 .218009742 *975939174 .000039425 
65 -.249686111 .968326828 0.000000000 
66. 

























































































TABLE B-3 (Continued) 
91 .327033651 .939370340 .000897526 
92 .34285k082 .939370340 .000064109 
93 -.501663000 .865063000 0.000000000 
94 -,433395000 .865063000 .024441900 
95 -.148874000 *865063000 .012920900 
96 .148874000 .865063000 .012920900 
97 * 33395000 0865063000 -.024441900 
9$ -,733759000  .679410000 0.000000000 
99 -.619410000 .679410000 .02roilloo 
.100 -.43339S000 .679410000 .008549830 
101 -.148874000 t679410000 .0192O600 
102 .148874000 .679410000 .019210600 
103 .433395000 .679410000 .008549830 
104 *679410000 .679410000 .027011100 
105 -.901204000 433395000 0.000000000 









1o9 -.148874000 .433395000 .006856610 
110 .148874000 .433395000 .006856610 
ill .43339b000 .433395000 .027468300 
112 .679410000 .433395000 *008549830 
10 113 .865003000 .433395000 .024441900 
114 -.9888560oo .148874000 0.000000000 
115 -.973907000 .148874000 .016667800 
116 -.865063000 .148(r4000 .012920900 
117 -.679410000 !148874000 .019210600 
118 -.431395000 .148874000 .0068d6610 
119 -.148874000 .148874000 .018225100 
120 .148874600 .148874000 o01225100 
121 .433395000 !148874000 .006856610 
122 .679410000 .148874000 .019210600 
123 .865063000 .1488T4000 '.012920900 
124 .973907000 .148874000 .016667800 
5. 	 A 6U card 
6. 	 The corresponding weights, Win, in an (6F12. 9) FORTRAN format, 
7. 	 A T card. 
The data are provided with the asymmetric hemisphere in the -77- direction. 
Following these data, the calculation is repeated with the resulting punched output con­
taning the asymmetric hemisphere data in the +1i - direction. 
8.5 PROGRAM LOGIC 
The ADOQ code consists of a main program of approximately 180. FORTRAN cards 
.and no subroutines. The calculational procedure is straightforward as follows: 
1. 	 All of the input data are read into core, 
2. 	 The polar angle limits of the asymmetric data are calculated, 
3. 	 The discrete direction data in the asymmetric region are calculated, 
4. 	 The initialization directions in the as'ymmetric region are calculated, 
5. 	 The last interval weight of the asymmetric region is adjusted to 
match the symmetric region data, 
6. 	 The azimuthal direction data in the asymmetric region are calculated, 
7. 	 The weights in the asymmetric. region~are calculated, 
8. 	 The opposite hemisphere, symmetric data are placed in the output 
data arrays, 
9. 	 Quadrature consistency checks are made in each hemisphere, 
10. 	 The final quadrature data are punched on cards and printed, and 
11. 	 The calculation is repeated, reversing the geometry 1800, starting 
with item 2 above. 
B.6 METHOD OF SOLUTION 
An angular flux, as computed by the DOT code, has a Pm, q m, and Wm associated 
with it such that: 
Pm2 + qm2 + 4m2 1.0(1) 
The weight, Win, represents the fractional area on the unit sphere such that: 






In the ADOQ code, the area between '?U and '?L as shown in Figure B-1 is 
asymmetrically divided into NPL areas with respect to the '1-axis. Each n7-level is tken 
An S96 Gaussian Quadrature, (3 ,4)subdivided into NAZ areas with respect to the p- axis. 

for example, could be specified for the area between 7U and 'IL. The remainder of the
 
hemisphere could be specified with an $io Gaussian Quadrature. The opposite hemisphere
 
could-contain any desired syrnmetric quadrature data.
 
In matching the last level asymmetric data, '7L, with the symmetric data, the 
weight of the last asymmetric level, WA, is adjusted such that: 
(3) wt AWMS W= 
AWhere WL are the input parameters, XW. The code then proportions the individual 
level weights within the asymmetric portion of the hemisphere by the equation: 
=(4) WA WA . Agm 
m I 
Where Agm are the input parameters, DXA. 
The ADOQ code first computes and punches on cards the complete quadrature data 
for input to the DOT-IIW code and then rotates the geometry 180 degrees and repeats the 
computations. 
The final computation performed by- the ADOQ code consists of computing: 
(5) SW = Iwm 
SW should approach 0.5 in each hemisphere. 
(6) SM = MHm 







Note: 1. One octant of the unit sphere is shown. 
2. 	 The areas on the sphere are illustrated as rectangles, but are really 
contiguous areas of varied form, 




(7) SE = m
 
SE in the =+7 - hemisphere should be equal to SE in the -q - hemisphere.
 
(8) SJ =ZFwm Pm2 
SJ should approach 1/6 in each hemisphere. This concludes the computations 
performed by t!,e ADOQ code. 
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COMPUTER CODE SYNOPSIS 
1. 	 Name: MAP ( ' ) (Multigroup Angulat Flux Program) 
2. 	 Computer: The code is operational on the following three, computer systems: 
1. CDC 6600, at Westinghouse Telecomputer Center with the Scope 3.2 Monitor 
System 
2. IBM 360/75, at Westinghouse Telecomputer Center with Release 18 of the 
IBM 360 Monitor System 
3. UNIVAC 1108, at MSFC with the EXEC 8 Monitor System 
3. 	 Nature of Physical Problem Solved: MAP solves for the last flight radiation trans­
port in an r, z, 0 geometry. The MAP code solves for the nuclear radiation trans­
port to a detector surface from an energy-and angular-dependent surface source 
defined by the surface leakage data of a DOT-IIW( 2 ) (or DOT) (3 ) discrete ordinate 
transport solution in r, z geometry. During the numerical integation over the surface 
source, 	 the radiation transport can be through a void or, at option, radiation trans­
port through a three-dimensional geometry described by intersecting quadratic sur­
faces can be solved. Uncollided energy-and angular-dependent, neutron or photon 
flux results at a detector plane are provided with the optional use-of buildup factor 
techniques to estimate multiple scattering of photons available. Cross section data 
for use in the radiation transport can be obtained from 1) internal -calculations of 
point value data from Klein-Nishina relationships and tables for photons, or 2) input 
values of macroscopic cross sections for materials in zones. General discrete ordi­
nate quadrature data can be used as surface source input with two techniques avail­
able to calculate the angular-dependent source data from discrete ordinate data. 
4. 	 Method of Solution: A variable-interval numerical integration technique is used 
to integrate the visible surface angular leakage flux at each detector point. Energy 
dependence is treated as the multigroup data supplied to the code. The code is 
applicable to neutron, photon, or coupled neutron-photon analysis; the numerical 
integration accuracy is dependent upon the input discrete ordinate data. 
ix 
5. - Restrictions on the Complexity -ofthe Problem: The MAP code uses corhplete, 
flexible dimensioning to facilitate dynamic core storage allocation at execution 
time and during various phases of the calculation; Because of the use of a 
flexible dimensioning technique foreachairray, 'duting a specific phase of the 
calculation, no size restriction isimposed for a-given array. The only restriction 
isthe size of the sum of all array storage required during .6 specific phase of the 
calculation. The required,storage size for a given problem may be exactly computed 
as indicated in the documentation. In using the code on the CDC 6600, the total 
amount of cord storage for a given problem may'be specified at executibn time. 
For the IBM 360/75 and UNIVAC 1108 computers, the size of BLANK COMMON 
must-be compiled with a fixed dimension in'the main subroutine. 
6. 	 Typical Running Time: Running time requirements for the CDC-6600 Version of 
'the MAP code can be approximated by the following rel'ti6nshtp: 
t .(seconds CPU) no. of source-to-detector-point calculations 
250 to 600 calculations/second ' 
7. 	 Unusual Features of the Code: The code employs the' r, z geometry'discr'ete 
ordinate transport leakage angular flux data from the DOT-IIW (or DOT) code to 
calculate neutron and'phoion transport in a void'br in apurely attenuating 
geometry to provide energy and angular dependent data. at a detector surface. 
- The coupling of DOT-IIW calculations through voids is handled by the MAP dode. 
8. 	 Related and Auxiliary Codes: Photon absorption cross sections may be supplied by 
a GAMLEG-W (4 ) library tape. Discrete ordinate transport angular leakage flux 
data are supplied by the DOT-IIW (or DOT) code as the scalar flux output tape. 
9. 	 Status: The code is in production use at WANL on a CDC 6600 computer with 
additional development being devoted to increase the codes usefulness. Users at 
WANL-Ioad the code from disk or tape with control cards supplied by the user. 
10. 	 References: 1. R. K. Disney, R. G. Soltesz, S. L. Zeigler,- J. Jedruch, WANL­
TME-2706, 'Code Description and User's'Manual for the MAP 




2. 	 R. G. Soltesz, R. K. Disney, and G.Collier, WANL-TME-1982, 
"'User's Manual for the DOT-IIW Discrete Ordinates Transport 
Computer Code", December 1969. 
3. 	 F. R. Mynatt, F. J.Muckenthaler, and P. N. Stevens, CTC­
INF-952, "Development of Two-Dimensional Discrete Ordinates 
Transport Theory for Radiation Shielding", August 1969. 
4. 	 R. G. Soltest, R. K. Disney, and S. L. Zeigler, WANL-PR(LL)­
034, Volume 3, "Cross Section Generation and Data Processing 
Techniques", August 1970. 
11. 	 Machine Requirements: The MAP code is in production at WANL on 65K and 
131K CDC 6600 computers. The source program requires 22K decimal'locations; 
the remaining locations are used for problem data storage. Up to six tape or 
disk devices are required in addition to input output, and punch disks. 
12. 	 Programming Language Used: The MAP code is written in standard USASI FORTRAN-
IV. With minor change the code can be used on the CDC 6600, IBM 360/75, or 
UNIVAC 1108 computers. 
13. 	 Operating System or Monitor Under Which Program is Executed: The. MAP code 
is operational under the CDC 6600 SCOPE 3.2 Monitor Sstem, the IBM 360/75 
Release 18 Monitor System and the UNIVAC 1108 EXEC8 Monitor System. 
14. 	 Other Programming or Operating Information or Restrictions: None. 
15. 	 Name and Establishment of Authors: 
R. K. Disney, R. G. Soltesz, J. Jedruch and S. L. Zeigler 
Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory 
-P.O. Box 	10864 







The MAP code is a radiation transport code employing point kernel techniques 
with a mulitgroup angular dependent surface source. The surface source geometry is the 
cylindrical surface defined by a DOT-IIW 1 (or DOT-il) 2 discrete ordinate transport Code 
problem. Angular-and energy- dependent surface source data are obtained from the DOT-IIW 
(or DOT) code on magnetic tape and processed by the MAP code to provide flux and response 
data at a surface detector. The capability of the code includes: 
0 Two techniques of treatingsymmetric quadrature, discrete ordinate transport 
angular-dependent, leakage fluxes to provide a continuous variation of 
flux with angle. 
* Techniques to use generalized quadrature; discrete ordinatd transport, 
angular-dependent leakage fluxes (including asymmetric sets) at both the 
source surface and detector surface, 
* Techniques to produce ragnetic-data tapes of angular-dependent flux 
data for use as boundary source input into subsequent discrete ordinate 
transport problems, and 
* Techniques to calculate the uncollided radiation and estimates of 
collided radiation (using point kernel techniques) reaching detector 
surfaces in a geometry described by inte'rsecting quadratic surfaces. 
In addition to the calculation capabilities provided in the MAP code, the use 
of complete flexible dimensionting and the input data capability of the FIDO subroutine used 
in ANISN-W, DOT-IIW, and SCAP provides a code which is flexible and easy to use. 
The MAP code, with the capabilities described above, is an integral part of an automated, 
radiation transport, calculation capability which uses discrete ordinate transport techniques 
as an integral part of an overall radiation analysis procedure. The linkage of MAP to other 
analysis procedures by magnetic tape or punched data cards is illustrated in Figute 1-1. 
MAP provides techniques which circbmvent- the use of discrete ordinate transport-codes in 
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Radiation Transport Methods 
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in areas where "ray effects"(Reference 3) due to discrete direction angular flux solutions 
produce anamalous -results and provides for extended use of the discrete ordinate transport 
technique. MAP provides this capability without using high ordets of angular quadrature 
or conventional symmetric quadrature techniques in discrete ordinate transpdrt codes. 
The logic used in performing the geometry-, angular-, and energy-dependent cal­
culations is described in Section 2:0. Input data requirements for the use of the MAP code are 
described in Section 3.0; detailed user information describing the input is,contained in 
'Section 4.0. A description of thb job setup for the CDC 6600 version-of the MAP code, and 
a sample problem input (including a listing of the DOT-IIW input data deck used to generate 
the MAP input magnetic tape required for the sample problem) is described in 'Section 5.0. 
A description of the sample problem printed output obtained from a MAP problem, and the 
use of the input.parameters, to control the detail of the output data is described'in Section 6.0. 
Section 7.0 describes the numerical procedures used in the, MAP code including the use of the 






2.0 CODE LOGIC 
The general code logic used in the principal MAP calculations is presented in 
this section. Extensive use of flexible dimensioning throughout the MAP code provides for 
the sequential use of the same computer core memory locations (i.e., sequential use of blank 
COMMON storage) to maximize the code capability with a minimum computer memory core 
size. 
Table 2-1 briefly defines the principal function of each subroutine 4n the MAP code 
and is presented to famniliarize the user with the overall capability of the MAP code. 
Calculational Procedure 
Figure 2-1 illustrates the overall code logic of the MAP code. At entry point A 
and logic Step 1, the MAP code data setup is initialized by the input of data sets I and 2 
described in Section 3.0. The next step performed is the setup of starting locations and 
maximum size of each input or calculated data array for each phase of the calculation. All 
data arrays are stored in BLANK COMMON using flexible dimensioning. The third step is 
the input of-data set 3 using the FIDO generalized input subroutine. Errors in input data (e.g., 
wrong number of pieces data) are noted by the FIDO routine; if input errors are encountered, 
the problem is terminated. The fourth step in MAP is the control of various phases of the 
calculation logic. The five principal calculation steps in each operation are contained in 
five seperate subroutines. A brief description of each principal subroutine is discusse.d in 
later paragraphs. Control of the calculation logic is shown in Figure 2-1. The calculation 
subroutines ate called in the order of G.EOMI, GEOM2, GEOM3 (optional depending upon 
MAP input as described in Section 3.0), DOT, and RESP. Entry into each of these calculdtion -
subroutines reallocates the COMMON data storage to maximize the code flexibility. 
.COMMON data storage as well as magnetic-tape or disk file devices are used to link the 
various calculation subroutines. 
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OF MAP CODE SUBROUTINES 
Principal Function 
Reads problem specifications data, 
allocates core memory storage, reads 
source and detector surface data. 
Initializes geometry dependent source 
surface-detector surface calculation 
Calculates the geometry dependent 
source surface-detector surface data 
Calculates the energy and angular 
dependent detector response 
Calculates detector response data 
Prints two-dimensional floating point 
data arrays 
Calculates discrete ordinate angular­
quadrature related data 
Calculates Lagrangian interpolating 
coefficients and Legendre polynomials 
Generalized input data read routine 
Routine used to dump portions of blank 
common storage. 
Reads complex geometry. Performs 
complex geometry ray trace for each 
surface source point and detector point 
by energy group. 
Calculates the ambiguity indices of zone 
boundaries, i. e., the boundary surface 
relationship with the zone in the geome­




TABLE 2-1 (Continued) 
DESCRIPTION Of MAP.CODE SUBROUTINES 
Subroutine Name 	 Principal Function 
RAY 	 Performs line-of-sight ray trace through 
complex geometry described by inter­
secting quadratic surfaces. 
GAMX 	 Calculates the photon absorption and 
scattering cross sections at energy points
from library tape. 
SIGK 	 Calculates the photon scattering cross 
section at a photon energy using Klein-
Nishina equations for inelastic scattering 
of a photon with a free electron. 
BUILD 	 Calculates the multiple-scatter buildup 
factor based on the cubic polynomial 
approximation. 
AL 	 Performs an interpolation of data assuming 
a linear variation in the logarithm of the 
dependent and independent data. 
WOT8 	 Prints up to 8 one-dimensional, mixed, 
fixed-floating point data arrays of varia­
ble length. 
WIT 	 Prints two- o three-dimensional, fixed 
point data arrays. 
WOT 	 Prints two- or three-dimensional, floating 






Description of Priniipal Suboutines 
Calculations performed in each of the principal subroutines and/or subroutines 
used by these are described in the following paragraphs. 
GEOMI - performs the initial calculations on input data sets to provide data for 
subsequent calculations. 
A series of input data consistency checks are performed. The calculations per­
formed are the.definition of the source surface and detector surface data including the radial 
and axial mesh coordinates at both surfdces. Subroutine QUAD calculates the discrete 
ordinate angular quadrature related data for later use in defining the angular-dependent 
source. 
GEOM2 - calculates the energy-independent'source surface-to-detector surface 
data for each source point and detector point. The top or bottom and side surfaces are 
calculated separately. The data for each detector point are placed on magnetic tape or 
disk file. If the top, bottom, or side surface is not visible to a detector, no tape or disk 
record is written for subsequent use in subroutine DOT. A detailed description of the 
calculation logic of GEOM2 is given in Section 7.0. 
GEOM3 - an optional calculation step. This subroutine performs a last-flight 
transport calculation based on the use of point kernel techniques and the energy-and angular­
dependent leakage flux. The logic is similar to GEOM2 except that the energy-dependent 
depth penetration for each source'point-to-detector point is calculated. This energy­
dependent data (in units of mean free paths of material penetration) are stored on magnetic 
tape or disk file for subsequent use in subroutine DOT. Detailed descriptions of this 
subroutine logic are presented in Section 7.0. 
DOT - performs the calculations to provide energy-and angular-dependent data 
at the detector points on the detector surface. Geometry related data on magnetic tape 
or disk file (which were calculated in subroutine GEOM2 and GEOM3) are combined with 
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the discrete ordinate angular leakage flux data from DOT-IIW (or DOT-Il) to provide the 
desired results. These energy-and angular-dependent data are placed on magnetic tape or 
disk file at user option for use in subsequent DOT-IIW problems. 
The scalar flux data the detector surface are placed on magnetic tape for use in 
the calculation of detector response data in subroutine RESP. 
RESP - the last logical step in the MAP calculation logic. Calculations performed 
are the detector response for each set of input energy-dependent response data. Calculation 
of the detector response for each of the portions of the visible source surface is also performed. 
At the completion of the RESP subroutine calculation, code control is returned to the 






3.0 INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 
INPUT FORMAT 
The input data for the MAP code are divided into the following four data sets: 
1) Overall problem storage allocation,
 
2) Overall problem title and parameters,
 
3) Discrete ordinate transport, detector, and source data, and
 
4) Ray tracing geometry data.
 
The first data set is entered on a single formatted card which is the first physical 
card of each problem deck. The second data set consists of the title card and five cards of 
integer data on formatted cards in data fields of 12 columns each. This set of data is always 
required as input to a MAP problem and must be entered in the correct field of each card since 
a fixed FORTRAN format isused. 
All remaining input data sets (3 and 4) of a MAP problem are'written in one of 
three possible FORTRAN type formats. The integer data arrays (denoted by a dollar sign) 
must always be input in the standard MAP (FIDO)* format capability which consists of six 
fields of 12 columns in each field. Each field in the standard format is subdivided into three 
subfields as shown in Figure 3-1. Integer data must be entered as right adjusted** in the third 
subfield of each data field. Real data (denoted by a *, U, or V) may be entered in the 
standard MAP or one of two non-standard FORTRAN format capabilities. 
The non-standard WANL MAP input formats which are shown in Figure 3-1 are 
included for user convenience and can only be used for any real (floating point) data array. 
These non-standard formats cannot include any operation type (fill, skip, interpolate, repeat, 
etc.), but can include blank fields on c(card that cause the input routine to ignore the rest 
of the card; i.e., if the punched cross section data for a material includes 117 entries 
*FIDO is a generalized input routine capable of performing operations to prepare 
data arrays. This routine is standardized through the DOT-IIW, ANISN-W, and MAP codes. 
The FIDO subroutine was developed by W. W. Engle, Jr., ofUnion Carbine Corporation 
Nuclear Division, (Computer Technology Center), Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
**"right adjusted" means that the least significant digit of an integer number is at 
the extreme right of the field. c/6 
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(9 groups by 13 table positions), the set would be 19 full cards and a final card of three entries 
using the U format. MAP, using this non-standard capability, would skip the last three fields 
and commence reading at the first data field of the next card. 
In the standard MAP format, the second subfield may include one of the data type 
or operation type code letters. 
The following character may be entered: 
$, * U, V, R, I, T, S, F, A, +r -, Z, E, Q, N, M, W, X, or H. 
$ indicates the beginning of an integer (fixed point) array. The first subfield 
identifies the array. 
* indicates the beginning of a real (floating point) array. The first subfield 
identifies the array. 
U indicates the beginning of a real (floating point) array in the non-standard
 
format 6E12.5 and the data array beginning on the next physical card. The
 
first subfield identifies the array.
 
V indicates the beginning of a real (floating point) array in the non-standard
 
format 4 (1X, E16.9, IX). The first subfield identifies the array beginning on
 
the next physical card.
 
R indicates that the data contained in the third subfield are to be entered Rtimes
 
in succession. The first subfield defines the number of total successive entries
 
or Repeats (e.g., a 16R 1.0 enters 16 1.0's).
 
I indicates linear Interpolation between the data in the associated third subfield
 
and the following-third subfield. The first subfield defines the number of inter­




T indicates Termination of data reading for a particular subset of data. No
 
further data reading for a subset of data is attempted and the program proceeds
 
to the next subset and the next physical data card.
 
S indicates Skip. The first subfield defines the number of entries to be skipped.
 
The third subfield may contain the first entry following the skips (e.g., 15S 1
 
enters a 1 in the 16th word of an array).
 
F indicates that the remainder of the present array is to be ,Filled with the data 
entry in the third subfield. Any entry in the first subfield is ignored (e.g., F 1.0 
will enter a 1.0 for all entries in an array). 
A indicates Address modification. The next non-blank data entry is entered in 
the Nth location of the present array where N isan integer entry in the third 




+ or - indicates exponentiation. The data entry in the third subfield is multi­
plied by 1i-N where N is the entry in the first subfield. This option allows 
more significant digits if necessary. 
Z indicates the entry of Zeros. The integer entry in the first plus the third 
subfield indicates the number of successive zeros to be entered. (e.g., 1OZ 
enters 10 zeros, Z 20 enters twenty zeros, and 1OZ 20 enters 30 zeros). 
E indicates End array. This option skips to the end of an array without the need 
for specifying the number df skips. 
0 indicates sequence repebt. The integer entry in the first plus the third sub­
field indicates the number of previous entries to be repeated. 
N indicates inverted sequence repeat. This option is similar to the 0 option 
except that the previous entries are repeated in reverse order, (e.g., 0, 2, 4, 
2N enters 0, 2, 4, 4, 2). 
M indicates inverted sequence repeat except'that the signs of previous entries 
are reverse when they are repeated. 
W indicates the array identified by the first subfield will be read according to 
the format on the following card. 
X indicates the array identified by the first subfield will be read according to 
the last variable format read in. For example, 
3W Card 1 (remainder of card must be blank) 
(E 10.3) Card 2 (contains format only) 
3X 	 Card 3 (remainder of card must be blank) 
Card 4 through N (containthe data according to the 
specified format. No blank fields are allowed). 
H indicates the beginning of an alphanumeric descriptive title card array. Each 
card input in this manner isa separate 72 column title card. 
The following restrictions must be observed when writing input data for the MAP 
1) Floating point zeros must be written as 0. or 0.0; A . 0 or -0.0 in either the 
standard or non-standard format is not acceptable. 
2) Blanks are ignored and the reading of data commences on the next physical 
card for the non-standard format and on the next field after the blank field for the standard 
formats. 
3) If an I isspecified in any data field, the next data field may not be either 




4) The third subfield of a data field containg a $ or a * may contain any integer, 
N. The next data entry isassumed to be the (N + 1) th member of the array. Normally 
this third subfield is blank and is interpreted as zero. 
Integer data in the third subfield must be right adjusted. Floating point data 
may be written with or without an exponent and with or without a decimal point. If the 
decimal point is not included, it is assumed to be immediately to the left of the exponent 
field within the none -column subfield. If there is no exponent, the decimal point is assumed 
to be at the extreme right of the nine column subfieid. 
INPUT DATA INSTRUCTIONS 
This section describes the problem input data for the MAP code. Other sections 
present a more detailed description of the data presented here. The quantity in slashes 
represents the array dimension, or the number of pieces of data required, and the expression 
in braces is the condition requiring that array or set of arrays. Arrays or sets of arrays with 
the corresponding terminate (T) card which are not required should not be entered. If no 
condition is specified, the array is required. Note that a T card must follow the data 





1. 	 STANDARD: (6 (12, A], F9.0) 
CARD C OLUMNS 1 .2 131 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .11 12 1 3 14 15 [16 17 18 19 
DATA FIELD 
DATA TYPE 
OR OPERATION TYPE 
LDATA ARRAY IDENTIFICATION NO. OR NUMBER OF OPERATIONS 
2. 	 NON-STANDARD: (6E12.5), U DATA TYPE 
CARD COLUMNS. 1 23 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
V 	 -DATA FIELD 
3. 	 NON-STANDARD: (4 (IX, E16 9, IX), V DATA TYPE 
CARDCOLUMNSII 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9110 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18K91/ 	 I 
DATA FIELD 	 EXPONENT FIELD 
613359-IOB 
Figure 3-1. MAP (FIDO) Input Formats 
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DATA SET I - OVERALL, PROBLEM CORE MEMORY STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Card Format Column Variable Description 
112 1 - 12 ISIZE The number of core memory storage locations to be 
allocated for MAP problem data storage. On the 
Westinghouse CDC 6600 the value of ISIZE can be 
assigned as follows: 








On a computer with a fixed COMMON size require­ment, ISIZE is set by the size of the MAP COMMON 
size. 





OVERALL PROBLEM TITLE AND PROBLEM DATA (OPTIONS, CONTROL, 
and SIZE SPECIFICATION) 
Column Variable 	 Description 
1 - 72 TITLE 	 Problem description title 
Source Surface Specifications 
1 - 12 NRI 	 Number of radial mesh intervals in the discrete
 
ordinate transport problem (DOT-IIW or DOT
problem). 
13-24 NRK 	 Number of radial mesh intervals in the source surface 
integration. NRK specifies equal size intervals 
(equalAR). If NRK equal to 0, then the DOT-IIW 
radial mesh intervals are used 	in the integration. 
25 - 36' NZI 	 Number of axial mesh intervals in the discrete
 




37 - 48 NZK 	 Number of axial mesh intervals in the source surface 
integration. NZK spe4 ifies equal size intervals 
(equalAZ). If NZK equal to 0, then the DOT-IIW 
axial mesh intervals are used in the integration. 
49 - 60 NMU 	 Number of azimuthal mesh intervals in the source
 
surface integration on the top or bottom surface.
 
°intervals are used in the 0 -	 1800 range. 
61 -72 NMUS 	 Number of azimuthal mesh intervals in the source r-­
surface integration on the side surface. NMUS 
intervals are used in the 00 to g0 range where g 
is determined from the visible side surface. 
DATA SET 2 (CONTINUED)
 
Card Format Column Variable Description 
4 6112 Multigroup Angular Flux Parameters 
1 ­ 12 NGN Number of energy groups in problem. NGN must be 
less than or equal to the number of energy groups in 
the DOT-IIW or DOT problem. 
13 - 24 NPL PI scattering approximation used in the DOT-IIW or 
DOT problem which generated the input data tape of 
angular fluxes. 
25 ­ 36 NQI Number of discrete ordinate quadrature directions 
at the source surface. _(The DOT-IIW or DOT angular
flux data input to MAP oh magnetic tape). 
37 - 48 NQIU Number of.upward directed (positiven) discrete
ordinate quadrature directions at the source surface. (The DOT-IIW or DOT angular flux data input to 
MAP on magnetic tape)., 
49 - 60 NQJ Number of discrete ordinate quadrature directions 
at the detector surface. (The MAP output angular 
flux data inDOT-IIW1. 
61 - 72 NQJU Number of upward directed discrete ordinate 
quadrature directions (ptsitiveti) at the'detector 
surface. (The MAP output angular'flux data on 
magnetic tape for use i DOT-IIW). 
5 6112 Co-le 'logic and output 9ptions. 
1 -12 NIT Angular flux interpolation technique control. 
O-.No interpolation 
I- Single variable interpolation technique 
(&> 
Card Format Column 
DATA SET 2 (CONTINUED) 
Variable Description 
13 - 24 NPNH Tape and punched output data option 
0 - No punched card or magnetic tape output 
I - Scalar flux data at all detector points on the 
detector surface are punched on cards in a(6E12.5) format. Data are obtained for all 
points by groups for the total (sum of top orbottom and side), top or bottom, and side 
source surfaces. 
2 - Angular flux data at all detector points on
the detector surface by group are placed on 
magnetic tape for direct use as a boundary' 
source input tape to DOT-IIW. 
3 - Output data for NPNH=I and 2 are obtained 
'from problem. 
"a 25- 36 NPRT Printed output data option 




aIpu1t Data and 
Calculated Data for 
2 
3 
Problem Initialization.MAP Geometry Data 
'DOT-IIW or DOT source 
Cangular 4 
surface angular flux data 
MAP detector surface flux data 
5 MAP detector surface 
6 
scalar flux data and 
response data 
Detailed geometry data 
(large quantiFy for 
checkout only) 
DATA SET 2 (CONTINUED)
 
Card Format Column Variable Description 
Options 
-1 - Print Data Sets 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
0 - Print Data Sets 1, 2, 3,.4, 5 
I - Print Data Sets 1, 3, 4, 5 
2 - Print Data Sets 1, 4, 5 
3 - Print Data Sets 1, 5 
6 
6 6112 - Ray trace geometry input parameters. If NZN=O, 
no ray trace geometry data input is requ.ired and 
only void trading for the source surface to detector 
surface is performed. 
1 ­ 12 NZ Number of zones in ray trace geometry. 
NOTE: DOT-IIW or DOT cylindrical surface, 
which defines the MAP source surface, need not bedefined as a zone since ray traces are performed for 
outward directions. Dimensions of the source sur­
face in the ray trace geometry, if included, must 
not correspond to the DOT-IIW problem exterior 
surface or ray trace errors will occur. 
13 - 24 NE Number of component materials in component­
mixture table. If cross section data'(SIG) are input 
on cards, then NE= and NBA=O. 
25 ­ 36 NM Number of mixture materials in component­
mixture fable. If cross section data (SIG) are input 
on cards, then NM must correspohd to the number 
of sets of SIG; data. 
37 -48 NB Number of quadratic boundary surfaces in ray trace 
geometry. 
DATA SET 2 (CONTINUED) 
Card Format Column Variable Description 
49 - 60 NBA Cross Section Data Input Option 
0 - Input macroscopic cross sections for NM 
materials 
1 - Calculate cross sections (photon only) from 
library tape and internal calculations, library 
tape is mounted on Tape 12. 
61 - 72 MBT Multiple Scattering (buildup option) 
0 - Do not compute buildup factor in ray trace 
geometry material penetration 
N - Compute buildup factors in ray trace geometry 
using data set N as described in Table 3-1. 
7 6112 --­
1-12 NTSUR Detector surface geometry option 
I - Plane detector surface defined by a set of 
radial mesh lines describing radial mesh 
intervals at a constant axial dimension. 
Plane is normal to Z axis (i.e., DOT-IIW 
problem axis) and the midpoint of intervals 
define the detector points. 
Cangle, 
2 - Meridian ring detector surface defined by a 
set of angular mesh lines describing the an­
gular mesh intervals on a meridian ring. Mid­
point of intervals define detector points. 
Data are entered in the cosine of the polar 
cos a, where a is measured from the 
positive Z axis. 
3 - Cylindrical detector surface defined by a set 
of axial mesh lines describing axial mesh in­
tervals at a constand radial dimension. Surface 
is normal to the Raxis and the midpoints of 
intervals define the detector points. 
DATA SET 2 (CONTINUED) 
Card Format Column Variable Description 
4 - General detector surface defined by a set of 
radial (R)and axial (Z) detector point co­
ordinates. 
13- 24 NRJ Number of detector points or mesh ihtervals at the 
detector surface 
25 - 36 NAT Number of tagged surface areas on the top (or 
bottom) of the source surface area. A tagged surface 
area is a set of contiguous mesh intervals on the top, 
bottom or side source surface defined bj ftf*left-and 
right or bottom and top mesh interval numbers of the 
source surface area to be tagged. Results are pro­
vided for edch tagged surface area. 
37- 48 NAS Number of tagged surface areas on the side of the 
source surface area. (See description for NAT above) 
49 - 60 NRP Number of sets of response function data. ,At least 
one set of data, NRP.1, 
to function properly. 
must be input for the code 
8 6E12.5 Problem Normalization-and Detector Surface Data 
1 ­ 12 SCALE Scale or normalization factor for all output data. 
SCALE is a constant multiplier bpplied to all out­
put results ai6d can be used to provide absolute 
magnitude results. If SCALE is input as 0.0, then 
SCALE is set equal to 1.0. 
13,- 24 ZR 
' 
Detector (or coupling) pilane axial coordinate in 
reference to the first axial mesh line of-th DOT-IIW 
or DOT geometry model dimensions. INTSUR=1 
DATA SET 2 (CONTINUED) 
Card Format Column Variable Descdription, 
25 - 36 RZ Detector sphere (meridian ring) radius 1NTSUR2 
37 - 48 ZM Axial coordinate of the detector sphere (meridian 
ring) origin. The X and Y coordinates are assumed 
to be 0.0. {NTSUR=2f 
{NTSUR=3149 - 60 RL Detector cylinder radius 
TABLE 3-1
 
LIBRARY OF BIVARIANT POLYNOMIAL
 
DATA FOR GAMMA RAY BUILDUP COEFFICIENT EVALUATION
 






















*bt (lower) 0.0 for all data, where bt 
























is the mean free path 
Applicable Ranges 
EG (lower)- .EG(upper) 'bt(upper)* 
0.255 .10.0 20.0 
0.5 
15.0 
0.5 10.0 15.0 
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DATA SET 3 - SOURCE SURFACE, DISCRETE ORDINATE QUA)RATUREI DETECTOR SURFACE, 
AND RESPONSE DATA 
Data 
Array Type Variable Description 
* or U RI 	 Radial mesh line coordinates (centimeters) at the 
source surface. Data must be consistent with the 
DOT-IIW or DOT input data. /NRI+1 Values/ 
2 * or U ZI 	 Axial mesh line coordinates (centimeters) at the' 
source surface. Data must be consisthnt with the 
DOT -IIW or DOT input data. /NZI+1 Values/ 
3 * or U CTQ Azimuthal mesh line coordinates (degrees) defining 
cn the azimuthal mesh intervals on the top or bottom) 
source surface. NOTE: CTO(1)=0o and 
CTO(NMU+1)=180 0 . /NMU+ Values/ 
4 * or U 	 CSQ Azimuthal mesh line coordinates (degrees) defining 
the azimuthal mesh intervals on the.side source 
surface. NOTE: CSO(1)=00 . The code normalizes, 
the side surface mesh interval widths to the angular
-width of the visible side surface. 
5 $ 	 NTGT Tagged surface mesh interval numbers for the top (or 
bottom) surface. A set of 2 values of NTGT define
 
the left and right mesh intervals bounding a contigu­
ous set of mesh intervals for which the surface
 
integeal detector response will be calculated.
 
NTGT(1, 1) - NTGT (2, 1)define the first tagged
 
surface on top (or bottom) surface.
 
NTGT(1, 2) - NTGT (2,2) define the second tagged
 





8 or U 
10 * or U 
11 H 
12 * or U 
Ci 13 or U 
DATA SET 3 (CONTINUED) 
Variable 	 Description 
NTGS 	 Tagged surface mesh interval numbers-for the side 
surface. A set of 2 values of NTGS define thebottom and top mesh intervals bounding a contiguous 
set of mesh intervals for which the surface integral
detector response will be calculated. (See NTGT 
for details) 
BI 	 Discrete ordinate quadrature data at source surface 
describing the DOT-IIW (or DOT) input angular fluxdata. Data are required for the discrete direction 
cosines I, q and the discrete direction quadrature
weights, W in the order of p, q, and W. /NQIvalues of p, NQI Values of 7, NQI values of W/ 
CI 	 Discrete ordinate quadrature data of detector surface 
describing the MAP output angular flux-data. Data 
are required for the discrete direction cosines, p, ??,
and' the discrete ordinate quadrature weights, W; inthe order of p,n , and W. ,/NQI values of p, NQJ 
values of , NQI values.of W/ 
TITLE 	 Descriptive titles of response functions with each
 
card contaihing one title. /NRP titles/
 
DOSE 	 Multigroup response function data. .NRP sets of 
data with each set containing NGN values/ 
RJ 	 /f NTSUR=47 Radial coordinates (cm) of point de­
tectors /NR- values/ 
DATA SET 3 (CONTINUED) 
Data 
Array Type Variable Description 




15 * or U R2 	 /if NTSUR=I, 37 Mesh lines defining the detector 
surface mesh intervals. If NTSUR= I, then radial 
mesh line coordinates (cm) at detector plane surface 
are input. If NTSUR=3, then axial mesh line coordin­
ates (cm) of detector cylindrical surface are input. 
/NRJ+1 values/ 
/-NTSUR-2' Angular mesh line coordinates (cosine16 	 * or U R2 
of the poFar angle a) at the detector sphere surface 
meridian ring) are input. 
N4 
T --- TERMINATE Cord 
DATA SET 4 - RAY TRACE GEOMETRY 
Data 
Array Type Variable 
1 $ NBZ 
2 $ NBD 
3 NTR 
4 $ NBE 
5 * or U X0 
cnumber./NB 
6 * or U YO 
DATA, REQUIRED ONLY IF NZN>O 
Description 
Number of boundary surfaces per geometry zone 
/NZN values/ 
Boundary surface numbers of the intersecting quadratic 
boundary surface which define the geometry zone. Six 
(6) values per zone must be entered with non-zero 
numbers for NBZ va-lues for each zone. The ambiguity 
index (+ or -) of each boundary is assigned initially
by the MAP ray trace- techmique subroutine. /NBZ 
sets of 6 values/ 
Boundary surface crossing zone numbers. NTR defines 
the zone entered upon crossing for boundary surfaceof a zone. Six (6) values per zone must be entered 
with non-zero numbers for NBZ /NBZ sets of 6 
values/ 
Boundary surface equation-type. See Table 3-2 for 
definition of equation types and required input 
values. /NB values/ 
Boundary surface coefficients. See Table 3-2 for 
definition of required input by equation type NBE. 
Only required if non-zero and FIDO input operations 




Boundary surface coefficients. See Table 3-2 for 
definition of required input by equation type NBE. 
Only required if non-zero and FIDO input operations 
can be used to place value at correct boundary 




GEOMETRY BOUNDARY SURFACE TYPES 
Boundary Equation 
Type (NBE) Quadratic Equation Input Values Required 
I x2+Ax2+By 2+Cz2+x0x+Y0Y+Z0Z- D=0.0 A,B,C, x, Ya,Za,D 
2 A (x-Xo) 2 + B (Y-Y0)2 + C (Z-z 0) - = 0.0 A,B,C,x , Y zo, D 
3 (X-Xo0 )2 + (Y-Yo)2 + (Z-Z ) - D = 0.0 Xo yo' Z0, D 
4 X - D=0.0 D 
5 Y - D= 0.0 D 
6 Z- D= 0.0 D 
7 2Ax +By 2 2 2ACxYZD+Cz +xox+YoY+ZoZ-D2 0.0 AB,CXo, YorZo, D 
8 A (x-xo)2 + B (y-yo)2 A,B,C,xa, Yo, Zo, D 
9 (X-.X0)2 + (yy0)2 + (Z-z0)2 _ D2 = 0.0 Xo, Yo, Z, D 
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DATA SET 4 (CONTINUED) 
Data 
Array Type Variable Description 
7 * or U ZO Boundary surface coefficients. See Table 3-2 for 
definition of required input by equation type NBE. 
Only required if non-zero and FIDO input operations 
can be used to place value at correct boundary number. 
/NB values/ 
8 * or U AO Boundary surface coefficients. See Table 3-2 for 
definition of required input by equation type NBE. 
Only required if non-zero and FIDO input operations 
can be used to place value at correct boundary number. 
/NB values/ 
9 or U BO Boundary surface coefficients. See Table 3-2 fordefinition of required input by equation type NBE. 
Only required if non-zero and FIDO input operations 
can be'used to place value at correct boundary number. 
/NB values/ 
10 * or U CO Boundary surface coefficients. See Table 3-2 for 
definition of required input by equation type NBE. 
Only required if non-zero and FIDO input operations 
can be used to place value at correct boundary number. 
/NB values/ 
11 * or U DO Boundary surface coefficients. See Table 3-2 for 
definition of required input by equation type NBE. 
Only required if non-zero and FIDO input operations 
can be used.to place value at correct boundary number. 
/NB values/ 
DATA SET 4 (CONTINUED)
 
Data 
Array Type Variable 
12 * or U EG 
13 * or U ZOE 
14 * or U COM 
15 $ NMZ 
rthe 
16 * or U XPO 




EG' s are usedAverage energy of each energy group. 

in computation of group total photon cross sections if
 
NBA>O and in the computation of building factor for
 
the MBT input value. /NGN values/
 
Atomic number of elements in component element­
material mixture table. /NE values/
 
Partial densities (gm/cm 3)of component elements in
 
material mixtures. NE values for each of NM sets/
 
Material mixture in each geometry zone. NMZ assigns 
cross section set SIG to be used in each zone. 
/NZN values/ 
X, Y, and Z coordinates of a point in each zone of 
the geometry. XPO is used to assign the ambiguity 
index of each boundary of each zone. /3 values for 
each of NZN sets/ 
/ifNBA=07 macroscopic multigroup cross sections for 
each zone. If NBA= 0, then SIG values are required 
for.each group and each zone. If NBA>0, then the 
MAP code will calculate the values of SIG. /NGN 
values for each of NM sets/ 
TERMINATE Card 
o
This concludes the required input for a MAP code problem. Stacked cases may be input 
input beginning with Card 2 in Data Set 2. 
3.3 PROBLEM SIZE DETERMINATION 
To determine the number of core memory storage locations required for data of a 
given problem, each of the expressions below should be evaluated and summed as noted. 
The value of the sum, including the conditions imposed on the expressions, will provide the 
value of the required input parameter, ISIZE, on card 1 of Dita Set 1. For a MAP problem 
to run successfully, the input value of ISIZE must be equal to or greater than the calculated 
value of LAST. All quantities in the expressions below are required input quantities dis­
cussed in Section 3.2 except where defined. The symbolism, Max Ix 1,x 2 . . ] 
signifies the maximum value of the quantities or expressions, x. in the brackets-is used in the 
calculati6n of the overall expression. 
MAP Flexible Dimension Data Storage Requirements 
If NZ equal to 0:
 
LAST = A + C
 





A=2. (NRI +NZI+NAT+NAS)+NMU+NMUS+11 - (NQI+ NQJ)+ 
NRP . (18+ NGN)+ 3 • NRJ + 205 
B =17. NZ+8. NB+NE+NGN. (NM+2)+NM. (NE+1)+IUI. 
C=IUI. (3+ 2.-NSN)+(3+NAT +NAS). (NRJ +2)+NQI. (NRI-NZI)+ 
2 • (NRJ - NQJ + INMU) + INI + 4 - NRJ + Max (IUI, IRP) + 5 - NSN 
D=4"NZ+2. INMU+IUI. NGN 
and: 
IUI = Max [NMU- Max [ NRI,NRK] , NMUS Max [NZI, NZKI] 
INMU = Max [ NMU, NMUS]
 
INI = Max [NRI, NRK, NZI, NZKI
 






NSN = 0, if NIT equal to 0 
NSN = N 16 + 8 " NQ-4 , If NIT is greater than 0. 
The quantity NSN is the quadrature order of the symmetric quadrature (i. e., 




3.4 DESCRIPTION OF QUADRATURE DATA SETS 
Symmetric Quadrature Sets 
In the solution of the Boltzmann transport equation employed in the DOT-IIW 
(or DOT) code integration over the Q direction variable is necessary. In obtaining a numer­
ical solution in the versions of the DOT code, this integration is performed by mechanical 
quadrature, where the continuous variable, fi, is represented by a set of discrete directions 
(Qs) and a corresponding set of weights (Pd. These directions are then equivalent to a set of 
points upon a unit sphere with origin at R. This mechanical quadrature representation is 
achieved using a set of direction cosines (i i m) for the discrete directions (ns) and a set of 
level weights (w in) for the sum of the point weights (ps) over the level m. 
The development of the MAP code has included the use of the same generalized 
angular quadrature data acceptable to the DOT-IIW code; the MAP code will perform cal­
culations using either symmetric or asymmetric quadrature data. However, the use of 
angular flux interpolation is limited to symmetric quadrature data. In addition, the 
recommended symmetric quadrature data for use in DOT-IIW-MAP coupled calculations 
using angular flux interpolation is that data based on a Gaussian mechanical quadrature. 
A number of sets of angular quadrature data which have been developed for use in 
DOT-IIW and MAP are listed in Tables 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5. The data in Table 3-3 are S4t 
S6, $8, and S10 discrete ordinate quadrature data sets. These data were calculated using 
.Gaussian mechanical quadrature abscissas and weights The data are based on half 
symmetry conditions imposed on the selection and solution of ihe moments equations defining 
the discrete ordinate direction cosine and point weights (5 ) . The data in Table 3-3 are re­
commended for use in DOT-IIW and MAP when angular flux interpolation in MAP is used. 
The set of angular quadrature data in Table 3-4 satisfies the requirements for 
rotation-reflection invariance with respect to 900 axis rotations and with respect to 
reflections about an axis, axes, and the origin. These concepts are discussed in Reference 10 
as a basis for the selection of a generalized quadratrue data set. This standard set of mech­





geometrical axis. This set of completely symmetric quadraturb data sets satisfies certain 
even moment conditions as well as rotational invariance. Thest sets are listed in Table 3-4 
for S2 , S4 $6'S8' S12' S16 angular quadrature and are recommended for r, z, or x, y 
geometries. 
The asymmetric set of anuglar quadrature data in Table 3-5 were developed for 
analysis of radiation transport close to the z axis of an r, z geometry problem. The S10 
and S6 angular quadrature data sets in Table 3-3 were used as base sets and G96aussian 
mechanical quadrature abscissas and weights were used to preferentially subdivide the first 
qlevel of the S10 set into eleven sublevels. Further asymmetry was assigned in the 
azimuthal angle, M. The azimuthal asymmetry places discrete directions in close proximity 
to the r, z plane in which DOT-IIW solves for the angular flux. 
The angular quadrature data in Tables 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5 satisfy the basic relation­
ships defined by: 
M 






pm 0O.0and m/Oforall m 
The MAP code performs these data checks on the input angular quadrature data; 
error messages are returned if the dot9 are not consistent with these tests. 
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The symmetric and asymmetric quadrature data set parameters required as input to 
the MAP code are listed in Table 3-6. The total number of quadrature angles and the number 
of upward directed angles are (+qdirection) the only required parameters input for MAP. These 






GAUSSIAN MECHANICAL QUADRATURE SETS WHOSE ABCISSAS ARE THE 
ZEROS OF LEGENDRE POLYNO'MIALS. FOR X,Y AND R,Z GEOMETRIES 
S4 ANGULAR QUADRATURE 
8U 
-.508374127 -.339981043 .339981043 -.940432289 -.861136312 -.339981043
.339981043 .861136312 -.508374127 -.339981043 
 .339981043 -.940432289
 
-.861136312 -.339981043, .339981043 .861136312
 
-.861136312 -.861136312 -.86L36312 -.339981043 -.339981043 -.339981043
 
-.339981043 -.339981043 .661l36312 .861136312 
.861136312 .339981043
 
.339981043 .339981043 .339981043 .339981043
 
0.0 .0869637113 .0869637113 0.0 
 .0869637113 .0760725774 
.0760725774 .Q869637113 0.0 . .0869637113 .0869637113 0.0 




















-0.238619186-0.238619186-0.238619186 0.932469514 0.932469514 0.932469514
 
0.661209386 0.661209386 0.6612093R6 0.661209386 0.661209386 0.238619186
 
0.238619186 0.238619186 0.238619186 0.238619186 0.238619186 0.238619186
 
0.000000000 0.042831123 0.042831123 0.000000000 0.055238669 0.034951723
 
0.034951723 0.055238669 0.O0000O00 0.042831123 0.034951723 0.039195637
 
0.039195637 0.034951723 0.042831123 C.000000000 0.042831123 0.042831123
 
0.000000000 0.055238669 0.034951723 0.034951723 0.055238669 0.000000000
 











-.279004286 -- 183434642 .183434642 -.604419162 -.525532410 -.183434642
 
.183434642 ".525532410 -. 850773581 -.796666477 -.525532410 -.183434642
 
.183434642 .525532410 .796666477 -.983031908 -.960289856 -.796666477
 
-.525532410 -. 183434642 .183434642 .525532410 .79666647'. 960289856
 
-.279004286 -. L83434642 .183434642 -.604419162 -.525532410 -. 183434642
 
.183434642 .525532410 -.850773581 -.796666477 -.525532410 -.183434642
 
.183434642 .52553241G .796666477 -.983031908 -.960289856 -.796666477
 
-.525532410 -.183434642 A183434642 .525532410 .796666477 .960289856'
 
-.960289856 --,.960289856 -.960289856 -.7966664-77 -.796666477 -.796666477
 
-.796666477 -.796666477 -.525532410 -.525532410'-.525532410 -.525532410
 
-.525532410 -.525532410 -. 525532410 -.183V34642 -. 18343464'2'-.103434642
 
-.183434642 -. 183434642 -.183434642 -.183434642 -.18343464-2 -.183434642
 
.960289856 .96028q856 .960289856 .796666477 .79&666477 .796666477 
.796666477 .796666477 .525532410 .525532410 .525532410 .525532410 
.525532410 .525532410 .525532410 .183434642 .183434642 .183434642 
.183434642 .183434642 .183434642 .183434642 .183434642 .183434642 
0.000000000 .025307134 .025307134 0.000000000 .035623208 .019972050 
.019972050 .035623208 0.000000000 .035623208 .016251869 .026551604 
.026551604 .016251849 .035623208. 0.OOOOOQOO .025307134 .019972050 
.026551604 .018840157 .018840157 .026551604 .019972050 .025307034 
0.000000000 .025307134 .025507134 0.000000000 .035623208 .019972050 
.019972050 .035623208 0.000000000 .035623208 .016251849 .026551604 
.026551604 .016251849 .035623208 0.000000000 .025307L34 .019972050 






SIO ANGULAR QUADRATURE 
8U
 
-.226949496 -. 148874339 ;t48874339 -.501662608 -.433395394 -.148874339
 
.148874339 .433395394 -. 733759251 -.679409566 -.433395394 -. 148674339
 
.148874339 .433395394 .679409568 -.901203879 -.865063367 -.679409568
 
-.433395394 -. 148874339 .148874339 .433395394 .679409568 .865063367
 
-.988856123 -.973906528 -.865063367 -.679409568 -.433395394 -. 148874339
 
.148874339 .433395394 .679409568 .865063367 .973906528 -.226949496
 
-.148874339 .148874339 -.501662608 -.433395394 -.148874339 .148874339
 
.433395394 -. 733759251 -. 679409568 -. 433395394 -. 148874339 .148874339
 
.433395394 .679409568 -.901203879 -. 865063367 -. 679409568 -. 433395394
 
-. 14887433c .148874339. .433395394 .679409568 .865063367 -. 988856123
 
-. 973906528 -. 865C63367 -. 679409568 -.433395394 -. 148874339 .148874339
 
. .679409568 .865063367 .973906528
433395394 

-.973906528 -. 973906528 -. 973906528 -. 865063367 -. 865063367 -.865063367
 
-.865063367 -. 865063367 -.679409568 -.679409568 -.679409568 -.679409568
 
-.679409568 -. 679409568 -. 679409568 -.433395394 -. 433395394 -.433395394
 
-.433395394 -.433395394 -.433395394 -.433395394 -.433395394 -.433395394
 
-.148874339 -..148874339 -. 148874339 -.148874339 -.148874339 -.148874339
 
-.148874339 -. 148874339 -. 148874339 -. 148874339 -. 148874339 .973906528 
.973906528 .973906528 .865063367 . .865063367 .865063367 .865063367 
.865063367 .679409568 .679409568 .67940568 .679409568 .679409568 
.679409568 .679409568 .433395394 .433395394 .433395394 .433395394 
.433395394 .433395394 .43339539.4 .433395394 .433395394 .148874339 
.148874339 .148874339 .148874339 .148874339 .148874339 .148874339 
.148874339 .148874339 .148874339 .148874339 
0.000000000 .016667836 .016667836 0.000000000 .024441937 .012920900 
.012920900 .02q441931 0.0000O0000 .027011124 .008549830 .019210637 
.019210637 .008549830 .027011124 0.000000000 .024441937 .008549830 
.027468304 .006856609 .006856609 .027468304 .008549830 .024441937 
0.000000000 .016667836 .012920900 .019210637 .006856609 .018225074 
.018225074 .006856609 .019210637 .012920900 .016667836 0.000000000 
.016667836 .016667836 0.000000000 .024441937 .012920900 .012920900 
.024441937 0.000000000 .027011124 .008549830 .019210637 .019210637 
.008549830 .027011124 0.O00CO0000 .024441937 .008549830 .027468304 
.006856609 .006856609 .027468304 .008549830 .024441937 0.600000000
 
.01&667836 .012920900 .019210637 .006856609 .018225074 .018225074
 







COMPLETELY SYMMETRIC' QUADRATURE SETS SATISFYING CERTAIN EVEN 







-0.577350000-0.577350000-0.577350000 0.577350000 0.577350000 0.577350000
 








-.495004728 -.350021200 .350021200 -. 936741778 -*.868890280 -. 350021200.
 
.350021200 .868890280 -.495004728 -.350021200 .35002L200 -. 936741778
 
-.868890280 -. 350021200 .350021200 .868890280
 
-.868890280 -.868890280 -.868890280 .350021200 -.350021200 -. 350021200
 
-.35002L200 -. 350021200' .868890280 

























-.377079540 -.266635500 .266635500 -.731810935 -.681507707 -.266635500
 
.266635500 .681507707 -.963797442 -.926180879 -.681507707 -.266635500
 
.266635500 .681507707 .926180879 -.377079540 -.266635500 .266635500
 
-.731810935 -.681507707 -.266635500 .266635500 .681507707 -.963797442
 
-.926180879 -.681507707 -.266635500 .266635500 .681507707 .926180879
 
-.926180879 -.926180879 -.926180879 -.681507707 -.681507707 -.681507707
 
-.681507707 -.681507707 -.266635500 -.266635500 -.266635500 -.266635500
 
-.266635500 -.266635500 -.266635500 .926180879 .926180879 .926180879 
.681507707 .681507707 .681507707 .681507707 .681507707 .266635500 
.266635500 .266635500 .266635500 .266635500 .266635500 .266635500 
0.000000000 .044031561 .044031561 0.000000000 .039301772 .039301772 
.039301772 .03930177Z 0.000000000 .044031561 .039301772 .044031551 
.044031561 .039301772 .044031561 0.000000000 .044031561 .044031561 
0.000000000 .039301772 .C39301772 .039301772 .039301772 0.000000000 










--. 306606714 -. 21821-7900 .218217900 -.617213403 -. 577350269 -.218217900
 
.218217900 .57?350269 -.816496581 -. 786795790 -. 577350269 -.218217900
 
.218217900 .577350269 .786795790 -.975900071 -. 951189727 -. 786795,790
 
-. 577350269 -.218ZL7900 .218217900 .5T7350269 .786795790 .951189727
 
-. 308606714 -.218217900 .218217900 -.617213403 -.577350269--.218217900
 
.21821so00 .577350269 -.816496581 -.786795790 -. 577350269 -. 218217900
 
.2,1821,7900 .577350269 .786795790 -.975900071 -. 951189727 -. 786795790
 
-. 577350269 -.218217900 .218217900 .577350269 .786795190 .951189727
 
-.951189727 -.951189727 -.951,189727 -.786795790 -.786795790 -. 786795790
 
-. 786795790 -.786795790 -.577350269 -.577350269--.577350269 -. 577350269
 
-.577350269-.577350269 -. 577350269 -.218217900 -.218217900 -. 21821,7900
 
-.218217900 -.218217900 -. 218217900 -.218217900 -.218217900 -. 218217100
 
.951189727 .951189727 .951189727 .786795790 .786795790 .786795790 
.786795790 .786795790 .­577350269 .577350269 .577350269 .577350269 
.577350269 .577350269 .577350269 .218217900 .21821-7900 .218217900 
.218217900 .21-8217900 .218217900 .218217900 .218217900 .218217900 
0.000000000 .030246915 .030246915 0.00000000O. .022685185 .022685185 
.0-22685185 .022685185 0000000000 .022685185 .023148144 .022685185 
.022685185 .023148144 .022685185 0.000000000 .030246915 .022685185 
.022685185 .03C246915 .030246915 .022685185 .022685185 .030246915 
0.000000000 .030246915 .030246915 0.000000000 .022685185 .022685185 
.022685185 .022685185 0.000000000 .022685185' .023148144 .022685185 
.022685185 .023148144' .022685185 0.000000000 .030246915 .022685185 










-.236474327 -. 167212600 .167212600 -.489023594 -.459547627 -. 167212600
 
.167212600 .459547627 -.649898487 -.628019099 -. 459547627 -. 167212600
 
.167212600 .45q547627 .628019099 -.778197925 -.760021024 -. 62801gOq
 
-. 459547627 -. 167212600 .167212600 .459547627 .628019099 .760021024
 
-.888153128 -. 872270557 -.760021024 -.628019099 -. 459547627 -. 167212600
 
.167212600 .459547627 .6280L9099 .760021024 .872270557 -. 985920862
 
-.971637737 -. 872270557 -.760021024 -.628019C99 -.459547627 -. 167212600
 
.167212600 .459547627 .628019099 .760021024 .872270557 .971637737
 
-.236474327 -. 167212600 .167212600 -.489023594 -. 459547627 -.167212600
 
.167212600 .459547627 -.649898487 -.628019099 -.459547627 -.167212600
 
.167212600 .459547627 .628019099 -.778197925 -.76002Y024 -. 628019099
 
-.459547627 -. 1672126G0 .167212600 .459547627 .628019099 .760021024
 
-.888153128 -. 872270557 -.760021024 -.628019099 -. 459547627 -. 167212600
 
.167212600 .459547627 .628019C99 .76C021024 .872270557 -.985920862
 
-.971637737 -. 872270557 -.760021024 -.628019099 -.459547627 -. 167212600
 
.167212600 .459547627 .628019099 .160021024 .872270557 .971637737
 
-. 971637737 -. 971637737 -.971637737 -.872270557 -. 872270557 -.872270557
 
-.872270557 -. 872270557 -.760Z1024 -.760021024 -.760021024 -.760021024
 
-.760021024 -. 760021024 -.760021024 -.628019099 -. 628019099 -.628019099
 
-. 628019099 -. 628019099 -.628019099 -. 628019G99 -. 628019099 -. 628019099
 
-.459547627 -. 459547627 -.459547627 -.459547627 -.459547627 -. 459547627
 
-. 459547627 -. 459547627 -.459547627 -.459547627 -.459547627 -. 167Z12600
 
167212600 -. 167212600 7.L 6 7 2 12 6 0 0 
-. -. 167212600 -. 167212600 -.167212600
 
-. 167212600 -.167212600 -. 167212600 -. 167212600 -. 167212600 -. 167212600
 
.971637737 .971637737 .971637737 .872 70557 .872270557 .872270557 
.872270557 .872270557 .760021024 .760021024 .760021024 .760021024 
.760021024 .760021024 .760021024 .628019099 .628019099 .628019099 
.628019099 .628019099 .628019099 .628019099 .628019099 .628019099 
.459547627 .459547627 .459547627 .459547627 .459547627 .459547627 
.459547627 .459547627 .459547627 .459547627 .459547627 .167212600 
.167212600 .167212600 .167212600 '167212600 .167212600 .167212600 
.167212600 .167212600 .167212600 .167212600 .167212600 .167212600 
0.000000000 .017690641 .017690641 0.000000000 .013970277 .013970277 
.013970277 .013970277 0.000000000 .009334415 .012570495 .009334415 
.009334415 .012570495 .009334415 0.000000000 .009334415 .006462814 
.006462814 .009334415 .009334415 .006462814 .006462814 .009334415 
O.00000000 .013970277 .012570495 .006462814 .0t25-0495 .013970277 
.013970277 .012570495 .006462814 .012570495 .013970277 0.000000000 
.017690641 .013970277 .009334415 .009334415 .013 70277 .017690641 
.017690641 .013970277 .009334415 .009334415 .013970277 .017690641 
0.000000000 .017690641 .017690641 0.000000000 .013970277 .013970277 
.013970277 .013970277 0.000000000 .009334415 .01257b495 .009334415 
.009334415 .012570495 .009334415 0.000000000 .009334415 .006462814 
.006462814 .009334415 .009334415 .006462814 .006462814 .009334415 
0.000000000 .013970277 .012570495 .006462814 .012570495 .013970277 
.013970277 .012570495 .006462814 .012570495 .013970277 0.000000000 
.017690641 .013970277 .CO9334415 .009334415 .013970277 .017690641 




TABLE 3-4 (CONTINUED) 
S16 ANGULAR QUADRATURE 
8U 
-.196514591 -.138956800 .138956800 -.416172855 -.392289246 -.138956800
 
.138956800 .392289246 -.554780772 -.537096559 -.392289246 -.138956800
 
.138956800 .392289246 .537096559 -.665104177 -.650426455 -.537096559
 
-.392289246 -. 138956800 .138956800 .392289246 .537096559 .650426455
 
.759569237 -.746750584 -.650426455 -.537096559 -.392289246 -. 138956800
 
.138956800 .392289246 '.537096559 .650426455 .746750584 -.843520768
 
.831996571 -.746750584 -.650426455 --.537096559 -.392269246 -.138956800
 
.138956800 .392289246 .537096559 .650426455 .746750584 .831996571
 
.919841914 -.909285519 -.831996571 -.746750584 -.650426455 -.537096559
 
-.392289246 -.138956800 .138956800 .392289246 .537096559 .650426455
 
.746750584 .831996571 .909285519 -.990298444,-.980500900 -.909285519
 
.831996571 -.746750564 -.650426455 -.537096559 -.392289246 -. 138956800
 
.138956800 .392289246 .537096559 .650426455 .746750584 .831996571
 
.909285519 .980500900 -.196514591 -.138956800 .138956800 -.416172855
 
.392289246 -.138956800 .138956800 .392289246 -.554780772 -.537096559
 
.392289246 -.138956800 .136956800 .392289246 .537096559 -.665104177
 
-.650426455 -.537096559 -. 392289246 -.138956800 .138956600 .392289246
 
.537096559 .650426455 -. 759569237 -.74675d584 -.650426455 -.537096559
 
-.392289246 -.138956800 .138956800 .392289246 .537096559 .650426455
 
.746750584 -.843520768 -.831996571 -.746750584 -.650426455 -.537096559
 
-.392289246 -.138956800 .138956800 .392289246 .537096559 .650426455
 
.746750554 .831996571 -.91984L914 -.909285519 -.831996571 -.746750584
 
.650426455 -.537096559 -.392289246 -.138956800 .138956800 .392289246
 
.537096559 .650426455 .746750584 .831996571 .909285519 -.990298444
 
.980500900 -.909285519 -.831996571 -.746750584 -.650426455 -.537096559
 
.392289246 -.138956800 .138956800 .392289246 .537096559 .650426455
 
.746750584 .83199657L .909285519 .980500900
 
.980500900 -.980500900 -.980500900 -.909285519 -.909285519 -.909285519
 
-.909285519 -.909285519 -.831996571 -.831996571 -.831996571 -.831996571
 
-.831996571 -.831996571 -.831996571 -.746750584 -.746750584 -.746750584
 
-.746750584 -.746750584 -.746750584 -.746750584 -.746750584 -.746750584
 
-.650426455 -.650426455 -. 650426455 -.650426455 -.650426455 -.b50426455
 
-.650426455 -.650426455 -.650426455 -.650426455 -.650426455 -.537096559
 
-.537096559 -.537096559 -.537096559 -.537096559 -.537096559 -.537096559
 
-.537096559 -.537096559 -.537096559 -.537096559 -.537096559 -.537096559
 
-.392289246 -.392289246 -.392289246 -.392289246 -.392289246 -.392289246
 
-.392289246 -.392289246 -.392289246 -.392289246 -.392289246 -.392289246
 
-.392289246 -.392289246 -.392289246 -.138956800 -.13895&800 -.138956800
 
-.138956800 -.138956800 -.138956800 -.138956800 -.138956800 -.138956800
 
-.138956800 -. 138956500 -.138956800 -.138956800 -.138956800 -.138956800
 
-.138956800 -.138956800 .980500900 .980500900 .980500900 .909285519
 
.909285519 .909285519 .909285519 .909285519 .831996571 .831996571
 
.831996571 .831996571 .831996571 .831996571 .831996571 .746750584
 
.746750584 .746750584 .746750584 .746750584 .146750584 .746750584
 
.746750584 .746750584 .650426455 .650426455 .650426455 .650426455
 
.650426455 .650426455 .650426455 .650426455 .650426455 .650426455
 
.650426455 .537096559 .537096559 .53 096559 .537096559 .537096559
 
.537096559 .537096559 .537096559 .537096559 .537096559 .537096559
 
.537096559 .537096559 .392289246 .392289246 .392289246 .392289246
 
.392289246 .392289246 .392289246 .392269246 .392289246 .392289246
 
.3922U9246 .392289246 .392289246 .392289246 .392289246 .138956800
 
.138956800 .138956800 .138956800 .138956800 .138q56800 .138956800
 
.138956800 .138956800 .138956800 .138956800 .138956800 .138956800
 
.138956800 .138956800 .138956800 .138956800
 
0.000000000 .012246801 .012246801 0.000000000 .010332403 .010332403
 
.010332403 .010332403 0.000000000 .005075791 .009476891 .005075791
 






.003382350 .006637520 .006637520 .003382350 .003382350 .006637520 
0.000000000 .006637520 .008159281 .002594232 .008159281 .006637520 
.006637520 .008159281 .002594232 .008159281 .006637520 0.000000000 
.005075791 .003382350 .002594232 .002594232 .003382350 .005075791 
.005075791 .003382350 .002594232 .002594232 .003382350 .005075791 
0.000000000 .010332403 .009476891 .003382350 .008159281 .003382350 
.009476891 .010332403 .010332403 .009476891 .003382350 .008159281 
.003382350 .009476891 .010332403 0.000000000 .012246801 .010332403 
.005075791 .006637520 .006637520 .005075791 .010332403 .012246801 
.012246801 .010332403 .005075791 .006637520 .006637520 .005075791 
.010332403 .012246801 0.000000000 .012246801 .012246801 0.000000000 
.010332403 .010332403 .010332403 .010332403 0.000000000 .005075791 
.009476891 .005075791 .00507579L .009476891 .005075791 0.000000000 
.006637520 .003382350 .003382350 .006637520 .006637520 .003382350 
.003382350 .006637520 0.000000000 .006637520 .008159281 .002594232 
.0081592h1 .006637520 .006637520 .008159281 .002594232* .008159281 
.006637520 0.000000000 .005075791 .003382350 .002594232 .002594232
 
.003382350 .005075791 .005075791 .003382350 .002594232 .002594232
 
.003382350 .005075791 0.000000000 .010332403 .009476891 .003382350
 
.00815928L .003382350 .009476891 .010332403 .010332403 .009476891
 
.003382350 .008159281 .00338Z350 .009476891 .010332403 0.000000000
 
.012246801 .010332403 .005075791 .0066375,20 .006637520 .005075791
 
.010332403 .012246801 .012246801 .010332403 .005075791 .006637520
 







ASYMMETRIC QUADRATURE SETS SATISFYING CERTAIN EVEN MOMENT
 
CONDITIONS WHICH ACHIEVE HIGH ANGULAR RESOLUTION IN
 
THE DIRECTION OF THE Z AXIS (IN THE OPPOSITE HEMISPHERE,
 
A COMPLETELY SYMMETRIC S6 dUADRATURE SET IS USED. )
 
80 ANGLES 49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




.-.024917777 -.016347532 .016347532 -.057171433 -.037507835 .037507835
 
-.089555393 -.058753624 .058753624 -. 121887680 -.079965513 .079965513
 
-. 154107249 -.101103452 -.101103452 -.186171501 -.122139494 .122139494
 
-.218042951 -.143049047 .143049047 -.249686111 -.163808828 .163808828
 
,-.281066512-.184396223 .184396223 -.312150340 -.204789049 .204789049
 
-.342904308 -.224965467 .224965467 -.501663000 -.433395000 -.148874000
 
.148874000 .433395000 .733759000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000
 
.148874000 .433395000 .679410000 -.901204000 -4865063000 -.6794,10000
 
-.433395000 -. 148874000 .148874000 .33395000 .679410000 .865063000
 
-.988856000 -.973907000 -.865063000 -.67941OOO 7.4 333 950 0 0 -.148874000
 
.148874000 ".433395000 .679410000 .865063000 .973907000 -.361249000
 
-.238619000 .238619000 -.750201000 -.661209000 -.238619000 ..238619000
 




-.999689504 -.999689504 -,999689504 -,.998364376 -.998364376 -. 998364376
 
-.995981843 -.9959d1.843 -. 995981843 -.992543900 -. 992543900 -.992543900
 
-.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.982517263 -.982517263 -. 982517263
 
-.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828
 
-.959688291 -.95968829L -.959688291 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718
 
-.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.865063000 -.865063000 -.865063000
 
-.865063000 -.865063000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.,679410000
 
-.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000
 
-. 433395000 -. 433395000 -.433395000 -. 433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000
 
-. 148874000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000
 
-.148874000 -.1488'74000 -. 148874000 -.148874000 -. 148874000 .932470000 
.932470000 .932470000 .66,1209000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000 
.661209000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000 
.238619000 .238619000 
0.000000000 .000199198 .000199198 0.000000000 .000463490 .000463490
 
0.000000000 .000727683 .000727683 0.000000000 .000991138 .000991138
 
0.000000000 .001253551 .001253551 0.000000000 .001514636 .001514636
 
0.000000000 .001174118 .001774118 0.000000000 ,.002031719 .002031719
 
0.000000000 .002287168 .002287168 0.000000000 .002540192 .002540192
 
0.000000000 .002884906 .002884906 '0.000000000 .024441900 .012920900
 
.012920900 .024441900 0.000000000 .027011100 .008549830 .019210600
 
.019210600 .008549830 .027011100 0.000000000 .024441900 .008549830
 
.027468300 .006856610 .006856610 .027468300 .008549830 .024441900
 
0.000000000 .016667800 .012920000 .019210600 .006856610 .018225100
 
.018225100 .006856610 .019210600 .012920900 .016667800 0.000000000
 
.042831I00 .042831100 0.000000000 .055238700 ,Q34951700 .034951700
 







TABLE 3-5 (CONTINUED) 
80 ANGLES 49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.361249000 -.238619000 .238619000 -.750201000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.238619000 .661209000 -.971113000 -.932470000 --661209000 -.238619000
 
.238619000 .661209000 .932470000 -.024917777 -.016347532 .016347532
 
-.057171433 -.037507835 .037507835 -.089555393 -.058753624 .058753624
 
-.121887680 -.079965513 .0?9965513 -;154107249 -.101103452 .101103452
 
-.186171501 -.122139494 .L22139494 -.218042951 -. 143049047 .143049047
 
-.249686111 -.163808828 .163808828 -.281066512 -.184396223 .184396223
 
-.312150340 -.204789049 .204789049 -.342904308 -.224965467 .224965467
 
-.501663000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 -.733759000
 
-.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000
 
-.901204000 -.865063600 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000
 
.433395000 .679410000 .865063000 -.988856000 -.973907000 -.865063000
 




-.932470000 -.932470000 -.932470000 -.661209000 -.661209000 -.661209000
 
-.661209000 -.661209000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000
 
-. 238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 .q99689504 .999689504 .999689504 
.998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 
.992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .988054126' .988054126 .988054126 
.982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 
.968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .959688291 .95968829L .959688291 
.950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 
.865063000 .865063000 .865063000 .865063000. .865063000 .679410000 
.679410000 .679410000 .679110000 .o79410000 .679410000 .679410000 
.433395000 .433395000 .433 95000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 
.433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .148874000 .L48874000 .148874000 
,148874000 .148074000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 
.148874000 .148874000 
0.000000000 .042831100 .042831100 0.000000000 .055238700 .034951700
 
.034951700 .055238700 0.000000000 .042831100 .034951700 .039195600
 
.039195600 .034951700 .042831100 0.000000000 .000199198 .000199198
 
0.000000000 .000463490 .000463490 0.000000000 .000727683 .000727683 
0.000000000 .000991138 .000991138 0.000000000 .001253551 .001253551 
0.000000000 .001514636 .001514636 0.000000000 .001774118 .001774118 
0.000000000 .002031719 .002031719 0.000000000 .002287L68 .002287168 
0.000000000 .002540192 .002540192 0.000000000 .002884906 .002884906 
0.000000000 .024441900 .012920900 .012920900 .024441900 0.000000000­
.027011100 .008549830 .019210600 .019210600 .008549830 .027011100
 
0.000000000 .024441900 .008549830 .027468300 .'006856610 .006856610
 
.027468300 .008549830 .024441900 0.000000000 .016667800 .012920900
 







TABLE 3-5 (CONTINUED) 
102 ANGLES 1,49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.024917777 -.024913982 -.016347532 .016347532 .024913982 -.057-171433
 
-.05716,725 -.037507835 .037507835 .057162725 -.089555393 -.089541753
 
-.058753624 .058753624 .089541753 -. 121887680 -.121869116 -.079965513
 
.079965513 .L21869116 -. 154107249 -.154083777 -.101103452 .101103452
 
.154083717 -.186171501 -. 186143147 -.122139494 .122139494 .186143147
 
-.218029,51 -.218009742 2.143049047 .143049047 .218009742 -.249686111
 
-.249648083 -. 163808828 .163808828 .249648083 -. 281066512 -.281023704
 
-.184396223 .184396223 .281023704 -. 312150340 -.312102798 -.204789049
 
.204789049 .312102798 -.342904308 -.342852082 -.224965467 .224965467
 
.342852082 -.501663000 -.433395000 --148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
.-.733759000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.L48874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
.679410000 -.901204000 -.865063000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000
 
.148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865063000 -.988856000 -.973907000
 
-.86506300b -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
.679410000 .865063000 .973907000 -.361249000 -.238619000. .238619000
 
-.750201000 -.661209000 -238619000 .238619000 .661209000 -.971113000'
 
-.932470000 -.661209000 -.23e619000 .238619000 .061209000 .932470000
 
-.999689504 -.999689504 -.999689504 -.999689504 -.999689504 -.998364376
 
-.990364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.995981843 -.99598Y843
 
-.995981843 -.995981843 -.995981843 -.992543900 -. 992543900 -.992543900
 
-.992543900 -.992543900 -.98054126 -.9880541?6 -.988054126 -.98054126

-. 98 805'412,6,. 9825k7263.-.9257l263.'' 8.25,jq263',-8-d 5172 6g - 982 17263 
.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.9 7 59 39174 -.975939174 -.968326828
 
-.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.959688291 -.959688291
 
--959688291 -.959688291 -.959688291 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718
 
-.950032718 -.950032718 -..939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340
 
-.939370340 -.865063000 -.865063000 --.865063000 -.865063000 -.865063000
 
-.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000
 
-.679410000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000
 
-.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -. 148874000 -.148874000
 
-.148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -.14B874000
 
-. 148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000 .9324'70000 .932470000 .932470000
 
.66,1209000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .238619000
 
.238619000 .238619000 .238619000 h238619000 .238619000 .238619000
 
0.000000000 .000004427 .000194771 .000194771 .0Q0004427 0.000000000 
.000010300 .000453190 .00045390 .000010300 0.000000000 .000016171 
.000711512 .000711512 .000016171 0.000000000 .000022025 .000969113 
.000969113 .000022025 0.000000000 , .000027857 .001225694' .001225694 
.000027857 0.000000000 .000033659 .001480978 .001480978 .000033659 
0.000000000 .000039425 .001734693 .001734693 ..000039425 0.000000000
 
.000045149 .001986570 .001986570 .000045149 0.000000000. .000050826
 
.002236342 .002236342 .000050826 0.000000000 .000056449 .002483744
 
.002483744 .000056449 0.000000000 .000064109 .002820797 .002820797
 
.000064109 0.000000000 .024441900 .012920900 .012920900 .024441900
 
0.000000000 .027011100 .008549830 .019210600 -019210600 .006549830
 
.027011100 0.000000000 .024441900 .006549830 .027468300 .006856610
 
.006856610 .027468300 .008549830, .024441900 0.000000000 .016667800
 
.012920900 .019210600 .006856610 .018225100 .018225100 .006856610
 
.019210600 .012920900 .016667800 0.000000000 .042831E00 .04283LI00
 
0.000000000 .055238700 :034951700 .034951700 .055238700 0.000000000
 






TABLE 3-5 (CONTINUED) 
102 ANGLES 1,49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.361249000 -.238619000 .238619000 -.750201000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.238619000 .661209000 -.971113000 -.932470000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.238619000 .661209000 .932470000 -.024917777 -.024913982 -.016347532
 
.016347532 .024913982 -.057171433 -.057162725 -.037507835 .037507835
 
.057162725 -.089555393 -.089541753 -.058753624 .058753624 .089541753
 
-. 121887680 -. 121869116 -.079965513 .079965513 .121869116 -. 154107249
 
-.154083777 -.101103452 .101103452 .154083777 -. 186171501 -.186143147
 
-.122139494 .122139494 .186143147 -.218042951 -.218009742 -.143049047
 
.143049047 .218009742 -.249686111 -.249648083 -. 163808828 .163808828
 
.249648083 -.281066512 -.281023704 -.1864396223 .184396223 .281023704
 
-.31215034C -.312102798 -.204789049 .204789049 .312102798 -. 342904308
 
-.342852082 -.224965467 .224965467 .342852082 -.501663000 -.433395000
 
-. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000 -.733759000 -.679410000 -.433395000
 
-. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 -.901204000 -.865063000
 
-.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000
 
-865063000 -.988856000 -.973907000 -.865063000 -.679410000 -.433395000
 
-.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .670410000 .865063000 .973907000
 
-.932470000 -.932470000 -.932470000 -.661209000 -.661209000 -.661209000
 
-.661209000 -.661209000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000
 
-.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 .999689504 .999689504 .999689504 
.999689504 .999689504 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 
.998364376 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 
.992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .988054126 
.988054126 .988054126 .988054126 .988054126 .982517263 .982517263 
.982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 
.975939174 .975939174 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 
.968326828 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 
.950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .939370340 
.939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .865063000 .865063000 
.865063000 .865063000 .865063000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000 
.679410000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000 .433395000 .433395000 
.433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 
.433395000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 
.148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 
0.000000000 .042831100 .042831100 0.000000000 .055238700 .034951700
 
.034951700 .055238700 0.000000000 .042831100 .034951700 .039195600
 
.039195600 .034951700 .042831100 0.000000000 .000004427 ..000194771
 
.000194771 .000004427 0.000000000 .000010300 .000453190 .000453190
 
.000010300 O.OO000OO0 .000016171 .000711512 .0007115U2 .00001617-1
 
0.000000000 .000022025 .000969113 .000969113 .000022025 0.000000000
 
.000027857 .001225694 .001225694 .000027857 0.000000000 .000033659
 
.001480978 .001480978 .000033659 0.000000000 .000039425 .001734693
 
.001734693 .000039425 0.000000000 .000045149 .001986570 .001986570
 
.000045149 0.000000000 .000050826' .002236342 .002236342 .000050826
 
0.000000000 .000056449 .002483744 .002483744 .000056449 0.000000000
 
.000064109 .002820797 .002820797 .000064109 0.000000000 .024441900
 
.01,2920900 .012920900 .024441900 0.000000000 .027011100 .008549830
 
.019210600 .019210600 .008549830 .027011100 0.000000000 .024441900
 
.008549830 .027468300 .006856610 .006856610 .027468300 .008549830
 
.024441900 0.000000000 .016667800 .012920900 .019210600 .006856610 








102 ANGLES 2.5,49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.024917777 -.024894060 -.016347532 .016347532 .024894060 -.057171433
 
-.057117018 -.037507835 .033507835 .057117018 -.089555393 -.089470156
 
-.058753624 .058753624 .089470156 -.121887680 -.121771670 -.079965513
 
.079965513 .121771670 -.154107249 -.153960573 -.101103452 .101103452
 
.153960573 -. 186171501 -. 185994307 -.122139494 .122139494 .1B5994307,
 
-.218042951 -.217835423 -.143049047 .143049047 .217835423 -.249686111
 
-.249448465 -.163808828 .163808828 .249448465'-.281066512 -.280798999
 
-.184396223 .184396223 .280798999 -.312150340 -.311853242 -.204789049
 
.204789049 .311853242 -.342904308 -.34257793q -.224965467 .224965467
 
.342577939 -.501663000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
-.733759000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
.679410000 -.901204000 -. 865063000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000
 
.148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865063000 -.988856000 -.973907000
 
-.865063000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
.679410000 .865063000 .973907000 -.361249000 -.238619000 .238619000
 
-.750201000 -.6&1209000 -.238619000 .238619000 .661209000 -.971113000
 
-.932470000 -.661209000 -.238619000 .238619000 .661209000 .932470000
 
-.999689504 -.999689504 -.999689504 -.999689504 -.999689504 -.998364376
 
-.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.995981843 -.995981843
 
-.995981843 -.99598L843 -.995981843 -.992543900 -.992543900 -. 992543900
 
-.992543900 -. 992543900 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126
 
-.988054126 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263
 
-.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.915939174 -.968326828
 
-.966326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.959688291 -.959688291
 
-.959688291 -.95988291 -.959688291 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718
 
-.950032.718 -.950032718 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340
 
-.939370340 -.865063000 -.865063000 -.865063000 -.865063000 -.865063000
 
-.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000
 
-.679410000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000
 
-.433395000 -.433395000-.433395000 -.433395000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000
 
-.148874000 -.148874000 -. 148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000
 
-.148874000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000 .932470000 .932470000 .932470000 
.661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .238619000 
.238619000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000 
0.000000000 .000011067 .000188131 7000188131 .000011067 0.000000000 
.000025749 .000437741 .00043774t .000025749 0.OOO00000 .000040427 
.000687256 .000687256 .000040427 0.000000000 .000055063 .000936075 
.00C936075 .000055063 0.000000000 .000069642 .0011B3909 .001183909 
.000069642 0.000000000 .000084146 .001430490 .001430490 .000084146 
0.000000000 .000098562 .001675556 .001675556 .000098562 0.000000000
 
.000112873 .001918846 .001918846 .000112873 0.000000000 .000127065 
.002160103 .002160103 .000127065 0.000000000 .000141122 .002399071 
.002399071 .000141122 0.000000000 .000160273 .002724633 .002724633 
.000160273 C.OOCOOOOOO .024441900 .012920900 .012920900 .024441900
 
0.000000000 .027011100 .0085498.0 .019210600 .OL210600 .008549830 
.027011100 0.000000000 .024441900 .008549830 .027468300 .006856610 
.006856610 .027468300 .008549830 .024441900 0.000000000 .016667800 
.012920900 .0192L0600 .006856610 .018225100 .018225100 .006856610 
.019210600 .012920900 .016667800 O.OOCOOOO00 .042831100 .042831100 
0.O00000000 .055238700 .034951700 .034951700 .055238700 0.000000000
 




TABLE 3-5 (CONTINUED) 
102 ANGLES 2.5,49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.361249000 -.238619000 .238619000 -.750201000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.2386190O0 .661209000 -.971113000 -.932470000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.238619000 .661209000 .932470000 -.024917777 -.024894060 -.016347532
 
.016347532 .024894060 -.057171433 -.057117018 -.037507835 .037507835
 
.057117018 -.089555393 -.089470156 -.058753624 .058753624 .089470156
 
-.121887680 -.121771670 -.079965513 .079965513 .121771670 -.154107249
 
-.153960573 -.101103452 .101103452 .153960573 -.186171501 -. 1859943C7
 
-.122139494 .122139494 .185994307 -.218042951 -.217835423 -.143049047
 
.143049047 .217835423 -.249686111 -.249448465 -.163808828 .163808828
 
.249448465 -.281066512 -.280798999 -.184396223 .184396223 .280798999
 
-.312150340 -.311853242 -.204789049 .204789049 .311853242 -.342904308
 
-.342577939 -.224965467 .224965467 .342577939 -.501663000 -.433395000
 
-.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 -.733759000 -.679410000 -.433395000
 
-.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 679410000 -.901204000 -.865063000
 
-.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000
 
.865063000 -.988856000 -.973907000 -.865063000 -.679410000 -.433395000
 
-.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865063000 .973907000
 
-.932470000 -.932470000 -.932470000 -.661209000 -.661209000 -.661209000
 
-.661209000 -.661209000 -.23861900 --238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000
 
-.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 .999689504 .999689504 .999689504 
.999689504 .999689504 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 
.998364376 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 
.992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .988054126 
.988054126 .988054126 .988054126 .988054126 .982517263 .982517263 
.982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 
.975939174 .975939174 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 
.968326828 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 
.950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .939370340 
.939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .865063000 .865063000 
.865063000 .865063000 .865063000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000 
.679410000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000 .433395000 .433395000 
.433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 
.433395000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 
.148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 
0.000000000 .042831100 .042831100 0.000000000 .055238700 .034951700 
.034951700 .055238700 0.000000000 .042831100 .034951700 .039195600 
.039195600 .034951700 .042831100 0.000000000 .000011067 .000188131 
.000L88131 .000011067 0.000000000 .000025749 .000437741 .000437741 
.000025749 0.000000000 .000040427 .000687256 .000687256 .000040427 
O.OO0000000 .000055063 .000936075 .000936075 .000055063 0.000000000 
.000069642 .001183909 .001183909 .000069642 0.000000000 .000084146 
.0014 0490 .001430490 .000084146 0.000000000 .000096562 .001675556 
.001675556 .000098562 0.000000000 .000112873 .001918846 .001918846 
.000LIZ873 0.OCCOU0000 .000127065 .002160103 .002160103 .000127065 
0.000000000 .000141122 .002399071 .002399071 .000141122 0.000000000 
.000160273 .002724633 .002724633 .000160273 0.000000000 .024441900 
.01292090C .012920900 .024441900 0.000000000 .027011100 .008549830 
.019210600 .019210600 .008549830 .0270.11100 0.000000000 .024441900 
.008549830 w027468300 .006856610 .006856610 .027468300 .008549830 
.024441900 0.000000000 .016667800 .012920900 .019210600 .006856610 





TABLE 3-5 (CONTINUED) 
124 ANGLES 1,17.5,49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.024917777 -. 024913982 -.023764506 -.012458888 .012458888 .023764506
 
.024913982 -.057171433 -.057162725 -.054525365 -.028585716 .028585716
 
.054525365 .057162725 -.089555393 -.089541753 -.085410496 -.044777696
 
.044777696 .085410496 .089541753 -.121887680 -.121869116 -.116246347
 
-.060943840 .060943840 .116246347 .121869L16 -.154107249 -. 154083777
 
-.146974695 -.077053624 .077053624 .146974695 .154083777 -. 186171501
 
-.186143147 -.177554917 -.093085751 .093085751 .177554917 .186143147
 
-.218042951 -.218009742 -.207951259 -.109021476 .109021476 .207951259
 
.218009742 -.249686111 -.249648083 -.238129877 -.124843056 .124843056
 
.238129877 .249648083 -.281066512 -.281023704 -.268057897 -.140533256
 
.140533256 .268057897 .281023704 -.312150340 -.312102798 -.297703070
 
-.156075170 IL56075170 .297703070 .312102798 -. 342904308 -.342852082
 
-.327033651 -.171452154 .171452154 .327033651 .342852082 -.501663000
 
-.433395000 -.t48874000 .148874000 .433395000 -.733759000 -.679410000
 
-.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 -.901204000
 
-.865063000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .18874000 .433395000
 
.679410000 .865063000 -.988856000 -.973907000 -.865063000 -.6794L0000
 
-.433395000 -.148814000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865063000
 
.973907000 -.361249000 -.238619000 .238619000 -.750201000 -.661209000
 
-.238619000 .238619000 .661209000 -.971113000 -.932470000 -.661209000
 
-.238619000 .238619000 .661209000 .932470000
 
-.999689504 -.49969504 --.
999689504 -.999689504 -.99q689504 -.999689504 
-999689504 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 
-.998364376 -.998364376 -.995981043 -.995981843 -.995981843 -. 995981843 
-.995981843 -.995981843 -.995981843 -.992543900 -.992543900 -.992543900 
-.99Z543900 -.992543900 -.992543900 -.992543900 -.988054126 -.988054L26 
'-.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.982517263
 
-.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263
 
-.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174
 
-.975939174 -. 468326828 -.966326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828
 
-.968326828 -.968326828 -.959688291 -.959688291 -. 59608291 -.95968829L
 
-.959688291 -.959668291 -.959688291 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718
 
-.95003218 -.95003Z718 -.950032718 -.95C032718 -.939370340 -.939370340
 
-.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.865063000
 
-.865063000 -.a65063000 -.865063000 -.865063000 -.679410000 -.679410000
 
-.679410000 -.&79410000 -.679410000 -.67941000 -.679410000 -.433395000
 
-.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.43339500
 
-.433395000 -.433395000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -. 148874000 -.148874000
 
-.148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -. 148874000 -.148874000
 
-. 148814000 .13Z470000 .932170000 .932470000 .661209000 .661Z09000
 
.661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000
 
.238619000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000
 
0.000000000 .000004427 .000061973 .000132799 .000132799 .000061973
 
.000004427 0.000000000 .000010300 .000144197 .000308994 .000308994
 
.000144197 .000010300 0.000000000 .000016171 .000226390 .000485122
 
.000485122 .000226390 .000016171 0.000000000- .000022025 .000308354
 
.000660759 .000660759 .000308354 .000022025 0.000000000 .000027857
 
.000389994 .000835700 .000835700 .000389994 .000027857 0.000000000
 
.000033659 .000471220 .001009758 .001009758 .000471220 .000033659
 
0.000000000 .000039425 .000551948 .001102745 .001182745 .000551948 
.000039425 0.000000000. .000045149 .000632090 .001354479 .001354479 
.000632090 .000045149 0.000000000 .000050826 .000711563 .001524778 
.001524778 .0001I1563 .000050826 0.000000000 .000056449 .000790282 
.001693462 .001693462 .000790282 .000056449 0.000000000 .000064109 
.000897526 .001923271 .001923271 .000897526 .000064109 0.000000000 
.024441900 .012920900 .012920900 .0Z4441900 0.0000 00 .027011100 
.008549830 .019210600 .019210600 .004549830 .02701000 0.0200100 
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TABLE 3-5 (CONTINUFD) 
.024441900 .008549830 .027468300 .006856610 .006856610 .027468300 
.008549830 .024441900 0.000000000 .016667800 .012920900 .019210600 
.006856610 .018225100 .018225100 .006856610 .019210o00 .012920900 
.016667800 0.000000000 .042831100 .042831100 0.000000000 .055238700 
.034951700 .034q51700 .055238700 0.000000000 .042831100 .034951700 




TABLE 3-5 (CONTINUED) 
124 ANGLES 1,17.5.49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL 
L09 ANGLES IN THE &ETA DIRECTION, 15 ANGLES IN THE -ETA DIRECTION 
8U
 
-.361249000 -.238619000 .238619000 -. 750201000 -.661209000 -.238619b00
 
.238619000 .661209000 -. 971113000 -. 932470000 -. 661209000 -.238619000
 
.23861900d .661209000 .932470000 -. 024917717 -. 024913982 -.023764506
 
-.012458868 .012458888 .023764506 .0249139a2 -. 057171433 -.057162725
 
-.054525365 -.028585716 .028585716 .054525365 .057162725 -.089555393
 
-.089541753 -. 085410496 -.044777696 .044777696 .085410496 .089541753
 
-.121887680 -. 121E69116 -. 115 46347 -. 060943840 .060943840 .116246347
 
.121869116 -. 154107249 -. 154083777 -.146974695 -. 077053624 .077053624
 
.146974695 .154083777 -.186171501 -. 186143147 -. 177554917 -.093085751
 
.093085751 .177554917 .186143147 -. 218042951 -. 218009742 -.207951259
 
-.109021476 .109021476 .20?S51259 .218009742 -. 249686111 -.249648083
 
-.238129877 -. 124843056 .124843056 .238129877 .249648083 -.281066512
 
-.281023704 -. 268057897 -. 140533256 -140533256 .268057897 .281023704
 
-. 31Z150340 -. 312102798 -. 297703070 -. 156075170 .156075170 .297703070
 
.31Z102798 -. 342904308 -. 342852082 -.327033651 -. 171452154 .171452154
 
.327033651 .342852082 -.5016b3000 -.433395000 -. 148874000 .148874000
 
.4X:395000 -. 733759000 -.6T4100O0 -.433395000 -. 148874000 .148874000
 
.42 395000 .679410000 -. 90.204000 -.865063000 -. 679410000 -.433395000
 
-.14 B74000 .t48874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865063000 -.988856000
 
-. 9Z4907000 -. 865063000 -.67"410000 -.4333950C0 -. 148874000 .148874000
 
.433395000 .679410000 .865d63000 .973907000
 
-.932470000 -. 932470000 -.932470000 -.661209000 -. 661209000 -.661209000 
-. 6 .09000 -. 661ZO9000 -.23S619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 
-.211269000 -.238619000 -.23S619000 .999689504 .999689504 .999689504 
.1%M689504 .999689504 .99;689504 .999689504 .996364376 .998364376 
.fl43164376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .995981843 
;99'5981843 .995981843 .993981843 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 
.99Z543900 .992543900 .992543900' .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 
.gZ1S43900 .988054126 .98S054126 .988054126 .988054126 .988054126 
.9ftFM54L26 .988054126 .982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .982517263 
.9?51?7263 .982517263 .982517263 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 
.97'939174 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 .968326828 .968326828 
.96P326828 .968326828 .9603 6828 .968326828 .968326828 .959688291 
.95q688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 
.950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718 
.950032718 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 
.93'9370340 .939370340 .865063000 .865063000 .865063000 .865063000 
.865"3000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000. 679410000 
.67 .LOOOO .679410000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 
.433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .148874000 
.148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 
'.148 000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 
0.000000000 .042831100 .042831100 0.000000000 .055238700 .034951700
 
.034951700 .055238700 0.000000000 -042831100 .034951700 .039195600
 
.039195600 .034951700 .042831100 0.00000000 .000004427 .000061973
 
.000132799 .000132799 .000061973 .000004427 0.000000000 .000010300
 
.000144197 000308994 .000308994 .000144197 .000010300 0.000000000
 
.000016171 .000226390 .000485122 .000485122 .000226390 .000016171 
0.000000000 .000022025 .000306354 .000660759 .000660759 .000308354 
.00C022025 O.OOOGOOOOO .000027857 .000389994 .000835700 .000835700 
.000389994 .000027857 O.OOOOO000 .000033659 .000471220 .001009758 
.001009758 .000471220 .000033659 0.000000000 .000039425 .000551948 
.001182745 .001182745 .000551948 .000039425 0.000000000 .000045149 
.00G632090 .001354479 .001354479 .000632090 .000045149 0.000000000 
.000050826 .000711563 .001524778 .001524778 .000711563 .000050826
 
O.OOCOOOOOO .000056449 .000790282 .001693462 .001693462 .000790282
 






.024441900 0.000000000 .027011100 

.008549830 .027011100 0.000000000 
.006856610 .006856610 .027468300 
.016667800 .012920900 .019210600 















.018225100 - .018225100 
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TABLE 3-5 (CONTINUED) 
124 ANGLES 2.5.17.5.49 DEGREES ON-A LEVEL
 




-.024917777 -.024894060 -.023764506 -.012458888 .012458888 .023764506
 
.024894060 -.0571171433 -.057117018 -.054525365 -.028585716 .028585716
 
.054525365 .057117018 -.089555393 -.089470156 -.085410496 -.044777696
 
.044777696 .085410496 .089470156 -.121887680 -.121771670 -.116246347
 
-.060943840 .060943840 .116246347 .121771670 -.154107249 -.153960573
 
-.146974695 -.077053624 .077053624 .146974695 .153960573 -.186171501
 
-.185994307 -.177554917 -.093085751 .093085751 .177554917 .185994307
 
-.218042951 -.217835423 -.207951259 -.109021476 .109021476 .207951259
 
.217835423 -.249686111 -.249448465--.238129877 -. 124843056 .124843056
 
.238129877 .249448465 -.281066512 -.280798999 -. 268057897 -.140533256
 
.140533256 .268057897 .280798999 -.312150340 -.311853242 -.297703070
 
-.156075170 .156075170 .297703070 .311853242 -.342904308 -.342577939
 
-.327033651 -.171452154 .171452154 .327033651 .342577939 -.501663000
 
-.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 -.733759000 -.679410000
 
-.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 -.901204000
 
-.865063006 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433395000
 
.679410000 .865063000 -.988856000 -.973907000 -.865063000 -.679410000
 
-.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000 .433.395000 .679410000 .865063000
 
.973907000 -.361249000 -.238619000. .238619000 -. 750201000 -.6h12090 00
 
-.238619000 .238619000 .661209000 -.971113000 -.932470000 -.661209000
 





-.999689504 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -. 998364376 -.998364376
 
-.998364376 -.998364376 -.995981843 -.995981843 -.995981843 -.995981843
 
-.995981843 -.995981843 -.995981843 -.992543900 -.992543900 -.992543q00
 
-.992543900 -.992543900 -.992543900 -.992543900 -.988054126 -.988054126
 
-.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.982517263
 
-.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -. 982517263 -.982517263
 
-.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174
 
-.975939174 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828
 
-.968326828 -.968326828 -'959688291 -.959688291 -.959688291 -.959688291
 
-.959688291 -.959688291 -.959688291 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718
 
-.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.939370340 -.939370340
 
-.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.865063600
 
-.865063000 -.865063000 -.865063000 -.865063000 -.679410000 -.679410000
 
-.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.433395000
 
-.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000
 
-.433395000 -.433395000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000
 
-.148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000 -.148874000
 
-.148874000 .932470000 .932470000 .932470000 .661209000 .661209000
 
.661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000
 
.238619000 .238619000 .238619000 .238619000
 
0.000000000 .000011067 .000055333 .000132799, .000132799. .000055333
 
.000011067 0.000000000 .000025749 .000128747 .000308994 .000308994
 
.000128747 .000025749 0.000000000 .000040427 .000202134 .000485122
 
.000485122 .000202134 .000040427 0.000000000 .000055063 .000275316
 
.000660759 .000660759 .000275316 -.000055063 0.000000000 .000069642
 
.000348209 .000835700 .000835700 .000348209 .000069642 0.000000000
 
.000084146 .000420732 .001009758 .001009758 .000420732 .000084146
 
0.000000000 .000098562 .0004928L0 .001182745 .001182745 .000492810
 
.000098562 0.000000000 .000112873 .000564366 .001354479 .001354479
 
.0005643b6 .000112873 0.000000000 .000127065 .000635324 .001524778
 
.001524778 .000635324 .000127065 0.00C000000 .000141122 .000705609
 
.001693462 .001693462 .000705609 .000141122 0.000000000 .000160273
 
.000801363 .001923271 .001923271 .000801363 .000160273 0.000000000
 
.024441900 .012920900 .012920900 .024441900 0.000000000 .027011100
 






.024441900 .008549830 .027468300 .006856o10 .006856610 .021468300 
.00854q830 .024441900 O.OOGOOQ00 .016667800 .012920900 .01-210600 
.006856610 .018225100 .018225100 .006856610 .01921060.0 .012920900 
.0t666780 0.000000000 .042831L00 .042831100 0.000000000 .055238700 
.034951700 .034951700 .055238700 C.000000000 .042831100 .034951700 






124 ANGLES 2.5,17.5,49 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-. 361249000 -.238619000 .238619000 -.750201000 -.661209000 -. 238619000
 
.238619000 .661209000 -.971L13000 -.932470000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.238619000 .661209000 .932470000 ,-.024917777 -.024894060 -.023764506
 
-.012458888 .012458888 .023764506 .024894060 -. 057171433 -.057117018
 
-.054525365 -.026585716 .028585716 .054525365 .057117018 -.089555393
 
-. 089470156 -.085410496 -.044777696 .044777696 .085410496' ;089470156
 
-.121887680 -.121771670 -.116246347 -.060943840 .060943840 .116246347
 
.12177L670 -.154107249 -.153960573 -.146974695 -.077053624 .077053624
 
.146974695: .153960573 -.186171501 -.185994307 -.177554917 -.093085751
 
.093085751 .177554917 .185994307 -.218042951 -.217835423 -.207951259
 
-.109021476 .109021476 .207951259 .217835423 -.249686111 -.249448465
 
-.238129877 -.124843056 .124843056 .238129877 .249448465 -.281066512
 
-.280798999 -.268057897 -.140533256 .L40533256 .268057897 .280798999
 
-.312150340 -.311853242 -.297703070 -.156075170 .156075170 .297703070
 
.311853242 -.342904308--.342577939 -.327033651 -.171452154 .171452154
 
.327033651 .342577939 -.501663000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000
 
.433395000 -.733759000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000
 
.433395000 .679410000 -.901204000 -.865063000 -.679410000 -.433395000
 
-.148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .6794L0000 .865063000 -.988856000
 
-.973907000 -.865063000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -.148874000 .148874000
 
.433395000 .679410000 .865063000 .973907000
 
-.932470000 -.932470000 -.932470000 -.661209000 -.661209000 -.661209000
 
-.661209000 -.661209000 -.238619000 -. 238619000 -.238619000 -. 238619000
 
-.238619000 -.238619000 -.238619000 .999689504 .999689504 .999689504 
.999689504 .999689504 .999689504 .999689504 .998364376 .998364376 
.998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .995981843 
.995981843 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 
.992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 
.992543900 .988054126 .988054126 .988054126 .988054126 .988054126 
.988054126 .988054126 .982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .982517263 
.982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 
.975939174 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 .968326828 .968326828 
.968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .959688291 
.959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 
.950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032718 
.950032718 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 
.939370340 .939370340 .865063000 .865063000 .865063000 .865063000 
.865063000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000 
.679410000 .679410000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 
.433395000- .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .148874000 
A148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .1488740C0 .148874000 .148874000 
.148874000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000 
O.O00000 .042831100 .042831100 0.000000000 .055238700 .034951700 
.034951700 .055238700 0.000000000 .042831100 .034951700 .039195600 
.039195600 .034951700 .042831100 0.000000000 .000011067 .000055333 
.000132799 .000132799 .00055333 .000011067 0.000000000 .000025749 
.000128747 .000308994 .000308994 .000128747 .000025749 0.000000000
 
.000040427 .000202134 .000485122 .000485122 .000202134 .000040427
 
0.000000000 .000055063 .000275316 .000660759 .000660759 .000275316
 
.000055063 0.000000000 .000069642 .000348209 .000835700 .000835700
 
.000348209 .000069642 0.000000000 .000084146 .000420732 .001009758
 
.0010C9758 .000420732 .000084146 0.000000000 .000098562 .000492810
 
.001182745 .001182745 .000492810 .000098562 0.000000000 .000112873
 
.000564366 .001354479 .001354479 .000564366 .000112873 0.000000000
 
.000127065 .000o35324 .001524778 .001524778 .000635324 .000127065
 
0.000000000 .000141122 .000705609 .001693462 .001693462 .000705609
 




TABLt 3-5 (CONTINUED) 
.000801363 .000160273 0.000000000 .024441900 .012920900 ;012920900 
.024441900 0.000000000 .027011100 .008549830 .019210600 .019210600 
.008549830 .027011100 0.000000000 .024441900 .008549830 .027468300 
.006856610 .0008566LO .027468300 .008549830 .024441900 0.000000000 
.016667800 .012920900 .019210600 .006856610 .018225100 .018225100 






146 ANGLES 1,6,30,70 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.024917777 -.024913982 -,024781274 -.021579428 -. 008522382 .008522382 
.021579428 .024181274 .024913982'-.057171433 -.057162725 -.056858242 
.0495L1913 -.019553782 .019553782 .0495119L3 .056858242 .057162725 
-. 089555393 -. 089541753 -. 089064799 -.027557245 -. 030629748 .030629748
 
.077557245 .089064799 .089541753 -.121887680 --. 121869116 -. 121219967
 
-. 105557827 -. 041688042 .041688042 .105557827 .121219967 .121869116
 
-. 154107249 -.154083777-.153263033 -. 133460792 -.052707783 .052707783
 
.133460792 .153263033 .154083777 -. 186171501 -. 186143147,-.18515i634
 
-. 161229250 -.063674404 .063674404 .161229250 .185151634 .186143147
 
-. 28042951 -.218009742 -. 216848489 -. 188830735 -.074575081 .074575081
 
.188830735 .216048489 .218009742 -. 249686111 -.249648083 -.248318305
 
-. 216234515 -.085397680 .085397680 .216234515 .248318305 .249648083
 
-.281066512 -.28102370 -. 279526800 -.243410739 -.096130409 .096130409
 
.243410739 .279526800, .281023704 -.312150340 -. 312102798 -. 310440348
 
-.270330124 -. 106761704 .106761704 .270330124 .310440348 .312102798
 
-.342904308 -.342852082 -.341025842 -. 296963842-.117280181 .117-28OL81
 
.296963842 .341025842 .342852082 -. 501663000 -.433395000 -. 148874000
 
.148874000 .433395000 -. 733759000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -. 148874000
 
.148874000 .433395000 .679410000 -. 901204000 -.865063000 -.679410000
 
-.433395000 -. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .86 063000
 
-.988856000 -.973907000 -. 865063000 -.679410000 -.433395000 -. 148874000
 
.148874000 .433395000 .679410000 .865063000 .973907000 -.361249000
 
.-238619000 .238619000 -. 750201000 -.661209000 -. 238619000 .238619000
 




-.999689504 -.999689504 -.999689504 -. 999689504 -.999689504 -.999689504
 
-.999689504 -.999689504 -.999689504 -.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376­
-.998364376 -.998364376 -.998364376 -. 998364376 --.998364376 -.998364376
 
-.995981843 -.995991843 -.995981843 -. 995981843 -.995981843 -.995981843
 
-. 995981843 -.995981843 -.995981843 -.992543900 -.992543900 -.992543900
 
-.992543900 -.992543900 -.902543900 -.992543900 -.992543900 -.9925I3900
 
-.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126 -.988054126
 
-.988054126 -.988054126 .988054126 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263
 
-. 982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263 -.982517263
 
-. 975939174 -.975939174 -. 975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174
 
-. 975939174 -.975939174 -.975939174 -.968326828 -. 968326828 -.968326828
 
-. 968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828 -.968326828
 
-.959688291 -. 959688291 -.959688291 -.959688291 -. 959688291 -.959688291
 
-.959688291 -. 959688291 -.959688291 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718
 
-.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718 -.950032718
 
-.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340 -.939370340
 
-.939370340 -. 939370340 -.939370340 -. 865063900 -.865063000 -.865063000
 
-.865063000 -. 865063000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000 -.679410000
 
-.679410000 -. 679410000 -.679410000 -433395000 -.433395000 -.433395C00
 
-.433395000 -. 433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395000 -.433395C00
 
-.1488140G0 -. 148874000 -.148874000 -. 148874000 -.148874000 -. 148874000
 
-.148874000 --.148874000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000 -. 148874000 .932470000
 
.932470000 .932470000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000 .661209000
 




0.000000000 .000004427 .000017706 .000088532 .000088532 .000088532
 
.000088532 .000017706 .000004427 0.000000000 .000010300 .000041199
 
.000205996 .000205996 .000205996 .000205996 .000041199 .000010300
 
0.000000000 .000016171 .000064683 .000323415 .000323415 .000323415
 
.000323415 .000064683 .000016171 0.000000000 .000022025 .000088101
 
.000440506 .000440506 .000440506 .000440506 .000088101 .000022025
 
0.000000000 .000027857 .000111427 .000557134 .000557134 .000557134 





.000673172 .000673172 .000673172 .000673172 

0.000000000 .000039425 .000157699 .000788497 

'.000788497 .00f57699 .000039425 0.000000000 

.000902986 .000902986 .000902986 .000902986 

0.000000000 .000050826 .000203304 .001016519 

.001016519 .000203304 .000050826 0.000000000 

.001128974 .001128974 .001128974 .001128974 

0.000000000 .000064109 .000256436 .001282180 

.001282180 .000256436 .000064109 0.000000000 

.012920900 .024441900 G.000000000 .027011100 

.019210600 4006549830 .027011100 0.000000000 

.027468300 .006856610 .006856610 .027468300 

0.000000000 .016667800 .012920900 .019210600 

.018225100 .006856610 .019210600 .012920900 

.042831100 .042831100 G.000000000 .055238700 










































146 ANGLES 1,6,30,70 DEGREES ON A LEVEL
 




-.361249000 -.238619000 .238619000 -.750201000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.238619000 .661209000 -.971113000 -.932470000 -.661209000 -.238619000
 
.238619000 .661209000 .932470000 -.024917777 -.024913982 -i024781274
 
-.021579428 -.008522382 .008522382' .021579428 .024781274 .024913982
 
-.057L71433 -.057162725 -. 056858242 -. 049511913 -.019553782 .019553782
 
.049511913 .056858242 .057162725 -. 08955539i -.089541753 -.089064799
 
-.077557245 -.030629748 .030629748 .077557215 .089064799 .089541753
 
-.121887680 -. 121869116 -. fZL19967 -. 105557827 -.041688042 .041688042
 
.105557827 .121219967 .121869116 -. 154107249 -. 154083777 -. 153263033'
 
-. 133460792 -.052707783 .052707783 .133460792 .153263033 .154083777
 
-. 186171501 -. 186143147 -. 185151634 -. 161229250 -.063674404 .063674404
 
.161229250 .185151634 .186L43147 -. 218042951 -.218009742 -. 216848489 
-. 188830735 -.074575081 .074575081 .188830735 .216848489 .218009742 ­
-. 24968611L -. 249648083 -. 248318305 -.216234515 -.085397680 .085397680 
.216234515 .248318305 .249648083 -. 281066512 -.281023704 -.279526800
 
-. 243410739 -. 096130409 -09613040q .243410739 .279526800 .281023704
 
-.312150340 -.312102798 -. 310440348 -. 210330124 -. 106761704 .106761704
 
.270330124 -.310440348 .312102798 -. 342904308 -.342852082 -.341025842
 
-.296963842 -.117280181 .117280181 .296963142 .341025842 .342852082
 
-. 501663000 -.433395000 -. 148874000 .148874000 .433395000 -.733759000
 
-.679410000 -.433395000 -4148874000 .148874000 .433395000 .679410000
 
-.901204000 -. 865063000 -.679410000 -.4333S,5000 -. 148874000 .148874000
 
.433395000 .679410000 .865063000 -.988856000 -.973907000 -.865663000
 




-.932470000 -.932470000 -. 932470000 -.661209000 -'.661209000 -.661209000
 
-.661209000 -.661209000 -. 238619000 -.238619000 -. 238619000 -.,38619000
 
--.238619000 -. 238619000 -. 238619000 .999689504 .999689504 .999689504
 
.999689504 .999689504 .999689504 .999689504 .999689504 .999689504
 
.998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .998364376
 
.998364376 .998364376 .998364376 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843
 
.995981843 .995981843 .995981843 .995981843 
 .995981843 .995981843 
.992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 .992543900 
.992543900 .992543900. g9q2543q00 .988054126 .988054126 .988054126 
.988054126 .988054126 .988054126 .988054126 .988054126 .988054126 
.982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .982517263 
.982517263 .982517263 .982517263 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 
.975939174 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 .975939174 
.968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .968326828 
.968326828 .968326828 .968326828 .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 
.959688291 .959688291 .95968929t .959688291 .959688291 .959688291 
.950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .950032118 .950032718 .950032718 
.950032718 .950032718 .950032718 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 
.939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 .939370340 
.865063000 .865063000 .865063000 .865063000 .865063000 .679410000
 
.679410000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000 .679410000
 
.433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .433395000
 
;433395000 .433395000 .433395000 .148874000 .148874000 .148874000
 




0.000000000 .042831100 '.042831100 0.000000000 .055238700 .034951700
 
.034951700 o055238700 0.000000000 .042831100 .034951700 .039195600
 
.G39195600 .034951700 .042831100 C.000000000 .000004427 .000017706
 
.0008532 .000088532 .000088532 .000088532 .000017706 .000004427
 
0.0P0000000, .000010300 .000041199 .000205996 .000205996 .000205996
 
000205996 .000041199 .000010300 0.000000000 .000016171 .000064683
 






0.000000000 .000022025 .000G88101 .000440506 .000440506 .00Q440506 
.000440504 .000088101 .000022025 0.000000000 .000027857 .000111427 
.000557134 .000557134 .00055713q .000557134 .000111427 .000027857 
0.000000000 .000033659 .000L34634 .000673172 .00067317Z .000673172 
.000673172 .000134634 ".000033659 0.000000000 .000039425 .000157699 
.000788497 .000788497 .000786497 .000788497 .000157699 .000039425 
0.000000000 .000045149 .000180597 .000902986 .000902986 .000902986 
.000902986 .000180591 .000045149 0.000000000 .000050826 .000203304 
.001016519 .001016519 .001016519 .001016519 .000203304 .000050826 
0.000000000 .000056449 .000225795 .0011Z8974 .001128974 .001128974 
.001128974 .000225795 .000056449 0.000000000 .000064109 .000256436 
.001282180 .001282180 .001282180 .001282180 .000256436 .000064109 
0.000000000 .0Z4441900 .0129Z0900 .012920900 .024441900 0.000000000 
.027011100 .008549830 .019210600 .019210600 .008549830 .027011100 
0.000000000 .024441900 .008549830 .027468300 .006856610 .006856610 
.027468300 .008549830 .024441900 0.000000000 .016667800 .012920900 









(NOI or NOJ) 
6 (S2) 




160 (S16 ) 
80 (-Yi asymmetry) 
80 (+T1 asymmetry) 
102 (-n asymmetry) 
102 (+4- asymmetry) 
124 (-o asymmetry) 
124 (+17asymmetry 
138 (-n asymmetry) 
138 (41) asymmetry) 
146 (-,1 asymmetry 
146 ( '? asymmetry) 
TABLE 3-6 
QUADRATURE DATA SET PARAMETERS 
Symmetric Quadrature Sets 
Number of Quadrature Angles 
in the upward (+??)direction Number of Quadrature Angles 












































































































4.0 DETAILED INPUT DATA INFORMATION 
The input data requirements for the MAP code have been described in Section 3.0. 
In a number of areas, input data preparation guidelines in setting up problems have been 
established. As a result, this section presents an expanded description of specific input data 
to assist the user in problem setup. 
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4.1 -AZIMUTHAL MESH SPACING 
The'numerical integration over the source surface ,inaMAP calculation requires 
an adequate azimuthal mesh spacing to obtain an accurate solution while conserving 
available core memory data storage and computer time. This azimuthal' mesh spacing is 
dependent upon the extent of the visible surface, the location of the detector point, the 
anisotropy of the leakage angular flux, and the discrete ordinate angular quadrature at the 
source-surface. A few simple rules which will provide a bood solution under normal 
circumstances are as follows: 
1. An upiper l.imi't of the azimuthal mesh spacing,aG , is determined by the angular 
quadtature at the source surface. Generally, the number of mesh intervals should be twice 
the angular quadrature order for symmetric quadrature sets, or twice the number of azimuthal 
angles in any one of the polar angle (i)levels. This criteria is defined for the top or 
bottom and side surfaces as follows: 
Top or Bottom Surface: 






A =, m+Ien 	 e m< 2-N900ra1 

Where: 
are MAP input (CTQ or CSQ arrays)Im+I and 8 m 
N 	 is the symmetric quadrature order (i.e. 4 for 54)' 
or the maximum number of angles in any ,level. 
This criteria is based on the MAP procedure of rotating the angular flux unit sphere 
through 1800 during integration at the top or bottom surface or through a maximum of 900 





This arbitrary criteria is also based on the use of each angle in each q1kvel at least once 
in the MAP surface azimuthal angle integration. 
2. A lower limit to the number of azimuthal mesh intervals is based on the source 
surface mesh interval widths Ar, or~z. The length of a surface mesh cell, 6e r or 
ms 
A e mri, should generally be of the same approximate size a th6 other dimension of the 
surface mesh cell ,z or Ar. 
The above criteria can be applied to all calculations involving detector points 
located at large distances from the source surface. More stringent criteria must be placed 
on azimuthal mesh spacing when a detector point is in close proximity to the source surface 




4.2 ANGULAR FLUX INTERPOLATION 
The Uise of angular flux interpolation to calculate, the angular dependent source is 
limited to use with discrete ordinate quaciratures which ,are symmetric about the zaxiscand 
are defined bj the standard S discrete.direction pattern. In addition, the angular flux inter­
n 
polation technique, i.e., interpolation in the polar angle (1), is based on Gauss mechanical' 
quadrature ordinates and weights. Therefore, data based on Gauss mechanical quadrature are 
the recommended discrete ordinate quadrature data for MAP. The input surface angular 
fluxes from DOT-IIW should be for the same quadrature. Experibnce has shown that other 
quadrature data (e.g., Lathrop's completely symmetric data) can be used in calculating the 
surface angular fluxes required for MAP input without any observed loss of accuracy, but 
the user is cautiond 'in the use of any data other' than that based on Gauss mechanical 
quadrature ordinates. Recommendctd quadrature data are listed in Section 3.4. 
One additional limitation in the use of interpolation is the requirement for a large 
amount of core memory storage and computer time. The increased storage segment is discussed 





4.3 DETECTOR SURFACE GEOMETRY 
A detector surface in the MAP code is defined by a series of point detectors 
which lie on the detector surface. The MAP code uses the DOT-IIW angular fluxes from 
an r, z problem and the conditions of symmetry at the r, z surface require onl) that a 
detector surface be defined as the intersection of the detector surface and the r, z plane of 
the DOT-IIW solution. Each type of detector surface isdescribedbelow. 
Plane Detector Surface, NTSUR=I 
The plane detector surface Which is normal to the zaxis is represented-as the line 
of intersection of a disk and the r, z plane at a constant z. This line is represented as a 
series of mesh intervals (mesh line 'input identical to DOT-IIW) each represented by'a point 
detectorat the midpoint of the interval. Input data for this option are the r's (17* or 17 
array) of the mesh lines, R2m, and-the z of the surface, ZR, which is used to define the 
coordinates of the-detector point as: 
R2m+ I + R2 7 - = m 
m 2.0 
7 = ZR 
m 
Meridian Ring-Spherical Detector Surface, NTSUR=2 
A spherical detector surface is defined as the line of intersection of a sphere and 
the r, z plane. This line, which is a circle (meridian ring) is represented as a series of-arc 
length intervals each represented by a point detector at the midpoint of the arc. The input 
to MAP is the cosine of the polar angles which define the limits of the arc length intervals; 
the point detector is at the midpoint of the polar angles defining the arc length. 
Input data for this option are the cosines of the polar angle mesh lines, R2m, the 
radius of the detector surface, RZ, and its origin, ZM. These data are used to define the 
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coordinates of the detector points as: 
R Z•sin 2.0 / 
T = RZ cos (a ' + ZM 
-1
 




Cylindrical Detector Surface, NTSUR-3
 
The cylindrical detector surface which is Parallel to the axis of the r, z geometry 
,and concentric, with the r, z source surface is represented as the line of intersectioh of the 
cylindrical surface and the r, z solution plane. This line is representedas a series of mesh 
intervals (mesh line input identical to DOT-IIW)-each represented by a point detector at 
the midpoint of the interval. Input data for this option are the z' s'(17* or 17 array) of the 
mesh lines, R2m; and the radius 8f the surfacet RL, which will be used to define the 
coordinates of the detector points.as: 
R =RL,m 
- R2 + R2Z = m+ m 
m 2.0 
General Detector Surface, NTSUR=4 
A general detector surface isdefined in the MAP input as the coordinate R 's and 
m
 
Z 's of detector points. These data, RJ and ZJ are entered in the 13* and 14* arrays

m m mfor each detector point. 
In the MAP code the calculation of the 'angular flux at a detectorpoint is depend­
ent an the orientation of the detector surface; however, the MAP code does calculate the 
current at each detector point based on the detector point located on a plane normal to the 
z axis, except when a cylindrical surface (when NTSUR=3) is used. -Inthis case the outward 




4.4 TAGGED SURFACES 
In the final edit of the MAP calculated data at the detector surface the calculation 
of the contributions from specified sets of surface mesh cells are provided. This selective 
source surface option allows the user to analyze the effect of portions of surface leakage on 
detector response. Input requirements to use this option consist of a pair of mesh interval 
numbers (5 $ and 6 $ array) for the side surface or for the top (bottom) surface. The contribu­
tion to the detector point flux from each surface mesh cell within the range of each pair 
of mesh interval numbers is the tagged surface total. 
4.5 RESPONSE FUNCTIONS 
A desirable feature of the MAP code is the ability to apply multigroup conversion 
factors to the energy dependent neutron or photon scalar flux, at each detector point. For 
example, application of the conversion factors to the photon detector flux could, at the 
option of the user, provide photon detector response data in units of: Mev/cm -sec, R/hr, 
R/tr-watt, Rads (-carbon),/r, watts/gm-aluminum, etc., all in a single MAP problem. 
The MAP code calculates the total flux at a given detector point from all source 
surfaces (including tagged surfaces) as the sum over the contributing surface mesh cells in 
the source surface defined (total, top, bottom, side, or tagged). 
A set of input data for each group of the multigroup set and for each type of 
detector response isentered in the 12* or 12U array. These data are then multiplied by the 
sets of detector multigroup flux results and summed over energy group for each type of source 
surface to provide the detector point response. The user can input as many responses as 
desired with ability to provide titles for each set of detecfor data provided in the input using 




In order to provide results which are normalized to absolute or unit power levels, 
a single input value of a normalization factor is provided in the input data to MAP. This 
value, SCALE, is a constant multiplier of all MAP calculated flux dbta and response data. 
If SCALE is input as zero, (0.0), MAP sets SCALE to a value of one, (1.0).. The normaliza­
tion factor of the MAP code is dependent upon the units of the surface angular fluxes of the 
DOT-IIW code problem. The user is referred to Sectioh 3.7.4 of Reference I for the defini­





ZONES AND BOUNDARY SURFACES 
The required input-geometry data for the MAP code are described in DATA SET 4 of 
Section 3.2. The use of these data in the MAP calculation is described in Section 7J. Ir 
the setup of the geometry, the user describes a set of intersecting quadratic sutfaces. These 
quadratic surfaces can take the form of the general quadratic equation (withouf cross, product 
terms) or one of the degenerate forms.* These equation types, (NBE, 4 $ array), are tabulated 
inTable 3-2. The user is provided the option to input either the square of the coefficient D 
(11* or U array), or the coefficient D. This option is provided as the optional equation types 
7; 8, or 9. The MAP code calculates D2 and changes the equation type to the" input 'value, 
NBE, minus 6. Caution must be exercised in change cases, so that if a boundary of type 
7, 8, or 9 changes, then both NBE and D must be input for the change'case. 
With the defined quadratic surfaces the user-specifies the boundary surfaces for 
each zone, (NBD, 2 $-array), of a problem. The MAP geometry capability is limited to 6 
boundary surfaces per zone. The input of boundary surfaces by-zone are in multiples of six 
(one zone per card) with the surface 'numbers not required as input if zero (0). The zone­
boundary surface relationship (i.e., the ambiguity index of + or -) is assigned internal to 
MAP from the MAP input data, (XPO,16* or 16 U array), defined in Data Set 4 of Section 
3.2. The user must input the coordinates of a point in each zone to define the proper zone 
'location. In addition to the zone boundary surfaces, the most probable zone entered upon" 
crossing each zone surface is entered in NTR (3 $ array).- The only limitation is that the 
number of the zone entered must be greater that Iand less than or equal to NZ. To 
minimize the ray trace geometry calculation time, the user should enter the zone entered 
and the most probable ray trace through the boundary or if more than one zone can be 
entered, then the zone with the smallest number should be used. This approach is suggested 
since the zone entered search is performed sequentially from NTR to NZ and from I to NTR-I. 






4.8 	 CROSS SECTIONS 
The user has the capability to input macroscopic cross sections by group, SIG (17* 
or 17 U array), or the code will calculate data based on the GAMLEG-W (6 ) cross section 
tapes. The macroscopic cross section data are related to the zones by the NMZ array and 
these data must be in units of cm- 1. If the composition material-mixture material capability 
is used with the magnetic tape input, the MAP code calculates only photon cross sections 
as described in Section 7.2 for each material. These data are evaluated at energy points,' 
(EG, 12* or 12 U array), for elements defined by their atomic numbers, (ZOE, 13* or 13 U 
array). These data are not multigroup data and care must be exercised in using these 
calculated cross sections with multigroup leakage data from DOT-IIW. 
4.9 	 FLUX DATA 
The MAP code accepts as input flux data from the r, z, source surface, the standard 
DOT-IIW (or DOT-Il) output flux data tape. This data tape contains the multigroup data of 
scalar fluxes, higher flux moments, and side, top and bottom surface leakage angular fluxes. 
The magnetic tape format consists of a logical tape record for each group of the multigroup 
solution with-the content of each record dependent upon the type of DOT-IIW (or DOT-Il) 
solution. The contents of the output tape are described as follows: 
1) The flux tape is written in the binary mode and contains one group of data for 
each logical record. 
2) The first NRI* NZI (DOT-IIW input parameters IMxJM) words in each record 
contain the scalar flux data for each mesh cell in the order of all radial mesh 
data for axial interval 1, all radial mesh interval data for axial mesh interval 
2, etc. 
3) The next word (s) is dependent upon the scattering approximation used in the 
DOT-IIW (or DOT-Il) problem. If the tape is written from a P0 or transport 
corrected problem, (DOT-IIW input parameter A03=0) then the next word is 





NZI* (A03* (A03 + 3 ))/2 words contain the flux moments. The terms are in the 
same order by mesh cell as the scalar flux data for each flux moment. 
4) 	The next NQI* NZI (DOT-lIW input parameters A04* JM) words are the surface 
leakage angular fluxes at the left and right boundaries of the DOT-IIW problem 
geometry. These angular fluxes are used as input data and those data with 
positive direction cosines, p>0.0, are the cylindrical surface leakage fluxes. 
5) The next NQI* NRI words are the surface leakage angular fluxes at the bottom 
and top of the DOT-IIW problem geometry. These angular fluxes are used as 
input data to MAP and the data with positive direction cosines,ij >0.0, are the 
top surface data, and the data with negative direction cosinesn<O.O, are the 
bottom surface. 
The MAP code input specifies the number of radial mesh intervals (NRI), axial 
mesh intervals (NZI), number of quadrature angles (NQI) and the scattering approximation 
(NPL). The scalar flux and flux moments data are read sequentially with core memory storage 
to 	minimize computer storage requirements for MAP. The presence or absence of higher flux 






5.0 PROBLEM SETUP INFORMATION 
The setup of a MAP code problem is described in this section with a specific sample 
problem setup and deck listing given in Section 5.4. This section is intended to define the 
deck setup on the WANL CDC 6600 computer system; the setup on other system can be 
derived from this description. the CDC 6600 version of the code resides on a binary tape 
and is used in production by the loading of the binary code from tape for each problem 
using control cards. The use of tape or disk files, running time estimates, and error 
messages are described in the following sections. 
TAPE OR DISK FILE ASSIGNMENTS 
The MAP code requires a maximum of six magnetic tape or disk Files. The specific 
number of files required is dependent upon the type of problem. In some instances the use 
of disk devices can be substituted for scratch tapes with a corresponding decrease in 
peripheral processor (PP) time and elapsed time. For the majority of problems, only two 
tapes are required; all other files can be disk devices. The file assignments for MAP are 
as follows: 
Tape 3 Cross Section Library Input Tap'eAequired only if NBA=I/ 
Tape 4 Scratch-Group Dependent Geometry Data/Required only if 
NZ>O/ 
Tape 5 Input Disk 
Tape 6 Printed-Output Disk 
Tape 7 Punched Output Disk 
Tape 9 Output Angular Flux Tape/Required only if NPNH=2 or-3/ 
Tape 10 Scratch-Group Independent Geometry Data 
Tape 11 Surface Angular Flux Input Tape (Output Scalar Flux Tape 
from DOT-IIW or DOT) 
Tape 12 Scratch-Group Dependent Detector Response 
To minimize the peripheral processor (PP) and elapsed time of MAP problems the 
user should use disk devices for Tapes 4 and 10 when geometry and/or angular flux inter­
polation is used because of the large volume of data to be transferred during the detector 
multigroup flux solution. 
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5.2 RUNNING TIME 
The required, running time on the CDC 6600 computer for a given MAP problem is 
mainly dependent upon the number of source surface mesh cells, the number of detectors, the 
number of groups,.'and the use of the'angular flux interpolation or geometry capabilities. An 
upper limit estimate of the central processor (CP) time required is obtained from the following 
equation: -
(NMU* NRI + NMUS* NZI)* NGN* NRJ* 1.2 
CP time = :S 
(seconds) 
where: NRI and NZI are the number of radial and axial mesh intervals in the 
angular flux solution for DOT-IIW or the integration mesh (NRK and NZK) 
NMU. and NMUS are the number of azimuthal integration mesh- intervals 
for the top (or bottom) or side source surfaces 
NGN is the number of energy groups 
NRJ is the number of detector points 
S is a constant dependent upon the type of problem 






No No 600 
No Yes 500 
Yes No 300 







A number of MAP code generated error messages may be encountered in running a 
MAP problem. These message; are primarily due to the incorrect problem input. The error 
messages are-generally self exllanatory. 
Message 
"This problem has an assigned data array of 
locations (ISIZE), This problem 
requires a data array of locations 
(LAST)" 
"Error in FIDO JERR = 
"Error in axial coordinates for interval 
Z(l), Z(l + 1) = , 
"Error in radii for interval , R(I), R (I + ) = "F 
"Error in (DOT, for example) surface 
quadrature, MU 0.0" 
"Error in (DOT, for example) surface quad-
rature, ETA -0.0" 
"Error in (DOT, for example) surface quad-
rature, SUM W (I). NE. 1.0" 
Explanation 
Problem is too large to fit on the computer 
or else the value of ISIZE was input incorrectly. 
An input error occurred in the FIDO input 
data. JERR arrays are in error and the 
FIDO routine prints the error prior to the 
reading of data arrays. 
. Non-increasing, axial coordinates Z (I + 1)< 
Non-increasing, radial coordinates R(I + I)<R(1). 
The direction cosines describing the p quad­
rature coefficients are in error. 
The direction cosines describing the Y?quad­
rature coefficients are in error. 
The quadrature weights do not sum to 1.0 i.e., 
*lWm - 1.0 >1.0 x 10"4 
"Error in (DOT, for example) surface quad- Error in direction cosines and/or weights
rature, SUM W (1). NE. 1.0" 1 ? >1.0 0 
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"Errors were found" 	 The MAP code performs al,.the auadrature 
checks, and prints out the total number of 
quadrditure check errors if any occurred. 
"Error, N entries required in (3*, for example) Too many or too few pieces of data were 
array, data edit continues" input to the specified array. 
"Warning, Interpolation used in the (9$, for 	 .The code is warning the user that integer 
example) integer array, data edit continues" 	 interpolation, which involves computer 
integer arithmetic is being used. Computers 
in performing integer arithmetic, drop any 
fractional remainder. 
"Fill option'ignored in (9$, for example)arr6y 	 The code already has all the data it needs 
for the specified array. 
"Warriing, Address is beyond.the limits The user, in inputing data with the A 
of (9$, for example array". format, has exceeded, the storage area set 
aside for the specified array.: 
"Geometry error-zone , bnd ., 	 Input error in the ray tracing geometry
bnd no,. eg no. , coordTnTes x= , section 
Z = _.Y= ._ 
"Geometry error zone , boundary. , Input error in the ray tracing geometry
distance coordia-tes (x, y, 4z " section. 
"Interpolant out of range" 	 In interpolating the cross section data, 






SAMPLE PROBLEM INPUT 
A set of sample problems has been included in this report to illustrate the flexi­
bility of the input data formats and the problem deck setup. In addition, the.DOT-IIW 
problem input deck listing (which generates the input magnetic tape for use in the MAP sample 
-problem) is included so that a test of the MAP code is illustrated for the user. 
The sample problem geometry is a cylindrical slab (i.e., r, z, geometry) of lead. 
This problem geometry is shown schematically in Figure 5-1. The external dimensions of the 
sl'ab are 50-cm. in radius by 10.0-cm. thick. The DOT-IIW problem is a 25'radial by 5 axial 
mesh interval problem in which ,the radial and mesh interval are of equal size. The prob'lem 
is a two group photon transport problem with a uniform fixed distributed 'source distributed 
radially in the fifth axial interval'. An S angular quadrature approximation and a P 6 1. 
Legendre polynomial scattering approximation is used. Quadrature data are from Table 3-1 
and the P5 photon transport cross section for the two groups are from GAMLEG-W.(6) The 
card listing of the DOT-IIW problem deck is given in Table 5-1. 'The output magnetic tape 
containing the scalar fluxes-and surface leakage fluxes is obtained from tape unit 1 and is 
required input to the MAP sample problem. 
The MAP sample problem 'for this geometry consists of the DOT-IIW cylindrical 
slab and a detector plane normal to the slab z axis, The detector plane is at a z of -487.5 
centimeters from the slab lower surface, z = 0.0. 'A total of 37 radial mesh-intervals are used 
to subdivide the detector surface. A card listihg of the MAP code Problem is given in Table 










11.3 GM/CM ) 
10.0 CM 
50.0 CM 
R, Z GEOMETRY 
613317-3B' 




DOT-IIW CARD INPUT FOR DOT-IIW MAP SAMPLE PROBLEM
 
30000 5 6 1 2 8 3 4 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 DATA 10 
SAMPLE DOT-1NW PROBLEM FOR THE MAP CODES6,PtPB SLAB DATA 20 
1 0 1 30 1 IDATA 30 
25- 5 0 0.0 0.0 O.O001DATA 40 
1 0 0 0 -0 IDATA 50 
18 12 12 0 0 ODATA 60 
o 0.0 2 3 5 6DATA 70
 
1.0 0 3 10 1 IODATA 80
 
0.0 	 0.0001 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.ODATA 90 
O is is 3 3 ODATA 100 
1 0 0 0 0.0 ODATA 1I1 
14U DATA 120 
1.395272E&01 0.0 1.561528E&Ol 0.0 1.107841E-01 0.0 DATA 130 
1.050735C&01 0.0 1.?44405E&01 0.0 1.45321E&007.259415E-O2ATA 140 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.315655E-01 0.0 DATA 150
 
0.0 0.0 '0.0 0.0 4.240495E&001.609000E-01DATA 160
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.499944E-01. 0.0 ' DATA 1-70
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.682676E&001.161059E-ODATA 180
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.645300E-01 0.0 DATA 190
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.591543E&00-4.87446E-02DATA 200
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.736724E-01 0.0 DATA 210
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.835920E&00"2.35591E-OIDATA 220
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.175978E0 0.0 DATA 230
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.035434E&0-3.2007LE-OIDATA 240
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 DATA 250 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 DATA 260 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 DATA-270 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 DATA 280 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 DATA 290 
0.0 .0 0.0 0.0 (1.0 0.0. DATA 300 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 DATA 310 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 DATA 320 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 DATA 330 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 DATA 340 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 DATA 350 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 DATA 360 
T DATA 370 
3* DATA 380
 




17* 	 DATA 410 
1.0 1.0 	 DATA 420 
T - DATA 430 
17* DATA 440. 





49 0.0 1.0 DATA 480 
T DATA 490 
7U DATA 500 
-0.361248675-0.238619186 0.238619186-0.750201405-.661209386-0.238619186DATA 510 
0.238619186 0.661209386-0.971113219-0.932469514-0.661209386-.2386191860ATA 520 
0.238619186 0.661209386 O.932469514-0,361248675-0.238619186 0.238619186DATA 530 
-0.750201405-0.661209386-0.238619186 0.238619L86 0.661209386-0.971113219DATA 540
 
-0.932469514-0.661209386-0.238619186 0.238619186 0.661209386 0.932469514DATA 550 
-0.932469514-0.932469514-0.932469514-0.661209386-0.661209386-0.661209386ATA 560 
-0.661209386-0.661209386-0.238619186-0.238619186-0.238619186-0.23861916DTA 570 
-0.238619186-0.238619186-0.238619186 0.932469514 0.932469514 0.93246)5iDATA 580 
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TABLE 5-1, (CONTINUED) 
0.661209386 0.661209386 0.661209386 0.661209386 0.661209386 0.2i8619166DATA 590
 






0.000000000 0.042831123 0.042831123 0.000000000 0.055238669 0.034951723DATA 630
 
0.034951723 0.055238669 0.000000000 0.042831123 0.034951723 0.039195637DATA 640
 
0.039195637 0.034951723 0.042831123 0.000000000 0.042831123 O.042831123DATA 650
 
0.OOOOOOOO0 0.055238669 0.034951723 0.034951723 0.055238669 0.O000DOOOODATA 660
 










41 0.0 10.0 DATA 720 
8s DATA 730 
25R 125R 125A 125R 125R r - DATA 740 
9$ DATA 750 
-13 DATA 760 
5* DATA 770 
F :1.0 DATA 780 
10 DATA 790 
13 13 14 .14 is iSOATA 800 
16 16 17 1 18-- ISODATA 810 
11$ '.- DATA 820 
'0 1 0 2 0 -. 3DATA 830 
0 4 0 5 0 6DATA 840. 
12* DATA 850 
0.0 0.03290 0.0 0.03290 0.0 "O.032900ATA 860
 
40.0 0.03290 0.0 0.03290 0.0 ... :-'.03290DATA 870 
28S DATA 880 
1 DATA 890 





MAP CARD INPUT FOR DOT-IIW MAP SAMPLE PROBLEM 
9000 DATA 10
 
SAMPLE MAP PROBLEM PO SLABCOMMON PLANEWtTH [NTERPOLATION DATA 20
 
25 0 5 0 6 3DATA 30
 
2 1 30 15 30 15DATA" 40
 
O a 1 DATA 50
 
O 0 0. 0 0 ODATA 60
 
1 37 1 1 1 DATA 70
 




241 0.0 50.0 DATA 100
 
2* . CATA 110
 
























0.238619186 0.66L209386 01.932469514-0.361248675-0.238619186 0.238619186DATA 240
 
-0.750201405-0.661209386-0.238619186 0.238619186 0.661209386-0.971113219CATA 250
 






-0.238619186-0.238619186-0.238619186 0.932469514 0.932469514 0.9324695t40ATA 290
 
0.661209386 0.661209386 0.661209386 0.661209386 0.661209386 0.2386191866ATA 300
 
0.238619186 0.238619X86 0.238619186 0.238619186 0.238619186 0.238619186DATA 310
 
0.000000000 0.042831123 0.042831123 0.000000000 0.055238669 0.034951723DATA 320
 
0.034951723 0.055238669 0.000000000 0.042831123 0.034951723 0.0391956370ATA 330
 
0.039195637 0.034951723 0.042831123 0.000000000 0.042831123 0.0428311230ATA 340
 
0.000000000 0.055238669 0.0349517Z3 0.034951723 0.055238669 0.OOOOOOOOODATA 350
 





-0.361248675-0.238619186 0. 2 38619186-0.750201405-0.661209386-0.238619186DATA 380
 
0.238619186 0. 6 6 12 0 938 6-O.9 7 11 13 2 1 9-0.9 32469514-0.661209386-0.238619186DATA 390
 
0.238619186 0.661209386 0.932469514-0.361248675-0.238619186 0.238619186DATA 400
 
-0.750201405-0.661209386-0.238619186 0.238619186 0.661209386-0.971113219DATA 410
 
-0.932469514-0.661209386-0.238619186 0.238619186 0.661209386 0.9324695140ATA 420
 




-0.238619186-0.238619186-0.238619186 0.932469514 0.932469514 0.9324695140ATA 450
 
0.661209386 0.661209386 0.661209386 0.661209386 0.66L209386 0.23861q186DATA 460
 
0.238619186 0.238619166 0.238619186 0.238619186 0.238619186 O.238619186DATA 470
 
0.000000000 0.042831123 0.042831123 0.000000000 0.055238669 O.034951723DATA 480
 
0.034951723 0.055238669 0.000000000 0.042831123 0.034951723 0.039195637DATA 490
 
0.039195637 0.034951723 0.042831123 0.000000000 0.042831123 0.042831123DATA 500
 
0.000000000 0.055238669 0.034951723 0.034951723 0.055238669 O.OOOOOOOOODATA 510
 

























6.0 OUTPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 
Output data from the MAP code consist of the printed output of the input data'and" 
calculated data, the optional magnetic tape output for use as input to DOT-IIW and the 
optional punched output of detector-scalar flux. The followihg sections, describe in detail each 
form of the output from the MAP code. 
PRINTED OUTPUT 
The user of MAP has the ability to chose the detail of printed output from a problem. 
The input wotd NPRT c6ntrols the detail of output. 
The first part of the printed output is the input data and the results'6f an edit of 
this input data. The following quanities are presented: 
1) The core memory allocated by the user, ISIZE. 
2) The amount of core memory required for the problem, LAST. 
3) The FIDO subroJtine edit of the input data arrays on cards including-the 
number of entries read. The FIDO subroutine returns an error message on 
input data read errors (See Section 5.3).
 
4): The title card and all input data to-th6 code.
 
5) The DOT-IIW problem geometry data.
 
6) 	 The detector surface (or coupling plane) geometry data including the type of 
surface, the input 'datafor the surface and the actual calculated detector 
point coordinates. I. 
7) 	 The DOT surface angular quadrature data by discrete direction mwhere the 
columns are defined as:'
 




Ym 	 1 m
(--P 

17m (Input direction cosines) 
Wm (Input quadratuie weights) 
-6-1 
m 
I, (Calculated lower and upper direction cosines which define 
* the fractional solid angle represented by each directioncosine) 
11
 
8) The input response functions by group and type. 
9) /Optional/ The ray trace geometry input data read edit from subroutine FIDO 
(If NZ is greater than 0). 
10) /Optional/ The ray trace geometry input data. 
11) /Optional/ The calculated detailed geometry data consisting of data calculated 
at the source surface, the discrete direction chosen for the source direction, the 
inverse square factor for each source point to detector point, etc. These 
data are for code checkout purposes only. 
12) 	 /Optional/ The r, z source surface leakage angular fluxes for the top and 
bottom surfaces (top surface data are associated with positiveq7direction cosines, 
bottom are associated with negative Ydirection cosines). 
13) 	 /Optional/ The r, z source surface leakage angular fluxes for the side surface 
(side surface data are associated with the positive p direction cosines) 
14) 	 /Optional/ The angular flux data at the detector surface in discrete ordinate 
form. 
15) 	 The scalar flux at the detector surface for the top (or bottom), side and total 
visible surfaces. In addition, the particle current at the detector surface 
calculated from the calculated direction cosine normal to the surface (MAP) 
and the discrete ordinate direction cosine closest tothis direction (DOT) are 
printed for the top and side surface data. The final calculated MAP data 
conserves particles by being multiplied by the ratio of direction cosines (MAP/ 
DOT) to provide angular flux data for use in DOT-IIW as a boundary source. 




9 	 Laboratoiy 
16) The final responie data for all detector points and source surface combinations 
for each responsd function. 
The printed output from the DOT-IIW and MAP sample problems described in. Section 
5.0 are illustrated ih Tables 6-1 and 6-2. 
PUNCHED CARD OUTPUT 
Punched card output from the MAP code is the scalar flux data at each detector 
point for each of the principal visible surfaces (total, top or bottom, side) for each energy 
group. These data are obtained on punched cards'in a FORTRAN (6EI2.5) format with each 
source surface data and each energy group data starting a new set of cards. The punched 
data for each energy group are in the order total, source surface data, tap or bottom source 
surface data and side source surface data. 
6°3 TAPE OUTPUT 
The output tape prepared by the MAP code is in the angular flux output tape 
format of the DOT-IIW (or DOT-Il) code. This tape contains the angular flux atithe detector 
surface in a discrete brdinate format which is directly useable in the DOT-IIW code as a top 
boundary source input tape. The tape format is as follows: 
I-) 	 The first (NGN* 2) + 6 records are one word long: (a single 0.0 word) 
2) 	 The'next 6* NGN records contain the angular flux at the detector surface 
for the top or bottom, side, and total visible source surfaces. The six records 
of each energy group are the top or bottom source surface angular flux data 
as record 1, a single 0.0 word as records 2, 3, and 4, the side source-surface 
angular flux data as record 5, and the totali visible source surface data as 





DOT-IIW SAMPLE PROBLEM PRINTOUT FOR MAP SAMPLE PROBLEM
 
SAMPLE DOT-IIw PROBLEM FOR THE MAP COOES6PI,PB SLAg'
 
APj P"IU8LEM ID 140. 1 A02 /1 a REG./AOJ. 0 
A,3 OkOER OF SCATTEAI4NG 1 A04 NUHRR OF ANGLES 30 
IGE n/I/2 = X-Y/-Z/R-T I IZM NO. OF MATERIAL ZONES 
Im NOo OF ROIAL IIT, 25 Jp NO. OF AXIAL INT. 
104 O/1/2,3/4/=Q/K/ALPHA/C/Z/BQ 0 EV EIGENVALUE GUESS 00 
EVM EIbENVALUE DODIFIER 0 EPS PRECISION DESIREO 1.O000OE-04 
Ol LEFT BOJNr4DRY CO'IOITION 1 B02 RIGHT BOUNDARY CnkIDITION 0 
803 TOP BOU-4DARY CO',OITION 0 B04 BOTTOM 'M()'JDARY CO"DITION 0 
MO? FLUX INPUT TRIGGER a mOOE FLUX CALCULATION MODE 1 
MT NO. OF MATERIALS 16 HOl MIXING TASLE LLNGTH 12 
MCR NO0 MATLS. F OM C'ARDS 12 34TP NO. MATLS, FROM LV3 TAPE 
IZ NO* RADIAL SEARCH ZONES 0 JZ NO, AXIAL SEARCH4 ZONES q 
502 O/1/2=rIONE/K/ALPHA 0 503 PARA4. EIGE.-SEARCH 00 
IGM NO. OF N RGY GROUPS 2 IHT POSITION OF SIGIA T 3 
IHS POSITION OF SIGM"A GG 5 ITL TABLE LLNGTH
 
51 NORhALILATION FACTOR 1.O0000Eo0O MOB P/N=NO/N ACT. BY ZONE
 
)M DISTR. SOURCE INPUT TRIGGER 3 S04 INITIAL INNER ITE R . MAX. in
 
005 OUTER ITE. MAX. 1 GO7 INNER ITER, MAX. 10
 
G15 NEUTRON A tANCE EPS. b. G06 ROINT7ISE FLUX EPS. IOOOE-04
 
*LAL SEARCH EPSILON 0. LAH I-LA"SDA MA X.-SEA4CH 0. 
POD PAR- OSCI DAMP-SEARCH 0. EPSA NEW PaR. FPS.-SEAPCH 0. 
IAFT ANG, FLUX OUTPUT TRIbGER 0 A09 NO. OF O*TA ANGLES 15 
A06 NO, OF -ErA ANGLES 15 A07 NO. OF +TA I4IT. DIRECTIONS 3 
AO NO. OF -ETA INIT. DIRECTIONS 3 A09 0/1/2/3,1ORAMAL/SOQ/SPSCA * A 
Alo 'O/NmALL/N ZONES OF CONVERGENCE 1 All 0/N=ALL/NTA INTERVAL ANG FLUXES 0 
A12 -NOo OF -NEUTRON GROUPS 0 A13 I/I=PRINT X-SEC/OO NOT n 
A14 UPSCATTER EPSILON loOOOOE-O4 AI5 ENJTER LRO 0 
IXBS U/1/2/3=NO/TOP/UIGHT/BOTH-TAPE 0 IMULO NO. OLD'RADIAL INT. 0 
JMOLD NO, OLD AAIAL I1JT, 0 JMLEV AXIAL RO4 FOR BNORY SOURCE 0 
IDIR n/lcUP/oOwN oIRECTION 0 NA STARTIN6 INTVL.YNoRY 6URCE A 
NC FINAL INTVL,BNDRY SOURCE 0 ISIZE AVAILABLE CORE OATA STORAGE 30000 




TABLE 6-1 (CONTINUED) 
NON-STA; ARD INPUT FOPm.T USED 
14U ARRAY 144 ENTRTES READ 
T 
3* ARRAY d ENTRIES RED 
T 
170 ARRAY 2 ENTRIES RED 
T 




17' ARRAY 5 ENTRIES READ 
T 
NON-STANDARD INPUT FORMAT uSEn 
7U ARRAY 60 ENTRIES READ 
T 
NON-STANDARD INPUT FORMAT USEA 
6U ARRAY 3 o ENTRIES READ 
T 




6 ENTRI.S READ 
125 ENTRIES READ 
1 ENTRIES READ 
50 ARRAY 
S10$ ARRAY 
2 ENTRIES READ 




11$ ARRAY 12 ENTRIES READ 
12' ARRAY 12 ENTRIES READ 





TABLE 6-:1 (CONTINUED) 








t I ~ i i i/ i i i, i ,I~ 
l'l l l ll l l l1 l1 l1 1rll l
 
l ll ll l l l ll ll l l l l l l
 
ll ll l l ll l l l l l ll0l l-l
 
ll l ll l l li ll ll l l l l0l
 
00 
TABLE 6-1' (CONTINUED). 






13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13,13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 1-3 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 
13 13 13,13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13 13 13 13'13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 







































































-).6612r 9 39t+00 0.6612 9 30 F+00 
-,.23s61919E+00 -0.9 7111302E+00 
-o).a'3 6I1 1E+g0 -o. 93?.46951E40a 
-o.261419L+00 -0.6612'1939E.0o 
-fl23a61919L*00 60,23861919E,00 
@.023*61 9 19L*00 0.2381 919E.00 
-o.23d61919E.P0' 0,6612OQ 9E.O0 
-n.23 619 19 o00 0.'32 46951E+00 
0.93246951E+00 o 3-0A324H6QE*Oo 





oobb12U939L+!)0 0. 3k61919E+.O 
0.bI?09 396 00 0,6612C939E+00 
n.23Ab191 E,00 -0.9711132?E+00 
A.23, 1419E,00 .O.9 32 4&55Iv+0d 
0,23161919E-60 -o,61AI930s*0n 
fl2361I 19C00 ,.23$ 619 1Eoo 
).*23gi1919,+00 0,23861419E#00 
n.238b1919g 00 0.66120Q39E*0 





























0.9,3'5 10E .02 
0,23110407E-01 
o.39938'l6E-O 















































0.?,TP611 9 E*00 






































DISCN6TE VaLUES OF PLI(THET4)*COS(M*PSI ) 
ANGL PLMC I PLA 2 
1 -3;b1249"-,) 
2 -2.3n6jq9- 1 
-w.j247tE-u1 
S.4247v'E-. 










9 -9 ,71113t-ci 
-6,be-OI 
-2.3519E-51 
1011 -9.32470E-01 -2.3619E-0]-6,6121,9e-01 "2,34619E- j 
12 -a.3q6lqE-,I -2-,3H619-J1 
13 2o38b19E-,, "2 .3619E-01­






1i -2,38619E-Ql 9.32470E-01 







c121 -2,38619E-)1 6.61209E.01 
o 
2223 2.3619E-j6ob12)-9EO1 6.51209r-.1 b.bl?09 E.o1 
24 -9.71113E=01 ?o3Ab19E-01 
25 -9 .3247- -oi 2.35519E-o1 
26 -6.61209E-01 2.38619E-01 
27 -2,38619E-01 2.38619E-01 
aS 2.3861E=-r 20 3e619E.O1 
29 6.61209d=01 2.3d619E-o1 
30 9.32470Eo01 2.38619E=01' 
TABLE 6-1. (CONTINUED) 
CROSS-SECTION EOT 









































































































6 o. 0. 0. 0. 3.64480E-03 1.09085E'02 1.8094SE-02 2.51530E-02 
7 0. C. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
P05.' MAT. 17 MAT. 18 
POS. , THRU POS. 5 SAME AS ABOVE 
6' 3.20338E-02 3.86897E-02 
7 6. 
GROUP 2 CROSS-SECTIONS 



















3 1.74440E#01 0. 0. C. 0. 0i 0. 0. 
4 0. U. 
5 0. r. 
6 1.45328E oo 4.?4050Eoo 
7 7oZ594 E-o2" 1.0o9oOE-01 
0. 0. 0. 
0. O 0. 
6.68?68E+00 8.5154E+O0 9.83592Eoo 













































































17 "AAT, 1 
0.2 THRU Pos. 5 SAME AS ABOVE 
6 3:236'2E-01 3o4065E-01 
7 =7,75094e=03 1o05303E-02 
DISTRIHuTED SOURCE FOR GROUP 
XRR YZT 1 YZT 21 O 
XRR 2 THRU XRR 
DISTRIBUTEO SOURCE FOR GROUP 
XRR YZT 1 YZT 21 0. 
.XRR 2 THRU XRR 
TABLE 6-1 (CONTINUED) 
YZT 3 YZT 4 YZT,3.P310E-5 
25 SAME AS ABOVE 
2 
















































































1T 0 5 1 3.29000E-02 1.60000E+O1 1.80000E401 1.7OOOEOI 1.90000E+01 













































FIS 0 SPECTRUM VELOCITY 
1 o loooooEoo 
2 OCO0V0OE*O0 
ZONES OF CONVERGENCE 
C> 
TABLE 6-1 (CONTINUED) 
FLUX 2 LC 0 Ii C ',I L. uSF 
% Er i n. FV 0. LA ,,
GROUP 1 INNER ITEkATIu,:S = 5 FLUX ERROR MAX . 5,504?6E-07 AT ( 1.g 1)
GROUP 2 INNER ITERATIONS a & FLUX ERROR MAX a 6.51931E.05 AT ( 12. 1)
FLUX 1 LC 1 II 11 NS 1.00000E o0 USF ), EQ 




















FixEO SO' FISSIO,j SO 
5. 000E-nli 06. 
%'OOOuE-01 0. 
1,oo E "o Go 
VT-LEAKAGE TOP-LEAKAGE 
lo15236E-01 1c14759E-01 
1.14399E-01 1.1351 8 E-01 
2o29635E-01 2.23277£E01 







1.Z202E-01 1.0000OE O0 
2.45085E01 1.00E00E00 
















































































































































































0, 	 17 

1. 	 18 






























































FLJX FOR GROUP I 
YZT= 2 YZTn 3 







4.83i2E-u 2.U2b2E-j 6 

4.55'3E-07 Z.0605-0 6 

4.Sb8TE-o7 2,u619F-v 6 
4.6210E-O7 2.0513E-u 6 
4.6.90E-07 7.0583E-06 
4,64o0E-07 2,t,462E-)6 
4.7qN3 E- 0 7 2,p549-.b 




.4"7bE-07 2.025E-0 6 
4
 
,62 8 9E-37 2,0648j-06 














































































































FLUX FUN GROUP 2 H0 1 D 
XRR 
1 
Yr= i YZT= 2 
b.902-'74 7' 3J-0 7 
YZT= 3 
2,7994E-6 

























2.41 6 7F-o 6 
1, 0 459E-$ 





































































































25 1.4316E-)7 4,5869E-07 1.7094E-06 7.9065E-06 2,7127E-45 
-.. a­









































































































































TABLE 6-1 '(CONTINUED) 
gNO OF PROBLEM -TAPE DESIGNATION 











MAP SAMPLE PROBLEM PRINTOUT 
THIS PPOdLEM 04S AN MSSI&ED DATA ARRAY OF 9000 LOCATIOVS(ISIZE) 
THIS PRD'LEM REQUIRES A DATA ARRAY OF 5207 LOCATIONSILAST)
 
1 ARRAY 26 LNTRIES READ
 
2* ARRAY 6 ENTRIES READ
 
3* ARRAY 7 ENTRIES READ
 
4' ARRAY 4 ENTRIES READ
 
55 ARRAY 2 ENTRIES READ
 
o- NON-STANDARD INPUT FORMAT USED
 
6$ 2 ENTRIES READ
S ARRAY 

NON-STANDARD INPUT FORMAT USED
 
BU ARRAY 9o ENTRIES READ
 
NON-STANDARD INPUT FORMAT USED
 
IOU ARRAY 90 ENTRIES READ
 
I1H ARRAY IS ENTRIES READ
 
12* ARRAY 2 ENTR:ES READ
 





TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 




NO, OF RaOIaL 'ES IN DOT P.OLEM..........'JRt. 25 
NO. OF 401aL r-IS. trN 'lap P.3LM.....'p 0 
NO, OF AXIAL ,4bH I- DOT PHO6LEM ..... ,#NZI2 5 
p
NO. OF AXIAL 'ESH IN WA PRO6LEt,.., .... NZK2 3 
NO. OF MZIMUTILAL mI5H tN1ENVALS-ENI).....m.IMmUo 6 
NO. OF' LkZIMUT.IAL MESH I.,ITERVALS-SIDE ..... N'USm 3 
NO. OF ,R:)dUPS ................... *,* .. '1,3 2 
OROER OF P(L) SCATTE8ING L4 D;OT P09LEM.... PLS I 
NO. OF DISC'ETE DIRCTIOIJS I' OOT...........jQI: 30 
NO, OF'UP DISCRETE O1NECT[3tjS IN DOT...,..NQIUz 15 
NO. OF DISCRETE DIReCTIONS IN MAP.,,.*,...NQJ 33 
NO. OF UP. DISCRTE 01AECTIO-,S IN P.......NQJU= I5 
INTERPLATIO6, TECH.IQOJ.......................IT= I
 
CARD OR TAPE OUTPUT OPTION.......;,.;....rPNH= 0
 
PRINT O'JTPUT OrION......................PRTO I
 
NO. O- ZOMES; i'vG.,ETRYOT .................. NZ 0
 
= 
NO. OF E.EME-\,T I.q CO.lPONT-MIXT6fE T*.LE.,NE n
 
M NO. OF m"IT'JRtES IN C0MPONENT-MIXTUNE TAaL.F*.NAM 0
 
G3 NO. OF HOUrJUARIES I,,GV' .. Na QTRy°..,,,0
 
XS OPTION 0/1. CAaDSJCALCULATE.... ,.. jB~ t 0 
MATERIAL 9UTLUUP TYsE..*............o.....AT 0 
TYPE )F'SURF CF* DETECTDR.;; ..... o.*,lTSUR- I 
NO. OF 'ESH IN *IAP O 37 
NO. OF TAGGED SURFACES ON ErvO SURFACE......NATS I
 
NO. OF TAGGED SUPFACES ON SIDL SURFACE#.,n.NAS 1
 











3 4.O00'EPO0 5,OQU0"E4 00
 
4 6.000(oE.J0 7,0O0uE j')
 
5 8.000)OE9O 9,OOO','E+O0




a .4d00oE-f1 1.5POOOE*cI 
9 1,50OOE0 l 1,70J05+O01 
l
1. 1. O00OE.O1 19000t01
 
t ii .OOOOOE+dOl 2.lO00OE10l 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED)
 


































2 2.00OOOE40 3.OGOOJE O0
 




S8.OOOOOE+O0 	 9 .OOOE*O0
1,00000E+01
 
COUPLIN& PLANE GEOMETRY DATA
 
AXIAL COOPDINATE....(ZR)m " T,&7500Et02
 















































































1 	 1.O0000E+gO -4.a7OOE+02 
2 	 3.voOOOE.0O -4,87',uOE+o2 




5 	 9,)oOOOEO0 -4.97qTmE.)2 26 	 1O.10000E+O1 - 4 .4,t'E+(1
7 	 1.30-100+Ol -o4.37q")E4II 
8 	 1.50000Oi -4.R7Met0:+I? 
9 	 1.7O000E+01 -4.375h0F.u2 
210 1.90O0L+01 -4.6 0'.'OE+





13 2.bOOOOE.Ol -4.8751oEu 

14 2,70000El1 -4.,7.IIOE , 2
 
is 2.9030OE+O1 -4,T?'OE+j2 
16 3,I00O0E#01 - 4 .dqOOE#0Z 
17 3,30000E+01 -4.675O0E+02 
I,9 3.SOOOOE*O1 -4.d 7 500Eu 2 































































































































DOT S'ThFACE QJUADTUFR. 0AT4 JSt,E4,,LtVtTSI
l 0. . ,I -3.r, 49F-01 1.'47?SF-e,5 -9.32'71E- 0. 
. .O0030E-00
2-e.201 £-I 2.712 zL-C1 -9,3247,E-'1 4.211iT-o2 -1.000,)C+00 .6.12473E-12 -8.-67A601 

1.00000
3 2.3dt19E-C1 2,tlzZH- o1 -Y,4247i,E-U1 4.26311E-02 -5,12473E-12 1.O00&Q*0 -6.237bE-0I 

4 -7,50 o -01 a. -. e620QE-01 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 5.52374E-'2 .di10000E+00 5.71fl30E-Ul -4.67914E-01 H.28576E-n15 .6,.5219F-01 3.544)7E-01 -6.61209E-01 
3.495176-r,2 -5,71,330E-01 -5.1?473E-12 -4.67914E-nl -.. 2 676E-016 -2.38619E-21 7.11240L-01 -b.612CE-'l 
 5.71930E-01 -4.67914E-01 .8. 8676E-01
7 2.3d619.- 7.11240E-01 -6.61209E-01 3.49517E-02 -5.12473E-12 2 1.OO000"0 -4.67914E-01 -R.28676E-01M 6.61RO960 3.544n7E-01 -6.6 1 20qE-41l 5,5Z3b7Z6-C. 5.71930E-01 
. 0.9 -9.71113 -01 u. -R.319e-o1 0. C. . 
00 -8.39116E-91 -7.9999qE-09 -4.67914E-0110 -9.32479E-01 a.71222E-ol 2.3861'q-01 4,2331102 -1.Oooo 

-6.39116E-01 -5.02357E-01 -7.9949AE-09 .4.67914E-111 -6.612n;4E-ul 7.11240E nl -?,3861?E-(1l 3.49517E-02 
12 -2.3d6l9E-l 9.41340E-01 -2,3861QE-'il 3.9 1956E-12 -5.t2357E-01 -5.1?473EL12 "7.W9qV'tEOq .4.67914E-01 
13 23bhl9 E 9.413 4 0E-01 -2.3H619E.tO 3.91Q56E-1I2 -5.12473E-12 5.q?357t-oj -7.999 k6 0Q -4.67
9 14E.01 
3.44517E- 2 5:)2357E-01 8.39116E-01 -7.9999 E-cQ .4.67914E.01
14 6.61eoQE-ol 7.11240C-01 -2 .38619E-)1 

15 9.327,iE-61 2.T12?2E-01 "2.38619E.01 4.24311E-02 q.39110E-01 .ooo00E+o0 -7.9999aE-iQ -4.67914E-nl
 
16 -3.ti 4)E-od 1.t347?be.'5B 9.3247nE-0l 0.,J 2 0. 0. 	 0. 
17 -2.3d619-!l 2.712;)2-,t1 9.3247 iEr-l 4.2d31l-1 -1.(,Ono)E.O -5.12473E-1'2 .O00OOEr)n A.2676E-l vO 1.00000E+nf 4,2H676E-012.712.?E-Ol 9.324796-'I) 4.41311,12 -5.1;473E-12 1,O0OOOEO . O.
18 2.3d619-,,1 	 . ,.O 0,"'7
0119 -7.50?biE-01 0. , 612OIEI£. 0 

5.52347E(,2 -..Co000oEoo .5.71R3OE-01 8.28676'E01 4.67914F0l
20 -6.612v9E-vl 3.544,)7E-01 6.63209E-41 

1421 -23ME~1 7.k1240t-0l 6.61?O4E-01 3.4
9 517E-12 .S.7l9306-0l -5.1?703E-12 b.28b766-pi 4.67414E-rl
 
22 2.38 6 19 E-I 7.ji:4(,rLnl 6.6120tE.01 3.49 M;?E.-2 -5.12413E-12 	 5.7130E-Ql 6.23b746-c1 4.67914E-01
 
23 	 6.E1l2t-01' 3.544.)79-1 6,612vud9n1 5.b23d7m.n2 5.71M30E;01 1.0n0I00#00 8.2867AE-n0 4.67914E-nl 
1, - 9 0.24 -9.71113E-01 0. 2 386blE-01 0. 	 0. 
.39116t-" 4*.7914E-nl 7.99998E-n9
-2 -1.o00000E+00a5 -9.324''E-01 2.71222E-0- ?3"6j9d-01 4.a4311 3
.4417 e-3Z -b.3911tE-01 -5.02357t-01 4.67914'Efl 7.9999E-n9
26 -6.61209E-01 7.11240E-nl 2.,38619-'n 

27 -. 3d519E-01 9.41340E-01' 2.3b19L.ol 3,91956e-l2 -5,023576-01 -5.12473E-12 4.67914E-01 7o9999R-nQ
 
5."2357E01 4.67914E-01 7,99996E-09
28 2.36b19E-91 9.413406-Q1 '2,3$619Es'.l 3.91956E6 .2 -5.12473E-12 
 4.67914E-01 7.99998(-A9
29 6.61204E-01 7.11240F-01 2 3$blg9-O1 3.49517E02 5.02357E-01 	 8.39116E-01 

4.6T914E.01 7,99998E-o






DOT SUNFACE QUADRATUPE DATA(1IUPSIEAW9LIMITS)
 
I -3.-1 94T, i.$4725E-r5 -9 .3 247 0E-01 o. 0. 0. 
 0, 3,
2 -2.3nA19E-.1 2.?12?2L-ol -9.32470E-01 
 4.28311E-(,2 -1.onoooE*oo -3.12473S-12 -8.28676E-01 -1.0000E+oo
 
3 2.3s51QE-:iL 2.71222E-o1 -9.3247b E-01 4 .?S31IE-e2 -5.12473E-12 
1.oooooE+O0 -8,26076F-o1 -1.0000E*oo
4 -7.50201E-UL o. 
-6.61209E-01 0. 
 0. 0. 0, 0.
5 -&,bi2gE-o1 3;54407E-01 
-6.6120 -019 5,523 7E-02 -1.O0000E+00 -5.7193OE-01 -4.67914E-o1 -84Bve6E-ol








9 -9.71113E-01 0. -2'.33619-01 0. 
 O 0. 0. 0.
lo -9.324T3E-uk 2.71222E-o1 -2.3819E-01 
4.28 311E-02 -1.0000E+OO 
-d.39116E-01 
-7.9999A#- 0Q -4.67914E-01









13 2.3o0lE-o1 9;4134uE-01 -2.3P 6 19E-01 3.9 1956E-02 -5.12473E-12 5#12357E-'0l -7,99i9E'09 
-4.67$14E-1
14 6.6?it,9E-0i 7.11240E-01 -2.38619E-01 3.49517E-,J2 5.02357E-01 8.39116E-01 "7,g9490E- 9 -4,67914E-01
15 9 ,247E-o 2.71222E01 -2.3b19E-01 4.28311E-02 8.39116E-01 1.O000aE*Oo -7,9999qE-0 9 -4.67914E-n116 -3,b124qE-'l 1.647Z5E-95 9.3247)E-01 0. 
 0. 0.0 0.,
17 -2,3d19Ff-( 2.71222- l 9,3247,)E-0hl 4.26311-02 -1.O0000E+00 -5.12473E-17 1.00000E.oo 8.2BbE-01
O, 18 ?,36519E-O1 2.71222E-01 9.32470E-01 4 .26311E-02 -5.12473E-12 1.0000*00., 1.0000E+00 e.28B66E-O1
6
19 -7.5u201E-uL 0. .6 120 9E-01 0. 0. 0. 
 Of .0
00 2Q -6,612n9E-O1 3.5440TE-o1 6.612u9E-ol 5,52387c-02 -. O0000E oo -5,71Q30 ­ 8.28676E-01 4.67914Enif
23 -2.36614F-i 7.11240E-nl 6.61209E-01 3.49517E-i2 -5.71R30F-01 -5.1;473E-12
1 8.2$676E-nf 4.67914E-01
22 2.361 9 E-C1 7.11240E-01 6,612o9-01 3;49ql7-n2 -5.12473E-1 5,71B3oE-0I B.2$b66E-ol 4.67
9 14E-01
23 5b1299E-01 3.544o7E-01 
 6.6 120 9E-U1 5.5aW7E-02 5.7IA30E.01 1.O0OOOE+O 8.28676E-61 4.6 7914E-nl
 
24 -9 .711 1 3E-U1 0. 2.38h19 -. 0. 0,
U 
 0.
25 -9.3247.E-ol 2.7122t-j1 2,36619E-01 O 7 9
4 ,2lI3E-02 -1.OOOOOE,00 
-6.39116e-01 4.679'14E-01 9 99 98E-026 -b.612 09- 01 7.1124oE-01 2.38619E-01 3.4 9517E-02 -B.39116E-01 -5,2357E-01 4,67914E-01 7.9999BE.0927 -2.38619E-ol 9.41340E-01 23861QE-01 3.9 1Q56E-uJ2 -5. I57E-01 -5o124736f1? 467914E-01 7.999 9BE-0928 2.3d6j9lE- 9.41340E-01 2,3fte19E-01 3,91QjE-u 
-0012473E-12 5,1357-01 ',67914E-01 7.999 98E-o9
29 6,61209E-01 7,11240E-01 2.30619E-ol 3:49517E-0 



















SURFACE FLUX,TOP GROUP NO,. 








































































































































































































25 1.28238E-09 6,48679E-09 3.50?4E-g7 1,77271E-07 2.15933E-07 5.94299E-07 1.8650BE-07 1.27593E-07 















3 1.1t544-o7 1.1o352s-07 1.1V545e-07 1,1( 53;.07 1,r5?7Er7 I.ln'fl4-0u a.1o04RE-u7 4,4179 f- 5 

















7O 1 , (33 F 3..1.14- 27:-_ 
7 1'4-EE-07 
8 11359t 07 
9 1.l1 4 14E-o 
10 1 .103)bf -. )7
11 1.1-1396E-.37 
0 1 E 0 
1.104'I-o7 
1.1 35--07
1. 1 £(i4 5t-0F7 







l #~ £ O1,14P35-n7 1,107 F-07 
1.1016F-07 
I . 1 p2 2V 5 0 7  
1.1o344E-07 








10 6 J -%17 4 9 -1.10542F-Q7 4.117;E-05 
,100b£-n7 .4.41E12E-0; 




















































s 1.b,?I22P-,7 1.'333e-07 1.07P7A -v7 1,1005s-07 i.i,171E-,17 1,1,4oJE-U I.;97;e-(7 4.44?6 -PFG 
1.~b?-' ~~~- jI.1 :j11E-n7 I.1110E-O1 1.IUOilo?-17 4.376-vE-OS1O 9. 6'qt E- .b 9.d197HE-PA 1 .] ? q£ O7 1. ('131E-07 I1, );) r- 7 4, 64 ;F-l2,) li 19 1 1,- . .,."2b,'3 -) 1.0133JE-07 I . 993k4F.-I7 
21 7.5dI56E-.8 7.S3i6&F-M3 9.3,042F-8 1.,7734E07 1.IOILSE-0? t.ll63E-O? 1.99@E-07 4.3(3'?E-q
 
23 3.93659 F-,8 4.17106F-0 6.05153E-1)8 ,963434p-OK 1.08920E-O7 1,1'14C1E-O? l,0999 -o7 4,S007"k-0 
24 1.i4113E-.a 2.O895SiE-08 3.470441--.3 6.Q4I04 w-0' I.C 7 574E-t07 1. 1 )j6.iE-o?7 1.101107-1)7 4.0466"r.-95 
25 5.21091E-) 9 5.68534E-09 1,0 7 0 9 3E-0 8 3.7"4QA-0od 1,03-6F3E-0 x.OS4IOE-0l 1.10115-07 3.5315xE-3S 
17l', 0 21 22 23 24 
1 4,41777E-.5 4.41,309E-,5' b.As3flWE-A 5.43L~1qjI-Q5 5.43R1VPSE- 5 5.43P5oE-05 5,39O- R.40dE-05 5
2 4.4187E- 5 '.4178E-q5 5.43'393E-U 5 5.3r'f3E-05 5.43903E-o 5.4,3P91E-05 5,439VF-I'S A.917F-,5 
3 4.41717E- S 4.4[) E-95 5.43$9RE-US 5.439q7E-(15 5.43857-05 5.43A43E-05 5.43493-S5 8.491 7 3E15 
M 0
 4 4 bbE- ',41796-T 5.43'9 2E--S 543A E-Ob 5.43916L-05 5.43U72E-C5 5.433 9 2E-05 A.491 7'E-05 
5 4.41717E,:5 4.41boaE7-5 5.43992E-0j5 5.43'l)?E-05 5,43573E-l5 .43 R91E-o 5 5.43d 93z-$5 f.4917 3E-05 
6 4.w19IOE-05 5.4lb92&.05 5,43943E-05 5.43HqE-o 5.43892 R.49175E-054.417qrE-fl5 S.4369ar-05 r-05 
7 4.41641E-15 40 4179 E-J5 5.43$9VE-*5 5.4340'2kt-05 5.4381'F-5 5,43HeE-c5 5,43I9W3r-. 9..917,E-lq5S 4.42u1 67-) 4,41N7 -05 5,43892z-(i5 5.43W)A2'O5 5.44DOoE-05 5.43901E- 0 5  5.4313 1 5 A40173E-05 
9 4.414.37-05 4.41797E-15 5.43892e-l 5 5.434 2E.05 5,4j7q3E-v5 9,43lE-O 5.43894- .5 R.49174E-O5
 
5
10 4.'ia2E-$5 4.41 0ooE-)5 5.43892P:05 5.43 F-05 5.44P37E-( 5.4341. E-05 5.4391-0Z Q.4'17 4E-O 
11 4.41aU7E-O,5 4.41795E-05 5,4349=eo5 5.43892E-05 5,435S -05 5,43 8E-U 5 5,43695F-09 5.4917t£'05 
12 4.4ablE-i5 4.41o2E-o 5.43h92g-j5 5,43492E- 51 443959E-05 5.4 2 E-0St 5.'38 -u5 R,4j1 4AE-0 
i3 4.4olb574-o 4.41793E-95 5.44MAft..05 5.431,2E 5 -0 5 5,43'9 -r R.491TAE.-55 5.4392e9-15 5.A4 
14 4.33Q7 E-,5 4.41cOE-O5 5,43892---,5 5.4369?--Ob ,4345iE-05 5.43db3 -) s.4103F-'9 
15 4.3%9btt7-5 4.417'9E-)5 5.43B9 3E-, 5 5.430?-ob 5.42?P3E-05 5.43q0E-5 5.439oS;-i5 Q.4j1E-J9 
16 4.449 7,t.-0 5 4.'17lE-I'5 7.43A91j-5 5.4X 9 3F-05 5.46 270E-9 5 .44i Pa-u5 5.43B74c-,5 A. .9}hc­
17 4.374A5-15 .417 3 E-35 5,43893E- 05 9.43SE-0 5.40314E-05 5.41377O .1-05 PflhAE-0r 
18 4.478A7 E-!5 4.',117F5 S. 43894E(-5 S.43c)17b05 5.49102E-05 5.'4143-U) 5.4315b-,); R.4917)E0 
19 4.333flF- 5 4.41774E-15 50~302E'05 5.4330:E-'3 5.1i1A5E-)b ,43j.Ob5.43943C..15 ;k.la4f2E-Thv 
20 4.53b74E-:S 4.41432-E:05 5 43Y9M95 5,4 4???E-0'1 S,55173E-nS 5j*443'2F...)5S.43N21;.-1~
5
21 4,253bIE-o5 4.4176 1E'J 5 S43398c-o 5.42691F-05 5,26 776E-05 9.4#3212P-Ot, 5.4398lr-ri5 R.41?nl,L- r
 
5
22 4.t47q6 -05 4.41A7E5E-5 5.461169-0 5,4b95F[-5 .6 9540E-)5 5.447,19E-0 5.43775v.5 R.4S1YbE-)5
E>O 5234.09 742E-JB 4.4+175'iF'05 5.f'1Qe?M5SAi W.0i 'SrS~6o 9.4d9 5.440E05n e. ,1'07E-05 
24 4.8A574E--3 5 4.41$SC7E05 S 9 .t5 Wl3o-O5 K.444I'O 5.438391F-05 ?.$?S8fE-05 
25 3.7824E-05S 4.41666E-0)5 3.31C 2E-u ,t3lf0 447&s5ci#~f?~ 5.43623E-05 3.70074E-05; 
?5 26PT l2 - I3u
 
1 8.491.,1E-i,5 b.49J'J15 6.49179,'05 0.10176E-05 'll4977L-OS 6.4;jlE,
 
2 8.4917E-,S 8.49175E-5 e,4197b-Ob 8,4917E-0'E5 $.4'17'E-05 8.44171E-05
 
3 8.49173j-05 8,49174E-0' q.49176705 6.49177F-05 8,4'4177E-5 fl4917Aqwo5
 
4 B.49j73,:-jS S.49174F-J5 8.4917,:-%)5 8.44177E-05 A.4917?t-O5 8.441%E-oib
 
5 8.4917b,-U5 9.49175E,-' a.49174c::j5 6.491l7A"-05 8.49177Efl5 9.49117?E-05S
 
6 83.49L7S -.o5 H.491TE-jS 8:49174. )5 R ;49l7eW-OS P,49111E-,)5 8.4il77E-Ob©
 
T 8.4 9 175F-05 8.491TSE-05 8.49171I!--)5 6.491'3I-flS a.9?E0 8.4917E-;v
 
884915E:G5 8.44175E-05 8:44185i.:OS 4.4179E0b3 3.49116fE-4 5 .4177E-05
 




















































































.9807 9E-,5 8.6 9114E-05 


























SUPFACL FLUXSIlE GQOUP :1,= I 
1 B.1$351E- 7 -C,'30427E-06 6,02517E-o7 1.29126E-Oh 2.702R3E-07 3.21S31E-0? 1.86509E-07 1.5524&E-07 4.eSo i;-V7 3.3.176'07
2 2.4uV'OE-J6 1.$2349E-06 2.39735E-06 3,?9373E-06 5.85135E-? 8.74691E-QT 

6 ,2 6 45 E-C 6 3 6.36 712E-' 8.59 724E-,6 8.25721E-, 6 '3.396RF2E-06 1.09 2,69E-06 2. O546E-0Q 3.09824 -06 

4 2.6566E-'5 2.b51I5E-05 2.64467E-O5 2.14049E-05 2,65375E-05 3.24929e-05 a,q485RV-05 3,09017E-)5
 
.72a01E-n





1.01683E- 7 1.0941E-,7 1.10115 O7 -59,4339E-iQ
 






2 5.79171E-7 5.7917qEO@7 5.79164P-d7 5.79151E-0T 5.42777E-)t 5.76287E-J7 

3.S015i)b 3.u5jyE-06 .3.05019 :-06 3.05019E-06 2.931q9E-06 3.04371E-00 3.05335-b .S597?3E-0C3 
 1.6112bE-u5 -3.O145S5E-8
4 1. 61)34E-Ob 1.1,34E-05 1.61035E-05 1.61035F-05 1.58035E-15 1.60774E-05 

5 4.247,,3E-d 5 4.24703E-05 4.24703E-05 4.24 7 14E-05 4.10859E-05 -4,.a97Tu-45 4,400*z-,5 2,Z,751E-5
 
20 all 2a 23 24
17141 

-2.67283E-1o -2.6 733 4E-1O -2.62735E-10 -1.331;22E-10 -1,32911E-10 3.05973E-10
1 -5.37o69E-1o -3.24107E-1fl 

2 -1.t,31 9E-u 9 -1.1,0$1'E-O9 -8.2417*E-1Q -i,~7bE-tfl -8.1 372E-10 -4,36'q53E-10 -4.6279b -I0 1.3053nE-09
 9 0

-2,328WF-01 -2.11576E- 1.lr7F>0i -5,35037E-10 ,.821IF-0
3 -5.75447E-19 -4.44b63E-C9 -2.38255E-,9 

4 -2.99932E-!8 -1.99449 E-l8 -9.04345E-0 9 -A.9 773ZE-0
9 
-6,81435E-)9 -2.63407E-a9 5,13283E-D9 3.49 841E'0B
 
5 2.2012E-05 2.20399E-05 a,7191)IE-05 271901E-05 2,71934E-05 2,60191E-95 2,7230BE-Q5 4.2489
9E-05
 
I15 225 29 30
,226 
"3,4150E1l0 2,6190TE-1o 3.5O?IE-10 3.7loB9E-iU
1 3.06712E-10 3lo29SE-10 

2 1.30772E-J9 1:313)9E-09 1,29719E-09 '1.0064hEe09 1,38271E-09 1.43355E-0 9
 
9
3 5,08715 _-0 .0 9 971E-09 5.12'i0E-09 5.34173E-"S 7,44"?E-9 H,00,97E-0
9
 
4 3.49919 E-g8 3.'9927E'o0 3,49455E08 2.92067E-08 4.46893E0-6 5*01301E-08
 
4611045E-05. 4,292,06E-05 4,24258E-05







POINT FLUX#TOP GROUP NO.- I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 







































































































































































































25 0. 0. 1,9471TI-08 0. 0, 0. O , 0. 
26 0. 0. 1.93754E-08 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
























































35 0. 0. 1.19831£-08 0. 0. A. , ?.26629E-In 
36 0. 0. 6.74263E-09 0. 0. 0. 0. 3.55670E09 
37 0, 0. 3,43573E-09 0, 0. 0. 0. 6.45279F-09 
9 10 i1 12 13 14 15 16 
1 O. 0. Of o 0. 00 0. a. 
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
3 0o O. 0, 0.o O. 0. 0. 0, 
(-L4 D0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
5 0. D. o. n. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
.TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 









































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 
050.. 05O. O.. O. O. 0.  nO no0. o 
16 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.0. a.17 0. n. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.18 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0.0. 0.19 0. 0, 0. 0.0. 0. 0. 0.20 0. O. .2f O, O. 0 . n.0. O. 0. no0 *O0 . 0 . 0. 
22 o. 0,. 0. 0, 0. 0.O 0.23 O. ., 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.24 0. 0. 0.  0. 0.0. a.25 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.26 0. i. 0. 0. 0. O. 0. Do
27 . a. O. 0. 0. 0.0 28 0. O, 0.0. 0. 0. 0..29 0. O. 0. O. 0. 0,0. 0.30 0. O. 0. 0. 0.0. 0. 0.31 o, 0. 0. 0 0. 0. 0. .32 O. 0, 0.O. O. a, a.33 0, 0. 0. 0. 
0  
0. 0. 0 0,34 0. O. 0. 0. O. 0.0. O35 o. O. O 0, 0. 0.0. 0. 
36 o. a. a. a.37 Oo 0. 0. . 0. OP 0. O.0. O* O 0. 
25 26 27 28 291 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 0.
30 
2 0. O. O. O 0.. 0. 
3 O. 0. 0. O.0. 0.40., 0. 0* 0. 0. 0.5 0. 0. 0. 0.0. 0.6 0. '0. O. . no. a.7 0, 0. . 0. n, 0,

a 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. Do9 O n. 0. fl. 0. 0.10 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0.11 0. 0. O. 0.12 o. 0. a. 0. a. 
13 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0.14 0. 0 . 0, 00 0. 0. 
15 O. a. O. 0. O. 0.16 n.O  .. o0 O. O.
17 0. 0. (I. 0. 0, 0,18 0. . O. O. a. O.19' O. . a.. O. 0.20 0. 0.a. 0. 0. 0. 
21 o. 0. n.o. 0, 0. 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 
22 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.0.23 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. .24 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0.25 0. 0. D, 
0. -0 0.26 0. U. 0. 
0. .0. 0. 0.270. 0. 
28 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
n. 0. 0,29 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.30 0. U. 0. 
. O. 0.31 o. 0. a. 
32 0.,. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
33 0. 0* 0,. 0. 0. 
34 o. 0. 0.0. 0. 0. 





POINT FLUASI3E GROUP NO.. 1 
2 3 4 5 6. 7 
1 0. 0.0. 0. 0. n 

















5 n, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 
















9 0. 0. fl, . 0, 0, n. 
10 0., 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 
I 0 0, . ). 0, 0, 3. 0. 
12 0. 1. 0, A. 0. 0. 0. 0. 



















16 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
17 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
18 O a. 0. 0, 0, 0. 0, . 
























































27 0. 0. 4.7'813F-09 0. O. 0, 0. A. 
28 0. O. 8,29.21F-39 0. 0. 0. 0. A. 
29 O. 0. 1.29920E-08 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 



















33 0. 0 2.511Eb-O8 9. 0. 0. 0. 



















37 0o 0. 2.89761E-uB 0O 0. 0. 0. 0. 
9 10 12 13 14 15 16 
1 0. 0. 0. 0O o. 0. Of 0. 
2 o. 0. 0, 0, 0. 0. 0. 
3 0. a. 0. 0. o 0. a, . 
4 0, 0. 0, 0O 0O 0 0. n, 
5 0. 0. 0. 0o O, 0. 0. 0. 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 
6 0. 0. 0. r' 0. , 0. 0. 
.7 0. 0. 0. I'. 0, 0. 0. 0, 
8 0.. o. 2, 	 0. 0. 0. 0o 
9 0. o.0 .0 	 .0. n* 
. O. 0. 0. A10 0. 0. 0 
0.. 0. 	 0. 0, 0.11 0. 0. 
n.
le o. a. o. n, 0. 0. a. 

13 o. 0. 0. .. 0. O.
a  
n.
14 0. 0. 0. O. 0. A. o. 
15 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, n. 
16 0. O. 0. a. O. 0. a. O. 
17 o. 0. 0. (. 0. 0. 0. 
IS . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
19 O. 0. 0. O. 0. 0. , O. 
20 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. n. 
21 0, 0. n. 0. O. O. O a. 
22 O. a. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 
23 0, o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 
24 0.e, 0. 	 n, 0. 0. 0. n 
A.25 0. n. 0. n, 0. 0. 0, 
26 0, O. O. 0. 0. Q, 
a1 0. ~ .. 4 .0 ,0 
28 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. ,0P 29 o. (. 0. 0. 0 0. 0. 0. 
Iw 30 0, O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 
0 	 31 o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
32 o. 0. 0. 0. O. a. ..
 
33 0. o. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 
34 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.35 0. 0. 
36 0. 0. 0. A. 0. 0. 0. A. 
37 0. A. 0. A, 0. 0. 0. 0. 
21 22 23 2* 
1 O. O* 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
17 18 19 20 
2 0. 0. 0. 	 0. 0* O 
0. 0. 0. -0. 0. n3 0. o. 
4 0. .0. 	 0. 0. 0. 0. 
5 0. . 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 
6 o. 0. . . 0. 0. . 
7 o. 0. 0. no 0. 0. 0 0. 
8 0.. 0. 0. 0. a. 0. 0. .y> 9 	0. 0* 0* 0. 0. 0' 0. A. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0.100 . 0. 0. 
I 0. 0. 0., 0. O 0o 0.. 0.Oa­)- 12 	 0.. OO 
. 
k-~13 0. 0. 0. A. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 12 0. 	 . .
0. 0. O.. 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 
15 O. 11. O. 0. 0. O. 0. n 
16 0, 0I. n. 0. aO U. O 





































23 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O0. . 
24 0. 0. O,fO. 0. 0. U. 0. 
25 09 0. 0, 0. O. .0. O. 0. 
26 00 0 , n. 0. O. O. O, O 
27 o. 0. 0. 0. 0,.- 0. O, 
28 o. 0. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0. n 
29 0. 0. ol Ol 0. 0. 0. O 
30 O,a, 0. 0. 0, 0.' ,.o. 
31 o,*O. O6 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 



















35 0. 0. 0. 00 0. a.' 0. 01 
ol 36 0, 0. 0. 0. O. 00 00 0. 
125 26 27 28 29 30 
2 0. O. 0. 0. 0. .0, 
3 0. O). . 0. 0. 0. 
4 0. 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 
5 0. O. 00 0, 0. 09 
6 0. 0. O. 0. 0, 0. 
7 0. 0. 00 O. 0. 0, 
8 O. O. O, 0. O. 0. 
9 0. n . 0. O,. 0. 
l'o Of 0. 0. 0. 0. 
11 O.O0 .0. O 
12 O.0 . O. 
13 O. . 0.O,  
14 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0., 
15 0. O. 0. O. 0. 0. 
17 0. 0. O. 00 0. 0, 
17 0..0 O. O, . 0, 
19 0..0 0. 0.O0 . 
190. 0,. 0. 0. 0. 0. 












































































































TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUEb) V 
POINT FLUX.TOTAL 	 GROUP NO.= 1
 
2 3 46 7 8
 
1 0, 1.,033P-';li 1.00906-08 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
2 o. 9.77664E-L9 1.D34E-u8 0. 0, O 0. 0.
 
3 o. 9.2 65)7E-09 1.0U43PF-It 0. 0. . . 0.
 
4 0. 8.237E-'-9 1.14982F-04 0 . 0. 0. 0. 0, 
?.93733E-a9 0. 	 a.
5 0. 	 1.2a588;-04 O. . Q
0. 6.73%OqE-09 1.3344$6-0e 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
7 Go 5.91'12E-'9 1.411b2-J8 U, 0. 0. 0. 0. 
a Go 5.b5747E-'9 1.44994E-C8 0. 0. 0o. 0. n. 
9 . 5.391 IAE-09 1.46417-O8 0. 0. 0. O 	 ,
 
10 0. S"CI96E-9 1,49 76 CE-0E8 0. O0 	 0.0. O 
 
11 0. 4.56972E-^9 1.53525E-Q8 0. o. 0. 0. n, 
12 G. n.6MS~A 0.A 0.A4.?4,7'2v-9 	 f  
13 0. 3.722A'E-09 1.61 377E-08 t. o, 0. 0. a.
 
14 0. 3.27709F-09 1.6E5435-08 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
15 Go 2,654m6F-09 1.71)511;-08 Go. O. . 0. At
 
16 0O a.1243,E-9 1.76206M-08 a. 0. 0. 0. a.
 
17 0. 1.58413E-09 1.00896E-08 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
180a. 1. 4 8493E-',9 Ij*814$?9-cB8 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 
19 0o 1.10fl3E-u9 1.85479:-08 , 0. o. 0. 0. 
20 0, 8.302bqE-10 1.(,994 -08 G, 0. 0; 0. 0.
01 21 0. ,.776a6-10 1.677IbE%-08 0. 0. 0. GO 0*
 
4.22 	 0. 2.96299E-10 I,913 42E-.tS 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
23 a. 6.11446e-11 1.9?0d5E-0e 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
24 0. 5.575JE-12 1.93252£-,'d 0. 0, GO 0. 0,
 
25 0. 0. 1.94717C-I8 no 0. O. O, 0,
 
26 o 0. 2.o.664-08 0. . 0. 0. 0.
 
27 0. 0. 2.42427E-08 (. .0. 0. 0. 0.
 
28 0, Q. 2.75$ 37E-8 0 0, 0. 0, 0. n
 
29 0. 3,'17b4-*.nd 0, 0. 0. U. 
30 0, nO 3.3 4 796E-8 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 
31 a. O. 3.59299-.08 go 0. 0. O 0. 
32 0. 1)3.1b96e -(!b n 0.1. n1). no 
33 O. a. 3.900 -F08 0. 0. 0. 0. . 
3k 0. no 3.994"b9 -08 0, P. . 0. no 
35 0o n. 4.0003'-01 n, o. O. Go 7,26629E-10 
36 0o O. 3.5S004Fvu8 0. , 0. 0. 3.4S67rE-09 
37 o. 0. 3.24119E-08O 0. 0, 0. 6.5279E-09 
9 10 i1 12 13 14 15 16
 
1 0. O, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 
2 0. .0.0. 	 0. 0. 0. 0l. 
? 0. 0. 0. n. 0. 0. 0, 0. 
4 o. 0. Go 0. 0. Do 0 O. 
5 0o O 0. 0. 0. Oi. 0 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 
6 	 0. , 0. 0, n. 
,n .0 n)17 0. 
0a.a 0i ~. 
9 0. 	 . 0. 0. 0. ., 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
II 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
10 	 0. 0. 
0.12 0. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. U. 
13 o. 0. 0. 00 . 0. 0. 0. 
0. o. 0. 0. 0.14 	 0. a. n. 
15 	 0. .0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. n16 0. 0* 0. 	 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 
18 0., 0. 0. 0. 0, O. 0.
170. 	 0.. 0.. 
0 0. 0..19 O.0. 	 0. 0. 
20 	 0. 0. 0; 0. 0. 0. O 
. 0.21 o, . 0. 0 0.. 0. 

22 O. 0. 
 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0 
23 0. 0, 0. 	 0. O 0. 0. O, 
24 	 0. 0. 0 . 0. 0. 0. 0, 
25 0. O. 0. 	 n. O. O. 0. 
1, 0. 0. 0. 0.26 	 0. n. 0. ol0,27 	 r,.O. 1, , OV O. O. 
0
7 28 O. (1. 0. 0. 0 0. 0, 0. 
29 	 0. ci. o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0.c. . cO*. 	 0. n.30 	 0. O 
31 0. A. 	 '1. 0, 0. 0. 0. 
320. 0. . ,0. 0. 0. 0. 
33 0 0. 0. 0. 0. UI. 0. 
34 0 . 0. 0. 0 , O Of 0. 
35 o. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. . 
36 0.0 . . 0. 0. 0. A. 
37 o. n. 00 0. 0. 0. 0. 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2' 
1 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. O. a.2 0. o. O. 
3 	 . 0. 0. Of,
 
. 
~ .0.0 O. 0. 00. 0. 0. 0.
Of0 0. 
0. 	 0. O,560.0.O, O 0.. 0.Q, 0.O  , 0,. 0. 
6 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.' 0. 0. 0.
'-7" 9'). 	 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.' 
*v~~~0 0.0.*I. 	 . 11 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
12 o. o o. . 0. Q.0. 	 0  
0 0n, = 




TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 
14 '0. 
 0. 0.
15 0. b]. 
. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
16 o, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O.0 
17 o. q, n. C; 0. 0. 0. 0. 
. 0. 01 0, 0.
18 0. 0. 0.

• 190. o. n. a.200. a. O, 0. O. 0. a.
0 0.0. 0119 0 0. n. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.22 no 0,". 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
23 0O .0 
 0.
 
2 no 0. 0. 0, O
25 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
236n. 0. 0. 0.0. 0. 0. n. 
27 0. 0. 00 0, 0. Of 0. 0.
28 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 0.

.29 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 
 0. 0. 0.
27 c.0 . 0. 0. 0.,032 Do 0. ,
312 . 0. 0.. 0. 0.0. 0' 0, 0.0 
31 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
33 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.32 00 0 0. 0. 0. 0.0. 0. 0.0, 0. 0.
 
36 0. 0. 0. Of. . 0. O; 0. 
34? 0 0. 0 0 . 0. 0." 0. 0.3T O, O, 0 . r , O1 0, 
05 26 27 28 29 30
 
2 O,0. 0, 0.
O 0.
3 0. 0. . 0, 0O 0.
4 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0O
 
5 0, 0 0 
 , 0., 0.
 
60. 1. 0, a 0.. 0.
 
7 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. ,
8 0. 0, 0. n. 0. 0. 
9 0. 0, Of 0,0 0.
10 0, 0. 0. -. 0. 0.
 
11 0. 0. r. 0. 0. 0. 
12 o. a. n. 0.0. 0.
 
13 0. 0. 0. c. 0. O.
14 0'. 0,0., 0.
15 0. 0. 
 0. 9. 0. 0.
 
16 O. .0 0. 
 0. 0o
 
x 17 O. 0. 0. 0. Of 0.
l8 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0o
19 0. 0. 0. 0.0. 0.






























26 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
27 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
28 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
29 0. D. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
30 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
31 0. A. 0. 0. 0. 0. 























































































































































































































,4 74 7T367E-l' 7,77367Ew19 0. 7.72048E,10 7.4,671E-10 0. t). 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED)
 
25 7.633?Q1E1- 7.8324 1E-Iu 0. 7.77673E-11 7.3U3 4'E-'i 0.,
 
2a 8.254C9E-1i) 7.171 9E-10 4,369o7E-]i 7.738PE-Io 7.? 9?9F-10 4.36532E-UI -4.p74rPE-11

2? 9.b2643E-1 7.91'5b1E-1u 1.92.'9?E-I0 7.69,F1 7.3?1Ak"C .913?-I -1.7312 F-1n
 
28 1.12bR5E-9 7.65429E-10 3.o,,421E-1o 7,45.35F-1n 7.13739- 1 3.56bl.-1 .3.36027-11
 
29 1i.26PE-09 7.3799SE-10 5.28mARE-1o 7.0QA?SE-IO 6;84157E-10 5.188%47E-10 -4.Q3]7?E-11 
3o 1.39372E-09 7.0475 9 E-10 6.0b966E-1 b,686443E-10 6.571 'AE-10 6.6bb99E.I0 -e.4a439F-IA 
31 i.515nsE09 6,79251F-10 8.3W?4E-10 6,34337E-10 6.33Sd1E-lu b.Ob5?-IO -7.79V1E-10 
32 1.62,0,OE-09, b.5341OL-10 9.bb5SlE-1u 5.99427F.10 6.0925r-1u 9.12515r-10 -9.01313r-ln 
33 1.6 9 656E-n9 6.lbS53E-10 1.07971E-o9 5.55191E-10 5.751 96E-10 1,002527-09 -1.0068fE-09 
34 17 6 99 3E-n9 5.9526 4 E-10 1.17467E-f9 5.24364E-10 5.55066E-10 1.07102w-09 -1.,953E-O0 
35 1.a3b75-09 5,67038E-10 1.25171E-09 5.05128E-10 5.38682E-10 1.11911E-09 -1,16718E-09 
36 1.78807E-09 4.76410E-10 1,31166E-o9 4,00294E-10 4,00672E-10 1,14b55E-09 -. 2230RE-09 
37 1,80639E-09 4.5711E-10 1.35068E-09 3.72902E-10 3,45384E-10 1.15727E'09 -1,?5947E-09 
A-t 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 












11 1 .'2399F-:7 
12 3.65863E-'7 
13 1.670.8 E-0l 
14 3.469471 -<7 
15 1.491(t2E-7 
16 3.t 04lE.u7 












3 1.24814E- 7 
4 1.23315E-.7 




9 1 .3262E-.-7 
10 1.2149F-O7 
11 ls22d65E-J72 1. 10?g  j  
13 I.°2354E-O7 





1. 401r77F-fl7 4.4902c-.17 J,1 3qj9F-06  
3.7916,2E-07 12b396E '(7 1.13i63E-O6 
2.26-74E-07 4.27(123F-07 1.13029E-06 
4.',6?qE-O7 I.2 71E-t7 l.1274F-Ob 
2.24 66E-07 3.95364E-:)7 1.1,!3E-n6 
3.d321E-;;7 1.4,443F-11? 1.12?I, -06 
2.24 15L-07 3.67971E-u 7 1.12'3'2F-0 
3.59',27E-07 1.72818E-07 1.121?E-06 
2.34424E-97 34('8-41-0 7 1.1201flQE-06 
3.199S ;E-Q7 I.9S53bE-& PI ablEA 
1.39-61E-07 3.1'242E-07 1.1277E,-06 
3oq5tnj1E-07 2.1326 4E-07 1.1263 5E-Ob 
2. 9 9'?5E-07 3.tj448 5t-J7 1.12736r-Ob 
i.641 -07 2.254765-07 1.1a57RE-0 
3.9 4413E:07 2.9194SE-u7 1.12V?6E4oa 
1.33ql(E-07 2.36930E-o7 1.l252TE-06 
3.454?4E-8Y2.?337I 1 .123r'3c$i!b 
2.48o03E-o7 2.45944F.-(,7 1.1&1)E-06 
4.82454f-n7 2.7219E-o7 1;1109F-06 
2j 6 7 74E-07 2,S4R34f.0l 1. 79E-06 2.2247'E-07 Z.?o8tEo7 I.C4249E-06 
3.733hE-07 2.53239F-oT' 9.476?bE-07 
2.2361E-,7 2.6b349E-,i7 7.78314E-7 
9.48 77nE-08 2.55013E-0
7 S.o?71q3-.7 
2.77776E-18 2.49 218e-0l 1.76hqSE£07 
0 1 ±2 
1.d8??E-07 I.2t5'521 -07 1.29)3?F.fl7 
l.26 ,94E~i -c)974Eo1. 
1.24 7 74E-)7 1.24605P.-07 I.?4446r-07 
1.2324SE-A7 1.22837c-()7 1.2IA9E-07 
j.237j'E-')7 1h?3410-07 1.RaWn3E-O7 
1.2?'39E-,7 1.?22IL-07 I.?1r,9 -0? 
1.2339oE-07 1.2305N-0o7 1.22591F-07 
1.21935E-07 1.21419,-07 1.2:4P7E-07 
I.3,!1F-'7 1.2?7173E-,i 1 . 30F-.)7 
1 .211t E-D)7 1 .30E­ 7 1.?.)3050-07 
1.22:)E-07 1.22 5 16E-0o 1.22,.2F-o7i 217'97 &{;0 :1448 ' 7 , 373CE-V7 
i*a2363.: 7 1.2214_W l.2V 4OE_7 
].2O3lE-07 1.2 046E-07 1.,03F9'-O7 
1.212-3).07 1.21465E-07 1,21131E-07 
1.20292E-67 1.20898E-07 1,207A5E-07 






















9,9 053 9E-07 





























a.wn'1 4E-0 7 
1.70 "E.0 7 
2.41512E- 0 7 
1.31,"97E- r 
4,0479E-v7 






























1.13114"-(l6 1. 1 3c;94FO 1.0l)55:-n6 1.1277F-0 
1.772?'-07 101367r-n6 
4.36641 -47 9.37? L-'7 
1.1749-17 9.1631F-A7 
3,95505r0f7 1*flfbAr-AA 
9,590 9 1F-08 1.01914E-06 
27lq34q-0R I.039r-O 
7.3536?' 08 1.03447P-v 
9.7o093Si-o9 1.04351E9'F 
d.47737P-N 1.0151 >F-n4 
1.29577F-07 1.054'rE-O6 
4.48463r-OR r.'rfrl'"F-C'S 
4.gb2;'jF - q I.A61 ?P- 0 
1.3a51Ra-o7 1.06647E-06 
1.48790r-07 1.069 91F-fl 
b.Oj?31E-U9 1 . C7,r-F-A 
I.771 75 r-flq I.A?41F-F 






3.61 771E-07 1.i)957L-)A 
1,1270 7E- 7 1.08439F-05 
is '15 
1.30477- 7 4.43"27E05 
t71-l1.4,­3~  4.43794E~ 
1.?h96C'-07 4.437" E-A5 
1.223 9 35-07 4 .43715r Q5 
i.20984V-O 4.437 b6E0 -
1.2c?47t:0? 4.43767LO5r 
1..t 3 63 -07 4,437bP - rl 
1,193d -,7 .*437: ' Qr,-
1,19* 6 -­,r674.437'l -r 
1.184~99C07 4.43F,2F­
1.195'30E-97 4.437d3F- O 1.19C033--")7 4.434o4 ,-,r, 
1 . 1 956SC­ 0 7 4,4356
0 ;q-o 
1.19253c-,7 4.44121r-73 r, 
1,199- 4.'3R?)?F­ ; 









































































1 4.4 38 00E-05 
2 4.43d39E-)5 
3 4.4371b.05 
4 4.43b2E 05 
5 4,43679E)5 
6 4,439 12E-jS 





12 4 , 4461 lE-,5 




17 4.39 317E-!5 
1i 4.499C (.05 
19 4.352 71E-)5 
2o 4,555P7j.,5 
21 4.27532E-05 
22 4 6h226t.uS 
23 4 .12575E-'5 
24 4.87ol2..05 









4.43 78 4E-o5 
4.437Q,.E-05 
4.43786E-t)5
4. 4 37 78E-,)5 
4.43787E-05 



















5.423164-15 5.4211H. 5 
5.42142F.:05 5.42141E-05 
5.42127-05 S. 4212 7E-05 
5.42137E-05 5 .42 136E-O5 
5.42130E-05 5 . 4 2 130E-05 
5.4?135$-O7:5 5.42134F-05 




5,4213 8E-05 5.42139F.05 
S,4?1Z7E-J5 5.42 125F-05 
















5.42084E-o5 5.4 2134E-055 
9 
4 2 191 e-15 5.211"E-05 
5.42039 C-05 5,4e12vE-u5 
5,4226 4E-05 li.42143EdS5 





S.43 3'1E-0 5 5,42205E:05 
5,40379E-,) 5,4n35E-05 
5,4469E-05 5.Q2273E-05
5,3N4q9E-O 5,4 1943E-0 5 





5,n4P6?05 5.419o5E- 5 S.9947E1..5 B.43006E.05 
4.4610 .0)5 5 ,412 68 E-05 
235 
. 




















































-5 26 P7 28 29 30 
1 8,21468F-152 8 213,3bE-5 
3 8.2126£.,'5 
4 8.2l256F-,5 
5 8.2 1 3E-',5 
8.d2139..-5 
S§919-, 5 
































































8.,21L15 - b 
8.21213E-05 
8.2116 -S68.212uhE- 5 
8.21215&-,:58.2 1199_1r78. 1 )2£5 











B.21218E-nb $.21015-05S.21 2A?F-lb . .21537 -,S 
8.21217E-65 6 .2i633:-,51194E-S I.2214-(,5ii.219 -")5 
........t 8.194Y3 E-5 
8$.2117"E-! 8.2417 6,E-i 5 8 
.21241F-5 S.16G47i-05 
8,2113cE-35 8.3f1"4 -u5 
s. 2 124E-05 8.('5547E-05 
8.21j4$E-05. 8.A:b776E-05 
8,16536E-05 7.72o32E-05 
9.4813 0 E-05 9:16462E-05 
4,42257E-05 6.19431E-05 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 
I I I Pie-05 e,21193E--7b 
8.2 2 E?-05 A.21192,-o5 
A.27,1hF-O5 8.21207E-053.21252E-I) 8.211A4E-,15 































SURFACE FLUX,SIDE (iIOLIP NO.= 2
 
1 ? 3 4 9 - 7 8 
I 7.64195E-j7 1.21r,87E-06 5.141h9E-07 1.13919E-06 1.13Q69E-O6 1.12A39E-06 1.87493F-07 10.430V-06 
2 2.131%oE-)5 1.5257E-U6 1.97934E-u6 3.0Z6 3EF-(l 3.0266E-06 2.996,SE-jb 4.3b957--37 2.93755F-0S 
3 7.$3251E-)6 8.09157E-06 7.41461E-06 8.00042E-06 8.00052k-06 7.9bA6OE-ub 2.745 92F-C4 7.l2159-0A 
4 2.83696P-)5 2.8 3"7:"E.05 2.7F143.-n5 2.(9912F-05 2.09796E"05 2.ln908 05 .2.87698r-U5 ;,.12571F-05
5 2.2228 8E-.5 2.22365E-'5 2.19547l- ;5 2.?71O4E-O% 2.71104E-05 2.71140E-'5 2.64365'-05 .719 9 1F-05 






























1.5 19 68E.05 
4.12098E.05 
2.7079O%-06 2.95337E-0 6 
1.48 163E-05 1.519q3E-05 
3.96041E-05. 4,16760E-0 5 
2.88739r-06 -i.c597;F-07 
1.5a971E-05 -3.053 73E-0 7 
4.1377Sr-05 2.203 70E-05 • 
17 18 . 9 20 21 2a 23 24 
1 -j.j1'6l9E-08 -4.34 9 3"E-9 -4.468E-9 -4.P'433E-09 -4.377p3E-09 -8.2759!E-Q
2 -3.63779E-08 -1,55987E-08 -1,28bb3E-o8 -1.30109E-08 -1,32532E-0 8 -2,7 705PE-0 9 
3 -1,0 6 521E7 -5.39ZT nE-0B -3.324 20E-l *3.343SFr08 -3.37999E'0b -7.43n30E-0 
4 -3.o5255r-j7 -2.21367E-7 ­6.337 36E-08 -6.310AE.0 -6,26331E-06 -2.007n3E-

















































TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) NOT REPRODUCIBLE 
POINT FLUXTOP GROUP NO.- 2 
7?
1 2 3 
1 0. 8.214s59E-n9 8.26307E-9 0. 0. 1. 0. n
 
2 0, A.oO0 I37E- , d.4t7S3F-J9 0. 0. 0, 9. n, 
3 o. 7.57315E- 9 8.bl1b9S-69 ,. 0. .0, n,
 
4 o. 7.ln045E-c9 9.36962E-09 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
5 0, 6.53316E-',9 9.9Z431F-)9 1. 0. 0. 0. 0,
 
a.6 0. 5.51'6E-1)9 1.09295.08 0, O, 0. 0a. 
7 0. 4.641n4E-09 1.156O1E-o8 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
8 0. 4.57'59E-09 1.18b57E,18 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 
9 0. 4.3815!E-09 1.19437E-08 0. 0. 0. 0. 
10 0. 4.12-14E-09 1.225 39F-06 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
11 01 30)0!.E-09 1.25272E-08 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
12 0. 3.6o626E-09 1.27267F-08 0. 0. . 0, n. 13 0. 3. 12i;!SE-09 1.31k92 -08 o. 0. O,a, 0O0 
14 0. 1.3S060F-'0 0. 0. 0. o 0.
 
15 0, 2.193R9E-)9 1,4C271e-06 0. 0. 0. 0, 0.
 
16 0. 1.6429E-09 1.437h2.-Ob o. 0. 00. 0. no
 O 0.
17 0, 1.46Ua9fE-09 1.47511V"08 0. 0. 0., 

i 0. 1.?lblE-O9 1.4979Et-0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
19 0. 9.01447E-19 1.52722E06 0. 0. 0. 0.0 
20 0. 7.18--92E-10 1.53320E-0 0, o 0. 0. 0.
 
21 no 5.5A121E-1rn 1.5e612;-08 0. 0, 0, 0. 0.
 
22 0, 2.76775E- 1.565d8E-08 0, 0, 0. 0. n,
 
24 0. 1.02069E-10 1.57756E-06 0. 0. 0. 0. n 
24 0. 2.38 676E-J11 1.563(-5r-08 a. O. 0. 0. 0. 
25 0. O. 1.5Y612F-08 0. 0. 0" 0. 0.
 
26 0. 0. 1.57441E-Q8 0. O 0. 0. 0. 
27 0. I.65714C.l 3. 0. 0. 0 0. 
28 0, 1.5Q007E-')8 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 
29 0. 0. 1.4f100 -08 0. 0. 0. 0. n 
3o o.. 1.34364Z-08 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
31 o. O. 1.2b63E-08 a. a. 0. 0. 
32 a. a. 1.193ba-)f 0. 0. 0. 0. a. 
33 o . 1.loa2 E-08 0. 0, 0. 0. 
34 0o O. '1.04629 -0b 0. 0. 0. 0. n. 
35 0. 0. 1.1&S55E-08 0. 0. 0. 0. 6.72e69E 1l
 
36 0, O. 6.82207E-09 0. 0. 0, 0 5.50559E-OQ
 
37 o O. 4.48492E-09 0. O. 0, 00 1,0680BE-08
 
9 t0 11 12 13 14 15 16
 
1 0" 0. 0. 0. 0'. O. Of 0,
 
,2 .o. o. 0. O. a. 0. n. 
3 o. O. O 0. 0. 0 . 0.
 
4 0. 0. o. o. 0. o. o. 0.
 
6 0.. . 0. 0. 0.-a 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 
6 0. n. 0. t. 0. 0. 0. 0.7 0. 0. n, 0. 0. 0. 0.o a 0. 0. 0. 0. 
 0. 0 0.9 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.10 0. . 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0.11 0 . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.12 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 0.13 o, a. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
14 0. 0. 0'. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.16 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 
17 o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
 0. 0,18 0. 4, 0. 0. 0. 0., 0. .19 0 e. 1. 0, 0. 0. 0. n,20 0 0. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0, 0.21 0. 0o 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0.22 Oo 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.23 a, o. 0. 0. 0. 0. o. 0.24 o, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O O25 0. o. 0. 0. 0. o26 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.: 0. 0.27 0. 0. 00 00 . 0 ;. 
28 o.. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.' 29 0, 0.0. 0. 0. O, 0, 0. 0.130 0. 00 0. 0. 0.O. O 0. 0.31 o, O. 0.32 O, . 0., o.0, 0. 0. a. 
32 0, 0. 09 0. 0. 0o 0.3 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0, 0.35 0. 0. 0. Of 0. 0. 0. 0.36 o, 0. 0.1 0. 01 0. 0, 6,
37 o, 0. 0, . 0. 0. 0, 0. 
17 18 19. 20 21 22, 23 242 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0. 
3 o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.4 0. n.0. 0. 0. 04 0. 0,5 0. Oo 0. 0 O. O 0. Of6 o. 0. 0. 0.  0 ;. 0.7 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0, 0.8 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 019 0. 0.. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0,
)0 0, n. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, f.II0. 0. 0. (1. 0. 0. 0. 00, . O0
 ,1 00 09OO 0,Of 0,0, 9 0. . not 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 
15 O. 0.O. 0O. 0,. 
16 0. A. 0.O ,0.O U 











20 0. 0. 0,O. O. O,. 
21 0. 0. O0O 0. , O. O. 
22 0. 0. 0wO. 0. Ol O. 
23 O. O. 0. 0. 0m. 0, O0.O 
24 o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0, O 



























































































25 26 27. 28 29 30 
1 O, 0. O. 0, 0. Ot 
2 0. O, 0.Oo0.O 
3 0. 0. ol 0, O9 O. 
4 O. 00 0. 00 0, O. 
5 0. 0. O.4 0., 0. 
6 0. 0. O O6 O0 9 
7 0. O. 0. 9. 0, O 
a 0. 0. O, 0, 0. O. 
9 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 







































21 . . O. O. OoO.= 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED)22 0. a. 
., a.23 O. j, O. . n. a. a.24 
. 0. 0.25 o. 0,0.a,26 Q, .0,, 0 0..27 o. O,3 0. 0.2 9 o... a. 0 . 0.30 0. o. . . 
.301 0. 0.31 0. 0.0. 0.0.3? 0,
, 0.
. 
34 o. 0. 0. 
 0.35 0. OO Oo 0.0 .36 O... 0. 0.37 a. 
. 0.0. a. 00a. 
Al 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 
POINT FLUXtSIDE GROUP NO.= 2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0. 0. 0. 0. O 0. 0,. 
2 o. o. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
3 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
4 a. a. 0. O. 0. 0 . . A. 



























9 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. n, 



















13 0. a. O 0. 0. 0. O, O. 
14 0. 0. 0. 0. , 0. 0. n. 
15 0. e0 0. a. a. 0. O. . 
16 0. 0. 0. 0.a  0. n. 
17 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
18 0. (. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
19 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0.0. 
& 2021 0.0. 0.0,. O,a. . 
0. 
n 















24 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
25 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 



























































































1 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 (/ 
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
S30. O. 0. a. 0. O.0  . 
3 0. a. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 4. 
5 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0, 
50 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 
















































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) 
14 .T. 0. a 0. 	 (I 
15 0. '. *. 	 O. 0. ', 
16 0. f. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
17 o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
18 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
19 0. a. 0. 	 a. O. 0 0. 0. 
20 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
21 o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
22 o 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 
23 O. 0. n. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
24 0. 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
25 O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 
26 0. 1 . 0. 0., 0. 0. 0O 0. 
27 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O 0. 0.
 
28 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
29 0. 0. 0O 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
30 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
31 o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
32 o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O.
 
33 o, 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
34 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
35 o. 0, 0. 0. 0. O 0. 0. 
0" 36 0. 0. 0. . . 0. 0, 0 
37 	 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0.
 
25 26 27 28 29 30
 
1 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0.
 
5 0. 0. .0 	 0, 0.
 
6 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
7 0. u 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
8 O 0. 0. 00 . 0.
 
9 0. .	 A0 0.
0. 	 0.
 
10 0., 	 0. 0. 0. 0. 
81 0. O. 0, 0. 0. O
 
i9 . a. ,. 0. 0. 0.
 
13 0. (I. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
I1 0, 0. 0. 01 0. 0,
 
15 0.. 0. 0."0. 0,
 
1 , 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
14. 0. 	 0. 0.15 0'. 0. 0 .	 0. 0.ao0, 0, f), 0.. 0. 	 (r@ 
0, 00, 0 0,f 
20~~~~~ Do0C,0 ,O 
00 1 0, 0.02 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED)
 










































































































































9.92 43)E-U 9 







































































































































































































































































































0. 0. n.,0g 
0. 
(A~~ . C 
TABLE 6-2 (CONTINUED) .
 
b , o 1 . 9. 0. O,1 
7 go 0. o 0. 0. 0. 0. O 
8 GO 0. .0 . O, . 0 O". 
9 0. o. 0. . 0 . 0. 0. 
10 Of 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 0. n 
11 0O* C, O, 0. O. 0. 0, n 
12 o. 0. 0. 0. 0. O. 0, O 
13 0. C, O,. 0. 01 0. 0. 
14 o, O. 0. gO 0. O. 0. 



















is 0. 0o O. 0. 0o 00 0. 00 
19 0,. 0. O, 0* 0. 0. 00 0, 
20 0. 0. 0; O. 0. 0. 00 0. 









00 0. O 
0,O 

















28 DO 0. 0. O. 0.O* . 09 
2.9 O, 0. 0, 0, 0,. O1 0. 































35 O, O. 0, 0. 0. 0. O1 0, 
36 O. O. 0. n . . 0. .0. 
37 O. 0o O. 0. O. Of 0. O 
1 0 17 0. le 0 19 0. 20 0. 21 0. 22 00 23 0. 24' 
2 0. 0. 0, 01 0. 0, O. no 
3 0. 0. 0. 0 , 0, 01 n . 
-- 4 go Of OOO9O 0. Of 
5 ,O .O 0.n . 
6 0. ,OO 0.O,n 
7 go n, 0. 0.,O 
9 0.q O. 0.. 0. 0. go 



















13 0. 0, 04 0, 0..., 0. 






























































































































































































































































































































24 0. 0. 0. n,, 0. 
25 0 0. 0. 
26 0. 0. 0. 0. 0* 
2? o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
29 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.0o 
29 o. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 
31 0. 0. . 0. 0. 
32 o. 0. a. . 0. 0. 
33 o, A0 0. 0. 0. 0. 
34 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
35 o. 0. A. 0, 0. 0, 
36 o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
37 o. 0. 0, 0. ). . 
OISTRIBUTIONS ON PLANE oR RING FOR GROUP 2 
FLUX VERTICAL CURRENTS 















































































































14 6.511T73E-1 6.;11?3F-10 0. e.4A1,81E10 6.07199E-10 0, 0. 


























4 93 )IF-10.6.44549E-10 0,0. O.459V.10 b.4,ll2E.10 6.0553E-10 6,010?2E-10 0.0, A. 
21 6 .43 527E-10 6,43 5 27 E-10 0, 6.3QTQ3E-I0 6.000T0E-1t O O 



















25 6.421) $&1u 6,42116E-10 0, 0.3747:,F-10 5.4k7,55E-jo 0. 
, 1-
27 - 8.21 0'2E-1-1 o.3b422F-10 1.3z57F-10 b.533 E-10 5.93444C-I'l 1.8414).13 -1.
7 3n3'E-I' 
26 6.77 DnAEL-1) 6329E-1 4.22 -'  6. 23'91.0 5.Q23',7i u 4.2171)')I1 -3. 3$P-1lI1 
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7.0 METHOD-OF SOLUTION 
The numerical technique employed in the MAP code is an integration of the angular 
leakage flux from the visible surface of an r, z geometry model to obtain detector response 
at a detector surface or point. The integration over the visible source surface uses the multi­
group angular flux data from a discrete ordinate transport solution in DOT-IIW* code as 
energy and angular dependent source data. Point kernel integration is carried out over the 
visible surface to provide the detector response. 
Detector response at detector P in Figure 7-1 is defined by! 
(1) DP =f K(E). q (n, E, R, (r,0,O,z)z)B2 (E, b) exp (-b)____  p 	 dSdE 
where, 
D is the detector response at detector P,P 
K (E) is the energy dependent detector response for detector point P 
q (Q, E, r, (, z) is the energy-and angular-dependent source term at the source 
surface. This term is derived from the discrete ordinate transport 
angular flux data. 
p (r, 9, z) 	is the line-of-sight distance from the source surface at coordinates 
(r, 9, z) to the detector point P. 
B (E, b) is the buildup factor to account for multiple scatter on the line-of-sight 
penetration through a geometry. 
b is the total mean free 'paths of material penetrated on the line-of-sight, p (r, 9, 
Z).
 
E is the particle energy 
The calculation of B (E, b) and b is performed at user option. If only uncollided 
flux is desired, then the term B (E, b) is assumed to be 1.0 for all line-of-sight calculations. 
The evaluation of equation I is performed in MAP as a multigroup solution using 
numerical integration over the visible surface as follows: 
*All discussions of the DOT-IIW code are applicable to the DOT-i! code with the excep­




(2) Dp 	= E- Kg qcl ( a ,r,Gz) Bq(bp) exp(-bq) AS 
All Sourcegl 
where, Points 
G is number of groups 
AS issurface area associated with each-source point 
In addition to the above evaluation, the user can obtain the multigroup angular 
dependent flux at the detector surface, integral detector response for portions of the visible 
top, bottom or side surface of the r, z geometry source surface, and the multigroup scalar 
flux and current at the detector surface. A discussion of each type calculation performed 
by the MAP code is presented in the following sections. 
7. 1 	 GEOMETRY CALCULATIONS 
The MAP code performs calculations to obtain the required geometry-related data for 
use in the integration over the visible surface of the r, z problem geometry of the DOT-IIW 
code. These geometry calculations are categorized into five specific ardas-as follows: 
* 	 Source surface calculations to obtain a point source description of the 
r,z problem geometry surface, 
o 	 Detector surface calculations to represent the surface at a series of 
detector points, 
o 	 Source point-to-detector point geometry calculations, 
o 	 Discrete ordinate quadrature geometry data at the source point and 
detector point, and 
0 Geometry ray trace through a geometry described as zones defined by 
intersecting qqadratic surfaces. 
Each of the categories is described in detail in the following discussion with the 




Source Surface Calculations 
The source surface in the MAP code is a right circular cylindrical surface as shown 
in Figure 7-1. This surface is the outer boundary surface defined by an r, z geometry prob-' 
lem in the DOT-IIW code. The angular and energy dependent source on this surface is 
derived from the angular flux data calculated by DOT-IIW and these flux data are processed 
with the MAP code geometry data to provide detector response. In describing the surface 
source in the MAP code, the numerical technique involves the use of DOT angular leakage 
fluxes and the r, z geometry as shown in Figure 7-1 in an integration over the visible top 
or bottom and side surfaces. The integration is carried out independently for each detector 
and all geometry related data are processed prior to energy calculations in order to reduce 
computer time and data handling. 
Subdivision of Source Surface into Finite Surface Areas 
At each detector point, P, as shown in Figure 7-1, the MAP code evaluates all 
geometry related data for finite surface areas on the visible surface of the cylinder. The 
visible top or bottom surface as well as the side surfaces are calculated independently 
because, if the detector point lies above-or below the top or bottom surface of the source 
cylinder, the entire disk is visible to the detector. The visible side surface is defined by the 
point of tangency of the line of sight-connecting the detector point Pand the cylindrical 
surface. 
In addition to the geometry calculations relating source point and detector, 
the relationship of the discrete ray connecting the definite areas with each detector is 
calculated. These geometry dependent data are then associated with the discrete ordinate 
angular quadrature data describing the angular flux, and these data are used to process the 
energy dependent angular flux in subsequent calculations. ' 
In the current version of the MAP code, two techniques exist to describe the sub­
division of the visible surface area (i.e., top, bottom, or side) into finite surface areas. Each 
of these techniques will be discussed in the following sections. 
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The top or bottom surface is visible to any detector above or below the plane 
.defined by the surface and geometry calculations are similar for both surfaces. Only the top 
surface will be described here. The DOT - IIW angular flux available to describe the angular 
leakage flux from this top surface is defined only in those mesh intervals lying in the r,z 
plane at the top. The r,z plane is noted in Figure 7-2 and the mesh intervals, for which 
angular flux exists, are also noted. In the'integration over the visible top surface, consistent 
use is made of the angular flux data at each mesh interval during 'the surface integration. 
Since the angular leakage flux is obtained only in one quadrant of the unit sphere, the MAP' 
code performs the integration only in the range of 0 to 180 degreesand the surface area 
associated with each finite surface-area is doubled to account for this symmetry condition. 
As shown in Figure 7-2, the only input data required for the DOT-IIW code is the radial mesh 
line descriptions r; , as shown schematically in Figure 2. In an r,z problem geometry, the 
DOT-IIW code assumes homogeneity of flux solution tn'ihe,azimuthal angle 0 such 
that the angular flux data in the r,z planerare applicable ?o all r,z planes-with the proper 
translation of the coordinate system. Techniques available in MAP use an arbitrary 0 mesh' 
interval description defined'by input to subdivide the top surface into a set of annular ring 
segments as shown in Figure 7-2. Annular ring segments are then represented as point sources 
(e.g., at the point $ whose cylindrical coordinates are the arithemtic mean of the surface 
mesh cell boundaries and the axial coordinate is of the surface as follows: 
- ri + ri+lI 
(3) i T 
gmn + ()m+l 
(4) 9 2.0 
(5) zi = zs 
Using the symmetry condition about the rz plane, the surface area associated 















(6) AS = (ri+1 2 - r;2 ) . (gm+1 - gm) 
This surface area element is then used in performing the numerical integration. 
The visible side surface of the cylindrical source surface is treated in a similar 
fashion to the top (or bottom) surface. As shown in Figure 7-3, the side surface integration 
involves the determination of the angle OT which is defined by the line of tangency of the 
plane containing the detector point P and the cylindrical source surface (shown by the 
dashed line in Figure 7-3). Once the angle gTis known for detector point P, the technique 
used to define the surface mesh cell boundaries use the arbitrary 0 mesh interval description 
input to the MAP code to define the surface mesh cell shown in Figure 7-3. The mesh cell 
boundaries are from the input azimuthal angle values, g'm' and the DOT-IIW axial mesh 
line values z, as follows: 
(7) 0 in OT_ 
6
"rn m 9m+1 - " 
(8) zi = zi 
Ihe surface area elements defined by the mesh cell boundaries are then represented 
as a point source (e. g., at point S) whose cylindrical coordinates are the arithmetic mean 
of the surface mesh ceil boundaries and the radial coordinate rs of the cylindrical surface 
as follows: 
(9) .jr = r. 
















(12) S =2.0. rs - ( m+!- GM) - (zz+1-z!) 
This surface area element is then used in performing the.numerical integration for the side 
surface. 
Two techniques are available in using the DOT-IIW angular flux data. The first 
technique uses the mesh interval description as defined by the DOT-IIW problem input 
directly. In this use, the angular flux data for each radial mesh interval on the top (or bottom) 
surface are used in combination with the MAP input azimuthal mesh interval description to 
define the surface source on the entire visible top (or bottom) surface. 
A second technique is provided by MAP in which the user specifies the number of 
radial or axial mesh intervals on the top, bottom, or side surface in the surface integration. 
The MAP code assumes equal Ar mesh intervals in the top or bottom surface integration or 
equal -Az mesh intervals in the side surface integration. Angular flux data are assigned to 
the integration mesh intervalsaccording to the DOT-IIW mesh interval in which the midpoint 
of the integration mesh interval lies. This second technique is included in the MAP code 
capability to provide a fine uniform mesh cell description for use with highly asymmetric 
quadrature angular flux data at the DOT source surface and at the MAP detector surface. 
The MAP code does not use any spatial interpolation techniques to define the angular flux 
variation at the source surface. The DOT-IIW angular flux data are used as discrete surface 
area data. This approach isused to circumvent smoothing of data where particle leakage 
from adjacent mesh cells on a surface are drastically different due to physical changes in a 
DOT-IIW problem geometry internal to the surface (e.g., an edge effect due to a highly 





Detector Surface 	Calculations 
Detector surfaces in the MAP code can be one of three regular surfaces or the 
user can, at option, input coordindtes of a series of detector points. The regular detector 
surface, definitions available to the user are: 
e Plane surace detector normal to the z axis of the DOT-IIW problem, 
o Cylindrical surface detector parallel to the Z axis of the DOT-IIW 
problem, and 
* Spherical surface detector (meridian ring) whose origin is defined by 
input data. 
Each of these detector surfaces are subdivided into surface areas.which are repre­
sented as point detectors. Because of the symmetry conditions in the angular leakage flux 
solution at the DOT-IIW surface and the use of numerical integration over the visible source 
surface, the three surfaces cah be represented as a series of detector points on the line of 
intersection of the detector surface and the rz plane of the DOT-IIW solution. The detec­
tor surfaces are shown in Figure 7-4. The techniques used in MAP to define the coordinates 
of the detector points defined these surface detectors are as follows: 
Plane; 
- rk+l + rk 
(13) rk 	 - 2.0 
(14) 	 Zk = Zp 
=(15) Ak 0 
Cylindrical; 
(16) -k = rPl 
- zk+1+zk(17) zk 2.0 
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(19) k =ro cos 2 
- ak+V'+k 
k+
(20) zk rp sin -k2 
(21) 4 0. 0 
Input data to the MAP consist of the radial or axial coordinates defining the mesh 
intervals on the detector surface, rk or zk, or the cosine of the polar angle, cos ak, defining 
the angular mesh intervals on the spherical surface. In addition, the axial coordinates Zp 
of the plane, the radial coordinate rp of the cylinder, or the origin Zp of the sphere must be 
input. 
An additional capability available in the MAP code is the option to input the 
coordinates of detector points rk, zk in order to specify a surface detector or arbitrary 
shape. 
Source Point-to-Detector Point Calculations 
The numerical integration of the kernel equation over the visible surface of 
the cylinder defined by the DOT-IIW solution is carried out using the point source descrip­
tion at the source surface described in the previous sections. Once the cylindrical coordin­
ates of the source points and detector points are known, the void ray trace from each source 
point S to each detector point P is performed. These calculations are carried out as shown 
in Figure 7-5. An X-Y projection of the ray trace, SP, from source point S to detector P is 
shown. The MAP code calculates the distance, po, the angles, go and gi, between the 
X-Y projection of the ray trace SP and the outward directed vectors 0S or OP at points Sand 
P. The distance, Po, is obtained by the Law of Cosines as follows: 





Angles 91 and 00 are obtained by the following relationships:
 
2 .. 2 .2
1 Po 	+ rk - ri 
- po2 Fk(23) 	 9lQ cos 
= +
(24) 	 go 9 1 
The total ray trace distance, defined as Pp(ri,'gm, zj) from the source point S 
at coordinates (Fi, r, zr) to detector point Pat coordinates (Fk, T k) is then determined by: 
PO2 + (zk - Zi)2(25) p= 
In addition to the above quantities, the MAP code computes direction cosines 
(Po, 10) of this ray trace pp at the source surface as: 
(26) 7o = (zk- zi) 
SP
 
(27) 	po = cos go " sin(cos - 1 770) 
The direction cosines (jl, 771)of the ray trace at the detector surface are defined 
by­
(28) n1 = 70 
(29) 	 pl = cosg 1 . sin(cos-1 71) 
The-direction cosine sets (po, 7 o)and (pl, 77 1) as well as the cosine of 9o and g1 
are used in subsequent calculations to obtain the angular dependent source term from discrete 
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Discrete Ordinate Quadrature - Geometry Calculations 
Geometry calculations associated with the discrete ordinate angular quadrature 
are performed for a source surface and detector surface. Calculations at the source surface 
are necessary to use the angular flux data at the DOT-IIW r,z problem geometry surface. 
Two techniques of treating this angular flux data are provided in the current version of the 
MAP code. These are: 
e Direct use of discrete ordinate angular flux data as discrete angular 
source data. (This technique is used with symmetric or asymmetric 
quadrature data.) 
U Angular flux interpolation in the angular variable, tj , with the second 
variable, p, treated as discrete data. 
Calculations at the detector surface are associated with generating angular depen­
dent boundary source data for direct coupling into succeeding DOT-IIW code problems 
using magnetic tapes. This coupling techknique is applicable to any discrete ordinate quad­
rature and the detector surface quadrature is not required to be the same as the DOT-IIW 
problem data. 
The foll:wing discussion will expand the preceding discussions to illustrate the 
generation of discrete ordinate dependent data for processing the multigroup angular flux 
data at the source surface. 
Discrete Ordinate Quadrature - Source Surface Calculations 
Discrete ordinate quadrature calculations at the source surface are carried out to 
provide data for calculations of angular dependent source data for use in the kernel integra­
tion over the source surface. The first technique as described above involves the direct use 
of angular flux data. These angular flux data are assumed to be discrete ordinate data repre­
senting the angular flux at the discrete ordinate direction cosines. A search of discrete 
7-15 
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ordinate directions is made td find the closest discrete direction to the line-of-sight ray 
connectihg a source point on the surface and the detector point. This procedure is shown 
schematically in Figure 7-6 for the finite surface area A. Since theDOT-IIW solution is 
performed in the r, z plane, thd translation of this plane and its'related angular flux data 
into an azimuthal angle, 'm, must be performed. The discrete ordinate quadrature unit shere" 
representing the angular flux distribution as the visible octant 6f the unit sphere is also shown 
in Figure 7-6. The MAP code performs a search of the discrete ordinate directions 'only 
in the visible octant to find the closest discrete ordinate to the ray SP connecting the source 
point Sand detector point P. This technique involves the calculation of the direction 
cosines (po, Vio, to) of the ray SP in relation to the p = 1. coordinate system shown in 
Figure 7-6. The discrete direction number chosen as the angular flux best representing the 
direction SP is chosen as the direction which forms them'ninimum angle 4/with ray SP as 
follows: 
s - 1 + m +(30) 4=co /o o em).(Popm % 
This direc.tion number is then saved tobe used in the calculation of the angular source'data
 
described in Section 7. 2.
 
The second technique available at the source urface involves the use of a one­
variable angular flux interpolation technique in the dire6tion cosine, '7, to define the jrngular 
the discrete directions,dependent source? Geometry related data for this technique include 
Lagrangian interpolating polynomial coefficients derived foi the discrete brdinate quadrature 
dataand the ray SP direction cosine, n7o. The discrete directions to be used in interpolation 
are selected from each n m level of the octant as shown in Figure 7-7. The selection in 
each - m level is based on the cosine of the angle between the X-Y projection of the ray 
SP and the j axis of the unit sphere and the angular limits of the quadrature, cosgm, in each 
m level. These limits are calculated based on the angular quadrature weights.
 
At the completion of finding the discrete direction in each 
 7m level of the visible 
octant, the mirror reflection of each discrete n m direction is chosen based on symmetric 
quadratures. The '7m values of'each level, nl, and, the discrete ray direction cosine no are then 



















(1 1-2 ) P) (77 ) (31) .Ln( =(1 - P +1( %) 7) mPn (m) 
Discussion of the angular source calculafion techniques above were limited to the 
top source only. These techniques are. directly applicable to the bottom surface except that 
the discrete direction search is carried out for the negative 7m quadrant of the unit sphere.
The side surface discrete direction search is carried out in the octant which is 
visible to the detector pointand this search will involve + 'i and -'7 octants depending upon 
the location of the detector point P in relation to the source points S. The technique de­
scribed above is applicable to the side surface except that the search is limited to the +p 
directions only. 
GEOMETRY RAY TRACE CALCULATIONS' 
The MAP' code, at option, will perform geometry and material penetration calcula­
tions based on a geometry defined by zones defined by intersecting quadratic surfaces. The 
geometric surfaces are described by various quadratic equations, and materials in the zones 
are described, by a mixture material-component material table and component material 
nuclear cross sections or by macroscopic 'nuclear cross sections. 
Based on geometry related data, the MAP code calculates the "line-of-sight" 
distance (path length) through each material in each zone between each source point and 
each detector point. 
Subsequent sections describe the techniques used in describing the geometry by 
surfaces and zones and solving geometry dependent quantities in a MAP problem. 
Surfaces 




O Equations of a surface of revolution about any x, y, or z coordinate axis. 
Equations of a plane normal to the x, y, or z axis of the reference system.. 
Equations of an elliptic cylinder about any z axis. 
* Equations of any quadratic surface by specifying appropriate equation coefficients. 
To simplify the geometry input description, the program contains specific forms of 
the quadratic surface equations. Each of these equations is identified by an input surface 
equation number. The equations available are as follows: 
A(X2) + B(Y2 ) + C(Z 2) + X0X + Y0Y+ Z0Z - D = 0. 0 
A(X-X0)2 + B(Y-Y 0 )2 + C(Z-Z0)2 - D = 0. 0 
(X-X0) 2 + (Y-Yo)2 - D = 0. 0 
X- D=0.0 
(32) 	 Y - D=0. 0
 
Z - D =0.0
 
D2A(X 2) + B(Y) 2 + C(Z2) + X0X + Y0Y + Z0 Z - 0. 0 
2A(X-Xo) 2 + B(Y-Yo)2 + C(Z-Zo)9 - . 0
 
D2
(X-X 0 )2 + (Y-Y0 )2 - = 0. 0 
The quantities A, B,C, X0, Y0 , Zo, and Dare input parameters for the surfaces in a 
problem. The surface equation number defines the necessary parameters and only those 
parameters are necessary to solve the respective surface equation. The first equation is a 
form of the general quadratic equation. The second equation defines an elliptic surface, 
which, by proper specific:tion of the A, B, and C coefficients, can describe elliptical cylin­
drical surfaces with their axis paallel to each of the coordinate axes. The third equation 
defines a cylindric surface with its axis parallel to the Z axis. The fourth, fifth, and sixth 
equations define planesnormal to each of the coordinates. The seventh, eighth, and ninth 
equations define the same quadratic surfaces as the first three equations except for the 
required input of the quantity D. By proper manipulation of the coefficients of a quadratic 




The equations shown above require that all parameters must be in units consistent
 
with the ,uclear cross sections of the zones.
 
Zones 
A zone is defined as a region containing a homogeneous composition of materials 
and, is bounded by a set of geometrical surfaces as defined by the quadratic surface equations. 
Geometrical surfaces described in a problem geometry are used to define the boundaries of 
zones in a problem. Each zone is described as a volume'bounded by as many as six inter­
secting surfaces. The boundary surfaces of a zone are designated by their sequence number 
in input data. 
The MAP code contains the "point-in-region" technique to assign the'boundary 
surface-zone relationship values to each of the zoneboundary surface numbers. This rela­
tionship of the zone with respect to each of its boundary surfaces must be known for a MAP 
geometry calculation. This relationship is designated by the sign (plus or minus) of the 
zone boundary number and is called the "ambiguity index. " The ambiguity index defines 
the position of a zone with respect to the zone boundary surface as being an interior (,F) or 
exterior -) zone. In complex geometries, the assignment of ambiguity indices by the code 
user is difficult and time consuming. To circumvent this problem, the MAP code requires as 
input the Cartesian coordinatesof a point (xp yp, zp) within each zone. Using thesepoint 
coordinates, the designated surface numbers for each boundary of'a zone, and the equation 
number of the. surfaces, the calculation,of the ambiquity index is straightforward. The 
surface equation and the coordinates (xp, yp, zp) define the quantity, V, for each particular 
equation type as follows: 
ZV = A(x -X0) 2 	 + B(yp-Y0 2 +C (ZpZ0)2 + X x +-Y0y + z -D 
(33) 	 V A(x -x ./2 + B(y- Y) 2 + C zp- 2 D 
X0 )2 Y) 2V (x - + (y- - . D 
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V x -D 
PV = y -D 
(33) 	 V = 7 - D 
V A(xp -X 0 )2 +B(yp -Y 0) 2 C (zp -Z 0 )2 +X 0 x p = Y0 y +Z 0 z - D 
2V = A(x p-X 0 ) 2 + B(yp- Y ) 2 +C (zp - Z0 ) - D 
V = 	 p X0)2+(yp-Y0)2_ D2 
The sign (+) of the quantity V determines the ambiguity index of the boundary 
surface of the zone. This ambiguity index is assigned to the surface boundary number by the 
MAP code. If V is negative, the zone is internal to the boundary surface and the surface 
boundary number is given a positive sign. Similarly, if V is positive, the zone is external to 
the boundary surface and the surface boundary number is given a negative sign. The ambi­
guity index calculation is performed at the beginning of a MAP code calculation and the 
computed signs are used for all geometry calculations. 
External zones in a MAP code problem can be described by a single boundary 
surface. External boundary surfaces of external zones need not be defined. An external 
zone is recognized by the program if the sign of the input value of the number of boundary 
surfaces of a zone is a negative number. 
Geometry Calculations 
The geometry calculation begins with the computed Cartesian coordinates of a 




xs = rk cosQm or rpcos0 m
 














The total "line-of-sight" distance, p, between a source point and a detector point, 
and the ditection cosines (a, p, y) are then computed as follows: 
2 + p = (xp xs)2 + (yp -S) (zp zS) 2 
a-
-p 
SY.p - Y 
z­ z. 
The geometry calculation then proceeds to obtain the path length, p z, traversed in 
each zone along the "line-of-sight. " This calculation begins with the -coordinates of a 
"pseudo-point" (x', y', z), along the "line-of-sight" which is removed from the original 
source point by' the distance A. This calculation is performed as: 
x' =xs+aA
 
Y = YS + PA
 
This pseudo-point (x', y', z') is used in conjunction with input zone boundaries, 
surface numbers, surface equations input surface parameters, and the source zone number to 
calculate the correct zone in which x', y', and z' lies. The actual operation performed is a 
cyclic calculation of the quantities, VbZ, for each boundary, b, of the source zone, Z. The 
cyclic calculation begins in the zone area. The values of VbZ depend on-the equation 
number NEQBDb of boundary b and follow as: 
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x0 )2Vb. A(x' - + B(y' -y 0 )2 + C (z'-z 0)2 +x 0 x' +y 0 y+z 0 z' - D 
V AbzA(x' -x 0 )2+B(y' -y 0 )2 +C (z'-z 0 )2 - D 
- y0 )2Vbz =(x'- x0 ) - y' - D 
Vb. = x' -D
 
Vbz : yO D
 
Vbz z'- D 
1Vbz =A (x' - x0)2 + B (y'- y 0)2 +C(z' z0)2 + X0x' + yOy I+Z 0 Z
+ B (y' 
-y 0 )2 +C ( z ' -Z 0)2 D2VbzA (x'- x0)2 
V 6 -x 0 )2 +(y' -y 0 )
2 
_ D2 bz(X' 
If the sign of the quantity, VbW and the sign (ambiguity index) of the boundary 
surface number are of opposite sign for all boundary surfaces, the point (x', y', z' ) lies 
within the region or zone. If the point does not lie in the zone, the code searches the 
zones in sequence up to the number of zones in the problem. If a zone is found which con­
tains the point (x', y' , z' ), the calculation proceeds to the next geometry calculation step. 
If no zone can be found which contains the point, the region calculation is terminated by 
printing an error statement along with the results for source regions prepeding that one in 
which the error occurred. 
The next step in calculating the path length in each region involves the analytic 
solution of distances from the point (x', y' , z' ) to each boundary surface of the zone. The 
solution is obtained by solving the boundary equations for the point of intersection of the 
"line-of-sight" and the surface in question. These distances to each boundary are sequen­
tially tested, and the minimum distance in 'the correct direction is selected as the distance 




At this point in the calculation, the-correct path length in the zone is calculated 
as: 
pz= P'z+A 
The final operation in the source zone path length calculation is the starting point for 
obtaining the next zone (along the line-of-sight) path length. Input values define the "most 
probable" zone entered upon crossing boundary b of the zone z. With the last calculated 
value of Pz, a new "pseudo-point" along the line-of-sight is calculated as: 
X= X' + aPz
 
y2 
 = y' +fipz 
zo zS + y p Z 
These current "pseudo-point" coordinates and the zone number are used in the operations 
described above in calculating data for'the next zone traversed in the source-detector "line­
of-sight" The data of the correct zone number and zone path 'length are obtained for each 
zone along the line-of-sight. This cyclic procedure (cal'culation of zone path length) con­
timues-until an"outside zone" is reached or until the detector point (xp, yp, zp) is reached. 
This source point-to-detector point calculation is repeated foreach source pointfon the 
source surface and each detector point in the problem. The total mean free paths of-material 
on each l ine-oF-sight for each group is calculated using neutron or photon cross sections 
described in Section 7. 2. 
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7.2 ENERGY DEPENDENT CALCULATIONS 
The MAP code performs energy depdndent calculations at three points in the code 
logic. 
These three separate calculations are: 
o 	 Optional calculationof material penetration for each group using input 
neutron or photon cross sections or calculated photon cross sections at the 
energy paints describing the average energies of the groups 
o 	 Calculation of the multigroup angular dependent detector response, and 
* 	 Calculation of the detector response. 
Each of the three categories of calculations is described in the following discussion. 
Material Penetration Calculation 
In Section 7.1 the techniques of calculating the geometry ray tra6e were described. 
The calculated zone path lengths, Pz, on each ray trace from a source point to a detector, 
point are combined with the multiqroup macroscopic neutron or photon cross sections to 
provide the total mean free paths of material penetration on each ray trace. 
Two 	techniques of specifyinq neutron and photon cross sections are provided in the 
MAP 	code. The user may input multigroup cross sections for a number of materials and assign 
materials to zones or an optional calculation of the photon cross sections by material can 
be performed by the code using microscopic library dataon magnetic tape. 
The 	calculation of the material penetration on each ray trace, bq, is defined by: 
bq Ygz z 
z= 
where the cross sections, 2gzf are macroscopic total cross section data for the zone. The 
material penetration results are calculated for each source point and group and stored on 
magnetic tape or disk file by detector point for subsequent use in the calculation of the 




Thd optional calculation of the photon cross sections involves the use of a mixture 
material - component material talbe to specify the density (grams per cubic centimeter) of 
elements in each mixture material. These data are combined-with photon cross sections 
calculated from a microscopic library tape to form macroscopic cross sections. 
Component materials, which may be used in as many mixture-materials as desired. 
are defined in a matrix of input values A mc. The values, A mc, define the density (grams)' 
per cubic centimeter) of each component c in mixture m and are used to calculate the photon 
cross sections as follows: 
2 gm 0c (Eg) Amc 
c, 
A "void" is defined as a mixture material in which all component materials are 
with zero density. 
The technique of calculating the microscopic cross sections, ac (E ), involves 
the use of a basic library of energy dependent photo-electric and pair-production data. 
An internal calculation of the absorption cross section and Compton scattering cross section 
,from the KIein-Nishina equation provides photon cross section data for use in geometry ray 
trace calculations. 
Basic Library Data 
The basic library tape required for the MAP code is in the format generated by the 
GAMLEG-W code. 
The basic data were obtained from Reference 7. These data were compiled, in 
tabular form for the 51 elements shown in Table 7-1 as pointwise data at energy points 
in the range of 0.01 MeV to 20.0 MeV. Only pair-production and photon-electric data 
were required as the Compton data are obtained analytically. The number of energy 
points for each element data was dependent on the number of points required to accurately 
describe the variations of the data with energy. For photo-electric absorption, the 
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presence of a double valued funcfion at the K, L, and M electron shell absorption edges 
necessitated the use of continuous data by use of values of the cross section at two energy 
points, E .+6 and E - s, whereowas on the order of 0.001 MeV. This treatment g g
allowed 'the use of these data in the interpolation techniques to obtain specific energy point 
values in each code as well as the accurate representation of the double valued.electron 
shell edges. 
A description of the contents of the pbir-production' and photo-electric cross section 
library tape is shown in Table 7-2. As indicated, each element requires that the data be in 
order of increasing photon energy. Five binary records describe each element onthe 
magnetic tape. This magnetic tape contains a title record as the first record on tape. 
The techniques employed in the MAP code involve the use of the magnetic tape 
library data as input toa separate subroutine. This subroutine calculates the absorption 
cross section, aa (El), from the sum of the photo-electric absorption- cross section, ape (E), 
and pair production cross sections, app (E.). This data is then interpolated to specified 
energy point values, E , to provide the total absorption cross sections, a.(E ). The.inter-
Oolation technique used in the code, assumes a linear variation of the logarithm of the cross 
section values with the logarithm of the energy for the two energy points bdunding the input 
specified energy .alue, E.. If.the energy-point E, outside the tange 'of the pointwise data 
an error.message is returned and if a value of the pointwise data- is zero the interp6lant is 
set to zero. 
The calculation of the total cross section in the MAP code provides total, cross 
section data at input specified energy points only. The 'interpolated absorption data, a (Eg), 
described earlier is combinedwith the Compton scatter cross section,' a (E ), to providec 

the total cross section a, (E ). The Compton cross section in units of barns/electron is 
calculated from the Klein-Nishina equation for the inelastic scattering of a photon'of 
energy, Eg, with a free electron as follows: 
ln(1+2E ) E. -+2-1 2EK -(1 E 
(1-I2E 0()co. 65) . [K 
cE = (0.665). - ,E is in 
units of 
electron 






















































- TABLE 7,4 
GAMMA RAY CROSS SECTION LIBRARY DATA PLACED ON TAPE BY GAMLEG-W 
LibraryAtomic Identification AtomicNumber Element Name Number Number 
1 Hydrogen 26 39
2 Helium 27 40 
3 Lithium 
 28 41
4 Beryllium 29 
 42
5 Boron - 30 47
6 Carbon 31 
 48 

..7 Nitrogen 32 49




Magnesium 35 56 

13 Aluminum 36 62
14 Silicon 37 64 

15 Phosphorus 38




19 Potassium 40 
 72
20 Calcium 41 
 73
22 Titanium 42 74
23 Vanadium 43 
 79
24. Chronium 44 
 80
25 Manganese 45 
 82
26 Iron 46 84
27 Cobalt 47 90
28 
 Nickel 48








































REOUIRED BASIC LIBRARY DATA FORMAT 
(Repeated for' Each Element) 
Punch Card Type 
and FORTRAN Form Magnetic Tape** Required Data 
1. (2X, 12A4). Record 1 'Name of Element 
2. (13,2E 12.5) Record 2 IA, number of energy paints 
Z, Atomic Number of element, 
electrons/atom 
AW, Atomic Weight of element 
atoms/gram-atom 
3. (6E 12.5)- Record 3 E1,* IA 1point vdlues of-energy 
describing the cross section 
input, MeV 
4: (6E 12.5) Record 4 . p (E.), IA values of photo­
e lectric absorption cross 
sections at energy points, 
(E.), barns 
5. (6E 12.5) Record 5 (E.), IA values of pair­
•Pproduction cross sections at 
energy points, (E.), barns 
* Values of E. must be in increasing order. 
** 	 The lead record-on the tape contains a title record. The -library tape contains 







The total dross section, a (Eg), in-barns,.is then defined as,tg9 
at(Eg)= aa(Eg) + Z. * a(E) 
where Z. is the atomic number (electrons/atom) of the element. In the MAP code, these data 
are combined with densities for each material to form macroscopic cross- section data in units 
of cm 
Multigroup Angular Dependent Calculations 
In Section 7. 1 the techniques of calculating geometry dependent data for the 
source surface and detector surface are described. These geometry related data are processed 
with the multigroup angular leakage flux to provide the desired detector response. The 
calculations performed in the energy dependent pdrtion of the MAP code include the 
evaluation of the multiproup anqular dependent source, the inverse square attenuation, the 
material attenuation,and the detector response by energy group, source surface area, and 
angle. 
The angular dependent source-by energy group for the top or bottom surface is 
defined as; 
q P"r,z 10 Po )01 o, 
or for the side surface as; 
q(Qr,z) pOJ f (1O. PO) 
where the direction cosines p and 4 are at the source surface and are defined in Section 
7.1. 
Two techniques of selecting discrete direction angular flux are described in Section 
7.1. The first technique involves the use of the closest discrete ordinate direction for the 
values of 4(nG,po) and requires only the ordinate direction number to evaluate (o'lo)" 




where the technique of selecting discrete direction angular flux 4 ( r ) and the calcula­
tion of the polynomiaI coefficients LnC,, ) ate described in Section 7.1. 
The inverse square attenuafion applied to the angular dependent source is the 
inverse of the square of the distance p from the source point to the detector point. 
The calculation of this distance is described in Section 7.1. 
The material attenuation term is calculated based on the total mean free paths of 
material traversed along the line-of-sight. The calculation of the mean free paths is des­
cribed earlier. The d fferefhtia Idetector response by energy group, A due to a 
single source point is then defined as: 




pp (r, a, z)
The material attenuation factor, B(b ) exp '(-b -), is-an optional calculation. The 
9 .9buildup factor B(b g) to account for multiple scattering of photons'during the point, kernel 
calculation is defined by the cubic polynomial, 
B(b)2a 2 3 
B(6 a0+0 6ig+ 296+ 3b9 
where the coefficients a, a,, a21 a3/' are energy dependent coefficients obtained from 
analysis of infinite-medium moments method results8 . 
Multigroup Detector Response 
Detector response by energy group is calculated for the top or bottom, side, total, 
and selected portions of the visible source surface. The detector response, s 	for'surfaceF 

'
 area S, is obtained by summation of the differential detector response; 
€n 	( ), as 
follows: 




where the summation over i or j is over either the top or bottom surface (i), the side surface 
(j), the total surface 0 and j), or, at option, over selected portions of i and j defined by 
input to the MAP code. The summation over n is the integration over the azimuthal angle, 
8, on the visible surface. 
In addition to the scalar detector response, a multigroup angular flux representing 
a boundary source at a plane normal to the z axis or r axis is calculated. This calculation 
involves use of the discrete direction in the coupling plane discrete ordinate quadrature 
which best represents the direction, n. The angular flux at the coupling plane normal to the 
z axis is defined as: 
Fo 0Pgni(Hm 7m) Z 
iand j n m Wm 
where the index, m, is the representative discrete directionwith direction cosines, PImand 
1
. The term, 7° preserves the number of particles incident upon the coupling plane. 
The angular flux atthe cylindrical coupling plane normal to the r axis is defined as: 
( g (pin, 9m) =V [o 49d~ni 9 
i andj n Pm Wm 
These angular dependent data are placed, at user option, on mognetic tape in a 
format compatible with the DOT-IIW code. 
Detector Response 
Detector response calculations in the MAP code are carried out at the completion 
of the source surface integration for all energy groups and detector points. The multigroup 
detector fluxes for the total, top or bottom, and side surfaces as well as selected portions 
(i.e., tagged surface areas) of the top or bottom, and side surfaces are multiplied 
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by the multigroup detector response data, K(E) or Kg, to- provide detector response'. The' 
user may input detector respon~e data for as many types of detectors desired -nd the MAP 
code will calculate the deteator response for each type of detector at each-detector point. 
The detector point data for the source surfaces (i.e., top orbottom side, total, or tagged 
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